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INTRODUCTION 

Notwithstanding its title, the reader will not find in this book a systematic 
account of this huge subject. Certain classical aspects have been passed by, 
and the true title ought to be “Various questions of elementary combina- 
torial analysis”. For instance, we only touch upon the subject of graphs 
and configurations, but there exists a very extensive and good literature 
on this subject. For this we refer the reader to the bibliography at the end 
of the voiume. 

The true beginnings of combinatorial analysis (also called combina- 
tory analysis) coincide with the beginnings of probability theory in the 
17th century. For about two centuries it vanished as an autonomous sub- 
ject. But the advance of statistics, with an ever-increasing demand for 
configurations as well as the advent and development of computers, have, 
beyond doubt, contributed to reinstating this subject after such a long 
period of negligence. 

For a long time the aim of combinatorial analysis was to count the 
different ways of arranging objects under given circumstances. Hence, 
many of the traditional problems of analysis or geometry which are con- 
--..--A L̂  ̂ --.A-:- - _̂̂  ̂ A .GrL c-fc- -L --.- 4 -_--I 1, ̂_.̂  a ---L:..,,,*:,.l t.c;,,IGU ac a bGILLI,II III”luGlIC WlLll 1111,LG ~LIL&LUIGJ, ,ka”G a b”III”IIIQL”IIcu 
character. Today, combinatorial analysis is also relevant to problems of 
existence, estimation and structuration, like all other parts of mathema- 
tics, but exclusively forfinite sets. 

My idea is here to take the uninitiated reader along a path strewn with 
particular problems, and I can very well amagine that this journey may 
jolt a student who is used to easy generalizations, especially when only 
some of the questions I treat can be extended at all, and difficult or un- 
solved extensions at that, too. Meanwhile, the treatise remains firmly 
elementary and almost no mathematics of advanced college level will be 
necessary. 

At the end of each chapter I provide statements in the form of exercises 
that serve as supplementary material, and I have indicated with a star those 
that seem most difficult. In this respect, I have attempted to write down 
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these 219 questions with their answers, so they can be consulted as a kind 
of compendium. 

The iirst items I should quote and recommend from the bibliography are 

_’ the three great classical treatises of Netto, MacMahon and Riordan. The 
bibliographical references, all between brackets, indicate the author’s 

( name and the year of publication. Thus, [Abel, 18261 refers, in the 
1_,\ 

bibliography of articles, to the paper by Abel, published in 1826, Books are 
indicated by a star. So, for instance, [*Riordan, 19681 refers, in the biblio- 

r gruphy of books, to the book by Riordan, published in 1968. Suffixes a, b, 
c, distinguish, for the same author, different articles that appeared in the 
same year. 

Each chapter is virtually independent of. the others, except of the 
fist; but the use of the index will make it easy to consult each part of the 
book separately. 

I have taken the opportunity in this English edition to correct some 
printing errors and to improve certain points, taking into account the 
suggestions which several readers kindly communicated to me and to 
whom I feel indebted and most grateful. 

R(N) 
B n,k 
C 

E(X) 
GF 
N 
N 

P(A) 
WV 
‘9-W) 
%(N) 
A+B 
R 
RV 
Z 

n 
n 
:= 

[nl 
n! 

b>k 

Wk 

bl 
lbll 
(2 
s h k) 

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

set of k-arrangements of N 
partial Bell polynomials 
set of complex numbers 
expectation of random variable X 
generating function 
denotes, throughout the book, a finite set with n elements, IN] = n 
set of integers > 0 
probability of event A 
set of subsets of N 
set of nonemepty subsets of N 
set of subsets of N containing k elements 
= A v B, understanding that A n B = 8 
set of real numbers 
random variable 
set of all integers >cO 
difference operator 
indicates beginning and end of the proof of a theorem 
equals by definition 
the set (1,2, 3, . . ., n} of the first n positive integers 
n factorial= the product i.2.3. . . . . n 
=x(x-I)...@--k+l) 
=x(x+1)...@!-k-1) 
the greatest integer less than or equal to x 
the nearest integer to x 
binomial coefficient = (n),/k! 
Stirling number of the first kind 

s(n, k) Stirling number of the second kind 

INI number of elements of set N 

F bound variable, with dot underneath 
CA, A complement of subset A 

Cmf coefficient of t” in the formal series f 
(x I P} set of all x with property B 
NM set of maps of M into N 



CHAPTER1 

VOCABULARY OF COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS 

In this chapter we define the language we will use and we introduce those 
elementary concepts which will be referred to throughout the book. As 
much as possible, the chosen notations will not be new; we will use only 
those that actually occur in publications. We will not be afraid to use 
two different symbols for the same thing, as one may be preferable to 
the other, depending on circumstances. Thus, for example, K and CA 
L-r,- I-.--r- ri_ -----t-----r -0 1 1 - n -.-?I In -L--l I-- A,.- :.-r----- 
UUlll UGIIUK UK LXJllll)ltXlltXIL VI A, A n D iillU Al3 S1illll.l 101 111~ IIILtXbC~- 

tion of A and B, etc. For the rest, it seems desirable to avoid taking 
positions and to obtain the flexibility which is necessary to be able to 
read different authors. 

1.1. SUBSETSOFASET;OPERATIONS 

In the following we suppose the reader to be familiar with the rudiments 
of set theory, in the naive sense, as they are taught in any introductory 
mathematics course. This section just defines the notations. 

N, Z, R, C denote the set of the non-negative integers including zero, 
the rot nf nil intern+-rr K=n the cot nf the regl nllmhm-c am-l the c,=t nf the e..., “I. VL . . . 1.1. VD”.” )“, I..” YI. “L . ..” .--. .....a.YI-Y -..- . ..- .,“” .,. .--.. 

complex numbers, respectively. 
We will sometimes use the following fogicul abbreviations: 3 (= there 

exists at least one), V (= for all), * (=implies), -E (=if), o (=if and 
only if). 

When a set 52 and one of its elements o is given, we write “oEQ” 
and we say “w is element of a” or also “0 belongs to 0” or “w in 52”. 
Let n be the subset of elements o of Sz that have a certain property 
9, ll c s2, then we denote this by : 

Clal n:= {co I OEi-2, P’>, 

and we say this as follows: “n equals by definition the set of elements 
w of 52 satisfying 9”‘. When the list of elements a, b, c, . . ., I that constitute 
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together AI, is known, then we also write: 

n:= (a, b, c ,..., I>. 

If N is a finite set, IN1 denotes the number of its elements. Hence 

INI =card N=cardinaZ of N, also denoted by 8. 
‘Q(N) is the set of all subsets of N, including the empty set; Tp’(N) 

denotes the set of all nonempty subsets, or combinations, or blocks, of N; 
hence, when A is a subset of N, we will denote this by Ac N or by 
AE~(N), as we like. For A, B subsets of N, A, Bc N we recall that 

AnB:=(xIxA,x&}, 

AuS:= {x I XEA or xEB}, 

(the or if net exclusi-qe) j+$-h _-- *I.- --a- --- I bII 016 ~11~ mterseCtivn and the union or̂  A and 
B. It sometimes will happen somewhere that we write AB instead of 
AnB, for reasons of economy. (See, for example, Chapter IV.) For each 

family S of subsets of N, S: = (A&t, we denote: 

n A, := {x I VIEI, XEA,}, 
rel 

U AI:={x13z~I,x~A,}. 
IEJ 

The (set theoretic) difference of two subsets A and B of N is defined by: 

WI A\B:=(xlx~A,x@). 

The complement of A (c N) is the subset N\A of N, also denoted by A, 
or CA, or &A. Th e operation which assigns to A the set A is called 
i3~3phit3iii. Cieariy : 

Clcl A\B=AnB. 

p(N) is made into a Boolean algebra by the operations U, n and 0. 
Such a structure consists of a certain set M (here = !# (N)) with two oper- 
ations v and A (here v =u, A =n), and a map of Minto itself: a+a’ 
(here A -+ A= c A) such that for all a, b, c, . . . EM, we have: 

[ld] (I) (avb) vc=av (bvc), 
(II) (u A b) A c= a A (b A c) (associatiuity of v and A ). 

(III) avb=bva, 

(IV) a A b = b A a (commutativity of v and A ). 

(V) There exists a (unique) neutral element denoted by 0, for 
v: avO=Ova=a. 

(VI) There exists a (unique) neutral element denoted by 1, for 
h:ahl=lAa=a. 
(VII) a A (b v c) = (a A b) v (a A c) (distributivity of A with 

respect to v ). 
(VIII) a v (b A c) = (a v b) A (a v c) (distributivity of v with 

respect to A ). 
(IX) Each aeM has a complement denoted by a such that 
aAd=& avti=l. 

The most important interrelations between the operations u, n, c 
are the following: 

DEMORGAN FORMULAS. Let (A,),,* and (BK)6EK be two families of N, 
A,cN, B,cN, 1~1, XGK. Then: 

I31 

Cl fl 

Ckl 

WI 

c’,LJ 4) = ,f-J (CA,) 

cc,f-J 4) = ,LJ (CA*) 

(U 4) n (.(dEBJ = U (4 n K) 
beI (I,K)EJXK 
U-l A,) u tKf-lK Bd = f-l (4 ” Bd 

IEI (I,I()EIxK 

A system 9 of N is a nonempty (unordered) set of blocks of N, without 
/- cv~rn~frn~~Al\\\. 

i~~&hiCG t---u c y fy \A. /,I, 2 k-sysie,m IS a system con" _____̂  F) _- cidinu nf k 

blocks. 

1.2. PRODUCTSETS 

Let be given m finite sets Ni, 1 < i<m, and recall that the product set 

n;l= i Ni or Cartesian product of the N, is the set of the m-tuples (y): = 

=(Y19Yzr..., y,), where y,eN, for all i= 1,2,. . ., m. The product set is 
also denoted by N1 x Nz x ... x N,,, or by N,N,N, . . . N,,, if there is no 
danger for confusion. We call yr the projection of (y) on NI, denoted by 

P’i (Y), 
If Ni = N2= ... = N,,,= N, the product set is also denoted by N‘“; the 
diagonalA ofNm is hence the set of the m-tuples such that yi =y2 = .a* =ym. 

THEOREM. The number of elements of the product set of a jinite number 
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of finite sets satisfies: 

q In fact, the number of m-tuples (y 1, y 2, . . . . y,) is equal to the product 
of the number of possible choices for y, in N,, which is lN1l, by the number 
of possible choices of y2 in N,, which is lN21, etc., by the number of 
possible choices of ym in N,,,, which is lN,,,l, because these choices can be 
done independently from each other. n 
Example. What is the number d(n) of factors of n, with prime decompo- 
sition n =p”‘p”’ 1 2 . . .pp? To choose any factor pt’p’$. . .pp of n is the same as 
to choose the sequence (6,, 82, . . . 
=(O, I,2 ,..., a,), 

, 6,) of exponents such that 6+:A,:= 
i=l, 2 )..., k. Then, 

=lA1I-lA,l...IAkl=(cr,+l)(a,+l)...(cl,+l). 
d(nj=jA, xA,x . . . xA,(= 

1.3. MAPS 

Let g(M, N) or NM be the set of the mappings f of M into N: to each 
XE M, f associates a ye N, the image of x by f, denoted by y= f (x). We 
write often f:Mw N instead of fE3 (M, N). As M and N are finite, 
m = IMI, n= INI, we can number the elements of M, so let M= {x1, x2,. . . , 
x~}. It is clear that giving f is equivalent to giving a list of m elements 

of N, say (YI,Y,, . . . . y,,,), written in a certain order and with repetitions 
allowed. Bv givino the lict WP -an= bL-- AI--~ 

. w-.---o -__- -.UL ..- lllrUll CIIG~~ CII~L y, is the image of xi, 
1 <i<m:y,=f (xi). In other words, giving f is equivalent to giving an 
m-tuple EN”, also called an m-selection. In this way we find the jus- 
tification for the notation NM for g(M, N). Taking [2a] into account, 
we also have proved the following. 

THEOREM A. The number of maps of M into N is given by 

[3a] ls(M, N)l = lN”l = lNll”l. 

For each subset A c M, we denote: 

[3b] f(A):= {f(x) I x~A}. 

In this way a map is defined from ‘$J (M) into !$ (N), which is called the 
extension off to the set of subsets of M. This is also denoted by f. 
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For all YEN, the subset of M: 

PI f-‘(Y):={xIf(X)=Y}, 

which may be empty, is called the pre-image or inverse image of y by f. 

THEOREM B. The number of subsets of M, the empty set included, is given by : 

I31 pp (M)I = 2’4. 

m Let N be the set with two elements 0 and 1. We identify a subset 
ACM with the mapping f from M into N defined by: f (x)= 1 for XEA, 
and f (x) = 0 otherwise (f is often called the characteristic function). In 
this way we have established a one-to-one correspondence between the 
sets !p(M) ._.-- _. ancl NM, ~SICP, by [-?a], ‘Q(M) has t!le same number of 
elements as NM, which is lNll”l =21”1. 

For computing un,=Ip(M)I, we can also remark that there are just 

as many subsets of M that do not contain a given point x as there are 
subsets containing it, namely u,,,...~ in both cases. Hence u,=u,,-r + 
+u,,-I =2~,,,-~, which combined with uO= 1 gives ~,,,=2~ indeed. n 

We recall that feNM is called injective (or is said to be an injection) if 
the images of two different elements are different: x1 #x2 ?f (x1) # f (x2); 
f is called surjective (or is said to be a surjection) if every elemenl of N 
is image of some element in M: Vye N, !lx o M, f (x) = y ; finally f is called 
bijective (or is said to be a bijection) if f is surjective as well as injective; 
in the last case the inverse or rec@rocal of-f, denoted by f -‘, is defined 
by y=S -’ (x), if and only if x=f(y), where xeM, YEN. 

To count a certain finite set E, in other words, to determine the size, 
consists in principle of constructing a bijection of E onto another set F’, 
whose number of elements is known already; then [El = IFI. 

EXAMPLE. Let E be the set of all subsets of N with evelz size, and F 

the set of the others (with odd size). We can choose XEN and build a 
bijection f of E into F as follows: f (A)=Au{x} or A\(x) according to 
x$A or XEA. Thus, IEl= IFI = (+)I‘$ (N)I =2”-i. (See also p. 13.) 

1.4. ARRANGEMENTS,PERMUTATIONS 

From now we denote for each integer ka 1: 

Pal [k]:= {I, 2, .a., k) = the set of the first k integers 2 1. 
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DEFINITION A. A k-arrangement a of a set N, 1 < k g n = 1 N 1, is an inject ive 
map u from [k] into N (formerly called ‘variation’). We will denote the set 
of k-arrangements of N by ‘91k (N). 
Giving such an a is hence equivalent to giving first a subset of k elements 
of N: 

B = a(Ckl) = {a(l), a(2), . . . . a(k)}, 
and secondly a numbering from 1 to k of the elements of B, so finally, a 
totally ordered subset of k elements of N, which will often be called a 
k-arrangement of N too (not quite correct, but quite convenient). 

We introduce now the following notations: 

WI n..- t*- fi i = 1.2.3 . . . . . n, if n>l; O!:=l. 
i=l 

PC1 (nh:=h (n-i+l)=& 

=n(n- l)...(n-k+l), if ka 1; (?I)~:= 1 

l?dl <njk:=th (n+i-l)=(n(:kl):)! 

=n(n+l)...(n+k-I), ;f k>l;(n),:=l. 

n ! is called n factorial; (PI)~ is sometimes called falling factorial n (of 

order k), and (n>r is sometimes called rising factorial n (of order k), or 
also the Pochhammer symbol. So, (n), = (1)” = n !, (n)k = (n + k - l)k, 
(nX=<n-k+ I),. etc. These notations are not vet +pA ~XJJ~ The use of , -.. -.I.. .I -11. 
(nx in the sense indicated, is inspired by formula [Sal (p. 8) that as- 

sociates the symbols (r~)~ and 
0 

i with each other in a symmetrical way, 

both using parentheses. The symbol (IZ)~ that we introduce here for lack 
of any better is not standard, and if often written (n)k in texts on hyper- 
geometric series. For the reader familiar with the r function: 

I?4 n! = r(n + l), (n)k=I’(n+l)/P(n-k+l), 

(TI>~ = r (n + k)/T (n) . 

Besides, for complex z (and k integer 2 0), (z)~ and <z)~ still make sense: 

PI (z)~:= z(z - l)... (z-k + l), (z)e:= 1 

Pkl (z),:=z(z+l)...(z+k+), (z),,:=l, 

VOCABULARY OF COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS 7 

and hence they can be considered as polynomials of degree k in the in- 
determinate z. 

THEOREM A. The number of k-arrangements of N, 1 G k G n = IN I, equals: 

C4N 1’3, (N)I = (11)~ = n (n - 1). . . (n - k + 1). 

n There are evidently IZ choices possible for the image a(l) of 1 (~[k]); 
after the choice of a (1) is made, there are left only (n - 1) possibilities for 
a (2) because 01 is injective, so c( (2) #cc(l); similarly, there are left for 
~(3) only (11-22) possible choices, because c~(3)#a(2) and LX(~)#CC(~), 
etc.; finally, for a(k) there are just (n- kf 1) possible choices left. The 
number of a is hence equal to the product of all these numbers of choices. 
-l-h;0 ;c ~,,,,1 tn m/w- 1) (ff-2)...(?t-,& !>. I ,I,&3 1.3 uyuu C” “\” n 

Note. If k>n, then (n)k=O, and [4h] is still valid. 

DEFINITION B. A permutation of a set N is a bijective map ofN onfo itself. 

We denote the set ofpermutations of N by 6 (N). 

THEOREM B. The number of permutations of N, IN I= n > 1, equals n ! 

n One can argue as in the proof of Theorem. A above. One may also 
observe that there is a bijection between G(N) and 2fI, (N). n 

1.5. CC)M_R!NAT!ONS (WITHOIJT REPETITIONS) OR BLOCKS 

DEFINITION A. A k-combination B, or k-block, of a finite set N is a 

nonempty subset of k elements of N: BcN, lGk=IBlGn=INI. Zf one 
does not know in advance whether k > 1, one says rather k-subset of N (k 20). 
We denote the set of k-subsets of N by &(N). 

A k-block is also called a combination of k to k of the n elements of N. 
Pair and 2-block are synonymous; similarly, triple or triad and 3-block, etc. 

Next we show three other ways to specify a k-subset of N, INI =IZ. 

THEOREM A. There exists a bijection between <q,(N) and the set of func- 

tionscp:N-+(O, l},f or which the sum of the values equals k, xpEN~( y) = k. 

THEOREhl B. There exists a bijection between s&(N) and the set of sob- 
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tions of the equation x1 + x2 + .‘. + x, = k, for nhich all xi equal 0 or I. 

THEOREM C. Giving a BE Sp, (N) is equivalent to giving a distribution of k 
indistinguishable balls in n distinct boxes, each box containing at most one 

ball. 

q For Theorem A it is sufficient to define for each BE?&(N) the 

characteristicfunction q=~~ by q(y)= 1 if DEB and =0 otherwise. For 
Theorem B we number the elements of N from 1 to II, N = ( y, , y2,. . ., y,,} ; 

for each BEAM we define xr=xi(B) by xi= 1 if yiEB and =O other- 
wise. Finally, for Theorem C each box is associated with a point YEN; 
to every BE!Q~(N) we associate the following distribution: the box 
associated with y contains a ball if yeR and no ba!! if y#,~. 3~ 

THEOREM D. The mrmber of k-subsets of N, 0 <k d n = [N 1, denoted by 

equals : 

n. I 

=k!(n-k)!= 

We will adopt the notation L 
0 

, used almost in this form by Euler, and 

fixed by Raabe, with the exclusion of all other notations, as this notation 
is used in the great majority of the present literature, and its use is even so 
still increasing. This symbol has all the qualities of a good notation: 
economical (no new letters introduced), expressive (it is very close in 

(lZ)k appearance to the explicit value -~ -), typical (no risk of being confused 
k! 

with others), and beautiful. In certain cases, one might prefer (n, b) in- 

stead of a+b 

( > 
a (see pp. 27 and 28), so that (a, b) = (b, a) is perfectly 

symmetric in a and b. We recall anyway the ‘French’ notation Ci, and 
the ‘English’ notation “C,. 

l We prove equality (*); Ihe others are immediate consequences. If 
k=O, (11)~j0!= 1 [4b, c] (p. 6), and I$(N)I=l because q,(N) con- 

tains only the empty subset of N. Let us suppose k> 1. With every ar- 
rangement cre&(N), we associate B=f(a)=(a(I), x(2),..., a(k)}~ 

E S(N) (P. 7). f is a map from Y&(N) into 5&(N) such that for all 
BE’!&(N) we have: 

L-W 1-f-l (B)j = k!, 

since there are k ! possible numberings of B (= the number of k-arrange- 
ments of 13). Now the set of pre-images f-‘(B), which are rnutualiy 

disjoint, covers ‘&(N) entirely as B runs through 2&(N). Hence, the 

number of elements of Z&(N) equals the sum of all If -‘(@I, where 
BE&(N), which is CSc, (*)I. Hence; by [4h! (p. 7) for equality (**), 
arId by [5b] for (***): 

hence 1&(N)I=(rz),/k!. II 
*rile argument we just have used is sometimes called the ‘shepherd’s 

principle’: for coupling the: number of sheep in a flock, just count the 
legs and divide by 4. 

I1 
DEFINI-~ION 13. 7he irrfcgcrs k 0 are cali& binomial coefficients. 

We will see the juslificalion of this name on p. 12. 

DEFINITION C. The double sequence 
0 

i ‘which is tlejined by C5a] for (II, k) 

E N2 (anti cqml to 0 for k > n) fill be defined,from no)t on alsofor (x, Y)EC’ 

in the f;~llo~l~ing lt’ay : 

ytEN 
if XEC, y#N 

whwe (,Y)~:=x(x-- I)...(x-l&l) for any kEN, (x)~=]. 
WC Will constantly use this convention in the sequel. 
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THEOREM E. The binomial coeflcients sarisfv the following recurrence r&t- 
tions : 

cse] (;)=(;;;)+(n;l); k,n>l. 

[Sg] (n~:)=(~)+(ktl)-+...+(I:)=~k(:); k,n>O. 

[$I (“k’)=(t>-(k”l)i--+(- ijk(;)= 
- i (- Ilk-j in\ 

.i=O bl’ 

lf n is replaced by a real or complex number z (z can also play the roIe qf 
an indeterminate variable), then [5e, f, h] still hold, and we have instead of 

[5g], for each integer ~20: 

WI (;;;)=(~)+(z;‘)+-..+(z~s)+(~;~;). 

l [se, f] can be verified by substituting the values [5a, d] for the binorn- 
ial coefficients; [Sg’], hence [5g], follows by appIying [se] to each of 

the terms of the sum CizG f \ 
z+l-i 

\ k+ i , fo!!owed by the evide::t r:--‘;‘:-,.- Ul.llf)llllC‘, 

tion. For [Sh], an analogous method works (a generalization is found at 
the end of Exercise 30, p. 169). 

As an example, we will also give combinatorial proofs of [se, f. g]. 
For [Se], let US choose a point XGN, \NJ=n, and let .Y and .7 re- 

spectively be the system of k-blocks of N that contain or not contain 
respectively the point x. Clearly, 9’nF=0, so: 

PiI I(Pkw= 1-q + v-l. 

Now every BBY corresponds to exactly one B’E $3 (N\(x)), namely 

B\(x), hence: 

C31 191 = I9-h (N\ (#I = (: I i). 

Also, 9 = vk(N - ix}); hence: 

[:5k] ,F\ =(“k’). 

Finally, [Si, j, k] imply [se]. 
For [5f], let us take the inlerpretation of 

0 L 
as the number of distri- 

butions of balls in boxes (Theorem C, p. 8). We form all the 

distributions successively. Then we need in total k i 
0 

0 i 

balls. The 11 boxes 

play a symmetric role, so every box receives (l/n). k i 
0 

times a ball. 

Now, every distribution that gives a ball to a given box, corresponds to 
- .--:. :-.- 1.. 

exactlv one distribution of (k- i) baiis in the ~emii~il~ug \,I- i) boxes. 
I 

These are in number, so as result we find that (k/n) 

For [5gi we humber the elements of N, N: = {x1,x2, . . . . ~~1. We put 

for i=l, 2,...: 

Y,:=(BIBEpk(N); X1,X2,...,Xi-1$8; XiEB). 

Evidently, each BE pk(N) belongs to exactly one ,4Oi, iE[n]. SO: 

Now, every BEY, corresponds to exactly one: 

Hence : 
c:= ~\{x~}dpk-I(N\jxI,X2 ,..., %jj- 

[5m] 

A -23 <=- ti7+ r:-,. q iIT.?!..- rscj. 7.7 .k - - _ - . _ - . _ - 1 

Pnscal triarlgle (or arithmetical trianglej is the name for the infinite 

table, which is obtained by placing each number 
11 

0 
k at the intersection 

of the n-th row and the k-th column, k, 1130 (Figure 1). The numerical 

computation of the first values can be quickly done, by using [se] and 
0 

0 

0 
the initial values 

!c 
=O, except for o = 1. 

0 
Each recurrence relation [5e, f, g] can be advantageously visualized by 

a dingrnrtz (Figures 2a, b, c): in every Pascal triangle represented by the 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . . 

IO 0 0000: 

11 0 oooo- 

12 f 0000 

13 3 

14 0-Q 

1000 

6 4100 

1 5 10 10 5 1 0 

Fig. 1. 

shaded area, the heavy dots represent the pairs (:I, ,+’ 1 SUCh ilint ilie col-l-e- 

sponding 
0 IY are related by a linear recurrence relation (that is. wit11 

(4 (b) Cc) 
Fig. 2. 

for example [Sf]). Diagrams 2a, b, c are said to be of the second, first and 
(n--&I)- t d s or er, respectively, as their associated recurrence relations. 
A table of binomial coefficients is presented on p. 306. 

1.6. BINOMIAL IDENTITY 

THEOREM A. (Newton binomial formula, or binomial identity). 4f.v nrrdq 
are commuting elements (oxy=yx) of a ring, den we have for encJr itt- 

teger n>O: 

[6a] (x + Y)” = i. (3 XkYnmk 
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Note. If the ring does not have an identity, we must interpret x’y” and 
r”y” as y” and x”, respectively. We can also consider [6a] as an identity 

between polynomials of the indcterminates x and Y. 

a Let us examine the coefiicients ck,I of the expansion of: 

I:6bl (X + J’)” = f’,P, . . . p,, = c Ck,IXkJt, 

k. 1 

f,:=X+ J’, iE[if]. 

‘I’he term x”Y’ is obtained by choosing k of ihe II factors Pi, ie[fl], in the 
sense that one multiplies the terms ‘x’ of these factors by the terms ‘Y’ 
of the remaining (n-k) factors. So I= IT- Jc. Hence the coefficient ck: = 
- c~,,,-~ equals the number of different choices of the k factors Pi anlong 

lhe n, hence equals 
0 
‘$ (‘Th eorem D, p. 8). n 

f’or instance, if .x=y= I, then we have & L =2” and thus we find 
0 

again the result of p. 5: the total number of subsets of N equals 2”. 

If X=-I, y=l we obtain xk(--l)k i 
0 

=O, in other words: in N there 

are just as many ‘even ’ as ‘odd’ subsets (see also p. 5). 

Now we evaluate the rl-th power of the difference operator. 

‘THEOREM B. .l,er A he the difference operator, wJ?icJz assigns to ew’y ftmc- 
fiorr feAR, &ji~wd on the wan] numbers, and &h values if? a ?‘ifzg A, the 

jirrrc& q = Af, tvl~iclt is defhed by g (x) =f (x-t 1)--j (x), XER. For each 

integer n>2, we rle$ne A”’ = A (A”-‘f ), and we denote A”f (x) instead 

of (A’lf) (x). Then we have: 

[Gc] &y(x)= i (- I)“‘(;)f(x+lr), n=o, 1,2 ).... 
k=O 

m Let E be the trmzsl~zliort operator defmed by Ef (x):=~(x+ I), and 1 
the identity operator, If-f. Clearly, A= E-Z. Now E and I commute in 

the ring of operators acting on AR. Hence, deftning Ek=E(E’-‘)= 

= E(E(Ekm2))=.~., we have, by [6a]: 

A” = (E - I)” = k& (- 1>n-k (3 Ek 

(since InWk = I), from which [SC] follows, as Ekf (x) =f (3 -t 1~). n 
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In the case of a sequer~ca zlnl, WE N, [ (,c-] implics: 

C 64 A”u, = i (- I)“--” ; 
k=O 0 

I’,,, t k ; 

where Au, = 11, + 1 --II,, A’u,n =A (Au,) = II,,+ 2 -- 2rr,,, +, -t- II ,,,. etc. /I/I,,,> o, 
for all 111, means that II,, is iucreasitzg, A 2r~m20 for all III, IIIE :̂IIIS thar 
u, is cm2 vex. 

If A operates on one of the variables of a ftlnclion of ,mwrn/ 1 at-i:lhJes, 

one can place a dot over the variable concerwd to indicate this. SO 1”~ 

write : 

LeeI Af(li, u): = J‘(u + 1) 11) -- ,I’(ll, V)) 

dS(u, q: = .f(u, u -t 1) - .f(,rr, u). 

Emqdes. (I) Akd” nwans the value of A~.+” in the poirlt .Y-?o, ;III~ 

then [6c] gives: 

C6fl AkOn= i (- 1)' "j 
j-0 0 

(k - j)" , 

which are, UP to a coeficient k!, the StirIirtg mmher.y CI~‘ the sc~rolltl hirlt/ 

(cf. p. 204). 

In other words: 

[6g’] (1 + x)” G 1 -I- xp (mod p). 

which weans that the two pol~vioir~inls haw rlw sm7c ~of,tiikw.r ;I/ 7,/t>% 

(Exercise 17, p. 78 gives many other arithmetical propcrlirs oftltc I)illc)ttli:lI 

coefficients). 
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WI 

n We give two proofs of this Iheoreni. 

(I) We partition the set of soliilioiis of [7a] ( \\e ( ellote 11~ nilnil~rr r)f I 

these solutions by 7’(rl,~)) into two kinds. First, the solulions \r,itl, .Y, -~-0: 
there are evidently 7’(11- I, 17) of tlwnl. Next, the solrltiolls 1’o1 \cl~ic~ll 

x1 >, I; if for these we put -x#, =.Y, .~- I (>O). these sol,,lioilc cot ICS~I)II(~ 

each to exactly one solution of 3-i -t- .y? .I ... -I-.v,-I’--- I. Ol’\\‘lli~~ll lllc~rc ;?I(’ 

T(n, ,n - I ). Finally. 

I?1 T (n, p) = T(/z - I, p) -i- ‘1‘ (II. 1’ -- I ). 

To this relation we still must add the lbllowing irttid ~o~~li/i~~r. whir+ 
follow from [7a] : 

Pdl T(n, 0) = 1 ) ‘7‘ ( I. I’) 7 I . 

Now the double sequence 7’(n, p) is co~~pletely deterrllilwtl. As :I III:IIICI 

of fact. the sequence Il’(rr, ~7): r 
r1ip I 

i > I’ 
ccitlciilly s:,liQ;lic~s 111~ ,~‘(‘,II 

rence relation [7c] as well as lhc ‘I~c~r~~cl;~~-y ronciilic~,,’ [ 711 I. I1c1,r.r 

T(n, p) = CV(n, p). 
(11) We represent the 11 boxes J, j-z, ___, Jo of ~I’heorcni (.’ i,, :, ,.I!\>, si,lf: 

by side. We number the separations betnren the boxes I)y P, . c?. . . c,, , . 
going from left to right (Figure 3). Let iiow A’:- (j,,. ~3~. ,... \;,I hc 111~ 

set of these boxes and let Z: = [II -f p --- I ] -.: ( I, 2, ., II {- p l 1. NOW IV 

define the mapffrom Q,(N) into ‘I!,, . , (Z) as follows: witI, cwy distl i. 

bution of balls associated with ~‘EL$(/V), wr associaic IIIC (II I)--l~l~~crlc 
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Abelian words. One can also give a more abstract definition of the 
concept of combination with repetitions, which is important to know. 
Let X be a nonempty set, the alphabet: we denote the set of finite sequences 
f of elements of X (also called letters) by X*. We denotef=(x,,&,,= 

= ( xi,, Xii, . . . . x1,), where r is a variable integer > 1. Such a sequence f 
is also called an r-arrangement with repetition of 3. Hence, when Xc’1 
has the meaning given on p. 4, and when we make the convention to 
let the empty set 0, denoted by 1, also belong to X*, then we have: 

x*:= (1) u (,V1 XL”). 

The sequence f = (xll, xi2, . . . , XJ will be identified with the monomial 

or word xlIxj,. . . x!~. In this formj the integer t is cal!ed the &gr~e of the 
monomial or the iength of the word f. By definition, the length of 1 is 0. 
In thecasexisfinite, 3 : ={xl, x2, . . . . x,}, we can denote by a, the number 
of times that the letter Xi occurs in the word f, ai>O, iE[n]; in that case 
we often say that f has the specification (al, a2, a3,. . ., a,). For example, 
for X:=(x,y}, Xc31 consists of the following 8 words: xxx, xxy, xyx, 
yxx, xyy, yxy, yyx, yyy. These can also be written: x3, x’u, xyx, yx’, 
xy’, yxy, y’x, y3. The specifications are then (3,O) (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1) 
(1,2), (1,2), (1,2), (0,3), respectively. 

The set X* is equipped with an associative composition law, theproduct 

by juxtaposition, which associates with two words f =Xi,x12 . . . Xi, and 
B = Xj$j, * - * XI.9 the product word :4 =xG.xr- ..L IL... xkrqsT where xk.yxi, if 
t,<r, and xk,=xjt-, if t >r. One also says that fg is the concatenation of 
f and g. This composition law is associative, and has the empty word 1 
as unit element. In this way X* becomes a monoid (that is to say a set 
with an associative multiplication, and a unit element), which is called 
the free monoid generated by X. Furthermore, when we denote the set of 
words of length n by Xc”], we identify Xcl’ with 3, so XcX*. 

We introduce an equivalence relation on 3*, by defining two wordsf 
and g to be equivalent if and only if they consist of the same letters, up 
to order, but with the same number of repetitions. The equivalence class 
that contains f, is called the abelian class off, or also the abelian word f. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the abelian classes and 
the maps II/ from X into N that are everywhere zero except for a finite 
number of points. In fact, if we index the set E of the VEX where J/(y) > 0, 
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in such a way that E={y,, y2,... y{}, then we can bijectively associate 

with II/ the abelian class of the word: 

y~‘Yl’y~‘Y2’*** yf(Yl):= ~ YlYl... l s .a. 
q? (yl) times $ (yZ) times * (x) times 

If X is finite, X=N, it is clear that an abelian word is just a combina- 
tion with repetitions, of N (Definition, p. 15). 

The set of abelian words Z* can also be made into a monoid, when we 
consider it as a part of N*; this last set is equipped with the usual addition 
of functions I/I. In this way we define the free abelian monoid generated 
by X. 

1.8. SSTBS14TS OF [n 1 , RANDOM WALK 

Let N be a finite totally prdered set (Definition D, p. 59), with n ele- 
ments, which we identify with [n] : = { 1, 2,. . . , n). We are going to give 
several interpretations to the specification of a subset p c [n], of cardinal 
p (= [PI). We introduce moreover: 

q:= If’\ = ICPI = it - p. 

(1) To give a PC [n] is equivalent to giving an integer-valued se- 
quence x(t), defined by: 

. 

PaI i 
+ 1 if teP 

x(t)--(t-l)= -1 if @; te[n], x(0):=0. 
\ r 

One can represent x(t) by a broken line, which is straight between the 
points with coordinates (t, x(t)). Th us, Figure 4 represents the x (t ) 

associated with the block: 

Pbl P = (3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12} c [12]. 

Fig. 4. 
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Evidently, p+q=n and x(n)=(x(n)-x(/z- l))+...+(x(2)-x(l))+ 
+x(l)=P-q; hence: 

[8c] ~=3(n+x(n)), q=3(n-x(n)). 

This way of determining PC [n] suggests a process, if we imagine that 
t represents successive instants 1, 2,. . ., n. 

(2) Giving PC [n] is also equivalent to giving the results of a game of 
heads or tails, played with n throws of a coin, if we agree that 

x(t)-x(t- l)= 1 e the t-th throw is tails (t E [n]) . 

The numbers p, q of [8c] are then the numbers of tails and heads ob- 
tained in the course of the game, respectively. Because of this interpreta- 
tion, the sequence x(t) is often called rundom walk: ,it translates the 
(stochastic) movements by jumps of + 1 of a moving point on the x-axis, 
whose motion occurs only at the times t= 1,2,. . . n (a kind of Brownian 
movement on a line). 

Giving Pc[n] is also equivalent to giving the successive results of 
drawing balls from a vase, which contains p black and q white balls, and 
agreeing that x(t)-x(t- I)= 1 -z+ the t-th ball drawn is black (I~[IZ]). 

(3) One often prefers in combinatorial analysis to represent PC [zz] by 
a polygonal line V which joins the origin (0,O) with the point B with 
coordinates (p, q) such that the horizontal sides, having lengths one and 
,l”, ,.,.11..,1 L,“:-,,rrl..4^..” --.... -n--- 1 +,. &L̂  ,,.:..4, ,.c.. ..,,I ,I... -,,... &:,.,.I 
axi” tiau&Al l,“, ‘I”,“U‘ O‘CpT, b”IILap”uu C” C11k p”LLlKl “1 y, a1.u LliG “c;, Llbcl, 

sides correspond to the points of the complement of p. Thus, Figure 5 
represents the subset p defined by [Sb]. Such a polygonal line may be 
called ‘minimal path’ joining 0 to B (of length n =p + q). (In fact, there 
does not exist a shorter path of length less than n, which joins 0 to B, 

Fig. 5. 

consisting of unit length straight sections bounded by points with integer 
coordinates.) 

(4) Finally, giving PC [n] is also equivalent to giving a wordf with two 
letters a and b, of length n, where the letter a occurs p times, and the letter 
b occurs q times, p= IPI (see p. 18). Thus, the word representing P of 
[8b] is bbabaaaabaaa. 

Now we treat two examples of enumerations in [IZ]. 

THEOREM A. ([Gergonne, 18121, [Muir, 19011). Letf,(n, p)be the rzzzmber 
of p-blocks Pc[n] with the following property: between two arbitrary 
points of P are at least l(> 0) points of [rz] which do not belong to P. Tlzen: 

[Sd] J (n, P) = (’ - ‘“,- ” ‘> - 

II Let P be {ii,&,..., i,}, l<ir <i,<...<i,<n and yk:=ik-ik-l-l, 
yl:=i,-1, yp+r.- * -n - ip. Giving P is equivalent to giving a solution with 
integers yi of: 

C 84 Yl+Y,+~**+Y,+YjJ+,=~-P 
yk>l if 2<k<p, y1 and Y,+~ 20. 

We put z,:=y,-1 if 2=$k<p, and zl:=yl, ~,+~:=y,+,. Then Zi > 0, 
for every io[p + l] and [8e] is equivalent to: 

INI ~~+z~+~~~+z~+z~+~=n-P-((p-1)1, 

which has 
in--(p- 1)1\ . 

L I 
solutions, by Theorems B and 21, of pp. 15. n 

P 
Observe that I= - 1 recovers [7b] p. 16...! 

(For other problems concerning the blocks of [n], the reader is referred 
to [*David, Barton, 19621, pp. 85-101, [Abramson, 1964,1965], [Abram- 
son, Moser, 1960, 19691, [Church, Gould, 19671, [Kaplansky, 1943, 
19451, [(Rene) Lagrange, 19631, [Mood, 19401.) 

THEOREM B (of AndrP). Let p and q be integers, such that 1 <p <q, p + q = n. 
Tlze number of minimal paths joining 0 with the point M(p, q) (in the sense 
of (3) on p. 20) that do not have any point in common with the line x= y, 

except tlze point 0 is 4S n 
0 ’ q+p P’ 

In other words, if there is a ballot, for 
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which candidates B and.9 receivep andq votes respectively (so 9 is elected), 
then the probability that candidate 22 has constantly rhe majority during the 
countins of the votes is equal to (q -p)((q +p). 

This is the famous ballot problem, formulated by [Bertrand, 18875; we 
give the elegant solution of [Andre, 18873. Desire Andre, born Lyon, 
1840, died Paris, 1917, devoted most of his scientific activity to combina- 
torial analysis. A list and a summary of his principal works are found 
in PAndre, 19101. See also Exercises 11 and 13 pp. 258 and 260. 

n We first formulate the principle of reJlection, which essentially is due 
to Andre. Let be given a line D parallel to the line x=y, and two points 
A, B lying on the same side of D (for instance above, as in Figure 6). The 
number of minimal paths (the adjective minimal will be omitted in the 
sequel) joining A with B that intersect or touch D, is equal to the number 

8 
t tel I 

.:j:“: 

A -: 
$.!(G.) ;, 
A 

D 
/ r 

Fig. 6. 

of paths joining B with the point A’ which lies symmetric to A with 
respect to D. In fact, when Zstands for the first point that V has in common 
with D, going from A to B, we can let the path V=(A, Z, B) correspond 
to the path Q’= (A’, Z, B), which is just the same as % between Z and B, 
but with the part A’Z just equal to the image by reflection with respect to 
D of the part AZ of V. 

Now let C(A, B) be the set of paths joining A (xTA, yA) with B(x,, yD), 
O<X,,<X~, O<y,<y,. Clearly, the number of paths joining A with B 
equals : 
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because giving a path is equivalent to choosing a set of (x, -x~) horizontal 
segments among (x,-f- ye - xA-yA) places (the duration of the walk). 

Let us call a suitable path one that satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 
B. The number of suitable paths, which is the number of paths joining 
W(0, 1) with B(p, q) without intersecting the line x= y, is hence, by the 
principle of reflection equal to IC( IV, B)I - IC( V, B)I (Figure 7); which 

means, by [8g], equal to (p+p4-1)_(pp+;l), hence the result, after 

simplifications. 

I 

I 1 1 

B(P.4) 

Ip1/ !..A 

. . . . . . . . 

v fl,O) 

Fig. 7. 

The probabilistic interpretation supposes that every path EC(O, B) is 
equally probable, so that the probability we look for is the quotient of 
the number of suitable paths (which we found already), and the total 

number of paths joining 0 with B, which is 1C (0, B)J = (“) : we find that 
\P/ 

the probability is (q-p)/(q+p), as announced. Every step represents avote, 
the horizontal ones being for B and the vertical ones for d. n For 
other problems related to the problem of the ballot, see [Carlitz, Riordan, 
19641, [*Feller, 1968, I], p, 67-97, [Goodman, Narayana, 19671, [Guil- 
baud, Rosenstiehl, 19601, [Kreweras, 1965, 1966a], [Narayana, 1965, 
19671, [Riordan, 19641, [Sen, 19643, [*Spitzer, 19641, and especially 
(*Takacs, 1967). The reader should also solve Exercises 20-22 on pp. 

81-83. 

1.9. SUBSETS OF Z/nZ 

Let N be a finite set of n points placed on a circle with equal distances 
between two adjoining points. We identify this set with the set of residue 
classes modulo n, denoted by [ii]: 
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Pal ~=[~]=z/~z={O,i,Z ,..., n-11. 
Figure 8 represents the block P={2,3,5,6,7,8, 11, 12, 13)o[lX], with 

which we can associate the circular word bbaabaaaabbaaabb, where the 
i-th term equals a or b according to whether IEP or #P, O<i,<n - 1. 

We show now an example of enumeration in [ii]. 

Fig. 8. 

THEOREM ([Kaplansky, 1943)). Let g,(n,p) be the number of p-blocks 
PC [ii] with th e o f I1 owing property: between any two points v and w of P 
(that means on each of the two open arcs VW of the circle on which we think 
[ii] situated) there are at least l( Z 0) points of [ii] that do not belong to 
P. Then: 

n When JY stands for the set of the Pc[ri] that satisfy the condition 

mentioned in the theorem, [I] : = (0, 1,. . ., I? >, then we let: 

d,:={pIp~d,pn[I]=l), i=O,1,2 ,..., l-l. 
~*:={PIPEJz$Pn[z]=0}. 

&* and the &, evidently partition & into I+ 1 disjoint subsets. Hence: 

l-l 

I%1 91(4 P> = l-011 = W*l + C I&ii- 
i=O 

Now, choosing PE&~ is equivalent to choosing on the straight interval 
[i+Z+l,i+Z+2,... ,i+n-I-l]thep-l!-blockP’:=P\(i}withn-221-l 
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elements. Hence, by Theorem A (p. 21), we have: 

WI I&J=fr(n-21-l,p-l), O<i<l-1. 

Similarly, choosing PE&‘* is equivalent to choosing it on the straight 
interval [r+ 1, I+ 2,. . ., n - l] with II - 1 elements. Hence : 

PI l&*1 = A (n - 1, P). 
Finally, [SC, d, e] imply, by [8d] (p. 21) for the equality (*), and with 

simplifications for (**): 

g,(n,p)=lf,(n-21-l,p-l)+f,(n-&p)= 

It would be interesting to give a combinatorial significance of gl(n, p) 

for 1~0. Also see Exercise 40, p. 173. 

1.10. DIVISIONS AND PARTITIONS OF A SET; 

MULTINOMIAL IDENTITY 

DEFINITION A. Let JZ be a finite (ordered) sequence of subsets, distinct 
or not, empty or not, of a set N: 

.A:= (A,, A,, . . . . A,), AlCN, iE[m], in 3 1. 

We say that .M is a division of N (confusion with partition (Definition C, 
p. 30) should be avoided), or m-division if we want to specify of how 

many subsets it consists, if the union of the Ai, ie[m] is N, and if these A, 
are mutually disjoint. We denote: 

[lOa] N=A,+A,+***+A, or N=i$IAi, 

(notation of [*Neveu, 19641, p. 3) as one wishes. 

For example, with N={a, b, c,d,e}, AI:=O, A,:={b,d), A3:=0, A,:= 
= {a, c, e}, the ordered set d:=(A,, AZ, A,, A4) is a 4-division of N. 
For each division, the nonempty subsets are evidently different and mutu- 
ally disjoint, and between their cardinalities the following relation exists: 

[lob] INI = ~ IAil = IAll + IAzl +...+ lAmI. 
i=l 
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Many identities are only the consequence of [lob]: one counts a set 
in two different ways, which gives a combinatorial proof of the identity 
which is to be examined. 

Examples. (1) Let E be the set of nonempty subsets of A : = { 1, 2,. . ., 
m + 11, and let us call E, (c E) the set of subsets of A for which the greatest 
element isj( > 1). Evidently, E=xim=+: Ej. Now, IEI =2”‘+l- 1 and lEjj = 
=2’-’ (the number of subsets of { 1,2, ..,,j- 1)). Then, by using [lob] 
we obtain* 2m+‘-l=l+2+22+~~~+2m. More generally, for any in- . 
tegers x, y, ma 1, we could prove by a strictly combinatorial argument 
the well-known identity: 

X m-k-1 - ym+l =(x-y)(x”+xm-1y+xm-2y2+...). 

(2) Let Z=X+ Y be a division of the set Z, x: = 1x120, y: =I YI 20. 
We denote E for the set of all A CZ such that I,41 =n (E= ‘!&(Z)), and Ek 
for the set of all BEE such that IBnXl =k. Clearly, E=x;=, Ek. Now, 

from lEl=ri’) and lEJ=(i) (nTk)follows the Vandermonde con- 

volution (see p. 44): 
n 

(“:Y>=~($(n~k) 
k=O 

(3) With 2=X+ Y once again, let E be the set of functionsffrom [n] 
into Z, and iet & consist of aii f such that If -i (X)( = k. We have 

E=&, Ek, IEl=(x+y)“, IEkl= i xkynTk. Therefore 
0 

(x + yy = 2 (3 xkY”-k - 

k=O 

(4) By considering E, the set of functionsffrom {x, y, z} into [n + I] = 
={1,2,3 ,..., n + I} such that f(x) <f(z), f(y) < f (z), and the following 
subsets: (i) E,:={flf(z)=k+l}, (ii) A:={flf(x)=f(y)), (iii) B:= 

={fIf(x)~f(y)},(iv)C:={fIf(x)~f(y)},wefindE=~~=l Ek= 

=A+B+C,i.e., with [lob]: IEl=xkn,~ k2= (n;*)+(n;*)+(n;*) 

=&l(n+ 1) (2nf 1). (S ee also p. 155 and Exercise 4, p. i20.). ’ ’ 
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THEOREM A. Let (al, a,, . .., a,,,) be a sequence of nt integers > 0 such that: 

a, + a, +*-a+ a, = II) m>l, n>o, 

then the number of divisions pi = (A,, A,, . . . , A,,,) of N, 1 N I = n, such that 
lAil=ni, iE[m],alsocalled(a,,a,,..., a,,,)-divisions, is equal to (note that 

O!=l): 

[lOc] , :! , and can be denoted by 
a,.a,.... %I- 

or, even better, by: 

[*WI (a,, aID*.., a,). 

Until recently one said that JZ was a permutation with repetition of aI 
elements of N, a2 elements of N, etc. Notation [IOc’] which we introduce 
here and whose virtues we wish to recommend now, is not standard yet, 
but seems to become more and more in use. Anyway, it has the qualities 
of a good notation (cf. p. 8) and it is hard to imagine a simpler one. 
Moreover, it has the advantage over [IOc] of being coherent with the 
classical notation of the binomiuI coefhcients. In fact, if we use [lOc] for 

the case of binomial coefficients, we get the notation (k&k) for (;)’ 

which is undesirable. On the contrary, it seems good to extend the usual 

notation for the binomial coefficients in the case of with x a real or 

complex variable, by the following notation: 

[,fJy] 
( 
k k x k := (k:)rkTZZ 

19 21 “‘9 j 1 

=x(x-1)(x-2)...(x-kk,-k2-*..-kj+l) 

-kI!k2! . . . k,! 
, 

because in this case, for II, +a, + =a. +~,,,=II, we have in our notation: 

( 
n n 

al, a 2, .“, 4 = ( > ( 
= 

> 
= etc., 

u2, n 3, . ..f allI a,, a39 .*., % 

which harmonizes perfectly with the binomial and multinomial notations. 
(This fair notation can be found in the Repertorium by [*Pascal, 19101, 
I, p. 51.) 
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n As & is ordered, giving .,+% means first giving A,, then AZ, then 
A,, then Aq, etc. Now the number of possible choices for A, c N, IN I= n, 

(A,(=a,, equals 
0 
i1 , by [Sal (p. 8). Such a choice being made, the 

number of possible choices for A, c N\A,, 1 N\A, I= n - a,, 1 AZ J = (I~, is 
n-a, 

( > 
a2 

, etc. The required number (of the possible 4) hence is equal to : 

(a:) (n--4)...(n--a~ ---ykl), 

which is equal to [lOc] after simplification. n 
The notation [IOa] suggests us to write U- V instead of U\V, as 

in [lb] (p. Z), if Vc U. In other words, for three subsets U, V: W of N: 

[lOd] W=U-V-SU=V+W+SW=U\V and VcU. 

The folIowing notation also originates from [ lOa] : 

[lOe] Ai$Az+.‘.fA,cNoAlu...uA,cN and 

A, n Aj =o, i,<i<j,<l. 

THEOREM B (multinomial identity). Jf x1 x2,. . ., x, are commuting e/e- 

ments of a ring (~x~x,=x~x~, 1 <i<j<m), then we have for all integers 
nao: 

[lOf-J ( f XI)” = (Xi + X2 + .*. + X,)” = 
\i=i / 

= C (a,, a2, . .., a,) xylxy . . . xz”, 

the last summation takes place over all m-tuples (a,, a2, . . ., a,,,) of positive 
or zero integers ai>0 such that a,+a,+...+a,,,=n. 

Because of this, 

DEFINITION B. The numbers: 

( al, a2, . . . . a,) = 
(al + a2 +...-t a,)! n. I 

= 
a,!a,! . . . a,? a,!a,!...a,!‘ 

are called multinomial coefficients. 

For n, m fixed, the number of multinomial coefficients equals the number 
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of solutions of a,+...+a,=n, which is 
t +:- 73 

by Theorems B and 

D (p. 15). A table of the multinomial coeflicients can be found on p. 309. 

H We argue as in the proof of Theorem A (p. 12). Let: 

[log] (x1 -I- x2 -I-.**-I- X,)n = PIP, ..* P” 
= c cll,,02 ,..., a,X(;%-- x29 

with P,:=x,+x,+... +x,, the summation taking place over all systems 
of integers (a,, a2, . . . . a,,,) that occur as exponents of the terms on the 
right-hand side of [ 1 Og]. Obtaining x”,lxy . . . xf” in the expansion of the 
product PIP:, . . . is equivalent to giving a division of the set (PI, P,, . . ,, P,} 
into subsets A,, AZ, . . . . A,,, such that IAil =ai, iElm]. This we do with the 
understanding that this division corresponds to multiplying the ‘x1’ of 
the a, factors P,EA~ by the ‘x2’ of the a2 factors PI~A2, etc. (if ai=O, 
then one just multiplies by 1). Hence, on one hand: 

Cl OhI a, f a2 -t-e..+ a, = n, aieN, ie[m] ; 

on the other hand, the number of terms x;lxF . . ., where the ai are fixed 
such that [ lOh] holds, is equal to (a,, a2, . . . , a,,,), by [ IOc’]. n 

Thus, (x,+x~+~~~+x,,,)~=~~~:= x~,+~~~~~~,~,,,x~x~; because the 
solutions of a,-!-...+-a,,,=2 are of the form: (I) aL=2, al=0 if ifk, in 
which case [lOc] = 1; (II) al=aj= 1 if i#j, al=0 if I# i, j, in which case 
rlOcj=2. In the same manner, (x,~x,~-...)~=~x:+~CX~~~-~ 
+ 6CXiXjXk, (X~~x~+...)4=Cx,P+4~X~Xj3+6CX~XjZ+12CXiXjX~+ 
+24 ~xixjx,x,. Moreover, the number of c’s in the expansion of 
(x1 +x2 + . ..)” is exactly p(n), the number of partitions of n, p. 94. (See 
also Exercise 28, p. 126, and Exercise 9, p. 158.) Multinomial coefficients 
enjoy congruence properties, analogous to [6g, g’] p. 14, the proof being 
very similar: 

THEOREM C. For any prime number p and a, + a2 + a3 + *** =p, we have 

( a,, u2, a,, . ..) z 0 (mod p), 

except(p,O,O, . ..)=(O.p,O, . ..)=...=l. 
In other words, for variables x1, x2, . . . . x,,,, 

(x,fX2+...+X,)~~x~+X~+“‘+X~. 
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DEPIN~ION C. A non-ordered (finite) set B of p blocks of N (=p-system 

of N, cf. p. 3), 9’~ ‘p’ (N), is called a partition of N, or p-partition if 
one wants to specryy the number of its blocks, if the union of all blocks of 
B equals N, and if these blocks are mutually disjoint. 

Hence in a partition, as opposed to a division (1) no ‘subset’ is empty; (2) 
the ‘subsets’ are not labelled. 

Similar to [lOa], we denote for such a partition, in order to express 
the fact that B, B’&=>BnB’=@: 

NeBT/Y VB0, IBI 2 1. 

Evidently there is a bijection between the set of equivalence relations of 
N and the set of partitions of N: we just associate with every equivalence 
relation d the partition whose blocks are the equivalence classes of b. 

TKEOREM D. Let f be a map of M into N, fEN”. The set of the nonempty 

pre-images f -l(y), YE-N (p; 5) co.ns?i!utes a partition ctf M, which is 
called the partition induced by f on M. 

This is evident. It follows in particular, for each f E N M that: 

tloil WI = & If -’ (v)l . 

1.11. BOUND VARIABLES 

It is well known that a finite sum of il terms x1, x2, . . . , x,, real numbers, 
or, more generally, in a ring, is denoted by x1 +x,+.e. -tx, (such a way 
of writing, of course, does not mean at all that n>3), or eveu better: 

[lla] i xke 
k==l 

We generalize this notation. Let m be an integer > 1, and f a real-valued 
function (or, more generally, with values in a ring) defined for all points 
(=m-tuples) c:=(cl, c2,..., c,,,) of a product set: 

[lib] E:=E, x E, x-.*x E,. 

(Frequently we will have E1 = E, = ... =E,,,=N.) If f is only defined on 
61 (cE), it will be extended to the whole of E by 0, in most cases. Let us 

consider a finite set I’cE. The expression S, denoted in any of the fol- 
lowing four ways: 

[W (S =Erf (4 = ccsr f(c) 

= c f(c,, cz, ...9 4 

= ;;c:;;:‘.“rl:,:,f (Cl, c2, .*., c,), 

equals by definition the finite sum of the values off in each point c of r, 
which is called the summation set. If I’nE=@, we give S the value 0. 

L-1 14 EMPTY SUM CONVENTION: xceB f(c): = 0. 

Sometimes we qualify S by saying that it is a multiple sum of order m. 

ForIn=l,2, 3 ,..., one says usually simple, double or triple sum. 
It is clear that the value [ 1 lc] of S is completely determined by r and 

f. Thus, S does not depend on c=(cl, cd, . . . . c,), even though it occurs in 
formula [l lc]. For this reason, the letters c or (cl, c2, . . . . c,) are called 
bound variables of the summation (dummy or dead are also used synon- 
ymously for bound). It is useful to note the analogy with the notation 
I= Stf (x) dx of the integral, in which x is also a bound (real) variable, 
while Z only depends on a, b and f. 

Usually, the summation set r is defined by a certain number of condi- 
tions or restrictions, %‘,, V,, . . . . V, on the c,, c2, . . . . c,; these conditions 
will just be t ---,I-+PA ‘a,ID,QLL" h.r nn.rinn th-t the nnint P hplnnnc to ?!lp whw+ "J O“,,.n6 LI.UL . ..I y-1... " --.-- *-., 

r,, r,, . . . . TI. We will therefore write any of the following: 

WI (S=)w,,wE,, v f(~)=C’0,.0~ . . . . . of (4 
2.. , I 

= c f (cl = ccc r1nr2n...nl-, f (4. 
cer,nr*n...nrl 

For example, [l 1 f] is equivalent with [l la] : 

C1lfl c xk Or &Ck%Xk- 
l<k$n 

If the expression for the pi is not very simple, it is better to avoid 
writing it underneath or on the side of the summation sign C, but following 
it. In that case one uses a phrase like “the summation takes place over all 
c such that . . .“. 

Quite often one needs some letters different from cl, c2,. .., say d,, d,, . . . . 
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in the detailed description of the conditions E4,. It is important to distin- 
guish these from the bound variables, especially in the case that we wish 
to use notation [lie]. Therefore we introduce the 

Wsl DOT CONVENTION: every letter with a dot underneath stands for 
a bound variable. 

Of course, we do not have to dot every bound variable: in [l If], for 
example, there is but one possible interpretation. We must try to limit 
the dots to the cases where there is possible danger of confusion or am- 
biguity (examples follow). Furthermore, each variable needs only to be 
pointed once, and not every time it appears in the conditions Vi, V,, . . . . 
In general, however, we are not at all embarrassed by excesses, as far as 
this is concerned. The use of dots under the bound variables is imposed 
upon us by our total and absolute rejection of the notation by repeated 
c signs (which is still commonly used), for any multiple sum of order m 

(Theorem B below). 
Before demonstrating the preceding by examples, we still put the 

cw NONNEGATIVEINTEGER CONVENTION: in thesequelofthisbook 
each bound variable will represent an integer 20 unless stated 

otherwise. 

Now we give the following results: 

THEOREM A (associativity) . For all partitions 9: = (r, , Tz, . . . , I!,) of r, 
r=rl+r2+.e-+r,, we have: 

m yp)= c ( c f(C)>’ 
1<!4s ,cEI-, 

THEOREM B (analogue of the Fubini theorem for multiple integrals) : 

Cl 13 c (cl, cd E El x Ez f (Cl, 4 = .LxEE, ‘& fh 4 

= c2zE2 'clxE, fh 4) 

WI c f (Cl, c29 c3) = 
(a, CL c,) E El x Ez x E, 

= .,TE, t2TE2 izE, f (cb c2, c3))) = etc. 
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(For the number of possible ‘Fubini formulas’ see Exercise 20 on p. 228.) 
Examples. (I) To calculate, for nZ0 integer, the double sum: 

s:= c ClC2. 
$1+$2=” 

We get, if we reduce it to a simple sum: 

S = C cl(n - cl) = n C c1 - C cf 
OS$,<, O<C,Qfl O<C,<fl 

= 
n(n-t1) n(n+1)(2n+1)=n(n2-I) 

n--- 
2 6 6 ’ 

(See also Exercise 28 on p. 85 for a generalization.) 
(II) To calculate, for a and b complex, a, 6, ab # ! and n an integer > 0, 

the double sum: 

S: = c ahbk. 
OSljSk$fl 

We can do this as follows, where we use Theorem B for the equality (*): 
n+1 

s'g c (0" h<T<nbk)= ,<;<." b b--lb" 
OSh$fl X.' ..' 

b ll+1 
=---- c 

b - 1 o<e<n 

b”+l (a”+1 _ 1) (ab)“+l - 1 

= (b - 1) (a - 1) - (b - 1) (ab - 1)’ 

We could also have started with S=COSkGn(bk co?$!&k a”). 

(III) For any$nite set N, INI =n, to calculate the double sum: 

S:=ATNIA nBI. 
c . 

(The summation is taken over allpairs of subsets (A, B)e p(N) x p (IV).) 
By Theorem B, we get for S: 

Now it is easy to see, that the number of subsets B( cN) such that 
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IAnBl = i, where A isfixed, equals IA’ 
( > i 

.2”- IA I, which is the number of 

i-subsets of A times the number of subsets of N-A. Hence, as Cy= ,, i a 

=c.z~‘-~ ( hi h 
0 i 

w c results from taking the derivative of the polynomial 

(1 +x)“=C;(=o (;) x1, and substituting 1 for x), which we use for equal- 

ity (*), we get for S: 

= 2”--’ c IAl = 2n-len2n-1 = n4”-1. 
4CN 

More symmetrically, we could have said also: 

= 
(Furthermore, x(A,n--al,1 =n2k(“-1), where 4r, AZ, . . . . AkCN.) 

In certain cases, we can immediately lower the order of a summation 
by applying Theorems A and B: 

THKNEM C. !f’f(c,, ~2 ,..., c,,,)=$I (cl, cz ,..., cr,).fz (%+I,..., cm,), 
O<h<m, then: 

WI (Cl. cat . ..t c 
c,)GE,X...XE,,, 

f(c19 c29 ***, cm) = 

= ( c 
(cl, . . . . c,,) EEI x . . . x Eh 

fi h-*, cd) x 

XC c fz(cfl+l~...9 cm)). (Ch+lr...,~m)EEh+lX...XE, 
Particularly: 

CW c 
(CI. . . . . cm) E El X **. X E,,, 

g&1) . . . ..g&& 
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It will be noticed that this theorem bears some analogy to the theorem 
on double integrals: if A = [a, b] x [c, d] then jJA f(x) g (y) dxdy = 

= <j: f (xl dx) (j: g (Y) dy). 
Clearly, everything that has been said in this section about the notation 

of finite sums, can be repeated, with the necessary changes, for any ex- 
pression in which addition is replaced by an internal associative and com- 
mutative composition law in the range off. Thus, we denote: 

I-I xk for the product x1 x2.. . x, ; 
lS$<Pl 

u A, for the union A, u A, u...u A, ; 
1 <kbll 

n IQ, for the intersection Al n A, n-..n A,. 
lCk<lI 

Conventions [l Ig, h] still hold for fl, 0, n, but [l Id] (p. 31) is 
replaced by [ 1 In, o, p]: 

Cllnl EMPTY PRODUCT CONVENTION : nc E *f(C): = 1. 

L-1 101 EMPTY UNION CONVENTION : UE E B A (c) : = &, where A (c)c N. 

CllPl EMPTY INTERSECTION CONVENTION : neao A(c):=N, where 
A(c)cN. 

E.yample. Compute, for n integer > 1, the double product: 

P:= rI apbq. 
p+q<n . . 

We can work this out as follows, using [Sg] on p. 10 for (*): 

P = JJ ( n aPbq) = JJ ( n apbk-‘) 
O<k$n p+f=k O<+<n OSp4k 

= ,g<. @ ..' 

W+ 1)/z. @(A+ W) = o'-jn (&fk: '1 

..' 

= (ab) &” (“:‘)(+,) (“:2). 

More generally, it can be found without difficulty that the I-th 
order product nai’ap22 ..a a:‘, where pl +p2 + .a* +pl Gn, has the value 

( a1,u2, . . ..aJq with q= 
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1.12. FORMAL SERIES 

(I) General remarks 

The concept of formal power series is a generalization of polynomial. 
We think the best is to sketch here the outlines of the theory, following 
Bourbaki ([*Bourbalci, Algebre, chap. 4, 5, 19591, p, 52-69; see also 
[*Dubreil (P. and M.-L.), 19641, p. 124-31, [*Lang, 19651, p. 146, 
[*Zariski, Samuel, II, 19601, p. 129); we will refer to this author for 
proofs and more details. 

In this section, each small Greek letter represents ajrlite sequence of k 
integers 20, where k is an integer 2 1, which is given once and for all. 
Such a sequence is sometimes also called a multi-index. Thus, if we write 
k:=Ntk1,inwhich[k]:={l,2 ,..., k},thenaokmeansthata=(a,,a, ,..,, 
ak), where aioN. 

We may denote: 

[l2a] a! := a,! a,!... cr,!, 

I4 :=a1 +cl,+..-+cr,, 

[12a’] c, : = c LI,,(12, . ..+ L, t’ : = tilt? . . . tz. 

We will consider the case of formal series in k variables over a field 
C (often C=R or C). 

DEFINITION A. A formal power series $ in k indeterminates (or variables) 

t,, t2, . . ., . .., tk over C is a formal expression of the following type: 

@W f = f(t) = f (11, t29 . . ‘9 fk) = C,,e,i a$ 

= p,,II*;Pk,O Qwz . . . . . s*w!? *. * t? 3 

where ap = a,,,, p2 ,.... IIk, the coefficients off, form a multiple series of order 
k with values in C. Each expression a/ =aP, ,1(2 ,... , Iry t f’ . . . tl” is called 
a monomial off. As the pl, pz,. . . , pk are bound variables, they can have a 
dot underneath. We denote C[[ti, t2, . . . . tk]], or even better Ck[[t]], 
which is called the set of formal series f. 

f is a polynomial if all coefficients except a finite number of them equal 
zero, which is usually formulated by saying “almost all ar are zero”. In 
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simple cases we sometimes avoid to write [12b] by using an ellipsis mark, 
three consecutive periods, especially if there is only one indeterminate. 
For example : 

f=1+t4t2f...:= n;. ~“ERI [Cdl = R CL-t11 - 

Every power series in several variables, which is convergent in a certain 
polydisc, can be interpreted as a formal series. Conversely, with every 
formal series in several indeterminates can be associated with a power 
series that perhaps converges in the point 0 only. The following expansions: 

C12cl 

[12d] log(1 -t “‘:=nF, (- I)“-$ 

[12e] (l+t)‘:=$O(x)l”= C (x).; (xEC) 
fl30 

[12e’] (1 - t)-” : = n~/O c (;,*) (- I>” t” = z. 0)“; = z. (:)I” 

can be as well considered as functions in their radius of convergence as 
well as certain formal series, which are called respectively: formal ex- 
ponentiai series, jormai iognrithrii, Jbrrlmi hiuolrrihl 5wric:v (of lhc I sl l111t1 
2nd form). Moreover, for [12e’] we have also, if x is an integer > 1: 

(1 -t)-qx>.(y) t”. Furthermore, the series [12e, e’] canalso be 

interpreted as series in two indeterminates t and x. 
From now on, in the sequel of this book, each power series must be con- 

sidered as a formal series, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
As in the case of polynomials, C,[[t]] becomes an integral domain, 

if we provide it with addition and multiplication as follows: for every 
f=c a,&” and g=c b,t” where PE&: 

[12f] f + g :=P%c,tP, where cp:= a,, + b, 

cm1 fg := wTkd,f, 
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where 
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4 = d,,,...,,, = ,+T=, aA = c ax I,..., r,A ,..., ilr 3 . . 
the last summation taken over all sequences of integers 20, (x1,. . ., 

%,~l,..., d&such that xl+A1=pI,..., xk+l,‘=pk (hence we have (pI -I- 1) 
. . , (P~-I- 1) terms in the last summation). 

The homogeneous part off of degree m is the formal polynomial : 

[12h] j&, : = C ‘1,~’ = 
ItI=n 

C a,, ,,,.., ,$’ . . . P. 
++... +l+=n 

The constant term off is a,=f,,,, also denoted by f (0). The order 
off (which we suppose different from the series 0, all whose coefficients 
equal zero), is the smallest integer n 2 0, such that f (“I # 0. For example, 
w(tlt2 + (tIt2)’ + .*+)=2. Clearly, o (fg)=w (f) +u(g). The series I is the 
series all whose terms are zero except the constant term, which equals 1. 
For example, by [12e, e’], we have formally: 

(l+t)“(l-tt)--“=l, 

which results from the same property for the associated convergent ex- 
pansions. 

(II> SummabIe families of formal series 

Let (f,),., be a family of formal series of C$[[t]] (often L=N or Nh). 

DEFWITION B. A farnib (f&, is called summable, iffor each sequence 
p&, the coe$lcient a,,, of t” in fi equals 0 for almost all lM (except a 
finite number, see p. 36). The sum g=x,,=t b,P of this family is then 
defined by: 

[12i] b,,:= the coeficient of t” in the finite sum c f,, where IEL, 

and w(fJGlA+ 
We denote g =CIeL f,. 

For L=N, (fJ is evidently summable if and only if the order w (fJ tends 
to infinity, when I tends to infinity. 
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We give two examples. (I) The family 

f -= ll,lZ. c 1 
tll(aI+l)tcp+l) = 

Pl.P2~0 
I1(p1+ 1) = 1 t1 c $(‘2+1) = 

PlBO P220 
= t:‘t?(l - ty (1 - Q-l 

is summable, (I,, IJEN 2. If in the definition of fi,,12 the exponents 
II (pi + 1) and I2 (~1~ + 1) are replaced by II/l1 and I+,, then the family is 
not summable anymore. (2) The family fCn, of homogeneous parts off, 
[12h], is summable, and f=Cn30 fCn,. Moreover, we have the ‘Cauchy 
product’ form for the series II, which is the product off and g : 

I?31 I1 = fg *h,,, = .z+ -hQ(n-1) * . . 

THEOREM A !associativit-vj. IA 1~ given a srrmmable family of formal 

series, (fh., with sum g, and (Li)l,I a division (p, 25), possibly infinite, 

of L. L=Ciel LI, then every suhfamiIy ( fJIEL is summable with sum 

gi:=CleLi fi, and we have g(:=CleLfi)=Ciel qt. 

THEOREM B (products). Let (f,)[,, and (g,,Jmpnl be two summable families. 

Then thefamily (f,g,)(,,,,,,,, issummable, andwe have &l,mjELxM fig,= 

= (~lPLfJ * (CntsMcL). 
The geiieraliaaiion io a finite product is evident. 

(III) Mult@licable families of formal series 

DEFINITION C. A family of formal series ( fJIEL is called multiplicable if 
for almost all (p. 38) IEL, firstly the constant term of fi equals 1, sec- 

ondly the coeficient al,p of tll in fi equals 0, for each sequence pi li such 

that 1~12 1. The product g =‘&EL b,tP of this family is then defined by: 

[12k] b,: = the coe@cient of tp in thejnite product nfi, where /EL, 

and w (fl -fi (0)) S 114 . 

We denote g=nlELfi. 

For L =N, (fJ is multiplicable if the order w ( fi -fl (0)) tends to infinity, 
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when 1 tends to infinity. For example&: = (I+ trt:) is multiplicable. Every 
finite family is evidently multiplicable, and we get back definition [ 12g] 
for the product. Explicitly, for one single variable t and One sequence ( f,) 

of formal series, i= 1,2,. ..,fr: =&c a,~“, we have, if we write out the 
bound variables n, completely in (*): 

where the last summation makes sense, because it contains only a finite 
number of terms (cf. Definition C). (On this subject, see also p. 130.) 

(IV) Substitution (also called composition) of formal series 

THEOREM C. Let (gdt.t,,l be p formal series ECq[[t]] without constant 
terms: o(g,)> 1. We can ‘substitute’ gi for ui, iE[p], into every formal 

series f=~,.+z#‘~Cp[[u]]. In th is way we obtain a new formal series, 
called the composition off and g, and denoted f (gl, g2, . . . . gP) or fog, 
which belongs again to C,[[t]]. By dejinition, fig equals the sum of the 

summab~efami~ya~,....,~~(g~)~‘...(gp)l(P,where~=(~1,~2,...,~p)4(=L). 

For example, using [12c, d], it can be verified that 

log (exp t) = t , exp(log(1 + t)} = 1 + t. 

Now we want to find the formal expansion of h : = (1 + tl + t, -l- ..a + 
+-tcl)X~Rg[[t]]. Applying Theorem C, with f :=(I +u)Z~Rr[[u]], g := 
=t, +t2+-+t,ER,[[t]], we get by using [12e] (p. 37) for equality 
(*) and [lOf] (p. 28) for (*a): 
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which gives after simplifications: 

[12m] (1 + t? -l- t2 +..*-t- tq>, = 

= c (x)“~+v~+...+v~~v~~~~~~~~t~q! = 
V,,...,V,>O 

with the notation [lot”] (p. 27). 
Similarly, we obtain : 

[12m’] (1 - t, - t2 - . . . - tq)-X = 

= c ~x,v,+v~+...+v~.v~~~~::.t~! = v,,...,v,ro 

= :@)I”& = “,,,,~,” 4 5o (vl, Y2Y..., v) fx*** tz 4 
using an evident extension of the notations [7b] (p. 16) and [lot”] 

(P- 27). 
We can also establish, usingmultinomial coefficients (v): = (vr, v2, . . . . vq) 

of [LOc’] (p. 27), the corresponding expansions for log: 

log(1 + t, + t, +*-e-l- tq) = c (- 1) 
v*+...+v,-1 x 

y1+y2+...+yq,1 

x ( 
Vl, vz,..., VA .“‘.“.A .Y;. 

v1 + y2 + ,.. +I yq rl-rz- *-* 5 

= ,“& (- 1)“‘-’ ; t”, 
V 

- log(1 - t, - t2 -mm*- tq) = 
,&I $jtv- 

(V) Transformations of formal series 

With every formal series f =xnaO a$’ in one indeterminate t, we can 
associate the formal derivative, denoted by: 

[12n] Df = dq = “z. na,t”-’ = “go (n f 1) a,+ltn, 
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and also the formal primitive: 

t 

[120] Pf = f(u) du = C a, 2. 
s II,0 

0 

All the usual properties hold: DPf =f, D(fg)= (Df ). g +f. (Dg), etc. 
The iterates of these operations can easily be found. For the derivation 

we have: 

D”f = c (n)k antn-k = c (m + l)k tm, 
?,k $>O 

and for the primitivation we have: 

.n+k 

Pkf = 1 a, ’ 
!a0 (n+l)k= 

These concepts can be generalized without difficulties to more 
terminates. For example, forf=zvsl a,t’ and CLE& we define: 

inde- 

We mention here also the transformation that associates to every double 

series f tx,Y)=Cm.n,~ a,,, xmyn its diagonal series (I=‘&,, a,,$“. 
When f (x, y) converges, we have ([Hautus, Klarner, 197 I]) : 

wll cp 0) = ki J f(z,:>s, 

where E and 1 t 1 are sufficiently small, so that f (x, y) is regular for 1x1 <E 
and 1 yl -c It l/s. In general, it is tantamount to saying that the circle lzl =E 
contains all the poles off (z, t/z) that tend to 0 when t tends to 0. For 
instance, forf(x, Y)=C,,,~ (m, n) xmyn=(l-~-y)-i, where the (m,n)= 

= are the binomial coefficients in the symmetrical notation (p. S), 
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the diagonal y(t)=xnao 
0 

‘,’ t” equals the residue of (1 -z-t/z)-‘z-’ 

inthepointz= (I- (1 -4t)‘12)/2,inother words (1 -4t)-(‘t2). This result 
is of course well-known (see Exercise 22 (l), p. 81). 

(VI) Formal Laurent series 

These series are written analogously to the preceding, [12b] (p. 36), 
but here the indices and the exponents pl, /12,. .., pk can take all integer 
values $0, with the condition that the coefficients afl,,...,Pr that contain 
at least one index ~0, are almost all zero. For example: 

(1) With one single indeterminate t: (t2+t3+~~~)-1=(t2(1-t)-1)-1 
=t-2-t-l 

(2) With *two indeterminates t, and t, : c t:‘tp, pr </!2 <2pl + 10, 

where the integers ,u~, ,uZ can be negative as well as positive or zero. 
All the preceding: operations, summable families, derivation, etc., can 

be easily done for such series. 

(VII) Formal series in ‘nonconmzutative’ indeterminates ([Schiitzenberger, 
19611) 

Let X* stand for the free monoid generated by X (see p. 18) and let 
f:ut3ap be a map from 3* into a certain ring A (,u is a word over X). 
If we write f as a formal series: f:=CpEX. a,,u, then the set AX* of these 
maps f becomes an aigebra, caiied the monoid aigebra 32 if, for g: = 
=‘&EX,b&, weputf+g:=~,,,,(a,,+b,)~andfg:=~,,,,c,~, where 
cl,=1 axbA, the finite summation being taken over all pairs (x, A) of 
words such that xil=p, in the sense of the juxtaposition product of p. 18. 
If X is finite and if one considers the Abelian words of X, then the ordinary 
formal series studied above are found back again. 

1.13. GENERATING FUNCTIONS (abbreviated GF) 

(I) Simple sequences 

DEFINITION. Let be given a real or complex sequence (in this book actually 

often consisting of positive integers with a combinatorial meaning), then 
we call ordinary GF, exponential GF, and more generally, GF according 
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to Q,, of the sequence a,,, the following three formal series @, !P and @,, 

respectively, where L$, is a fixed given sequence: 

[13a] @(t):=“TOa,t”, Y(t):= 1 a,:, 
nb~ n! 

Qn (t) : = 1 C&a/. 
It>,0 

The most interesting case is that where (at least) one of the entire series 
[13a] has a positive nonzero radius of convergence R, and converges 
for It\<R to a composition of elementary known functions; in this 
case the properties of these functions can be used to give new information 
about the a,. (For a detailed study of the relation between a, and their 
GF, the reader is referred to any work on difference calculus; for example 
[*Jordan (Ch.), 19471 or PMilne-Thomson, 19331.) 

Example A. a,,: = z 
0 

, where XER or C. Then @(t)=~‘,o 
0 
z t”= 

=~n>,O(x),t”/n!=(l+t)X,whichconvergesfor(t(<l (iftEConechooses 
the value of Q(t) that equals 1 for t =O). If we compare the coefficients 
of P/n ! in the I%st and the last member of equalities [ 13b] : 

[13b] ~~o(x+yj~~=(l+t~+y=(l+r~(l+t)y= 
. 

we obtain the Vandermonde convolution, in two forms: 

c13cl cx + y>” = oz<n (;)+,k (Y)“-k, 

‘.. 

c13c’1 (“~y)=o..Z$~.(X)(nYk)’ 

(see also p. 26). Similarly, one shows, using CnaO(x), (P/n !) = (1 - t)-x: 

WI <x +Y>. = x 0 I: *<x)k (y)n-k. 
Ob*& 

[13d’] 
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Example B. Fibonacci numbers. These are integers E;, defined by: 

[13e] F,=F,-l+F,-,, 1222; Fo=F1=l. 

We want to find the ordinary GF, @=~n30F,,tn: 

@ = 1 + t $ c (F,-, + F,-,) t” = 1 + t@ + t2@. 

n>s 

Comparing the first and the last member of these equalities we obtain: 

C13fl @= c FJ”=~-;-~~. 
II>0 

If we decompose this rational function into partial fractions, putting the 
roots of l-t-P=0 equal to -c1, -/I, we get: 

[13g] Q, =L -P- -L 
( 

= 
P-a l--/L0 > l-at 

=~(~o~“+ltn-~oan+ltn). 

Hence, identifying the coefficients of t” in [13f, g]: 

C13h-j F, = !:::j;?, 

Q‘ where 
- i 

ci P 

a:= 
1 45 
-, 

2 

p:=,. 1+,5 

1 
in?? 

$ 

(fin+- ~9” take alcn SC iqitid ~~~~~~hs FG ~0: F: = 1 [*H&y, Wright, \v’,v W...I . ..&.” .o.--- -- -. 

19651, p. 148, in which case @==(I-t-t2)-’ and F,=(p”-a”)/,/S.) 
Here we find the golden ratio, /I = 1.61803.. . of the Renaissance architects. 

,t 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
-- 
Fn / 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144 233 377 610 987 

11 / 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
-__ 
Fn / 1597 2584 4181 6765 10946 17711 28657 46368 75025 121393 

Moreover, if we let ljxll denote the integer closest to x (x not supposed 
to be half-integral), then [13h] shows easily that F,= IIp”“/J511. 

The Fibonacci numbers have a simple combinatorial meaning: F,,, is 
the number of subsets of [n] = (1,2,. . ., n} such that no two elements are 

adjacent (Subsets with 0 or 1 element are convenient). In fact, according 
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to [8d] (p. 21), the number F,+, of such subsets equals C, (“+‘-p‘l. 

Hence, it follows that Fn+i = $;~;)+$;“)=Fnml +tp.‘ (b;&, 

p. 10) and F. = Fl = 1. Thus, the sequences F. and & coincide, because they 
satisfy the same defining recurrence relation. (See also Exercise 13, p. 76, 
and Exercise 31, p. 86.) It can also be shown that the number G, of subsets 
of [ti] (p. 24) such that any two points are not adjacent, equals F, + F,- z 
(subset 4 is convenient), in other words G, =a” +/I”, G, = G,- r -t G,-, 
and ~naoG,,t”-(t+2tZ)(1 --t--f’)-‘. 

10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

G,, ( 0 1 3 4 7 11 18 29 47 76 123 199 322 

More generally, defining (l-~-flf’)-‘:=~,~,F(n, I) t”, it can be 
proved that F(n+l, I) is the number of subsets BC [n] such that any two 
elements of B are always separated by at least Z( > 0) elements of C B. 
For subsets Bc [fi] with the same property, the number is G(n, I) 
where (t+(Z+l)t”‘)(l-~t-~~‘~)-‘:=~,~~G(n,Z)t”. 

(11) Multiple sequences 

The concept of GF can be immediately generalized to multiple sequences. 
We explain the case of double sequences. The three most used GF are 
the following formal series: 

qt, u) := 1 a”$“uk, 
“,k,O 

Y(t,u):= c a”,k;i;;, 
n,k,O . . 

@(t, u):= c a,,$$ uk, 
n,k30 

the last one, 0, being especially used in the case of a triangular sequence 
(*a,,,k=O, if not O<k<n). We now investigate the double sequence of 

binomial coefficients, a,,&: = i , as an example: 
0 

@(t,u)= 
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which converges if It(l +u)l< 1. 

0 (t, u) = 

whereZ,(~):=~,,,(z/2)~~(k!)- ’ is the modified Bessel function of order 
0; because this function is complicated, Y (t, u) is not considered very 
interesting. 

(III) General remarks on generating functions 

We return to the case of a simple sequence a,. 
(1) If the power series f(z) =CnaO a,z” converges for all complex 2 

(of (z) is an entire function), then the Cauchy integral theorem gives: 

[13i] a,, =zai 
s 

f(z) z-“-l dz, 

where the integral is taken over a simple curve enclosing the origin, and 
oriented counterclockwise. Usually, when f (z) is ‘elementary’, [ 13i) can 
very well be used for estimating a, for great n by the Laplace method or 
the saddlepoint method (see, for instance, [*De Bruijn, 19611). In the 
case that the radius of convergence off (z) is finite, a Darboux type 
method can be used (see p. 277). 

(2) Of course one can associate with the sequence still others than 
those of [13a]. For example: 

WI ~io=“xoa”~ 
n+1 

[13kl n (9 = c an & 
II31 

cw 
it>” W) = C an x7 

“$0 

which are called respectively ‘factorial GF’ (mostly studied by YNijrlund, 
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1924]), ‘Lambert GF’ ( see Exercise 16, p. 161), and ‘Newton GF’ (see 
Exercise 6, p. 221). 

(3) Among the several GF defined in [13a, j, k, l] are all kinds of rela- 
tions that allow us to pass from one to the other. We cite for example: 
@(l/z)=z jg e-“’ Y(t) dt (called the Laplace-Carson transform of Y), 
a(z)= j; t’-‘@(l-t) dt. 

1.14. LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL GENERATING FUNCTIONS 

(I) Bernoulli and Euler numbers and polynomials 

Bernoulli numbers B,, Euler numbers E,, Bernoulli polynomials B,,(x) 
and Euler polynomials E, (x) are defined by: 

(Many generalizations have been suggested). Bernoulli numbers, denoted 
by b, in Bourbaki, are sometimes also defined by: 

t (et - 1)-l = 1 - -)t + kj-l (- l)k+’ B,tZk/(2k) ! 

Each Bk is then >O, and equals (- l)k+’ B2k as a function of our Ber- 
nouiii numbers. 

Their most important properties are: 

WI 

ClW 
Cl4 

lwl 

cw31 

4 = B,(O), E” = 2°K (3) 
B 2k+l = E,k-, = 0, for k=l,2,3 ,... 

B; (x) = @t-i (x) , E:, (x) = nE,- I (x) 

B, (x + 1) - B,(x) = nx”-’ , 
B,(x+l)+E,(x)=2x” 

B,(x) = F (;) &Xn-k, 

Em(x)=;(;);(X-;>“-” 
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[14h] B,(l-x)=(-l)“&(x), E,(l-x)=(-l)“E,(x). 

For instance, [ 14d] follows from the fact that the functions t (et- l)-’ - 
-B,-B,t and (cht)-’ are even; [14e] follows from the fact that, for 
@:= tetx(e’- I)-‘, we have a@/ax= t@, etc. (For a table of B, and E,, 
see [*Abramovitz, Stegun, 19641, p. 810, for n<60, and [Knuth, Buck- 
holtz, 19671 for n <250 and n< 120. Applications are found in Exercises 
36 and 37, pp. 88 and 89.) The first values of B. and E. are: 

-!!-‘O l 10 12 

1 

2 ; 

Bll 1 -- 1 
; 8 

1 5 691 

2 6 -30 
-- 

42 30 
_--- 

66 2730 

En 11 0 -1 5 -61 1385 -50521 2702765 

-‘I I :” 16 18 20 

3617 43867 174611 Bfl --- -- 
6 510 798 330 - 

En I-199360981 19391512145 - 2404879675441 370371188237525 

(For more information about this subject, see, for instance, [I*Campbell, 
19661, [*Jordan, 19471, [*Nielsen, 19061.) 

We may also define Genocchi numbers G,, by: 

e,;l=t(l-th+)= c G”; -- 
II31 

Then we have G,=G,=G,=;.;=O and c “2m=2(l-~ , zm= -?2m\ B 

=2mE2,-l (0), which shows their close relationship with the Bernoulli 
numbers (used in Exercise 36, p. 89 for ‘computing’ B,,). 

>.+33:, 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 -__ 
Gn 1 1 - 1 1 - 3 17 - 155 2073 - 38227 929569 -28820619 1109652905 

(II) Some sequences of ‘orthogonal’ polynomials 

(Their most complete study is made by [*SzegG, 19671.) 
We list their GF: 

[14i] The Clwbisilev polynomials of the jirst kind T, (x) : 

1 - tx - -----~~- : = C T,(x) t” 
1 - 2tx + t2 IIS0 
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l34jl The Chebishev polynomials of the second kind U,,(x) : 

1 

l-2tx + t2 
:== nFo U”(X) t”. 

/ 

After some manipulations this implies: 

C14kl cos ncp = T, (cos VP), 
sin(n+l)q 

sin cp 
= u, (cos ‘p) < 

WI The Legendre polynomials P, (x) : 

1 

J 1 - 2tx + t2 
:=“~ow4~“. 

[14m] The Gegenbauer polynomials C(“)(x): 

(1 - 2tx + tZ)-‘: = “& c?) (x) t”, 

where CIEC!* hence CL1”)=Pn, C!‘)= U,). (These are also called ultra- 
spherical polynomials. See Exercise 35, p. 87.) 

[14n] The Hermite polynomials H,(x): 

exp(-t2+2fx):=~~0HH”(x)~. 
I 

I!403 The Laguerre po!ynomials LIP’ (x) : 

(l- t)-‘-‘exps:= C L’,“‘(x)t” (c(EC). 
VI30 

(III) Stirling numbers 

The Stirling numbers of thejirst kinds (n, k) and of the second kind S(n, k) 
can be defined by the following double GF: 

[14p] (I+t)U:=I+~<~<.s(n,k)~~u* 
. . . . 

C14d exp (u(e’ - l)}:=l+l<~~~S(n,k)~uk. 
-:. 
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Because these numbers are very important in combinatorial analysis, 
we will make a special study of them in Chapter V. 

The double GF in their definition can be avoided, if we observe that: 

(1 + t>” = exp (24 log (1 + t)} = ,To uk logk F, + t, * 
, 

Prl ‘*$+_l! : = ,zk s (n, k) ; 
.’ 

exp {u (ef - l)} = 1 uk v * 
kB0 

II l4sl 
(e* - 1)” 
--:=n&‘kS(n,k);. 

k! .’ 

(IV) Eulerian numbers 

The Eulerian numbers A (n, k) (not to be confused with Euler numbers 
E,, p. 48) are generated as follows: 

l34tl 2~(t,u):=-&~uz:=I+I<~~~A(n.k)~~uk~1. 
. . . . 

It is easily verified that: 

(2~-u2)~+(tu-1)~+21=0, 
2.. 

from which follows, if we put the coefficient of uk-‘t”/n! in this partial 
differential equation equal to 0, the following recurrence relation: 

[14u] A(n + 1, k) = (n- k+2)A(n, k- l)+ kA(n, k), 

n20, k>2, 

with initial conditions: A(n, l)=l for n>O and A(0, k)=O if k>2. An- 
other GF, denoted by !?I1, is sometimes easier to handle: 
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(A combinatorial interpretation and a table of A (n, k) is given on p. 243.) 

1.15. BRACKETING PROBLEMS 

We will treat in some detail these famous examples of the use of CF. 

(I) Catalan problem 

Consider a product P of n numbers XI, X,, . . . X,, in this order, P = X,X, . . . 

X,. We want to determine the number of different ways of putting brackets 
in this product, each way corresponding to a computation of the product 
by successive multiplications of precisely two numbers each time ([Cata- 
lan, 18381). Thus, a2 = 1, as - -2 and a4 = 5, according to the following list 

of bracketings : 

WI (X1X2> (X3X4>, i(XlX2> Xd X4, WI (X2X3)) X4, 

Xl {(X,X,> x41, XI w2 (X,X4)> * 

One could also suppose that the sequence, or word, S:= XI, X, ..*, X,, 
is taken from a set with a multiplicatively written composition law, which 
is neither associative nor commutative; then a, is the number of correct 
ways of putting brackets, also called well-bracketed words, in S. One can 
also reason from a single element XeE, and observe that a,, is the number 
of ways we can interpret a product all whose n factors equal X in E. For 
n--4 we get then for the list in [lSa] the following: 

[15b] X2.X2, (X’.XjX, (X.X2)X, X(X2.X), X(X.X’). 

Notations [15a, b] become quickly clumsy and difficult to handle, but 
we observe that any nonassociative product also can be represented by 
a bifurcating tree. Figure 9 (corresponding to n=4) shows what we 
mean. The height of the tree is the number of levels above the root R (it 

W,X*)CX, X.) bw, a)] x4 xl (X*(X,X4)) 
x:x’ (X.X2)X X(X. X2) 

((4 w,lx. X,((X*~)X11 
(X?.X,X X(X2.X) 

Fig.9. 

n - 
an 

(*s*) t + ( c a,&*) ( c a,tk) = t -t g2 

hZ0 *a0 

* a2 -2l+t=o, (u(O)=0 

‘*g*%(t) = $(l - Jl - 41). 

In the implication (****), we have considered 91 as a function of t, hence 
as solution of the preceding quadratic equation. The expansion of the 
root with [12eJ (p. 37) gives us then the required value of an, which is 
often caIled the Catalan number: 

We list the first few values of a,: ’ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 ___- 
1 1 2 5 14 42 132 429 1430 4862 16796 58786 208012 742900 2674440 9694845 35357670 
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is 2 for the first tree, and 3 for the four others). There are n -2 nodes, or 
bifurcations different from R. 

We try to find a recurrence relation between the a,. The last multi- 
plication, which ends the product of all factors XI, X2,. . . X,,, in this order, 
operates on a product of the first k letters and a product of the last n-k 
letters, for some k such that l<k<n - 1. The first k letters can be 
bracketed in ak different ways, and the (n-k) last ones can be bracketed 
in different ways. Thus we get, collecting all possibilities as k ranges over 
[tl- 1): 

[lsc] an = c akun-k, na2. 
l<k<n-1 

We put: 

[15d] aO:=O, a,:=l. 

Let now ‘3(t) be the GF of the a,. Then we get, using [lSc] for equality 
(*) and [15d] for (**) and Theorem B of p. 39 for (M*): 

ol=ru(t):= c a,t” = t + c a# 

II20 na2 

(*=*)t -t c a,,aktk+k 

$,$20 
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Let us Anally mention two other representations of Catalan bracketings. 
(1) Triangulations of a convex polyon (see also Exercise 8, p. 74). The 

following example clearly explains the rule: 

tx,x*xx,x,) ((X,X,,X,,X~ cx,cx*x,))x~ x,ccx* X,)X,) X,CX,cX,X,)) 

(2) Majority paths (from Andre, p. 22). Every path joins A (0, 2) to 
B(n - 2, n) with the following convention : any opening bracket ( signifies 
a vertical step and any letter different from X,-t and X, a horizontal step. 

Using Theorem B (p. 21), with p = n - 2, q = n, we easily obtain [ 15e]. 

(II) Wedderburn-Etherington commutative bracketing problem 

([Wedderburn, 19221, [Etherington, 19371, [Harary, Prins, 19591. For 
another aspect of this problem, see [Melzak, 19681.) 
We suppose E this time to be commutative, and we call the number of 
interpretations of X” in the sense of [ l5b] (p. 52) now b,. Thus 6, = 1 
and b3 = 1, because X2.X=X. X2, b, =2, because (X2.X)X=(X. X2)X= 
=X(X. X2)= X(X2.X). If one prefers, one can also consider b, as the 
number of binary trees, two trees being considered identical if and only 
if one can be transformed into the other by reflections with respect to 
the vertical axes through the nodes. Thus, Figure 10 shows that b, =3: 

Fig. 10. 
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We obtain again a recurrence relation, this time again by inspecting 
the last multiplication performed, but now it depends on whether n is 
odd or even: 

b2p--1 = blb2,-, + b,b,,-, +..a+ b,-Ib,; p > 2. 

b2,, = bib,,-, + b2bzp-2 +...+ b,-,b,+l+ 
b, + 1 

( > 
2 ; pal. 

This can also be written, when we put b,: =0, b, : = I, b2 : = 1, b,=O for 
x$N, as follows: 

b, = C bibj + bbn,2 + 3 (b,,z)’ 3 n 2 2 y 
O<icj<n 

i+j=n 

B (t) : = “To bnt” = t + nF2 t” ( C bibi) + 
c / OSi<jSn . . 

i+j=n 

(1) 
+ t .F2 bn,zt" + 3 c (bn,2)2 t". 

/ n32 

Now: 
(1) = C bibjt’+’ = +( c bibjti+j - c b;t2’) 

jziro i, jr0 i>O 

= +(B2 (t) - C b:t2’). 
iSO 

Hence : 
23 (t) = t -I- +2P (t) + !a3 (t2). 

This is a functional equation, which can be simplified by putting S?(t)= 
= 1 -!B (t)= 1 -‘&albnt”; then we get: 

Em SY(t”)=2t+g2(f). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

1 1 1 2 3 6 11 23 46 98 207 451 983 2179 4850 10905 24631 

n 1 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

-bn 1 56011 127912 293547 676157 1563372 3626149 8436379 19680277 46026618 

For a method giving an asymptotic equivalent, see [Otter, 19481; after a 
computation due to Bender, b,-0.31877662...(2.48325354+.-)“1r-~’~. 
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(III) Generalized bracketing problem of Schriider ([Schroder, 18701) 

We return to the noncommutative case, and we compute the number c, 
of bracketings of X1, X,, se., X,, where we allow this time in each bracket 
an arbitrary number of adjacent factors. For example, for n = 4, we must 
extend the list of [15a] by the following of Figure 11: (thus c4 = 11) 

X,&X3&. X,(X* x, X,) X,(X* X,)X,, 

(XX X)X t 2 3 48 ( x, w x3 x.. X,X,(X,X,) 

Fig. 11. 

For a recurrence relation we consider again the last multiplication: this 
time there are not just two factors to be multiplied, but I( 22), of which 
I1 factors consist of one letter, I, of two letters, etc. Hence: 

[15g] 1, + 12 +-em+ I,-, + 1, = I, 
I1 + 21, +a--+ (n - 1) l.-1 + nl, = n, 

with I, = 0, because I> 2. Now, there are I!/([, ! 1, ! . . .I” !) different ways 
to arrange these I factors of the last operation, because the choice of a 
particular sequence of these 1 factors just means giving a ([r , I,, . . . , I,)- 
division of [I] (cf. p. 27). Hence: 

C” = c &- 
1. 2.... I,! 

c:‘c:’ . . . cp, n>2, co :=o, Cl := 1, 

where the summation takes place over the I,, I,, . . . such that [ 15g] and 
122 (=+n>2). Thus: 

cc:= 1 c.t”= t+ 1 C”f” 
II>/0 na2 

=t+ 
c (4 + 4 +-Y (c t)l’ (c t2)‘2 

!a+!*+...>2 &!/2! . . . I 2 **. 

=t+C 
!,2 I c ,+ !*+++...= 1. 2.1.. 

(CJ (c2t2)‘2 . ..} 
CT2 =t= c (c,t+c2t2+*-)‘=t+ c @=t+- 

!a2 132 1-a 

*2~2-(l+t)E+t=0, (X(0)=0. 
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Hence, when we consider K(t) as a function of t, we get: 

c(t)=+(l+t-,/i-66t+t2). 

If we expand the root (I+ u)rj2, a= -6t+ t 2, and rearrange the t”, we 
get by using [12m] (p. 41): 

[t5h] c,= O<v;tn,2) (- l>’ 1’3-Y;;j121;v~ 3n-2Y2-Y-2. 

In fact, the c, can be computed more quickly if we have a linear re- 
currence relation for them. Such a recurrence relation always exists for 
the Taylor coefficients of any algebraic function ([Comtet, 1964]), the 
coefficients being polynomials in n. In the case of CC(t), which is clearly 
algebraic, we get, with the necessary simplifications: 

[15i] (n - 1) c,+~ = 3(2n- i)c,-(n-2)c,-,, 

5\\b3 
n > 2; Cl = c2 = 1 . 

n 123456 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
- -- 
Cn 1 1 3 I1 45 197 903 4279 20793 103049 518859 2646723 13648869 71039373 

n 

i 

15 16 17 18 19 20 
- __-- ___-- 

--___ Cn 372693519 1968801519 10463578353 55909013009 300159426963 1618362158587 

n 21 22 23 24 25 
_... ______ -- 
tn 8759309660445 47574827600981 259215937709463 1416461675464871 7760733824437545 

1.16. RELATIONS 

DEFINITION A. An al-ary relation % between m (22) sets N,, N,, . . . . N,, 

isa (possibly empty) subset of theproduct set Nl x N, x .a. x N,,,. An m-tuple 

( Xl, X2,“‘, x,) is said to satisfy 3, if and only if (x1, xt, . . . . x,) E’%. If 

I 
N, = N, = .” = N,,, = N, then % is called an m-ary relation on N, ‘3 c N”. 

The case that is most interesting for us, is the case of the binary (m=2) 

relations on N, %IcN~. In this case we denote u!Ru [or not u%u] if 
(a, O)E% [or if (u, u)$%]. For N finite, a good visualization of ‘3 is 
obtained by numbering the elements of N, N: = {x,, x2, . . . . x,} and then 
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make a rectangular lattice consisting of n vertical lines Vi, each corre- 
sponding to an x*EN, ie[n] and n horizontal lines Hj, each corresponding 
as welI to an X/EN (in Figure 12, n=7). The points of the intersections 
of V, and H, represent the points of N2, and each point of % is indicated 
by a little dot l . For instance, in Figure 12, x2%x5, not x,%x,. The points 
(xi, xi), ie[n] are the points on the diagonal A (see p. 3). The lattice 
representation thus introduced can also be applied to any relation between 
two sets N1 and N,, if we think of N1 as the ‘abscissa’, and of N, as the 
‘ordinate’. 

Another representation, called matrix representation of ‘SC N1 x 
x N,, IN11 =nl, lNZl =n2, consists of associating with this relation an 

n, x n2 matrix of 0 and 1, defined by a,, j= 1 if (xi, x~)E% and 0 otherwise, 
called the incidence matrix of %. 

v, v,. v, v4 v, V6 VT 

Fig. 12. 

DEFINITION B. Let ‘3 be a binary relation on N, % c N’. (I) The reciprocal 
or inverse relation of !)I, denoted ‘3-l is defined by x%-‘y-=-y’3ix (the 
lattice image of Xi-’ is hence obtainedfrom the lattice image of %, by re- 
flection with respect to the diagonal A). (II) % is called total or complete, 
if and only if for all (x, y)~ N2 x%y or y’Rx( o%u%?~’ = N’). A relation 

which is not total, is called partial. (III) % is called reflexive, if and only 
ifforallx~N,x’%x(~Ac%).!R is antireflexive if and only if for all XE N, 
notx%x(*An%=0).(IV)% is called symmetric if and only if x%y * y’3ix 
(e’% = ‘S-l). ‘% is antisymmetric or proper, if and only if (x%y, y’%x) 3 

*x=y(4Itn%-‘cd). (V) % is. called transitive if and only if 
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(x%y,y%z)* x‘%z. (VI) For XEN, the first section, or vertical section of 
% along x is the subset (x 1 ‘%) of N consisting of the YEN such that x%y. 

Similarly, the second section, or horizontal section (!R 1 y), YEN is the set 
of HEN satisfying x%y. If ‘8 is symmetric, then (x 1 3) = (3 1 x). (VIII) 
The first projection of % on N, denoted bypr,‘% equals {x I XEN, 3ytzN, 

x%y}. Similarly, the second projection is pr,%: = (y I YEN, IxEN, x%y}. 

Finally, we recall the two most important binary relations. 

DEFINITION C. An equivalence relation ‘33 on N is a binary relation, that 

is rejexive, symmetric and trunsitive. Then we say that x and y are equiv- 
alent, ifandonly ifx%y. The section (x 1 3) = (‘3 I x) is called equivalence 
class of x: this is the set of y that are equivalent to x. 

The number a(n) of equivalence relations on N, INI =n, in other words, 
the number of partitions of N will be extensively studied (see p. 204). 

DEFINITION D. An order relation % on N is a binary relation on N, which 
is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Often x<y is written instead of 

x%y. A set is said to be ordered, if it has been provided with an order 
relation; if, moreover, for all x, YEN, x=$y or y>x, then the set is called 
totally ordered. The section (x I %2> = (u I x< u} is called the set of upper 
bounds of x and the section (‘3 I y) =(u I u<y) is called the set of lower 
bounds of y. For x, YEN the segment [x, y] is the set of ZEN such that 
x < z < y. x < y means x < y and x # y. A chain with k vertices (and length 
k- 1) connecting x, YEN is afinite set zl, z2, . . . . zk such that x=zl <z, < ..a 
... <z, = y. A lattice is an ordered set N such that for each pair (x, y) of 
elements of N there exist: (1) an element bEN, often denoted by xv y, 

which is the smallest element of the set of upper bounds for both x and y 
(also called least upper bound), in the sense that x< b, y < b and x< v, 
JJ < v *b < V; (2) an element aE N, often denoted by x A y, the largest lower 

bound of both x and y (also called greatest lower bound), in the sense that 
a<x, a<y and u<x, u<y*u<a. 

The number d. of the order relations on N, IN 1 =n, equals the number of 
T,-topologies of N ([*Birkhoff, 1967, p. 1171) and the existence of a 

simple explicit formula seems completely impossible; even asymptotic 
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estimates for d. when n 4 co turns out,to be a very difficult combinatorial 

1 problem ([Comtet, 19661, [H arary, 19671, [Kleitman, Rotschild, 19701, 
[(J.) Wright, 19721. See also Exercise 25, p. 229). 

The following is the list of known values of d, and the numbers 
d: of the nonisomorphic order relations (two relations are called isomor- 
phic if one can be changed into the other by simply rearranging the 
numbering of the elements of N. The value d, due to [ErnC, 19741). 

f(x,$; 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 

dn 1 3 19 219 4231 130023 6129859 431723379 44511042511 

d*n l 2 5 l6 63 

318 2045 

Actually, we can introduce the numbers D(n, k) of (labelled) order 
relations of which the longest chain has k vertices (of course, d,= 

=x&n, k)): 

n/k 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 1 
2 

12 6 
86 108 24 

840 2310 960 120 
6 1 11642 65700 42960 9ooo 720 

7 1 227892 2583126 2510760 712320 90720 5040 

8 1 6285806 142259628 199424904 71243760 11481120 987840 40320 

1.17. GRAPHS 

Though we do not want to study graphs, we will sometimes use a little 
of the language of graph theory, hence this and the next section. We 
have to make a choice among the various current names of certain con- 
cepts, since in this field, the terminology is not yet completely standardized. 
Actually, this situation has some advantages, as it compels each publica- 
tion on this subject to define its terms carefully. Any book on graphs 
can be used as a first introduction to graph theory. (For example [ *Berge, 
19581, [*Busacker, Saaty, 19651, [*Fiedler, 19641, [*Flament, 19651, 
[*Ford, Fulkerson, 19671, [*Harary, 1967a, b], PHarary, Norman, 
Cartwright, 19651, [*K au man, f 1968a, b], [*KGnig, 19361, [*Moon, 
19681, [*Ore, 1962, 1963, 19671, [*Pellet, 19681, [*Ringel, 19591, 
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[*Sainte-Lagtie, 19261, [*Sh es lu, Reed, 19611, [“Tutte, 19661, and par- I 
ticularly, in the viewpoint adopted here, the attractive book by [*Harary, 
19691.) 

Let N be a finite set. We recall that a pair B of N is a 2-block of N 
(=2-combination, or subset of two elements, p. 7); BE‘$~ (N). 

DEFINITION A. A graph (over N) is a pair (N, 9), in which 3 is a set 

(possibly empty) of pairs of N, $9~ 1J2 (N). The elements of N are called 

tile nodes or vertices of the graph, and the pairs (ES) are called edges of 
the graph. One often says “the graph 9” rather than “the graph (N, 9)“, 
when the set N is given once and for all. 

THEOREM A. Giving a graph 9 on N is equivalent to giving a binary relation 

I on N, $c N2, which is symmetric and antireflexive, called incidence 
relation associated with 9. 

W Define Y by xXy-=-{x, y}ES n 
A convenient plane representation of a graph consists in drawing the 

nodes as points and the edges as straight or curved segments, and ignoring 
their intersections. Figure 13 represents N: = {a, b, c, . . . . k, Z} and 9: = 

: = {{a, b}, {b, 4, {c, 4, {c, f 1, {d, e>, id, s>, {e, k), {e, f>, If, s>, {f,jl, 

{ff, i>>. 
4 
0 L 

DEFINITION B. Let y(~5J.3~ (N)) be a graph over N. (I) An edge con- 

taining a node X(E N) is called incident with x, and 9(x) designates the 
set of these edges. The number 1% (x)1 of edges inciderzt with x, also denoted 

by 6 (x), is called the degree of x. Two nodes x and y are called adjacent, 
if {x, y> E 3. Similarly, two edges are called adjacent if they have a node 
in co~~~~~ro~l. A node is called an end point or terminal node, if its degree 
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equals 1; the edge adjacent to x (which is unique) is also called terminal. 
An isolated node is one with degree 0. (II) (N’, S’) is a subgraph of (N, 3) if 
N’cN, g”cS, +?‘cv, (N’); it is called a complete subgraph (or a 
clique), with support N’ if Y= !JJZ (N’). An independent set L (cN) in 
u graph ‘9 is a set such that q, (L) n 9 = 0; hence is a complete subgraph 

of the complementary graph, which is the graph g: = !& (N) - 3. (III) 
A path or chain connecting a and b(EN) is a sequence of adjacent 

edges {al, x1}, {x1, x2} ,..., {-cl, b}; this path {a, x1, x2,..., x1-l, b} 
is said to have length I (multiple points may occur, as in the case of the 
path { j, f, c, d, e, f, g} of Figure 13). A cycle or circuit is a closed 

path. (For instance, {c,f, g, d, c} in Figure 13.) An Euler circuit is a 
circuit in which all edges of 9 occur precisely once. A Hamiltonian 
circuit isa circuit thatpasses exactly once through every node. (IV) A graph is 

called connected if every two nodes are connected by at least one path. 
(V) A tree is a connected acyclic (= without cycles) graph. The distance 
between two points in a tree is the number of the edges in the (unique) path 

joining a with b (no repetitions of edges allowed to occur in this path). 

We indicate now a way to draw a tree .Y of N. We choose a node x0 (EN). 
From x0 we trace the edges connecting x,, with the adjacent nodes (those 
who have distance 1 to x0), say xlwl, x1.2, . . . . We arrange these on a 
horizontal line (Figure 14). From these points, we trace the edges that 
connect them with the points situated at distance 2 from x0 (hence ad- 
Jacent to xi,1 and not equal to x0), etc. A tree in which such a special 

Fig.14. 
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point x,,, the root, has been chosen, is also called rooted tree. The preceding 
construction proves Figure 14. 

THEOREM B. Each tree has at least two endpoints, and for na3, at least 
two terminal edges. 

Another characterization of trees is: 

THEOREM C. Any two of the following three conditions (I), (2) and (3) 

imply the third, and moreover, imply that the graph 9 over N, 1 N 1 =n is 

a tree: (1) $9’ is connected; (2) 9 is acyclic; (3) 9 has (n- 1) edges. 

R (I), (2)* (3). In other words, by Definition B (V), any tree with n 

vertices has n- 1 edges. This is true for n=2. We prove the statement by 
complete induction, and we suppose it to be true for all trees having up 
to (n- 1) edges. In a tree B with n nodes, we cut off one of the terminal 
nodes and its incident edge. The new graph obtained in this way is evi- 
dently a tree, hence it contains (n- 1) nodes, so l?Y’l =n-2 according to 
the induction hypothesis; hence 191 =n- 1. 

(l), Pb-(2). w e reason by reductio ad absurdum. Suppose that there 
exists (N, Y), INI=n, Igl=n-I, which is connected, and with at least 
one cycle V. We break the cycle V by omitting one edge. Thus we obtain 
a new graph (N, gl), still connected, with 19, I =n -2. We repeat this 
operation until there are no cycles left, so we have a connected acyclic 
graph (N, S,), with n- 1 -i edges, for some i> 1, which contradicts the 
statement that (I), (2) imply (3). 

(2), (3)+(l). If not, there exists (N, g), INI=n, I+Yl=n-1, with two 
nodes a, bEN not connected by a path of 3. If we connect a and b by a 
new edge {a, b}, we obtain a new graph (N, gl), which is still acyclic, 
with I+711 =n. Repeating this procedure, we finally obtain a connected 

acyclic graph (N, S,) with n - 1 + i edges, for some i>, 1, which again 
contradicts that (I), (2) imply (3). n 

Let us now prove the famous Cayley theorem ([Cayley, 18891). 

THEOREM D. The number of trees over N, INI =n, equals n*- ‘. 

There are many proofs of this theorem. One kind, of constructive type, 
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establishes a bijection between the set of trees over [n] and the set [n] [“- ‘I 
of @I - 2)-tuples of [n], (x1, x2,. . ., x,,-~), Xi~[~]. ([Foata, Fuchs, 19701, 
[Neville, 19531, [Priifer, 19181, and, for a generalization to k-trees, [Foata, 
19711. See also p. 71.) Others follow the path of obtaining the various 
enumerations suggested by the problem. ([Clarke, 19581, [Dziobek, 19171, 
[Katz, 19551, [Mallows, Riordan, 19681, [Moon, 1963, 1967a, b], 
[Riordan, 1957a, 1960, 1965, 19661, [RCnyi, 19591.) We give here the 
proof of Moon, which is of the second type. 

THEOREM E. Let T=T(N; d,, d,,..., d,) be the set of trees over N:= 

: = { x1, x2, . . . , x.} whose node Xi has degree di( > 1), ie [IZ], where 
d,+d,+...+d,=2(n-1). Then: 

[17a] T(n; d,, d2, . . . . d,) := (T(N; dl, d2 ,..., d,)I 

=(d,-l,d2-1 ,..., d,--1). 

(We use here the notation for the multinomial coefficients introduced in 
[lot’], p. 27.) 

It is clear that T(n; d,, d,, . . . )=Oifd,+d,+...#2(n-l),becauseevery 
tree over N has (n- 1) edges (Theorem C., p. 63). We first prove three 
lemmas. 

LEMMA A. Let integers bi> 1, iE [s], be given such that cf= 1 bi = m. Then: 

[17b] (b, ,..., b,)=k$I(b,,b, ,..., b,-l,...,b,). 

(So, this formula is a generalization of the binomial relation (6, c)= 

=(b-1, c)+(b, c-l), [se] p. 10.) 

n Let be given a set M, [MI =m. The left-hand member of [17b] 
enumerates the set p of divisions 8= (B,, B?, . . ., B,) of 121, where 1 Bil = 
=bi, ic[s] (p. 27). Now we choose an XEM and we put pli={g I Bep, 
xeB,}; then [17b] follows from the fact that: 

P= c Pk, lpkl = (b,, b,, . . . . bk - 1, . . . . b,). n 
14$dS 

Then the next lemma follows immediately: 
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LEMMA B. Let be given integers aj Z 0, jE [t] such that Es= 1 aj = m. Then : 

where the summation is taken over all j such that aj> 1. (If not, then the 
multinomial coemcient under the summation sign equals 0 by definition. 
Compare with [Tauber, 19631) 

Now we return to [17a], and we suppose that: 

[17d] d, > dz >...a d,. 

This amounts to changing the numbering of the Xi, 

LEMMA C. Summing over the i strch that dig 2, the following holds, 

Cl Tel T (n; d,, d2, . . . . cl,,)= 1 T(n- l;d, ,..., d,- I,..., ‘I,,-,). 
j,dr32 

H It follows from [17d] and from Theorem B that d”= 1. Let Ti:= 
: = { .Y I Y-ET, x, adjacent to xi>. Hence i<n - 1 and di>2. Now 
we have the division T=c Ti, where we sum over all i such that di~2. 
Hence [17eJ, if we observe that 

ITil = IT(N - {Xlj}; d,y ...) d, - 1, ..., d”-,)l. n 

I’roofof Vteorennl E. We prove formula [17a] by induction. It is clearly 
true for IZ = 3. Suppose true for II - 1 and smaller. Then, with [ 17e] and the 
induction hypotheses for equality (*), d,= 1 for (**) and [17c] for (***): 

T (n; dl, d2, . . . . d,) = 

‘2’ iz;2 (d, - 1, . ..) di - 2, . . . . d”_, - 1) 

(*=*)iLZ(dl-l ,..., di-2 ,..., d,-l)‘*z*‘[17a]. n 
.’ 

THEOREM F. The mrmber L (n, k) of trees 9 over N such that a given node, 

say x,,, has degree k, equals: 

[17fl L (II, k) = (n - lyek-‘. 
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n We have, using [17a] for equality (*), and c,: =d,- 1, io[n - l] for 
(a*), and [lOf] (p. 28) for (***): 

L (n, k) ‘3 c (d, - 1, . . . . d,-I - l,k- 1) 
rj,+...+d,-,=2n-2-k 

c*=*, 
C (ci,cz,...,cn-d-1) 

c,+...+c,-l=n-k-l . 

c (Cl, c2, . . . . G-1) 
c,+...+c,-,=n-k-l . 

Proof of Theorem D. By Theorem F, the total number of trees over 
N equals : 

To finish this section on graphs, we discuss the Hasse diagram of an 
order relation over N. This graph is obtained by joining a and b if and 
only if a<b and a<c<b*c=a or c=b (eb covers a). In this case b is 
placed over a. For example, Figure 15 is the Hasse diagram of the order 
relation 4 on N= {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j> defined by a< b, a<d, b < c, 
d<e, d< f, e d c, f < c, g <i, g d h. If one wants to avoid, in this diagram, 
the difficulty of putting every point on different heights, then one must 
orient the edges; in this case one obtains a transitive digraph, as in 
Figure 16. 

e 

d 

a 

Fig. 15. 

0. 
J 

f i 

e 0 1. C 9 
Oi 

h 
d b 

a 

Fig. 16. 

1.18. DIGRAPHS;FUNCTIONS FROMAFINITESETINTOITSELF 

(I) Digraphs in general 

We call a 2-arrangement (x, y) of N an ordered pair, that is a pair in 
which we distinguish a first element, (x, JJ)E~I~ (N), (see p. 6). 

DEFINITION A. A digraph (N, 9) or directed graph (over N) is a pair, is 
such that 9 is a (possibly empty) set of orderedpairs from N, 58~ 21, (N). 

The elements of N are then called the nodes or vertices of the digraph, and 

the ordered pairs are called the arcs. One often says “digraph Q”, rather 
than “digraph (N, 9) “, in case the set N is given once and for all. 

Most of the concepts introduced in the previous section have their anal- 

ogue in digraphs. For instance, the outdegree of x (o N), denoted by ad(x) 
is the number of arcs leaving x; the indegree, denoted by id(x) is the 
number of arcs entering x. An oriented cycle is a cycle on which the 
orientation of the arcs is such that of two consecutive arcs always the 
first one is entering their common node, and the other is leaving it (or 
vice versa). Other definitions are adapted in the same manner. 

THEOREM A. Giving a digraph 9 over N is equivalent to giving an anfi- 
rejexive binary relation J on N, J c N ‘, called the incidence relation of 9. 

n Define J by: xJyo(x, y)oS3 n 
There is again a plane representation, analogous the one introduced 

on p. 61, but with arrows added. Figure 17 shows a digraph and its 
associated relation. If the relation was not antireflexive, we had to in- 
troduce loops into the digraph. But digraphs with loops permitted and 
relations are the same. 

b 6,’ 

a ff 

a 11 c d 

Fig. 17. 
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(II) Tournaments 

DEFINITION B. A tournament (over N) is a digraph 9 such that every pair 

6% Xi> a2 W) is connected by precisely one arc. If the arc xixj belongs 
to 2, we say that Xi dominates xi. The score si of xi is the number of rdm 
xJ that are dominated by xi. Usually, the nodes ( EN) of 9 are numbered 

in such a way that: 

[18a] (OG) s,<s,<-.-<s, (<n-l). 

The n-tuple (st, s2, . . ., s,)EN” is then called the score vector of 9. 

The relation f (the incidence relation on N) associated with 9 is hence 
total, antireflexive and antisymmetric. Figure 18 represents a tournament 
in whichsI=s2=1, s3=sq=2. 

Fig. 18. 

THEOREM B. A sequence (sl, s2, . . . . s,) of integers such that [18a] holds, 
is a score vector if and only ifi 

[18b] 

[18c] For all kE[n], i si 2 t . 
i=l 0 

q We only show that the condition is necessary. (For sufficiency, see 
the beautiful book by [*Moon, 19681 on tournaments, or the papers by 
[Landau, 19531 or [Ryser, 19641. The reader is also referred to [*Andre, 
19001 and [Andre, 1898-19001.) For all XEN let d(x) be the set of 
arcs issuing from x, IA (x*)1 =si; [18b] follows then from considering the 
cardinalities in the division cy= 1 &(x1)=&@. On the other hand, for all 
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KcN, the set of 2 
0 

arcs whose two nodes belong to K, clearly is con- 

tained in CxsK &‘(.Y); hence [18c], by considering the cardinalities of the 
sets involved. n 

(III) Maps of ajnite set info itself 

DEFINITION C. A dgraph over N is called functional if the outdegree of 
every node equals 0 or 1 : t1.x~ N, ad(x) f I. 

There exists a bijection between the set NN of maps q of N into itself and 
the set of such digraphs 9. III fact, we may associate 9 with q by 

(x,Y)E~-=cp(x)= y, y # x. In this case 9 is called the ‘functional digraph 
associated with cp’. Figure 19 corresponds to a q~[[22]r~~~. 

Fig. 19. 

The map ‘p will be a permutation if, moreover, for all XE N, id(x)< 1. 

THEOREM C. The relation 6 on N defined by: x&‘ye-Jp~N, 3qEN such 
that q”(x)= cpq(x) is an equivalence relation, The restriction of cp to each 

class of d has for associated digraph an oriented cycle, to which (possibly) 
some trees are attached. Such a digraph is sometimes called an ‘excycle’ 
(Weaver). 

The classes of G are the connected components of 9. In the case of 
Figure 19, there are 5 excycles. In this way each map (CENT can be 
decomposed into a product of disjoint excycles, this result being analogous 
to the decomposition of a permutation into cyclic permutations. (For 
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other properties of NN see, for example, [Dines, 1966, 19681, [Harary, 
1959b],[Hedrlin, 1963],[Read, 19611, [Riordan, 1962a],[Schiitzenberger, 
19681. For the ‘probabilistic’ aspect see [Katz, 19551, [Purdom, Williams, 
196811.) 

DEFINITION D. A map (~E:N~ is called acyclic if each of its excycles is a 
rooted tree. In other words, giving cp is equivalent to giving a rooted forest 
over N, i.e. a covering of N by disjoint rooted trees. 

For instance, the map rp of Figure 19 is not acyclic, but the following is: 
+(i):=i+l for ie[21] and $(22):=22. 

THEOREM D. The number of acyclic maps of N into itself, that is, the 

number of rootedforests over N, IN 1 =n, equals (n + I)“-I. 

I We adjoin a point x to the set N, and we let P:={x)uN; IPl=n+ 1. 
Each tree T over P becomes a rootedforest if we chop off the branches 
issuing from x. We call this rooted forest q(T). Its roots are just the nodes 
adjacent to x in T. This map establishes, evidently, a bijection between 
the rooted forests over N and the trees over P, hence by Theorem D 
(the Cayley theorem) (p. 63), JP~~P~-2=(n+l)n-1. n 

THEOREM E. The number of acyclic maps of N into itsev, with exactly k 

ne-k . 

n As before, by joining a (n+ I)-th point x to each root, we get a tree 
with n+ 1 nodes, in which x has degree k. Then apply [17f] (p. 65). n 

(IV) Coding functions of afinite set ([Foata, 19701). 

After labeling, we can work with the set [n] : = { 1,2, 3, . . ., n}. Let us ex- 
plain how to represent any map f of [n] into itself, that is to say any 
function f E[n][“], by a word X=X( f ) in the noncommutative indeter- 
minates (or letters) x1, x2,. . ., x,, where each xf is identified with the 
element (or label) iE[n]. 

Every cycle off (p. 69) supplies letters of a word, whose first letter, 
or label, is its greatest element, the other letters following in the opposite 
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direction of the arrows. For example, the cycle (5 -+21-+ II-+ 5) of 
Figure 19 givesxzlxSxl, .Now, juxtaposing from left to right thepreceding 
words by increasing labels, we get a word w0 which represents the cyclic 
part off. Here,w,=x x x Y x x x x x x x 6 10 13’ 21 5 11 22 2 7 9 14’ Considering then the 
$rst leaf (terminal node x of the digraph, such that idx= 0, odx= 1, with 
the smallest label), we construct a word w1 which is the path joining this 
leaf to llJo, leaf excluded, root included, but written from root to leaf. 

Here the first leaf being 3, we have w1 =x2x8. The same operation applied 
to the second leaf (here 4) with the path joining it to w~)D~ gives a word 
1112 (here x22>. The third leaf (12) would introduce w3 =x6x1 and so on. 
Finally, we define x=x(~):=w~~v~w~w~.... Here, x=x6x10x13x2fx5xll 

~22~~2~7x9~14~~2x8x22x6~~l *y8xl 7x6x1 7-x1Ox1 7’ Of course, no leaf is re- 
resented in X, and the first repetition in x ends the cyclic part off. So, 
it could be easily shown that x establishes a bijection between [n][“] and 
the set [IZ]* of words with II letters (or n-arrangements, p. 18) on the 
alphabet {x,. x2, . . . . x”}. 

To train the reader to code and decode, the following examples are 
given. (l)lffistlleidentity,thenx=x,x,...x,.(2)f(l)=l,f (2)=f (3)= 
=...=f(ll)z=l; x=x;, (3) f is circular: f(l)=2, f (2)=3, f (3)=4,..., 

;;;)-=13)=1f, f (n)=l; x=x,x,-, . ..XZXl. (4)f(l)=l, f (2)=1, f (3)=2, 

, ...9 f (n)=n-1; x=x~x,x,...x,-,. (5) f (l)=f (nt+ l)= I, 
f(2)=f(m+2)=2,..., f(m)=f(2m)=m; x=(x~x~...x,)~. (6) f(l)= 

f (2)= I, f (3)=f(m+1)=2, f (4)=f (m+2)=3,..., f (m)=f (Zm-2)= 
m-l,f(2m-l)=f (2nz); x=x:x;...x;. 

Instead of X= x (f ), it could be useful to introduce the Abelian word 

t = t (f ), that is x in which letters x1, x2, . . . are replaced by commutative 
variables t,, t2,. . . . So, in the case of Figure 19, we get t(f )=t,t$,ti 

2 2 3 
t7t8t9t10tllt13t14t17t21t22* 

(V) Enumerator of a subset of [n][“l 

Given Ec[~][“~, it would be worthwhile to consider the enumerator of 
E, that is the (commutative) polynomial Y=YE=xfEE t(f). Let us 
give a few examples. (1) If E= [n][“‘, then Y= (tl -t t, + 1.. + t,)“. (2) 
If E is the set of functions of [In] for which 1,2, 3, . . . . k areJixedpoints, 

then Y= t,t, . . . t,(t, f t,-t .-. + t,)“-k. (3) If E is the set of acyclic func- 
tions whose fixed points (roots) are 1, 2, 3 ,..., k, then F=(t,t2... tk) 

(t,+t2+...+tk) (t,+t2+-..+t,)“-k-1. Of course, .YE(l, 1, l,.,.)=IEI. 
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So, the threeprecedingexamples allow us to obtain (again) the numbers (1) 
n” of functions of [n], (2) nnek 
ksnn-k-l 

of functions with k given fixed points, (3) 
of trees with k given roots (especially Cayley if k = 1). Similarly, 

the coefficient of tilt? . . . in 9-E (tl, t,, . ..) is the number of feE 
such that x(f) has ~1~ occurrences of n,, Q occurrences of n2, etc. 

For any division of E, E= E1 + EZ + ..., we have rE = F-E, + .FE2 +- . . . 
obviously. Finally, let us consider a division of [n], [n] =C Ai, and a 
family of sets .fZi of functions, E, c [tt] [“I, having the following property: 
every fEE, acts on Ai only, i.e. feE,=Vx$Ai, f(,x)=x. Then the set 
E= EIEZEJ... of all functions which can be factorized f =fi f2f3.. . (in 
the sense of the composition of functions, here commutative), where 

fiEEl,fZEEt,... is such that flB, = r̂ E2 .yEs . ... . 

SUPPLEMENT AND EXERCISES 

(As far as possible we follow the order of the sections.) 

1. npoints in a plane. Let N be a set of n points or nodes in the plane 
such that no three among them are collinear. Moreover, we suppose that 

each pair among the n 

0 2 
straight lines connecting each pair of points is 

intersecting, and also no three among these lines have a point in common 

other than one of the given nodes. Show that these 
0 
2” lines intersect 

each other in 9 n (n - 1) (n-2) (n - 3) points different from those in 
N, and that they divide the plane into & (n- 1) (a” -5n’ + 18n- 8) 
(connected) regions, including n (a - 1) unbounded regions. 

*2. Parfilions by lines, pIatzes, hyperplanes. (1) Let be given n lines in the 
plane, each two of them having a point in common but no three of them 
having a point in common. These lines divide the plane into f (n” -t n f 2) 

regions. [Hint: Show that the number a,, which is asked satisfies the 
relation a n =a,,-, +n, al =2.] (2) More generally, n hyperplanes in Rk, 

in general position, determine a(n, k) ‘regions’, with a (n, k) =C:= O(:) = 
\ I 

the number of bounded regions is 
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(3) For a system 9 of n lines, satisfying the conditions of (I ), let a,,, (9) 
be the number of regions with k sides in 9. Clearly, x:=2 u”,,(g)= 
j (tz2+tt-t2) and Cl-Z ka,,,(9)=2tt2. It is anopenproblem tolindsome 
lower and upper bounds for unqk(g), or even better, the values taken by 
~,,~(g). (For more information about this problem see PGriinbaum, 
19671, pp. 390-410, and C*Griinbaum, 19721.) 

3. Circles. tt circles divide the plane into at most n2 -tz+2 regions. The 
I1 

0 3 
circles that are the circumscribed circles of all triangles whose vertices 

lie in a given set N of n points (in general position) in the plane, intersect 
each other in a2 (tz)5 (2n- 1) points different from those of N. 

4. SI~heres. n spheres divide the 3-dimensional space into at most 
II (122 - 312 + 8)/3 regions; n great circles divide the surface of a sphere into 
at most n2 - tz + 2 regions. More generally, n hyperspheres divide Rk into 

at most (“i, l)+xFZO(:‘> regions. 

5. Convex polyhedra. F, V, E stand for the number of faces, vertices and 
edges of a convex polyhedron. To show the famous Euler formula F-i- V= 
= E+ 2 [Hint: For any open polyhedral surface the formula F+ V= Et- 1 
can be shown to hold by induction on the number of faces] ([*Gri.inbaum, 
lY67] gives a thorough treatment of polytopes in arbitrary dimension d, 
with an abundance of bibliography and of open problems. See also 
[“Klee, 19661.) 

6. Inscribed and escribed spheres of a tetrahedron. Let be given a tetra- 
hedron T, and let A,, A,, A3, A, be the areas of its four faces. To show 
that the number of spheres which are tangent to all four planes that 
contain the faces of- I’ (inscribed and escribed) is equal to 8-s, where s 
is the number of equalities satisfied by A,, A2, A,, Aq, the equalities being 
taken from A,+A2=A,+A,, A,+A3=A2fA,, A1+A,=A2+Aj 
(hence O<s ~3). If possible, generalize to higher dimensions. (See 
[Vaughan, Gabai, 19671 and [Gerber, 19721.) 

*7. Triangles ,vith integer sides. (1) The number of non-congruent tri- 
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angles with integer sides and given perimeter n equals [ix (n 2 + 3n + 2 I+ 
-I- (- ,)“-I 3n)] ([xl denotes here the largest integer smaher or equal to 
x, also called the integral part of x). (2) The number of triangles that can be 
constructed with n segments of lengths I, 2,. . . , n equals & {I + ( - I)“) -t 

+*@+1)+t(y +t(“:3) -- . \ ’ ’ 
8. Some enumeration problems related to convex polygons. Let A,, A,, . . . , 
A, be the n vertices of a convex polygon P in the plane. We call diagonal 

of P, any segment A,A, which is not a side of P. We suppose that any 
three diagonals have no common point, except a vertex. (I) Show that 

the diagonals intersect each other in n 

0 4 
interior points of the polygon, 

and in & n(n-3) (n-4) (n-5) ex erior points. (2) The sides and the t 
diagonals divide the interior of P into ii (12 - 1) (n -2) (tz2 -3n -t 12) 
convex regions (in the case of Figure 20, we have 11 such regions), 
and the whole plane into 1Q(n4--6n3+23n2-26n+8) regions. 
(3) The number d. of ways to cut up the polygon P into (n-2) triangles 
by means of n-3 nonintersecting diagonals (triangulations of P) equals 

(n- l)-l(~;‘>, 
_ 

the Catalan number a,,-, of p. 53; so, this number is 

that of well-bracketed words with (n- 1) letters. (The heavy lines in 
Figure 20 give an example of such a triangulation.) [Hint: Choose a 
fixed side, say A,A,; from each triangulation, remove the triangle with 
A,A, as side; then two triangulated polygons are left; hence d, =d2dnG1 + 
+dJdn-2+..p+dn-ld2; then check the formula, or use [ISc] of p. 53.1 

Fig. 20. 
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Moreover, 2(n-3)d~=n(d3d,-,+d4d,-,+~~~+d,-,d3). [Hint: Use the 
two triangulated polygons on each side of each of the 2(n-3) diagonal 

vectors A.] ([Guy, 1967a]. Very interesting generalizations of the 
concept of triangulation are found in the papers by Brown, Mullin and 
Tutte cited in the bibliography.) Finally, there are n2”- ’ triangulations 
in which each triangle has at least one side which is side of P, na4. 

(4) Th ere are a(;::, (dt,) ways of decomposing P into d subsets 
.  I \  ,  

with a- 1 diagonals that do not intersect in the interior of the polygon 
([Prouhet, 18663). (5) Th ere are 6]! (n)s (n 3 + 1 8n2 + 43n + 60) triangles in 
the interior of P such that every side is side or diagonal of P. (6) Suppose 
n even. The number of graphs with n/2 edges that intersect each other 

outside of the polygon, equals (n + l)-’ 
( 1 
nnT21 (in Figure 21 the 5 graphs 

corresponding to n=6 are pictured). (See [*Yaglom, 19641 I, p. 14.) (7) 
The number of broken open lines without self-intersections (= the number 

of piecewise linear homeomorphic images of the segment [0, l] contained 
in the union of P with its diagonals) whose vertices are vertices of P, 

equals 112~~‘. (In Figure 20, BCAED is an example of such a line.) 
([(Camille) Jordan, 19201.) 

9. Tile total number of arrangements of a set with n elements. This number 
P, :=rkEO (17)k satisfies P.= nP,-l-tl, n>I, P,,:=l and P,=n!x 

ctZp( I /k !). Hence P, equals the integer closest to e.n I. Moreover, we 
have as GF: Ena P,t”/n!=e’(l-t)-‘. 

10. ‘Birlomial’ expansions of art integer. Let k be an integer > 1. With 
every integer rr> 1 is associated exactly one sequence of integers bl such 
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EcN, and every real number .x,0 we put E(x): =En[O, x]. Let B be 

the set of ~&es of 
0 

;:, where k and n are variables with 2<k<n-2 

(one may even suppose that k<n/2). Show that IE(x)l=J%+o(,/i). 

[Hi,li:let~~:={(~),~~b2k);then6=U,,,E,:hence:l~~(x)/41E(x),~ 

~IE,(.~)I+C,.,I~k3;.~)11). (F or a generalization to multinomial coeffi- 

cients, see [Erdiis, Niven, 1954].)] 

I 15. Generalization of 
0 

: ~0 (modp) to multinomial coeficients ([And& 

18731). Let M:={a,, a2 ,..., a,} (cN*) be a set of integers > 1, not 

necessarily distinct. For n: =a1 +a,+ ..a +a,,, Theorem A (p. 27) shows 
that the number rr!/(d, !a, ! . . . a,!) is always an integer. This property 

can be refined as follows. We put, for each integer d>2, M(d): = 
= (x I XEM, d divides x} and we let y(M): =max+z,, )M(d)l. Clearly, 

O<y(M)<m, and y(M)= m if the a, are not relatively prime, y(M)= 1 

if each two among a, are relatively prime, and y(M) = 0 if the Ui equal 1. 
Show then that the number {II - (nz - y (M)))!/(a, !a, ! . . . a,!) is always 
an integer (for n prime and 1~ = 2 we recover Theorem C, p. 14). 

16. Polynomial coe$icients ([AndrC, 18751, [Montel, 19421). This is the 

name wegive to the coefficients of f(t)=(l+t+t2+~~~+tq-1)r:=~k~0 

tk, for q arbitrary integer >O, and complex x. Evidently, = 

11. Greatest common divisor of several integers. Let N: ={a,, a,, . . . . a,) 

be a set of n integers > 1. Let Pk be the product of the 
0 

i LCM’s of all 

the k-blocks of N; show that the GCD of N equals P,P,P, . . ./P,P,P, . . . . 

12. Partial sums of the binomial expansion. Show that for 0 f k <n - 1: 

otb 
k n 

c(> 

. a”-lbi= (n-k) ; 
i=lJ 1 OS 

tk(a + b - q-k-1 dt 

=~n-,(~)(~+b~~~~~:r:~d~ 

n 
(See also Exercise 2, (2), p. 72). 

13. Transversals of the Pascal triangle. Show that 
(:)+(“;‘)+(“1’) 

+--a=&, the Fibonacci number (see p. 45) and xk= 

= @“+I -A”+‘)(B-A)-‘, whereA,B= (1 +J1+4x)/2. More generally, 
let 1c, V, w be integers such that ~20, w> 1, u < w and let: 

then 

u~=u,(u,o,w):= (~)+(~~~)+(,“,‘~~)+...; 

c 
t”(1 - y-l-” 

PI20 
%t" = (1 _ qv _ tW-"' 

([*Riordan, 19581, p. 40. See also Exercise 26, p. 84.) 

Fig. 22. 

14. The number of binomial coeficients. For each set E of integers 20, 

i(/:j and (-2 “)=($. (l)r;q)=z($(;), where @+j=k. 
CHillr: f= (I-p)“(l-t)-x]. (2) If x=n is an integer 20, then 

is the number of k-combinations of [H] having less than q repeti- 

tions. Generalize the most important properties of the ” to these com- 
0 k 

binatorial coefticients: arithmetical triangle, recurrence relations, con- 
gruences, etc., and prove the formula 

(“;“> = ~~‘(%g!) cos (n (q - 1) - 2k) ‘p) dq . 

I Using this integral representation, find the asymptotic equivalent 
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Here are the first values of trinomial coefficients 

+(yy)+(n-y) (See also Exercise 19, p. 163): 

n\k 
0 

1 
2 

8 

012 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 .,M 
11 1 i.‘, ti: ’ :“j 

123 2 1 
136 7 6 3 1 

1 4 10 16 19 16 10 1 5 15 30 45 51 45 3;: 1: 5 1 
1 6 21 50 90 126 141 126 90 50 21 6 1 
1 7 28 77 161 266 357 393 357 266 161 77 28 
1 8 36 112 266 504 784 1016 1107 1016 784 504 266 

and of quadrinomial coefficients (‘:3=~;~;3+...+(Q~) 

n\k 
-ii- 

1 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 j ,w 
1 \\ , 11 1 -/ 1 rj-4 -j “’ 1 

123 4 3 2 1 
1 3 6 10 12 12 10 6 3 
1 4 10 20 31 40 44 40 31 2; 10 4 1 
1 5 15 35 65 101 135 155 155 135 101 65 35 
1 6 21 56 120 216 336 456 546 580 546 456 336 
1 7 28 84 203 413 728 1128 1554 1918 2128 2128 1918 
1 8 36 120 322 728 1428 2472 3823 5328 6728 7728 8092 

*17. Arithmetic of binomial coeficients. In the following we denote the 
GCD of a and b by (a, b); c 1 d means ‘C divides d’, p stands for an 

arbitrary prime number, and = means congruence modulo thisp. (I ) 

=[n/p], the integral part of n/p. (2) 

(pi3)=(-l)I (“l’>,... (Lucas). 

(3) If (k, n) = 1, then n 1 
0 

i (generalization of [6g], p. 14). (4) Let 

1 <k<p” and let a be the exponent of p in k: p” 1 k, p“+‘$k; then ph-’ 
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divides Pi 
( > 

and p h--o+’ does not divide 
0 

f [(Cartier, 19701). (5) If 

(k,n)=(k,n-l)=l,thenn(n-1)I L . If (k+l, n+l)=(k+2, n+l) 
0 

=(k+2, n+2)=1, then (k+l) (k+2) I($ (Cesaro). For all m and n, 

In !JZ! (~1 +n)! I (2m)! (2n)! (6) All 
0 

L , II fixed, 0 < k<n, are odd if and 

only if n=2j- 1. (7) For 26 k<n--2, the coefficient 
0 

L does not 

equal any power of a prime number ([Hering, 19681, [Stahl, 19691). 

[Hint: The exponent of p in n! equals [n/p] + [n/p”] + [n/p31 + a** .] (8) 
Let a and b be integers 20, written basep as follows: a,+a,p+a,p2+... 

and b,+b,p+b2p2+..*. Then (;)-(I$ ($ ($+... ([Lucas, 18781. 

Seealso [Fine, 1947],[Carlitz, 1963b, 1967],[Howard, 1971,1973]). [Hint: 
By [6g’], p. 14, (1 +x)~‘= I +xpk, hence (1 +x)“=(l +x)“o(l +xp)‘t 

(1 +x+..* .] (9) The largest exponent of p in 
( > 

“z b equals the number 

of carry overs in the addition of a and b base p (Kummer). (10) If 

P>5, = 1 (modp3) (Wolstenholme) and, more generally, 

= k - l‘(modp3) (G u&in). Many results mentioned here can be generalized 

to multinomial coefficients with the methods given by [Letac, 19721. (10) 

23” always divides (‘;:‘) - ( 2f1 1) (Fjeldstad). 

18. Maps from [k] into [u]. (I) The number of strictly increasing maps 

of Lk] into [II] equals 
0 ;: 

. (2) The number of increasing maps (but not 

necessarily strictly increasing) of [k] into [n] equals (;)=(n+p). 

(3) The number of strictly increasing maps v, from [k] into [II] such that 

x and q(x) are simultaneous odd or even for all x~[k], equals 
0 E7 

where 4 is the largest integer <(n+ k)/2 (the so-called Terquem prob- 
lem; for a generalization see [Moser, Abramson, 19691, [*Netto, 19271, 

p. 313). (4) Compute the number of collpex functions of [k] into [n]. 
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19. Sequences or ‘runs’. These are the names for intervals S= {i, i+ I, . . . ; 
i+s-I} contained in a given Ac[n] such that ScA and i- 1$,4, 
i+s$A. Let e(A) be the number of runs of A. Then, the number of a-blocs 

Ac[n] with r runs (lAl=a, p(A)=r) equals (:I:) (n-r+‘). For 
, . . 

the circular a-blocks with r runs, AC [c], p. 24, the number is 

More generally, compute the number of divisions 

A,+A,+*.*+A,=[n], where lAil=ui are fixed integers >l, i~[c] and 
for which & 1 e (A i) = y. 

*20. Generalizations of the ballot problem (Theorem B, p. 21.) (1) Let 
p, q, r be integers > 1, with q>rp. Show that the number of ‘minimal 
paths’ of p. 20, joining 0 with the point B(p, q) such that each point 

M(x, JJ) satisfies y > rx (instead of y>x in Theorem B), equals ‘2 x 

x pi’ .(F 
( > 

orrreal> 0, see [Takacs, 19621). [Hint: The formula evidently 

holds for the points B(p, q) such thatp=O or q=rp; show next that if it 
holds for (p- 1, q) and (p, q- l), then it holds for (p, q) as well.] (2) If 
in the preceding problem, the condition y > rx is replaced by y 2 rx, then 

the number of paths becomes . (3) More generally, let 

P be the probability that a path Q? of Nd joining.0 with the point B(p,,p,, 
. . . . pd) is such that each of its points M(x,, x2,. . ., xd) satisfies x1 <x, < 
< ... <x, (integers pi satisfy O<pi< <pz...<pd). Then: 

P= 
4 

I- ps 
lssbtbd > p,+t-s - 

. . 

([*MacMahon, 19151, p. 133. See also [Narayana, 19591.) 

21. Minimal paths with diagonal steps ([Goodman, Narayana, 19671, 
[Moser, Zayachkowski, 19631, [Stocks, 19671). We generalize the concept 
of minimal path (p. 20) by allowing also diagonal steps. Figure 23 shows 
a path with 4 horizontal steps, 3 vertical steps, and 2 diagonal steps. (1) 
(q-p)/(q+p-d) is the probability thata minimal path with d diagonal 

0 x 

Fig. 23. 

steps joining 0 with (p, q) satisfies x<y (except in 0). (2) The total number 
D(p, q) of paths (of the preceding type) going from 0 to (p, q) is called 

Delannoy number. It equals Cd (3 r+i-“) or also xdzd (I;) (i). 

5 
6 

We have D(p,q)=D(p,q-l)+D(p-I,,-l)+D(p-1,q). Hence, we 
get the following table of the first values of D(p, q): 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 

1 5 13 25 41 61 

r_.\xq ‘9 

I 7 25 63 129 231 
3;; +-‘i. \iri 

1 9 41 129 321 681 1289 ----> 1 1 A,?, 

1 I1 61 231 681 1683 3653 ‘/,, ‘$ 
1 13 85 377 1289 3653 8989 ,’ 

The GF cp,qBo D (p, q) $‘JJ¶ is (1 -x-y -xy)-’ and the diagonal series 

CnSO D(n, n) t” equals (I- 6t+ t 2)-1’2. (3) The total number of paths 
joining 0 with (n, n), and diagonals allowed, is P,(3), where P. is the 
Legendre polynomial [ 1411 (p. 50). (4) Let q, be the number of paths with 
the property of (3) and satisfying x <y (except at the ends). Then (n + 2) x 

xq,+,=3P+l) 4n+l -(n - 1) q,,, q1 = 1, q2 =2. Thus show that q”=2c, 

for n >, 2, where c, is the number of generalized bracketings (see p. 56). 

*22. Minima/paths and the diagonal; Chung-Feller theorem. In the follow- 
ing ‘path will mean ‘minimal path’ in the sense of p. 20. (1) The number 

of paths joining the origin 0 with (n, n) equals u,: = 
2r1 

0 n * 
Furthermore, 

c “30 u,t”=(l-4t)-‘? (2) The number of paths starting at the origin 
0, and of length 212 and such that x#y, except in 0, also equals u,,. [Hint: 
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Use Theorem B, p. 21.1 (3) Th e number of paths joining 0 with (n, n) 

and such that x#y (except at the ends) equals fn:= L-- 

= u./(2n-1)=(2/n).u,-,, na 1. Compute Cnrl f.t”. (4) The number 
of paths starting at the origin 0, of length 211, and with exactly r points 

(different from 0) on the diagonal x=y is equal to 2’ 
2n-r 

( >* 
Solve an 

analogous problem for the paths joining the origin 0 witch (p, q). (5) u,, 
andf, are defined as in (l), (2) and (3); show that u, =flu,- 1 +fitr,-, + 
+ .--+f.u,, na 1. (6) Let bn,k be the number of paths of length 212 with 
the property that 2k segments (of the total 2n) lie above the diagonal 
x=y, O<k<n (in Figure 24, n=8, k=4). Let the abscissa of the first 
passage of the diagonal (different from 0) be called r (2 1) (so, in Figure 
24, r = 3). Show that: 

V 

Fig. 24. 

(7) Use this to show by induction (on n) that bn,k = ulrumet = y x 
0 

([Chung, Feller, 19491; [*Feller, I, 19681, p. 83). (8) Let 

c@ be the number of paths of length 2n joining 0 with (n, n) such that 
2k segments lie above the diagonal. Let r be as in (6) the abscissa of first 
passage of the diagonal. Show that c,,, does not depend on k, and that it 

equals c,:=l/(n+l).u,=l/(n+l). 
2n 

0 n ’ 
a Catalan number of p. 53. 
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([Chung, Feller, 19491, [*Feller, 1, 19681, p. 94. See also [Narayana, 
19671, [Poupard, 19671.) [Hint: The c,,, satisfy the same recurrence 
relation as the b,,, in (6). Then replace thef, by (2/r).urm1, (3); change 
the variable in the second summation, r: =n+ 1 -r. The value of c,, can 
then inductively be verified.] 

23. Multiplication table of he factorialpolynomials. We consider the poly- 
nomials (x),, in =O, 1, 2,. .., [4f] p. 6; then the product (x),(x), can be 
expressed as a linear combination of these polynomials, and actually 

equals xk 
m n 

()o 
k k k!(X),+,-kr where k < min (m, n). [Hint: Use 

(1+t+u+ru)X=(l+t)“(l+u) with [ 12m] p. 41.1 Same problem for 

the polynomials (i), (x>, and (i). 

24. Formal series and d@erence operator A. (1) With the notations of 
[6e] (p. 14) show that Ena A’(?‘) f”jn!=e’*(e’-ljk and that 
xnz,O Ak(xb) t”/n!=e’“(x-l)k. (2) If f=znaO f,t”/n!, then, with the 
notations of pp. 13 and 41: 

(3) If f=&>,, a$“, then Cnro(Akan) f”+k=(l -t)“f(t) and 
&>,“(AnaO) t”=(l+t)-‘f(t(l+l)-I). 

25. Harmonic triangle and Leibniz numbers. Let us define the 

Leibniz numbers by %((n, k)=(n+l)-l($-l=(k+l)-l~~~~)-l= 

=k!((n+ I) n(n- t)...(n--k+ l)}-’ if O<k<n, and f?(n, k)=O in the 
other cases. The first values are: 

/I’\k 0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1-l 
1 2-l 2-l 
2 3-l 6-l 3-l 
3 4-l 12-I 12-I 4-l 
4 5-l 20-l 30-l 20-l 5-l 
5 6-l 30-l 60-l 60-l 30-l 6-l 

Of course, 2(x, k) could be defined for any real number 
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x$!{-l,O, 1,2 ,..., k- 1) by the same manner. This “harmonic” triangle 
of numbers has properties very similar to those of the ‘arithmetic 
triangle’ (of binomial coefficients p. 12). (1) For ka 1, 2 (n, k)+ 
-tL?(n, k-1)=X?@- 1, k- 1) and rm=, 2(m, k)=g(f- I, k-I)- 

-tg((n,k-l).So,C,“=,Z((n,k)=B(I-l,k-1). (2)&,(+‘f?(n,h)= 
=~(n-t1,O)-t(-l)k~(n-t1,k+1).(3)dk(n-’)=(-l)k~((i~+k-1,k). 
(4) The following GF holds: . , 

,z<. 2 (n, k) t”+lu’ = - log ((1 - t) (I - ut>> 

%.’ l+u(l-t) * . 

So, xk !i?(n, k) ~~=C~~:((l+u’)/i)(u(l -tu)-I)“+‘-’ and qk:=&ak 

!i?(n, k) t”+’ =&(-1) k-i i-lt’(l -t)k-i+(t- l)k(-log(l -t)) (See 

Exercise 15, p. 294). (5) Let I@, k) be the ‘inverse’ of 2 (M., k); in other 
words : b, = xk 2 (n, k) &-a, = xk 1 (n, k) b, (See p. 143). Then I(4 k) = 

=c(n-k) (k+l)!/n!, where (l+l!t+2!t2+.*.)-‘:=&a0 c(n)t”,c(O), 
c(l), c(2) ,... =l, -1, -1, -3, -13, -71, -461,... (see Exercise 16, 

p. 294). 

26. M&section of series. Let f be a formal series with complex coefi- 
cients,f=f(t)=C,z,o a,t” and o: =exp(2xi/u) a o-th root of unity, u an 

integer > 0. Then for each integer U, 0 <U < u : 
1 v-l 

a,t” + au+vtu+v + au+2vtu+2v +a.-= - C coekuf(wkt). 
u k=O 

For example : (3+(3+($+...=(‘1)+(;)+(;)+...=2?($+ 

+;+ 
0 0 2+ 

-..=+ (2”+2 cos (m/3)), (;)+(nq)+(;)+...= 

3(2”+2 cos (m/3)), (‘I)+(;)+(~)+...- (;)+($+(;)+*.*=+(2”+Zcos(+2)n/3). 

-3 (2”+2 cos(n+2) n/3j, and, more generally, 

(~)+(.;~)+(.;2”)+...= 

= :~~(2cosj~~cos(j(n-2u)~). - 

(More in [*Riordan, 19681, p. 131. Cf. Exercise 13, p. 76.) 

27. p-bracketings. Instead of computing the products of the factors pair 
by pair, as on p. 52, we take now p at a time, but still adjacent. We keep 
p fixed 22. Then the number a,,, of these p-bracketings (a, 2 =n,, as 

defined on p. 52) satisfies uk~p--l~+l,p=(l/k) 
( > 

kkT, , k21, and a,,, is 

zero if n is not of the form k(p-l)+l. [Hit?/: t=y-yp, where 

J-LO %,pt”7 then use Lagrange formula, p. 148.1 

28. A mtltiple SUIK We sum over ail systems of integers cl, c2, . . . . c,>O 

such that c1 + c2 + ... +c,=n; show that a,:=c clc2~.~ c,=n(n’-l’)... 
..e(n’-(k- 1)‘)/(2k- I)! [Hirzt: xIIBO u,J”=(~~,~~ mtm)“.] 

29. Hwwitz series. A formal series f=xnao f,t “Jn! is called a Hurwitz 
series if all of its coeflicients are integers (EZ). When $ stands for the 
set of all such series, show the following properties: (1) fr~$~ *Of and 
PfE!Gj (D and P, the differentiation and primitivation operators are 

definedonp.41).(2)f,gE;8~f+g,f-g,fgES. (3)f,g& go=*l+ 
=e$q-‘~5. (4) f&, fO=O*V nr-eN, f “‘/nz!E$. (5) f, gr$, go=03 
=fogE!$, where fog is the composition of g with f (p. 40). (6) fE$, 

fO=O*f@) ES, where CI is any integer ><O and f <a) is the a-th iterate of 
f (p. 145), with the condition fi = k I if atO. (7) Let us consider 

. a two-variable Hurwitz series, where the Taylor coefficients fk, L are integers 
(~2). lffo,o=O andf,,, = + 1, then the ilnp/icit formal series y=cp(x)= 
=yn>l q,x”/n! such thatf(x, y(x))=0 ’ IS also an Hurwitz series: every 
yneZ (see [Comtet, 1968, 19741 and p. 153). 

*30. Hadmardprodzrct. The Hadamard product ([Hadamard, 18931; see 
also [Benzaghou, 19681) of two formal series f:=~naoa,,x”, g:= 
=xnaD b,,x” is defined by fog : =xnaO a,b,x”. (I ) The set of all formal 
series with complex coefficients is an algebra for the operations + and 0, 
(2) Now we suppose thatf (r) and g(t) . ale convergent in a neighbourhood 
of 0, tic. Then : 

(f~g)(l)=iii[/(z)g 
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where the integration contour goes around the origin in such a way that 
f(z) is analytic on the interior, and g(t/z) i,s analytic on the exterior, t 
fixed and small. The symbol CZO means ‘coefficient of the constant term in 
the Laurent series’. (Compare [12q], p. 42.) (3) If fand g are expansions 
of rational fractions, then f 0 g is too. Thus, for f: = (x” - sx +p)- I, p # 0, 
we havefOf=(p+x) (p-~)-‘(p~-x(s~-2p)+x~)-~. More generally, 
computejo” in this case. (4) Iff is rational, and g is algebraic, then fog 
is algebraic ([Jungen, 19311, [Schiitzenberger, 19621) (5) If f and g 
satisfy a differential equation with polynomial coefficients, then fog 
does. 

*31. Powers of the Fibonacci numbers. Let Qk(t): =xnaO Fit”= Q(t))“’ 
with the F,, p. 45 and the preceding exercise. Then: 

(1 - 2t - 2t2 + t3) Q2 (t) = 1 - t. 

[Use that F.= (,“‘l- a”+l)/JS.] M ore generally determine explicitly 
and inductively the sequence Qik(t). ([Riordan, 1962b], [Carlitz, 1962~1, 
[Horadam, 19651.) 

32. Integersgeneratedby chtlcost. We define the Salk% integers S2,, by: 

We want to show that S,, is divisible by 2”. More precisely, there exist 
integers S;, such that 

C#al S& = 2”& ; 

I34 S;, = (- l)(‘)(mod4). 

([Carl&z, 1959, 1965c], [Gandhi, Singh, 19661. We give the method of 
[Sal& 19631.) (1) Th e expansion (ch tu)/cos t: =c S,,(u) t 2”/(2n)! 
defines polynomials S,,(u) such that S2,,= S,,(l), satisfying u2”= 

=c,-1)“-‘G) S2,,(u). (2) Thus (l+~~)“=~~<,<~,~(- l)‘(;;) x 

x 22’S,,-21(+. (3) H ence, by inversion, S,,,(u)=ci= 1 22h-2C(n, /I) x 
x (1 +zP)“-h+l, where the C(n, h) are integers. (4) Moreover, C(n, 1) = 1, 
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” ’ with u= 1. (6) Hence, by 13); S;n~=~~=l 2”-lC(n, /I), so [#b] follows. 

Show that S,,, =& IE2kl; E2k is an Euler number (p. 48). 

/-“-- 8 10 12 14 16 

S’zn 1 1 1 3 19 217 3961 105963 3908059 190065457 

33. Generating function of min. ([Carlitz, 1962a], where the GF of 
max (12,) n 2, . . . . nk) is also found.) Show that: 

c min (ni, n2, . . . . nk) f;‘fy . . . tF = 
n,, n.2, ..*, Ilk> 1 

t,t, . . . t, _-- 
= (1 - tl) (1 - tz)... (1 - tk) (1 - t,t, . . . &)’ 

*34. Expansion of a rationalfraction. Let % be the set of rational fractions 
with complex coeffkients in one indeterminate t: fE!tl if and only if 

f=P(t)/Q( ) h t w ere P and Q are polynomials, Q (O)#O. Show the 
equivalence of the following four definitions: (1) !I? ‘is’ the set of sums 

W@)=C (j,k)EE bj,,(l -/lk~)-n’*r, where bj,k, PkeC, ni,k integers 2 1, 
and E a finite subset of N2. (2) % ‘is’ the set of formal series xntO a,t” 
whose coefficients satisfy a linear recurrence with constant coefficients 
Cj: c;=o cja,+i= 0, n>,n,. (3) % ‘is’ the set of formal series whose coefl?- 
cients are of the form an=Cs= 1 Ai Pi”, n>n,, where the Aj are 
polynomials, and the pj#O. (4) % is the set of formal series f=znaO a,,t” 
such that for each series there exist two integers d and q for which 
H?+:“(f)=0 for all integers j>O, where HAk’(f) are the Hankel 
determinants off: 

I an a,+, . . . an+k-l I 
IQ) (f) := ay+l an+2 .*. an+k . 

lanfk+ anfk . . . an+2k-2) 

35. Explicit values of the Chebishev, Legendre and Gegenbauer polynomials. 
Use (l-tx) (l-2txft2)-l=(l-tx) (l+t2)-1(1-2tx(lft2)-1)-1 
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(p. 50) to show that T,(x)=(n/2)C,,,!,,,,(-l)“(n-m-l)! 

{m! (n - 2m)!}-’ * (2x)“- 2m (compare Exercise 1, p. 155). Similarly, 
calculate the polynomials U.(x) and C:(x) (from which P,(x) can be 
obtained). 

Finally, establish the following expressions with determinants of order II : 

cos cp 1 0 0 ; 

T, (cos cp) = cos ncp = 
1 2coscp 1 0 ; I 
o 

1 2coscp 1 i 
0 0 1 2 cos cp. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

U” (cos cp) = 
sin(n+l)(p 

= 
sin cp 

2coscp 1 0 0 ; 
1 2coscp 1 0 ; = 
0 1 2cosq? 1 ; . 
0 0 1 2 cosfpi 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*............ 

36. Miscellaneous Taylor coeficients using Bernoulli numbers. Use 
thx= (eZX- 1) (e2%+ I)-‘= 1-2(e2”- 1)-l +4(e4”- 1)-l, and [14a] 
(p. 48) to show that thx=x,S1 B2,22”(22”-1)~2m-‘/(2m)!. From 
this, obtain: tgx=x++x3+&x5+&x7+&x9+ *x11+...= 

=xrnal B2,(- l)m+122m(22m- 1) x2”-‘/(2m)!. (See also Exercise 11 of 
p. 258.) Complex variables methods can be used to show that the radius 
of convergence of the preceding series equals 7~12. 

7 cotgx=x-‘-+x-Ax”--&x5--Ax -... 

=X -l + & B,, (- 1) m 22mx2m- l -<Zm)r . 

(sinx)-’ =x-1++x+&x3+*x 5 + *x7 +a.. 

=X -l + 1 B2,(- l)“+’ (22m - 2);;;;. 
mat 

Use this to obtain log(cosx) = EmSI (-1)” B2m22m-1 (22m- 1) xzm/ 
m (2m)! and log((sin(x)/x)=~,~ r (- 1)“‘B2m22m-1~2m/m (2nr)!. 
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Put now [(s)=C~$~ n-’ with s> 1. Use either the Fourier expansion 

B,,(x) = 2(- I)k-’ (2k)! jI ‘$$ 

or the expansion in rational functions 

cotg t = l/t + Cz1 2t (t2 - n2z2)-l 

to show, by [14c] (p. 48), that 

5(2k) = (?!?f 1B2kl or c 5(2k) t2k = 4 - &rt cotg nt. 
2 (2k) ! kbl 

Thus, 5 (2) = 7c2/6, [ (4) = 7c4/90, 5 (6) = 7?/945, i(8) = n8/9450. 
Use this and Exercise 11, p. 258, ([Chowla, Hartung, 19721) to obtain 

an explicit formula for the Bernoulli numbers, with only a simple sum 
(p. 31) and [x], the greatest integer <x: 

1 + t-44 
B,, = (- 1>,-l -y-, 

2(2 - 1) 
where q,, = 

(Compare with Exercise 4, p. 220.) Finally, prove that 

37. Using the Euler numbers. We put ~(~)=~~~~(-1)“(2rt-!- l)-“, 
with s>O. Then, by [14c] (p. 48), and using either the Fourier expansion 

E,, (x) = 4 (- qk (2k) ! f sin (2n + 1)-n?t 
“=O ((2n + 1) 7c)2k+1’ 

or the expansion into rational functions 

(- l>” (2n + 1) Lt =4n 2 ~~_..~~. .._~~ -...- 
“=o 4t2 + (2n + 1)” rc” 

show that 

Thus, /3(1)=71/4: P(3)=n3/32, /I(5)=5n5/1536. 
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38. Sums of powers of binomial coeficients. For any real number z, let us 

denote B(n, r): =c;!,, l 
0 

I. Evidently, B(n, O)=n+ 1, B(n, 1)=2”, 

B(n, 2)= “,” 
0 

(p. 154). (1) Prove the following recurrences: n’B(n, 3)= 

= (7n2 -7n+2) B(n-1, 3)+8(n-1)2B(n-2, 3) and n3B(n, 4)= 

2(2n-I) (3n2-3n+ 1) B(n- 1,4)+(4n-3) (4n-4) (4rl--5) B(n-2, 4) 

([Franel, 18951). (2) M ore g enerally, for every integer r 2 0, the function 

fJt):=G (;)V=( 1 + t)” is algebraic and B(n, r) (r fixed) satisfies a 

linear recurrence of which the coefficients are polynomials in II. [Hint: (4) 

Exercise 30 p. 85, and [Comtet, 19641.1 (3) For any real number /3>0, 

we have B@, 2):=‘&$, t 2 
0 

=22sn-“2r(p+1/2)/r(P+1). (4) For 

any r>O, we have ([*Pdlya, SzegB, I], p. 42) the asymptotic result: 

(I- I)/2 
B(n,r)wc Z- , 

J 0 r nn 
n--+03. 

39. Transitive closure of a binary relation. For two relations ‘Ji and 6 on 
N, the transitive product %o 6 is defined by x (%Q G) yo 3zo N, x%z, 

zGy. The transitive closure 2 of a relation % is the ‘smallest’ transitive 
relation containing % (= the intersection of transitive relations containing 

%). Show that ‘$?=%iv%o%iu%~‘%o‘%iv . . . . 

40. Forests and introductions. We consider a graph 9 over E (possibly 
infInite), which is a forest. In other words, there exist trees (A,, &i), 
c-42, J42) . . . such that E=A,+A,+... and B=&1+&012+.... 

(1) Show that E can be divided into two subsets V and W, E= V+ W, 

s.\‘@n 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

r(n) ( 1 3 10 41 196 1057 6322 41393 293608 2237921 

such that ‘$3, (V)c g and ‘!Q2 ( W)C ‘% (9 means the complementary 
graph of Q, p. 62). [Hint: Choose xi~Ai, then divide Al into V,+ Wi, 

where I’, is the set of xsAl whose distance to xI is even (p. 62); then 
take V:=V,uV2u..~.] 

(3) Observe that 1 +I n3l l(n) z”/n! =exp(ze’). Use this to give an 
asymptotic estimate of t(n). (Hint: Use the saddle point method ([*De 
Bruijn, 19611, p. 77). (4) Let F(n, h) be the number of forests (p. 70) 
such that the height of every rooted tree is <h (p. 70). Show that 
F(n, l)= I (12). Compute F(n, h) ([Riordan, 1968a]). 

(2) In any meeting of citizens of a city X, the number of necessary 44. Finite geometries. Let S be a projective space of dimension n over a 
introductions is less than the number of people present at that meeting. 
Show that the population of X can be divided into two classes, such that 

finite field K( = the Galois field GF (4)) of q =p’ elements, where p is a 

in each of these two classes all people know each other. 
prime number. One often writes that S is a PG(n, q). E is the vector 
space from which S is obtained; dim E=n+ 1. (1) The number of non- 
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41. The pigeon-hole principle. (I) If (n+ 1) objects are distributed over 
n containers, then one container at least contains at least 2 objects. More 
generally, let c& be a system of m subsets (not necessarily distinct) of 
N, INI=rr, l%Yl=nr, such that xBEO IBI = w. Then a sufficient condition 
for b points of N to be h times covered by %‘, is w> (1z- 1) n+ (b- 1) x 

x (m-h + 1) + 1. (2) Let N be a set of n (2 1) objects, not necessarily 
distinct. For one of the two following is the case: (I) (a+ 1) objects are 
identical; (11) (a+ 1) are distinct. 

42. Filter buses. This is the name for a system Y of N, 940~ (13’(N), such 
that for A, B E 9 there exists a CE Y such that Cc A n B. The number of 

flterbasesofN, INl=n,equals~~Z~ 
k” 22k-1 

and this is asymptotically 

equal to n22n-1-1 
0 

for n + co. ([Comtet, 19661). 

43. Idempotents of 5 (N) and f orests of height <h. Let B(N) be the set of 
maps of a finite set N into itself, s(N)=NN, jNI=n; B(N) is also the 
symmetric semigroup (or monoid) of N. A map jog(N) is called 
idempotent if and only if for all xE N,f( f (x))=f(x). (1) f is idempotent if 
and only if the restriction ofj to its image f (N) is the identity. (2) The 

number z(n) of idempotent maps equals ci=r t knek ([Harris, 
Schcenfeld, 19671, [Tainiter, 19681). 0 
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zero vectors of E is q”+’ - 1; use this to show that the number of points 
of S equals (q”+’ - l)/(q- 1). (2) Th e number of sets of k + 1 independent 
points (obtained from (k+l) independent vectors of E) equals 

,Ct’) (q”+’ e-1) (q”-l)...(q”-k+l - 1) (q-1)-k-‘. (3) Deduce that the 
number of projective varieties of dimension k in S equals: 

(4 “+I - 1) (q” - I)... (q”-k+’ - 1) 

(4 “‘I--l)(qk-l)...(q-1) * 

(For other analogous formulas, see [*Vajda, 1967a, b]. Compare also 
Exercise 11, p. 118.) 

*45. Bipartite trees. Let a bipartition of a set P be given, M+ N= P 

such that m= IMI > 1, n= (N I>/ 1. Show that the number of trees over P 
such that each of (m+n- 1) edges of such a tree connects a point of M 
with a point of N, equals m”-‘n”-l. (On this subject, see [Austin, 19601, 
[*Berge, 19681, p. 91, [Glicksman, 19631, [Raney, 19641, [Scoins, 19621, 
and especially [Knuth, 1968-J.) 

46. Binomial determinants. We recall the notation (a, b)= 

(cf. p. 8). The following determinants of order r, taken from the tzble 
of binomial coefficients satisfy : 

I 0 I: (,;l) **(k+:-1) 

j (“:‘) (2::) -‘*(k;‘;ll) = 
. 

(;) (n;l)...(n+;-1) 
= (;) (“: l)...(k+l;- 1) ’ 
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(a, b) (a,b+ 1) . . . 
(a -t- 1, b) (a + 1, b + 1) 

(a,b+r-1) 
. . . (a+l,b+r-1) 

(a+r’-l,b) (a+r-.l,b+l)...(a+r-l:b+r-1) 
= 

I (a, b) (a + 1, b) .a. (u + r - 1, b) 

(0, b) (1, b)...(r - 1, 6) * 

Generalize this to determinants extracted from the table of binomial 
coefficients with row or column indices in arithmetic progression. (See 
[Zeipel, 18651 and [*Netto, 19271, p. 256.) 

*47. Equal binomial coeflcients. Determine all solutions in positive in- 

tegers 24, a, X, y of a = ’ 0 u 0 x * Examples: 0 15 5 (k$=(!J=120, 3003. (k”>= 

= 

= 



CHAPTER11 

PARTITIONS OF INTEGERS 

The concept of partition of integers belongs to number theory as well as 
to combinatorial analysis. This theory was established at the end of the 
18-th century by Euler. (A detailed account of the results up to ca. 1900 
is found in [*Dickson, II, 19193, pp. 101-64.) Its importance was enhanced 
by [Hardy, Ramanujan, 19181 and [Rademacher, 1937a, b, 1938, 1940, 
19431 giving rise to generalizations, which have not been exhausted 
yet. We will treat here only a few elementary (combinatorial and alge- 
braical ) aspects. For further reading we refer to [*Hardy, Wright, 19651, 
[*MacMahon, 1915-161, [Andrews, 1970, 1972b], [*Andrews, 19711, 
[Gupta, 19701, [Sylvester, 1884, 18861 (or Collected Mathematical 

Papers, Vol. 4, l-83), and, for the beautiful asymptotic problems, to 
[*Ayoub, 19631 and [*Ostmann, 19561. We use mostly the notations of 
the tables of PGupta, 19621, which are the most extensive ones on this 
matter. 

2.1. DEFINITIONS OF PARTITIONS OF AN INTEGER II 

DEFINITION A. Let n be an integer >, 1. A partition of n is a representation 
of n as a sum of integers > 1, not considering the order of terms of this 
sum. These terms are called summands, or parts, of the partition. 

We list all partitions of the integers 1 through 5: 1; 2 = 1 + 1; 3 =2 -!- 1 = 
=1+1-t-l; 4=3+1=2+2=2+1+1=1+1+1+1; 5=4+1=3-i-2= 
=3+1+1=2+2-t-1=2+1+1+1=1+1+1+1+1. 

It is important to distinguish clearly between a partition of a set (p. 30) 
and a partition of an integer. But in the first case as well as in the second 
case, the order of the blocks and the order of the summands respectively does 
not play a role, and no block is empty, just like no summand equals zero. 

L&p(n) be the number of partitions of n, and let P(n, m) be the number 
of partitions of n into m summands. Thus, by the preceding list, p (1) = 1, 
p(2)=2, p(3)=3, p(4)=& p(5)=7 and P(5, l)=P(5,4)= P(5,5)= I, 
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P(5, 2)=P(5, 3)=2. Clearly, p(~?)=r~=, P(n, m) and, since the order 
of the summands does not matter, we have: 

DEFINITION B. Each partition of II into m summands can be considered as 
a solution with integers yi> 1, irz[m], (the summands of the partition) of: 

With such a partition, we can associate a minimal increasing path (in 
the sense of p. 20) starting from W(0, 1), with m horizontal steps and 
with area contained under its graph equal to n. Figure 24’ clarifies this 
idea for the partition 1 -I- 3 + 3 + 5 of 12. But the interpretation related to 
Ferrers diagram (p. 100) will turn out to be more rewarding. 

Fig. 24'. 

THEOREM A. Giving a partition of n, in other words, giving a solution of 

[la], is equivalent to giving a solution with integers xi>,0 (the number of 

summands equal to i) 08 

W-4 x,+2x,+-..+nx,=n (alsodenotedbyx,f2x,+...=n). 

If the partition has m summands, we must add to [lb] the following 

condition: 

i?cl x1 +x2 +-e.+ x, = m (alsodenotedbyx, +x2 +..s= n). 

n Evident. n If (xi,, xi2,. . .) are the nonzero x1 in [lb], we call the 
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corresponding partition “the partition with specification i;’ iy . . .“, omit- 
ting the exponents x, which equal 1. Written in this way, the partitions of 5 
become 5, 14,23, 1’3, 12’, 132, 1’. 

We write p(n, m) for the number of partitions of M with at nlost m 
summands, or also ‘distribution function’ of the number of partitions of 
n with respect to the number of summands, p (n, m) =cr= 1 P(II, k), 

P(n, m)=p(n, m)-p(n, m- I). (The analogy with a stochastic distribu- 
tion function will be noted.) 

T~o~M B. Ifn~>n>l, thenp(n, m)=p(n), andfor nan222: 

[Id] p(n, m)=p(n, m--1)+&z-m, m); P(4 l>=k P(O, m):=l. 

n p (n, m) is the number of solutions of [ 1 b] that satisfy x1 +x2 f *.* < nz 

also. So we divide the set of solutions into two parts: first the solu- 
tions of [lb] that also satisfy x1 +x2 + .+a <m - 1; there are p (11, in - 1) 

of these; then the solutions of [I b] which also satisfy x1 +x,-k ..* =nz; 
these are just the solutions of x2+2x3 + ... = n - m and x2 +x3 + ..* <m 
(since x120); hence there are p(n-m, m) of these. n 

The following table shows the first values of p (n, m) (boldface printed: 

and this proves that the coefficient of t” in C2bJ is just the number of 
solutions of [lb] p. 95, hence p(n). l 

One could prove that @(t ), written in the form [2a] as a series or as an 
intinite product, is convergent for It/ -=I 1. 

For giver? integer II, the actual computation ofp (n) by [Za] is evidently 
performed by just considering the finire product JJ’= 1 (I - t i)- ‘. 

p(n)). (See also [*Gupta, 19621, 1~~400, m<50. For a table ofp(tz, m) 

and p (n) see p. 307.) 
THEOREM B. The generating function of the tntmber P(n, tn) of the 
parfifions of tz into 111 sutnttumds equals: 

m\n IO 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 

l\l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 

1 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 10 12 

1 1 2 3 5 6 9 11 15 18 

1 1 2 3 5 7 10 13 18 23 

1 1 2 3 5 7 11 14 20 26 
1 1 2 3 5 7 11 15 21 28 
1 1 2 3 5 7 11 15 22 29 
1 1 2 3 5 7 11 15 22 30 

2.2. GENERATING FUNCTIONS OFP(IZ) AND P(n, nz) 

THEOREM A. The generating function of the number p(n) of partitions of Hence indeed the coeficient oft “u”’ in [2dJ equals the number of solutions 

n equals: of [I b, c] (p. 95). n 
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Pal @(t):=1+ c p(n)t”= 111 (l-t{)-‘= 
a>1 ibl 

=- 
(1 - I) (1 - :z, (1 - t3)...’ 

97 

n The family of formal series u,:=(l --t’)-‘=l +t’+t”+.-. is indeed 
multiplicable, since o (ui- 1) = i (cf. p. 39). If we let xi stand for integers 
> 0, we obtain: 

I31 LI, (1 - t’)-’ = I-I (1 + t*+ tzi +...) = 
/ i21 

PC1 Q, (t, u) : = 1 -t- 1 P (n, tn) tnum = 
lbm<n 

i?, (1 - ut’)-’ = 
. . 

1 
= (1 - ut) (1 - ut2) (1 - ut3) . . . * 

n As in the preceding proof, we have: 

[2d] in (1 - ut’)-’ = rI ( c uxitxi) = 
iZ1 S,>O 
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2.3. CONDITIONAL PARTITIONS 

More generally, let p (rr I8,, P2) be the number of partitions of n such 
that the number of summands has the property PI, and the value of 
each summand has the property 8, ; we indicate by a star * the absence 
of a condition (notations from [*Ayoub, 19631, p. 193). Thus, p (n, m)= 
=p(n 1 Gm, *), P(n, m)=p( n m, *). We also denote the number of 1 
partitions of n, that satisfy B, and B, in the sense above, and whose 
summands are all unequal, by q(n I8,, P2). Thus, q (II / *, <r) is the 
number of partitions of rz into inequal summands, that are all Gr. 

THEOREM A. Let: 

CW qt, u) : = 

then: 

WI &p(n 
PC1 “53 p @ 

= “JO P (n I m* 9) t”urn; 

*, Y) t” = s (t, 1) 

even, Y) t” = * (9 (t, 1) + E (t, - l)} 

WI “~~p(nIodd,Y)r”=t{~(t,l)-8(t,-l)} 

PI ..&y 
< m, Y) t”Um = (1 - U)-’ E(t, U). 

Analogous inequalities hold when everywhere in [3a, b, c, d, e] if p is re- 
placed by q. 

n [3b] follows from p (n I *, y)=C,,,al P (n I m, -9; PI from 
p(n 1 even, y)=Cm30 p (n I 2m, 9); [3d] from p (n 1 odd, Y)= 
=C,,,p(nI2m+l,Y);[3e]fromp(nI =Gm,~)=C;“=0P(nIi9Y). n 

THEOREM B. Let ‘$l be an injinite matrix consisting of 0 and 1, 
!E=[at,,], i>l,j>O, at,,=0 or 1. Denoting by P(n I m, ‘3) the number of 

partitions of n into m summands such that the number of summands equal 
to i, equals one of the integers j>O for which ai, j= 1. Then we have: 

where the (bound) variable x takes only integer values. 
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n The number of partitions of the indicated kind is equal to the number 
of solutions with integer Xi~O, i= 1,2, . . . . of: 

cw x1 + 2x, +--a= n, x1 +x2 +**a= m, 

X,E{jIj>O,Qi,j=l} (-+at,x,=l). 

Now, the right-hand member of [3f] can be written: 

iIJ (Z. ai, xPxftix’) = / , 
= x,,xF...bO a,,x,a2,x2 . . . uX’+X3+“‘tX’+2Xz+“., 

which proves that the coefficient of u”t” is just equal to the number of 
solutions of [3g]. n 

For example, if t(i,O=at,l=l and a,,,=0 if j22, then we have 
p (n 1 m, ‘u) = Q (n, m) = th e number of partitions of n into m inequal 
summands; hence, by [3f]: 

WI Y (t, u) := 1 + ‘F,, Q (n, m) tnum = il[, (1 + at’). 
, I 

Similarly, with q(n)= the number of partitions of n into inequal sum- 
mands =C,,>, Q (n, nt), we obtain with [3b, h] : 

[3i] Y (t, 1) = 1 + C q(n) t” = n (1 + t’). 
i II21 ibl ! 

no C.J Here are a few values of q (II) : 
r\ 
(---Jr- n 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

q(n) 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 15 18 22 27 32 38 46 54 64 76 89 

With the same method, or otherwise, we get also: 

I31 l+ C p(nIm,<l)t”u”= n (l-ut’)-’ 
fl,ftl>l l”i<l 

WI 1 + 1 q (n 1 m, < I) tnum = n (1 + ut’). 
n,m>l la!<<’ 

, 

2.4. FERRERS DIAGRAMS 

A convenient and instructive representation of a partition of n into sum- 
mands yI such that [ 1 a] p. 95 consists of a figure having m horizontal rows 
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of points (the lines), the bottom one having y1 points, the next to bottom 
one having yz points, etc., in such a way that the initial points of every line 
are all on one vertical line; hence the number of points on every vertical 
line or column decreases going from left to right. Such a figure, the 
Ferrers diagram (or relation), clearly determines a unique partition of 
n. For example, Figure 25 shows the diagram of the partition 6 f 5 + 5 + 
+ 2+2 + 1 of 21. If one considers the columns from left to right, the 

. 

.---. 

..‘-. 

l --* -.-....,-.. 

l --* ---. _ --.--.. 

l --..--.. _ . ..- -..--. 

*Y 

Fig. 25. 

number of points in these will constitute another partition of n, with 
summandszI, z~,..., which is called the conjugate partition of the partition 
with summands y, , y2, . . . . In the case of the figure shown, the conjugate 
partition is 6+5+3+3+3+ I. Certain properties of a partition 

Yl+Yz+**- have an immediate translation into terms of the conjugate 
partition. Thus we have: 

THEOREM A. The number of partitions of n into at most (or exactly) m 
summands is equal to the number of partitions of n into summands that are 
all 4 m (or whose maximum is m), in other words, the number of parlit ions 
of n f m whose maximum summand equals m. 

THEOREM B. The number of partitions of n into unequal odd strmrnonds 
equals the number of ‘self-conjugate’ partitions of n (that is, whose dia- 

gram is symmetric with respect to the line x = y) . 

l Theorem A is evident. For Theorem B, we associate with every 
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partition (22, - 1)+ (2.~~ - 1)f .a. =n, where z1 >z2> . . . . the partition 
whose diagram is obtained by ‘folding’ the rows of the original diagram 
in the middle, so they form the sides of isosceles straight-angled triangles, 
and fitting them then one by one, beginning with the largest, into each 
other. For instance, Figure 26 corresponds to 11+ 7 + 3 f 1 + 6 + 5 +4 + 
+4+2+1. m 

t 
+ . 

6 ii*. 
. . . . . , 6 + i..... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . l ..-.. f i . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . ..* . . . . . ..-..... . . . . l . l i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 

Fig. 26. 

THEOREM C. Let q,,(n) (or q,(n)) be the number of partitiorls of II into 
an even (or odd) number of inequal summands. 7’hen: 

I (- l)k if 
3k2 + k 

Pal q. (n) - q1 (4 = 
n=---- 

2 

\ 0 otherwise. 

(This theorem is due to Euler; the proof given here is due to [Franklin, 
188 I]. See also the paper by [Andrews, 1972aJ which applies the Franklin 
type technique to various other problems.) 

II Let qo=qo(n) (or q, =ql (I?)) be the set of Ferrers diagrams of the 
partitions of 12 into an even (or odd) number of unequal summands. For 
each diagram D (Figure 27a) we denote the ‘northernmost’ horizontal 
line of D by n=lr(D) (quite possibly In\ = 1); we denote by e=e(D) 
the ‘easternmost’ line that makes an angle of 45” with the horizontal 
direction ((el2 1). Now we define D’=‘p(D) as the diagram which is 
obtained by sliding it down to the east, if /itI < lel (Figure 27a) or by 
transporting e to the north, if InI> le( (Figure 27b). This transformation 
(p is defined in q,uq,, except if jrtnel= I, with litI= lel (Figure 28a) 
or with Iit1 = lel+ I (Figure 28b). Let a, and b, (or a, and b,) be the 
set of DEAL (or qI) corresponding to the case of Figures 28a and b. 
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. . . . . . . -.._ 

(a) 

. . . . . . . . . :..,a -.. . . . . \ e e 

(b) 
Fig. 21. 

(a) e 

e 
(b) 

Fig.28. 

Clearly cp is a bijection of qo- (a,+bo) onto q1 - (a, +bl). Thus: 

[4b] qO(n) - q1 (n) = hoI - IqA = laoI + IM - Iall - lhl := 
:=a,+b,-al-b,. 

Now,inthecaseofFigure28a,nisoftheformk+(k+1)+...+(2k-l)= 
=(3k2-k)/2, hd w ‘e in the case of Figure 28b, n=(k+l)+(k+2)+ 

+...+2k=(3k2+k)/2, with k: = lel = the number of summands of D. 
Hence (zO, b,, ul, b1 equal 0 except a, (or a,) = 1, if n = (3k2 - k)/2 and 
k even (or odd), and 6, (or b,) = 1, if n = (3k2 + k)/2 and k even (or odd). 
This implies [4a] if we substitute these values into [4b]. H 

The concept of a Ferrers diagram can be generalized easily to higher 
dimensions. We call a d-dimensional partition of n, for d>2, any set F 
containing n points with integer coordinates > 1 in the euclidean space 
Rd that satisfies the condition that (a,, a,, . . ., ~,)EF implies that all 
points (x1, x2, . . . . xd), where 1 <xi <a, with iE[d], also belong to F. 

tit p,, (PI) be the number of these sets F. Clearly p2 (n) =p (n). A beautiful 

result of MacMahon states ([I*MacMahon, 11, 19161, p. 171): 

C4cl “IzO P3 (n> t” = ig (1 - w 

but the proof is very difficult ([Chaundy, 1931, 19321). No other simple 
GF for d84 is known. ([Atkin, Bratley, Macdonald, Mackay, 19671. 
See also [Gordon, Houten, 19681, [*Stanley, 19721, [Stanley, 1971a, b], 
[Wright, 1965a].) 

2.5. SPECIALIDENTITIES;'FORMAL~ AND 

‘COMBINATORIAL'PROOFS 

First we prove two typical identities, which may serve as sample of many 
others. 

THEOREM A. The formal series introduced in [2a, c] (p. 97) also satisjy: 

PI G(t) = 1 + c p(n) t” 
II31 

(= JyI (1 - q-1) 
ia 

m 

=‘+&1-t)(l-$...(I-f.) 

PI Q, (t, u) = 1 + c P (n, m) tnum 
1BfflCfl 

(= I-I (1 - .ti)-1) 
i&l . . 

mm 

= l+ ,“T, (1 - f)Y”,l - t”)’ 

In the literature, often 1= q and u = x (in honour of the elliptic functions); 
hence the name of ‘q-identity’, often given to this kind of identity. (See 
also Exercise 11, p. 118). 

n Formal proof (also called ‘algebraic’ proof). We expand @((t, U) in 
to a formal series in U: 

C5cl @(t,u)= 1 cmum, cm = Cm(t). 
l?I30 

The evident functional relation @(t, tu)= (I- tu)@((t, u), which is 
satisfied by @(t, u)=II,~~(I --ut ‘)-‘,gives, when [5c]issubstitutedintoit: 
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CW “lx0 Wu” = (1 - ru) “& C”U” . 

If we compare the coefficients of U” of both members of [Sd], we get 
t*C,=C,-tC,-,; hence: 

rw cl = & c,-, = __.___. f-,- cnv2 =.., 
(1 - t”) (1 - t” ‘) 

” 

= (1 - t”) (1 - P-1; . . . (1 - t2) (1 - t)’ 

which, by [SC], proves [Sb]. By putting u= 1 we get [5a]. 
Combinatorial proof. As an example we prove [5a]. By [3j] (p. 99), 

the coefficient of tk in {(l-t) (1-t2)e..(l-tr)-’ equals p(k 1 *,<Z), 
which is the number of partitions of k into summands smaller or equal to 
1, here denoted by s(k, I). Hence, for proving [5a], we just have to 
verify that the coefficients oft” on both sides are equal; this means that 
we must prove that: 

WI p(n)=s(n-l,l)+s(n-2,2)+*... 

By Theorem A (p. 98) s(k, I) equals the number P(k+l, 1) of partitions 
of k+Z whose largest summand equals 1. So [Sf] is equivalent to p (II)= 
=i(n, l)+F(n, 2)+... and this last equality follows from the division of 
the set ofpartitions of n according to the value of the largest summand. n 

THEOREM B. (Sometimes called ‘pentagonal theorem’ of Euler). We have 
the following identity [Sg] between formal series and the recurrence 

relation [5h] between the p(n): 

[5g] fQ (1 - t’) = ,& (- l)ktk(3k+1)‘2 
4 

?& + c (- 1)” (tW3k-‘)/2 + lW3k+‘)12} 
k3i 

C5hl P(n)=P(n- l)+p(n-2)-p(n-5)-e..= 

=~I(-l)k-‘(p(n-k(3k2-1))+ 
. 

k(3k + 

2 
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n Formal Proof. Use the Jacobi identity, which is Theorem D below, 

I 
and Exercise 14 (1) (p. 119). 

i 

Combinatorial proof. By using [311] for (**), and the notations of 
Theorem C (p. 101), for (* **), we get: 

n (1 - t)(*=*) Y (t, - l)‘*~‘l + $, (qo(n) - ql (n)} t”, 
i>l / 

and thus [5g (*)I f o II ows from [4a]. For [Sh], substitute [5g] into [Si] 
(which is equivalent to [2a], p. 97): 

and by observing that the coekient of t” (na 1) of the left-hand member 
equals 0, we obtain the result. n 

THEOREM C. The number of partitions of n into m unequal summands 

i 
I 

equals the number of partitions of II- 
m+l 

( > 2 
into at most m summands 

(that is, into summallds which are all <m, by Theorem A, p. 100): 

[5j] Q (II, m) - p (n - (“~ 2’ ‘> , m) 

II Formal proof. This is carried out by a method analogous to tile 
method used in the formal demonstration of Theorem A (p. 103), but 
this time the functional relation Y (t, u)= (1 + tu) Y (t, tu) is used. We get: 

[=I Y (t, II) = 1 + 1 $‘,. Q (n, 111) ~“d” = ipl (1 -i- Ut’) = 
. . 

I 
J: ‘1 

= l+ & (1 - t) (1 - t2).- (1 - t”)’ 

Hence, Q (n, m) equals the coefficient of tn-(“il) in ((1 -t) (1 -t ‘)*.* 

. ..(I -t”)}-1, 
hence equal to p (n - 

( * GM), because of [3j] p. 99, 

A (p. 100). 
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Combinatorial proof. The number of solutions of 

is evidently equal to Q(n, m). We put zr : =yi -yZ - 1, . . ., z,-I : = 

=ym-1 -Ym -1, z,:=y,-1. Hence y,= 1 +z,, ym-r =2+2,-i + 
+z,,..., y, =m + zr + z2 + .a. + z,. Then equation [Sl] is equivalent to : 

C5ml z1 + 22, +-se+ mz, = n- 
111 + 1 

( > 2 ’ 
Zi>Oy i E [m] . 

Now, the number of solutions of [5m] is clearly equal to the number of 

into summands not exceeding nt, in other 

by Theorem A (p. 100). n 

THEOREM D. (Jacobi identity): 

[5n-J ,g ((1 - t2’+2) (1 + t2’+‘u) (1 + P’+‘u-1)) = “Fz tn2cP. 
/ 

Both sides of [5n] have a generalized formal series in u, with positive and 
negative exponents: the theory of such series is easily developed, as on 
p. 43. We give here the ‘formal’ proof of [Andrews, 19651. A beautiful 
‘combinatorial’ proof is found in [Wright, 1965b]. See also [*Hermite], 
Oeuvres, Vol. II, pp. 155-56, and [Stolarsky, 19691.) 

n We replace tu by u in [5k], and tu by --u in [Sb]. Then we get: 

[5o’ 
p,. 

*Q 0 + w = “FO (1 - t) (1 - pj... (1 - f”) . 

It follows (justifications at the end) that: 
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n (1 + P+‘u) = 
iB0 

n2 n (*) 
= “TO (1 - p;..1((1 - pj = “TO t 

jJ (1 _ t21r+2+2jj 
“2 n j%O 

l4 I-I (1 - p+z) = 

j30 

(**) 
= 

j30 

c***j 
(- 1)” p2+m+2mn 

= ln2Un m;. (1 - t2) . . . (1 - ,2mj = 

jd0 

(3 (- 1)” (Iu-‘jm = 
n (1 t p+2j m;. ((1 - pp.. (1 - pm> “FZ t(m+n)‘um+n I 

jb0 

Gi*’ I-I (1 : t2;mj I jgo (1 + t2j+lU -‘)]-““& t”*U”. 
jS,O 

(*) In [So] replace 1 by t 2 and u by tu. 
(* * j All the terms of the summation that have negative nonzero n, are 

zero, because a factor 0 occurs in the product, namely when 
j= -n-l. 

(***j In [So], replace t by t2 and u by -t2”+2. 

Interchange of summations. 

In [5p], replace t by t 2 and u by tu-‘. n 

The natural setting for identities such as [5n] is actually the theory of 
elliptic functions, which is of an altogether fascinating beauty. (See, 
among others, [Alder, 19691, [Andrews, 1970, 1972b], and [*Bellman, 
19611.) We mention here, pro memori, the famous Rogers-Ramanujan 

identities (for a simple proof, see [Dobbie, 19621): 
II2 

l+ “:I (1 - t) (1 -r+.. (1 - t”) = 
1 

= “3 (1 - P-1) (1 - P-4) 
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p+ 1) 

l+ “F, (1 - t) (1 - t2) . . . (1 - t”) = 

=.51, (1 _ r5n-2;(l _ t5”-3)’ 

(See also Exercises 9, 10, 11 and 12, p. 117.) 

2.6. PARTITIONSWITHFORBIDDENSUMMANDS;DENUMERANTS 

Now we consider partitions of n whose summands are taken (repetitions 
allowed) from a sequence of integers (aj:=(a,, a2,...), 1 <a, <a,<.... 

As in Theorem A (p. 95), giving such a partition is equivalent to giving 
a solution of 

Bl alxl + a2x2 + a3x3 + ..a = n, Xi integer 2 0. 

In other words, the matrix ‘?I= [[a*, j]l (p. 98) is such that ei, j= 1 for 

icz(a), for all j>O, and CQ, j=O otherwise, except that CQ~= 1. From 
Theorem B (p. 98) (or by direct computation) it follows immediately 
that: 

THEOREM A. The generating function of the number D (n; (a))= 
=D(n; a,, a2,...) f I t o so u ions of [Sal, called the denumerant of n lvith 

respect to the sequence (a), equals: 

WI B(,)(t) := 1 + .F1 D(n; (a)) t” = *PI (1 - f”)-l. 
/ 

For (a)={l,2, 3 ,... }, we find back [2a] of p. 97. 

For example, in the money changing problem, one has as many coins of 
5,10,20 and 50 centimes as one needs. In how many ways can one make 
with these a given amount of, say, 5 francs? (1 franc= 100 centimes). This 

is equivalent to finding the number of integer solutions of 5x, + 10x2 + 
+20x3 + 50x, = 500, or equivalently, of x1 + 2x, +4x, + 10x, = 100. The 
solution is hence D(100; 1, 2, 4, lo), which is 2691 (see p. 113). 

Another example: it is immediately clear, by [5b] p. 103 and [6b] that 

C6b’l D (n; 1, 2, 3, . . . k)=P(n+k,k)=Q(n+k(k+1)/2,k). 

We investigate the case of a fit&e sequence (a): = (a, a,, . .., a,), 
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I <a,<a,< . ..<a.(~a,=O, if l>k). The GF [6b] is then a rational 
fraction: 

[6b”] Q,(t) = 1 + c D (n; (a)) t” = fi (1 - P-l. 
n>l i=l 

A first method for computing the denumerant D(n;(ajj is provided 
by a decomposition of the rational fraction [6b”] into partial fractions. 

For instance: 

which gives as coelticient of t”: 

[6cl D(n;1,2)=+{2n+3+(--1)“). 

Similarly, for ~,,,2,3,(tj={(l--f)(l--t2)(1-~3j}-1 we have two 

decompositions. (The first one, called the first type, is a decomposition 
into ordinary partial fractions; the second one is called the second type 

or HerscheNian type. See [Herschel, 18 181.) 

[Tw 3 
1 1 

(1,2,3) 
___- 

= g(1-;)3 + 4(1 _ 92 + 

17 1 2+t 
+ ___-- 

72(1 - tj +8(1 + t) +9(1 + t + t2) = 

1 1 1 1 ~- 
=6(iIetjj + 4(1 _ t)2 + 4riXmm?j + 3(1-I)’ 

We denote the periodic sequence with period T (integer > l), that is 

equal to di for n = i (mod T), i= 0, 1,. . ., T- I, by: (d,, d,, . . ., dT-,) cr T,, 
(cr for circulator; this notation is from Herschel). If, moreover, 

for each divisor S of T, I<S<T, we have dR+dR+s+dR+2s+.**-!- 

+&+T-s= 0 for all R=O, 1,2, . . . . S- 1, then we rather denote the 

above sequence by (d,, d,, . . . . dTMl j per T, (per stands for prime cir- 

culator, the notation is due to Cayley). The expansion of [6d] into a 
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power series gives then the following two forms for D (n; 1,2, 3): 

CM 2 1 tl i + - + - + - (1, - 1) per 2, -t i (2, - 1, - 1) per 3, 

I%‘1 t (n + 1) (n + 5) + a (1,O) cr 2, + f (LO, 0) cr 3,. 

For each x(ER) such that (x-3) is not integer, we put: 

Ff1 (1x(1 : = the integer closest to x. 

By [SC] we find: 

C6gl 
2n + 3 

D(n;1,2)= 4 * 
I/ II 

A similar formula using 11. . . 11 for D (n; 1,2,3) can be found as it 
follows. We transform [se’] by grouping first the two cr’s, then replacing 
(n+l) (n+5) by (n+3)2-4: 

D (n; 1,2, 3) = & ((rr + 1) (rr + 5) + (7,0, 3,4, 3,0) cr6,} 

=&{(n+3)2+(3,-4,-1,0,-1,-4)cr6,}. 

Now, 4+):=&(3, -4, -l,O, - 1, -4) cr6,, a sequence of period 6, 

satisfies lrp(n)l<&=+<+. Hence, 

[W] D (n; 1,2,3) = Ili%n + 3)‘ll. 

This way of writing by means of (1 ..a II is not unique. In the same way one 
will l%rd for D(n; 1, 2, 3) slightly more complicated formulas 
I&(n2+6n+7)ll, l&(n+2) (n-i-4)1( and ll~(n*+6n+lO~~. The first 
values of D(n)=D(n; 1,2, 3) are: 

3 1 ?b D(n) n 11234567 1 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 10 8 12 9 14 10 11 16 12 19 21 13 24 14 27 15 30 16 33 17 37 18 40 19 44 20 

The following is a second method for computing the denumerant. 

THEOREM B. ([Bell, 19431). Let A be the least common multiple of the 
integers (a,, a,, . . . . ak), 1 <a,<a,<.*. <ak. For every integer B such that 

O< B< A- 1, and every integer m 2 0, we have: 

WI D(Am + B; a,, a2, . . . . a& = D(Am + B; (a)) = 
= D (Am + B) = 6 (m) = c,, + clm + ... + ck- imk-l , 
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where the Ci, i+ 1 ~[k], are constants independent of m, and where the 
denumerant s(m) is as dejined as in Theorem A (p. 108). 

n Let ct be the complex number such that cP= 1, arga=2n/A; then we 
put, with D(n):=D(n; a,,..., a,J: 

@iI A := ajqj, je[k] ; P(f) := n. (1 -tag. 
l<j<k 

. 

The roots of P(t) =0 are hence of the form cPqJ, where mj+ 1 ~[a~] and 
jE[k]. Let sO(=l), E,, +, . . . . E, be the (r + 1) diDrent values of these 
roots: 

C6il p(t)+T.)l(l-;y . . . . *(/)I’, 

where eO=I, er#ej for i#j, and k+n,+n,+~~~+n,=a,+a,+~~~+ak. 
Necessarily, n 1, n 2 . . . <k, because every root of taJ- 1 =0 is simple, so 
a multiple root of order s of P(t)=0 must come from s different factors 
(1 -faJr), IE[s], wheres,<k. Now wedecompose therationalfraction l/P(t) 
into partial fractions, using [6j]: there exist complex constants C,,, 
(zero if n,<u< k) such that: 

[6kl 

Identifying in [6k] the coefficients oft “, calculated by using the expansion 
of (I -T)-N in the right-hand member (see [12e’], p. 37), we obtain: 

If we put II =Am+ B in [61], we get by using E: = 1: 

where the polynomial P,(m)=(~),/(n!)=(n+ I),-,/(u-- l)! is the 
product of (u- 1) factors of the first degree in m (because n=Am+B), 
and hence of degree (u- 1) (<k- I); [6h] follows. n 
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The polynomial S(m), of degree (k- 1) in m, is known by [6h], when 
the values s(mz) are known in k dzyerent points mi, iE[k]. For this, we 
can use either the determinant [Sn], of order (k+ l), which eliminates 
the constants c,, (j+ l)o[k], from [6h]: 

Is(m) 1 m m2 . . . rnk-rl 

[6n] : : “’ m’ : =O, 
aim;) 1 . . . nz:-l 

S(lnk) i A, n;,2 . ..n~i-l 

or the Lagrange interpolation formula: 

I301 a(m)=Z=i 6(W)&, 

Particularly, for m = i, iE [k], [So] becomes : 

C6Pl 

For example, to calculate D (n; 1,2,4): = D(n) by means of [6p], one 
may use the first values of D(n) (computed from D (n; 1, 2), [SC]): 

n 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

D(n) 1 4 4 6 6 9 9 12 12 16 16 20 20 

This gives D(4m)=D(4m+l)=(m+l)‘, D(4m+2)=D(4nz+3)= 

= (m+ 1) (m+2). It is then verified that: 

C6sl D (n; 1,2,4) = ll{(n + 2) (n + 5) + (- 1)” n}/1611. 

We now show, by two examples, an eflcbzt practical use of Theorem 
B, without decomposition of rational fractions into partial fractions, 
which works particularly well if the LCM A of (a,, CI~, a3, . . .) is not large. 
We abbreviate x,, = (1 - th)-’ and we use a point (for saving place) to 

denote the center of symmetry of any reciprocal polynomial. (Examples: 
1+t+t2+...= 1+t+t2+t3+ts, 1+2tf...=1+2t+2tZ+t3). 

(I) We return to D(n; 1,2, 3) [6d] (p. 109). We have 
a 1,2,3(t)=X,XZX3=(1+t)-Y:XJ=(1+t)(l+t2+t4)2(l+t3)X~ 

=(I +t+2tZ+3t3+4t4+5t5+4fj+5t’+...)C 

Hence, identifying the coefficients in the first and last member, we get: 

D(6m+B; I, 2, 3)=c( (‘“~‘)+/l(“‘~‘)+y(~), where, for B=O, 1,2, 

3,4,5, we have cc=I,1,2,3,4,5, 8=4,5,4,3,2,1, y=I,O,O,O,O,O, 
respectively. 

(2) Similarly, we compute D(n; 1,2,4, lo), used p. 108. We have 
xlx,.u4.X,,=(l +r) xfx,x,,=(l+t) (1-tt2)2 x3x - 

~~.~~i~“~~~~2(I+t4+tB+f’i+l16)3 (1+t10)(1_t20)-4~~1~t) 
(1 +2f2+4t4+6t6+9t8+13t10+18t12+24t14+31t16+39t18+ 
45t20+52t22+57t24+63t26+67t28+69t30+69t32+...+2t60+t62)~ 

t20m.HenceD(20m+2b+(Oorl); 1,2,4, lO)=a 

where, for b=O, 1,2,..., 9, 

ct=l, 2, 4, 6, 9, 13, 18, 24, 31, 39, p=45, 52, 57, 63, 67, 69, 69, 67, 
63, 57, y = 52, 45,39,31,24, 18, 13,9,6,4, 6 =2, 1, 0, 0, . . . . 0, respectively. 

Let us now give a more precise version of Theorem B (p. 110): 

THEOREM C. Supposing each pair (az, aj) relatively prime, we have: 

k-l 

i3rl D(n; a,, a2, . . . . ~k):=D(n)= C din’+ 
j=O 

+ Y?,(n)+*-+v,,(n>, 

where eaclz VU, (II) is a per of period aj, j= I, 2,. . ., k. So, D(n) is a poly- 

nomial of degree k - 1 in II, plus a sequence V, (n): = V,, (n) + ... + V,, (n), 
witkperiodA= LCM (a,, . . . . a,J. Moreover, denotings, : =a, +a, +a, + .a., 

S,=af+ai+a:+.e., . . ..P=ala2a3... a,, the following formulas kold: 

C6sl 
1 

dk-l = (k - 1) !p’ dk-2 = 
Sl 

2(k-2)!P’ 

d,-, = 
3s: - s, 

dk-4 = 
s: - s,s, 

24(/c - 3) ! P’ 48(k - 4) ! P’ 
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n Let us write pi= p3,(t) f or any polynomial whose degree is <i. The 
theory of fractional decomposition implies : 

w := “JIOD(4 t” = (l _ p) il _ ta*).a* = 4 
1 

= (1 - t)k (1 $ t + t2 +a**+ fo’-l) (1 + t + t2 +...+t’Z--‘) *.* = 

@k-l %-2 %L-2 

=(1+f)L+1+t++...+t.l-l+1+.t+~2+...+t.l-l+... 

So, we obtain [Sr], and the relations ~,,-l(l)=Sp,,-,(l)=.+.=O 
involving the numerators of the preceding line imply the per condition 
(concerning the sum of values which must be equal to 0, p. 109). The 
standard methods for determining qkml give [Ss]. n (For many other 
explicit formulas, see [Glaisher, 19091, [Sylvester, 18821.) 

As an example, let us calculate D (n; 3, 5,7): = D (n). Here, S, = 3 -t 5 + 
+7=15, S2=32+52+72=83, P=3.5.7=105. So, with [br, s]: 

CW D(n)=&n2+ -& + &s -t [Xl, x2, x3] -I- 
+ [x4, x5, .*., XL?] + [x9, **a, x151, 

where [x1, x2, x3] abbreviates (x1, x2, x3) pcr3,, etc. Now, it is easy to 
compute D(O), D(l), D(2) ,..., D(ll)=l, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1 

by carrying out (1-t3)-’ (1-t5)-l (l-f’)-‘= (l+t3+t6+f9)~ 

x (1 + t 5 + I”) (1 + t ‘) (up to degree 11) or by using the recurrence 
D(n)=D(n-3)+D(n-5)+D(n-7)-D(n-g)-D(n-lO)-D(n-l2)+ 

+ D (n- 15). If we insert these values of D(n) in [6t], we must 
solve the following linear system of 15 equations with unknowns 

x19 x2,..., x15 (the three last ones are the per condition, p. 109): 
X~+X4+X9=241/315,X2+X5+Xlo= -98/315,X3+-X6+X1,= -f25/315, 
xi+x,+x12=160/315, x,+x,+x13=-188/315, x,+x,+x,4= 

=91/315, xl+xg+x15=52/315, x,+x,+x9=10/315, x,+x,+ 

1 
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+xlo= -35/315, x,+x,+x,~=-83/315, x2+x,+x1,=181/315, x3+ 
+x.3-i-x13= -188/315,xl+xZ+x3=x~+x~+~~~+xs=x9+~~~+x15=0. 
Solving this linear system, we find: (xl, x2,..., x15)=(70,-35, -35; 
126, -63,0,0, -63; 45,0, -90, 90, -9O,O, 45)/315=(2/g, -l/9, -l/9; 
2/5, -l/5,0,0, -l/5; l/7,0, -2/7,2/7, -2/7,0,1/7}.Forexample, 100011 
(mod3), lOOO=O (mod5), 1000=6 (mod7); thus, D(1000)=106/210f 
+l03/l4+74/3l5+xz(=-l/9)~x~(=2/5)+xl~(=l/7)=4834. Here, 
the use of a sum of 3 Cayley’s per requires only 3 + 5 + 7 - 3 = 12 unknowns 
to find, whereas the use of one Herschel’s cr would require 105 unknowns, 
this number being the length 3.5.7 of the oscillating term in D(n). 

I SUPPLEMENT AND EXERCISES 

1. Recurrence relation for P(n, n?). If P(n, m) stands for the number of 
partitions of the integer n into m summands (p. 94 and table p. 307), 
show that P(n, m)=P(n- 1, m-l)+P(n-m, m), and that, for m>n/2, 
P(n, m) =p (n-nr). [Hint: Distinguish, in [lb, c], p. 95, the solutions 
with xl =0 from those with x1 2 1.1 

2. Recurrence relation for Q(n, m). As in the preceding exercise, prove 
that the number Q(n, nz) of partitions of the integer n into 111 dlflererzt 
summands satisfies: Q (n, WZ) = Q (n - m, m) -t Q (~-in, m - 1). Hence the 
first values of Q(n, m) and q(n)=x, Q(n, m): 

I q(n) 1 I 2 2 3 4 5 6 8 IO 12 I5 18 22 27 32 38 46 54 64 76 89 104 122 142 165 192 222 256 296 

m\n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

1 111111111 I I I1 11 11 I1 11 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 I2 12 13 13 14 14 

/-.,/-- 1 I 2 3 4 5 7 8 10 12 14 16 19 21 24 27 30 33 37 40 44 48 52 56 61 

6 
&{L * ,/ 

1 1 2 3 5 6 9111518232734 39 47 54 64 72 84 94108 
*P L/ 1 

4j& 

I 2 3 5 7 10 ‘l 13 

!G/ 

18 2 23 3 30 5 37 7 47 11 57 14 20 70 26 84 

7 

5* 473 
1 1 2 

3. Convexity ofp(n). The number p* (12) of partitions of n into summands 
al1 > I equals p(n)-p(n- 1) and this is an increasing function of n. 
Deduce that the sequencep (n) (= the number of partitions of 12) is convex, 
in other words, that A2p(n)=p(n+2)-2p(n+ l)+p(n)>O. More 
generally, Akp (n) 20 for all k 2 I. 

I 
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4. Some values of P(n, nz) and Q( II, 1~). For shortness, we write the se- 

quence (de, dl,..., d,-,) crT,, of p. 109 as [do, d, ,..., d,-,I. P(JJ, JJJ) (or 
Q (a, m)) is the number of partitions of II into r~ arbitrary (or unequal) 

summands (see p. 99). Use P(n, Jn)= Q(n + ‘F , m) (which can be 
0 

proved combinatorially), and hence Q (II, m) = P (n - 
0 

y , JJJ) to sky : 

P(n, 2) = (l/4) (2rr - 1 + [l, - 1-J) 

Q (n, 2) = (l/4) (2n - 3 - [l, - 1-j) 

P (n, 3) = (l/72) (6n’ - 7-9[1,-1]+8[I2,-L-l]) 

Q (~2~3) = (1172) (6 n2 - 36~ + 47 + 9 [l, - l] + 

+ 8 [2, - 1, - 11) 

P(n, 4) = (l/288) (2n3 + 6n2 - 912 - 13 -I- (9~2 -I- 9) X 

x [l, - l] - 32[1, - l,O] + 36[1, 0, - l,O]) 

Q (n, 4) = (l/288) (2n3 - 30n2 + 13512 - 175 + (9n - 45) x 

x[l,-l]-32[1,-l,O]-36[1,0,-l,O]). 

*5. Upper and lower bounds for P(n, 112). Show that P(n, m) and Q (n, Jn), 
as defined on p. 94 and 99, satisfy: 

Use the fact that Q(n, m)=p(n-(mz ‘), nz), [Sj] p. 105, to prove that 

’ 
P (n, m) < - 

n + (“i’) - ’ 
nz ! Jn - 1 

and p(n JFl) N .l.. 
9 

111 !  

for n + co and m= O(n”‘). ([ErdBs, Lehmer, 19411, [Gupta, 19421, 
[Rieger, 19591, [Wright, 19611.) 

6. The size of the smallest summand is giverz. Let a(n, m) be the number 

of partitions of n such that the smallest summand equals nr. Then: 

,go a (n, Jn) t” = t”‘((1 -, fm) (1 - tm+‘)...}-‘, 
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and 
a (n, Jn) = a (n - III, ~12) + a (n + 1, Jn + I), 

where 
a(~*, n) = 1, tl(Jl,1)=p(Jf-1). 

7. Oddsummands. Letp, (n) be the number ofpartitions ofn into summands 

which are all odd, then we have ~,~0pl(n)t”={(1-t)(I-t3)x 
x (1 - t ‘)...}-‘, and p1 (n) = q(n) (the number of partitions into unequal 

summands, p. 99). Prove this by formal methods and by combinatorial 

methods. 

8. The suJJJrJJaJJds are bounded iJt Jiumber and size. Let p (n 1 Gm, G 1) be 
the number of partitions of ?z into at most 191 summands all <I. Show that: 

A (t, u) := n mC,, p (n 1 < m, < 1) t”u”’ = i (1 - ut’)-’ . 
i=O 

Use a method analogous to that on p. 98 to show that: 

(1 _ I’+‘) (1 - z’+~)... (1 _ tJ+m) 
A(t,u)=1+ 1 - 

m3l (1-t)(1-t2)...(1-~fm) Um* 
Deduce : 

“To p (n 1 < m, < 1) t” = 
(1 - t’+‘) (1 - ++q... (1 - t’+“‘) 

(1 - t)(i - t”)*-(1 -t”) * 

9. The factorial number system. For all m 2 1 we have : 

(1 + t) (1 $ t2’ + t2.2’)... (1 + tm’ + t2.m’ +*a*+ tm.m’) = 

= 1 +t+t2+t3+...+t(m+l)l-l- 

[Hint: This is equivalent to 1.1!+2.2!+~~~+n.n!=(n+l)!-1, which 
can be proved either by induction or by a combinatorial interpretation.] 

Use this to prove: 

c lkJj’ = (1 - t>-1, 
j>l O<kj<j 

and, for every integer x>O, the existence of a unique sequence of integers 
xi such that 

x=x,.l!+x,.2!+***, 

where O<‘xi<‘i, i= I, 2, 3, . . . . (See also Exercise 4, p. 255.) 
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10. With the binary number system. (1) For all m > 1, we have : 
*m+,-1 

(1 + ut) (1 + UP) *a’ (1 + td”) = 1 uD(“)t”. 
n=o 

Here, D(n) stands for the number of ones in the binary (= base 2) 
representation of n. Consequently (generalization in [Ostrowski, 19291): 

Ivo (1 -I- l&2’) = .Fo UD%” . 
/ 

(2) Also prove t(l-1)-l=&,, 2kt2k(l +I 2k)-1 ([Teixeira, 19041). 

11. q-binomial coejicients. Let O<q< 1. We introduce 

((x)) _ (1 - qX) (1 - qx-‘) . . . (1 - qx-k+l) 
k- 

(1 - 4)” 

(c;X~k=(1-qS)t1-q4X+1)...(~-qx+k-1) 

(1 - dk 

((x>> = ((xh = fh>> = @>I = ST (tk)) ! :  = <l>>k 3 

((0)) !  : = I . 

The q-binomial coefficients are defined by 

((x))k (1 - $)(I - tf+)...(l - qx-k+1) =-=- 
W ! (1 - q)(l - q2)...(1 - qk) 

K >> ; 
= o)k = (1 - 47 (1 - cl”+‘) . . . (1 - qx+k-l) 

W ! (1 - q) (1 - 42) . . . (1 - qk) . 

They tend to the ordinary binomial coefficients when q + 1. 

(1) We have 
((;))=##((f-:))~ 

((~))=((~~:))+qk((“;‘))~((~x))=(-1)114-k~q-(:)((~)). 

(2) n:::(l -kxq’)=&, d:‘((;)) Xk, 

n;:: (1 -xq’)--1 = Ek>O((;> j “’ 

(Observe the analogies with &e expansions of (1 +x)” and (1 -x)-“. ..). 
For n+ co, we recover [5k] (p. 105) and [5b] (p. 103). (3) bn=zizO 
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(3 n ak=dn=C;=O(-l)k q 
(0) 

k b,. (Compare [6a, e], p. 143.) 

(This is a very large subject, and we only touch upon it. For a completely 
updated presentation, see [Goldman, Rota, 19701.) 

12. Prime numbers. To every integer n> 1, n =p:‘p”z.. . as prime factor 
decomposition, we associate the number o(n): =a1 +cr,+..., w(l): =O. 
Thus, to(3500)=c11(2~.5~.7)=2+3+- 1=6. Then, for allcomplexnumbers 
s and t, such that Res> 1, and ItI < 1, the following equality between 
firnctions of s and t holds: 

rI(l-ii)-’ =Jo$T 

Here, in the infinite product, p runs through the set of all prime numbers 
(for t = 1, this is the famous factorization of the Riemann zeta function 

l(S):=Cn>,l II-“. See also Exercise 16, p. 162). 

13. Durjee square identity for cp(n) t”. Prove the identity: 

1 
(1 - t) (1 - q<i--rqI. = 

4 
t9 

___-__ 

+ (1 - qt(l - t")" + (1 - t)2 (1 - t2)2 (1 - p)* +**.* 

[Hint: Put @((t, u):={(l-tu) (I-t”z+}-‘=C C*(t) Urn n:=i 
(1 -tku)-’ =c C,(t) umF,,,(t, u); o b serve that @ (t, tu) = (1 - tu) Q, (1, u) 

and F,,,(t, tu)=(l-ltlc) {F,,,(t, u)+tm+‘uF,,,+, (t, u)}; obtain C,,,(t).] 

14. Some applications of rhe Jacobi identity. If we replace t by t k and 
I( by -t tk in the Jacobi identity, [5n] (p. 106), k and I integers >O, prove: 

Ui+k-I) (1 + t2ki+k+i) (1 _ t2ki+2k)} = c tkn2+ln 

naz 

iw {(I - t 

2ki+k-1) (1 _ t2ki+k+I) (1 _ t2ki+2k)) = n~z (- 1)” tkn2+lna 

(1) Use this to prove the Euler identity, [Sg] (p. 104), by putting 
k=$, I=$. 
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(2) If k=& l=Q: 

g ((1 _ t5i+l) (1 - $i+4) (1 - pi+5)) = .T;, (- 1~ f(5”+3)12. 

(3) If k=$, I=+ : 

iK {(l _ f5J+2) (1 _ t5i+3) (1 _ t5’+4)} = “Fz (- 1y f(sn+1)/2. 

(4) If k=l, I=O: 

&!l {(l- 
p+y (1 - p+2)) = “FZ (- 1)” t”? 

&to ((1 + f =+1>2 (1 - p+2)} = “TZ p2. 

15. Use of the function IIxIj, the integer closest to x. With the notation of 
[6f] (p. 1 lo), we have, in addition to [Gg, q] : 

D (n; 1,2, 5) = [j(n + 4)2/201j ; 

D(n; 1,2,7) = II(n + 3) (n + 7)/28/l ; 

D(n; 1, 3, 5) = ll(n + 3) (n + 6)/3011 ; 

D (n; 1, 3,7) = II(n + 3) (n + 8)/4211 ; 

D (n; 1, 5,7) = II(n” + 13n + 36)/7011 ; 

D (n; 1,2,3,5) = II(n + 3) (2n + 9) (n + 9)/36011 = 

= ll(n + 2) (n + 8) (2n + 13)/36011 ; 

P (n, 2) = Q (n + 1,2) = II(2n - 1)/411 ; 

P (n, 3) = Q (n + 3,3) = l(n2/1211 ; 

P (n, 4) = Q (n + 6,4) = IIn (n + 3)/14411 for n even, 

and = jI(n - 1)’ (n + 5)/14411 for n odd 

(For plenty of other such formulas, see [Popoviciu, 19531). 

16. Injnite power series as an infinite product. To any sequence 

( a,, a2, a3, . . . ), let us associate (b,, b,, b,, . ..) such that 

f(t):=l+ 1 a,tm = fl (1 + b,t”). 
ma1 II>1 

(l)Wehavea,=~b”,‘b”;b”,‘...,wheres,,a,,s,,...=Oor 1,anda,+2e2+ 

f3e3+.*.=n. So, al=bl, a,=b,, a3=b3+blb2, a4=b4+b,b3, 
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a5 = b, + b, b, + b,b,, . . . Evidently, b, = b, = ... = 1 implies a,, = q (n1), the 
number of partitions of II into unequal summands (p. 99). (2) Con- 

versely, calculate 0, as a polynomial in a,, a,, . . . . So, b, =a,, b, =a2, 

b3=a3-a2a,, b,=a,-a,a, +a,ai, b,=a,-(a,a,+a,a,)+(a,af+ 
+u~ul)-a2a:, b6=a6-(u5al +a4a2)+(a4af+a3a2ul)-(a,a:+aiaf)+ 

+ a24, b, = a, - (asal + a5a2 + a4a3) + (a,ai + 2a,a,a, + aza, + a3ai) - 
-(a4a:+3a3a,a~+a:a,)+(a3a’:+2a:a:)-a,a:,.... If a,=a,=...=l, 
then b, =O, except b2,= 1. (3) When f (l)=e-‘, prove the following 
property: (0, = I/n) * ( IZ is prime) ([Kolberg, 19601). 

17. Three strintnations of dentunrrants. Verify the following summation 
formulas ([*Polya, Szego, I, 19261, p. 3, Exercises 22, 23, 24): Ciao 
D(n-i; I +i, 2+i)=n+l; Ci30 D(n-2i-1; 1 +i, 2+i)=n+2-d(n), 
where d(n) is the number of divisors of IZ. [Hint: Use Exercise 16, p. 1621; 
xi>, D((2i+ 1) n-i’; i2, (i+ 1)2)=n. 

18. Integer points. (1) The number of points (xi, x2, . . . . x,)EZ”, with 

integer coordinates, XiEZ, such that lx1 I + Ix2 I + a.* + lx,,1 dp, p integer 

20, equals: Cl=02”- 
i(‘i’) (tl”i) 

([*Polya, Szegii, I, 19261, p. 4, 

Exercise 29). (2) The number of solutions with integers Xi > 1, iE [n], that 

satisfy (1 6) x,<x2<... <x,, x,<k+l, x,<k+2 ,..., x,<k+n, equals 

( > 
k:2n (k+l)/(k+n+ 1). ([*Whitworth, 19011, p. 115-16, [Barbenson, 

1965,], [Carlitz, Roselle, Scoville, 1971].) 

*19. Rational points in a polyhedron ([Ehrhart, 19671). We denote the 
set of points in Rd whose coordinates are multiples of I/n by Gy’. The 
problem of the denumerants ([6b”] p. 109) which can also be written 

a, (x,/n) +az (x&t) + . ..a. (x&t) = 1, is hence equivalent to finding the 
number Z(n) of points of GF’ lying in the hyperplane part defined by 

a,X, +u,X,+..~+U,X,=I, A’,, A’,,..., X,>,O, whose k vertices are the 
points A, = (1 /a,, 0, 0, . . .), A 2 = (0, 1 /a,, 0,. . .), etc. More generally, let Sp 

be a polyhedral region of Rd, whose vertices are A,, A,, . . . . A,, with 
rutionul coordinates; each face may or may not belong to 8. For each 
vertex Ai, let ai be the LCM of the denominators of Ai. Then we denote 

the number of points in Bn Gp’ by 1(n); we put Z(0): = 1. (1) There 
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exists a polynomial P(t) of degree less than c u, such that 

.f(t):=p(n)t”= k P(t) - =g;* 
)J (1 - f’) 

[Hint: First treat the case of a simplex.] For example, if 9 is the open 
polygon in RZ whose vertices are A, =(O, 0), Az(l, 0), A, = (4, +), 
A4=(0, l), we have (~r=a~=u~=l, a3=6. Hence ~n~OZ(n)t”= 
=P(t) (1-t)-3(1-t6)-1, degP<8. (2) The rational fraction 9(t) can 
be simplified so that the exponent of the factor (1 - r ) in the denominator 
is <d+ 1. For theprecedingexample we then get 9(t)=P, (t) (1 -t)-’ x 
x (1 -t6)-’ and PI(t) can be determined by Z(O), Z(l), Z(2), . . . . Z(7)= 
=l, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 9, 13, 18, respectively, which we obtain by direct 
inspection. Hence P1(t)=l-2t+t2+t3+t4+t5-f6+3t7. From this, 
it follows that Z(n)= Iln(Sn- 14)/1211+ 1. [Hint: Use the asymptotic 
order of Z(n) when Al+ co.] (3) Use the preceding to prove the following 
values of Z(n) which are the solutions with integers X, y, . . E 7, of certain 
relations. (1) x+2y+3z+u=3n, x+y>n, x, y, z, ~>,O=F-Z(n)= 

(“:‘) +(y 3). (2) x+y<3n/4, x-y<3n/4, -x/2<y<2x*Z(n)= 

=II(9nZ+18-&(7,4, 1, lO)cr4,11. (3) 4x+6y-t3nz<12n, x,y,z>O 
=>Z(n)=Il{21nZ+6(-1)“)/8)1-n{17+(-1)”}/4+2. 

20. Concerning ordinals. Let f(n) be the number of integer solutions 
q(>,O) of the system l<x,<xl< -..<x,, xic2’, ie[n] (hence x1 = 1). 

([Peddicord, 19621, [Carlitz, Roselle, Scoville, 19711; in fact, in this 
problem are counted the sets a of n elements such that xca if XEC(, in 
the sense of the axiomatic set theory; cf. [*Krivine, 19691, p. 25.) (I) 
Let F(n, k) stand for the number of solutions such that x, = k, F(n, k) = 0 
if k<n or if k>2”,f(n)=& F(n. k). Show that: 

E-4 f(nfl)=F(n+ 1,2”) 

[PI F(rz,k)=iFkF((n-l,i). 
. 

(2) Let qt, U):=C”,k F(n, k) f”uk, @k(t):=&, F(n, k) f”. Then 

;2.+j~(l)~=(l+~)‘@,k(t), o<j<2 k. [Use [PI.] (3) Defining Y’, by 

2k - k+l ‘yk(t), obtain from (2) a recurrence relation for the Y’,, 
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hence for thef(n) (via [a]), n---3, 4,...: 

123 

112345 6 7 8 9 10 
f(n) 1 1 1 2 9 88 1802 75598 6421599 1097780312 376516036188 

*21. The number of score vectors of a tournament. (Defined on p. 68. 
See [Bent, Narayana, 19641 and [*Moon, 19681, p. 66.) We want to 
determine the number of solutions with integers sr of: 

Cal 1 <s, <s,<***Qs,<M- 1 

SPI s1 +s, +***+s,a k 

0 2 ’ k+z-I] l 

Crl s1 +s, +.-*+s,= 
n 

0 2 * 

Let [t, I]” be the number of solutions of [CI, p, ii]: 

PI s1 +s,+...+s,=1, s,= t. 

Hence [t, I]‘=1 for t=l and =0 if not. (1) We have [t, ZIn=Chhdt 

[II, l--r]“-‘. (2) H ence s(/r)=c, [t, (1)]“. (3) Compute from this the 
.  I  

first few values. (There is no exact formula for s(n) and there is a con- 
jecture that the ratio s(nf 1)/s(n) increases towards 4.) . . \ 

‘f%Z 1 1 2 57 _~_._ 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

WI1 

2 4 

9 22 59 167 

--- 12 

490 1486 4639 14805 

22. Relatively prime summands. The number Rk(n) of integer solutions 
xi >, I of x1 +x2 + ... + xk = n such that these integers are relatively prime, 
is such that ([Gould, 1964a]. See also Exercise 16 (5), p. 161): 

23. Compositions. (1) A composition of the integer II into rn summands, or 
nz-composition, is any solution x= (x,, x2, . . . . xJ of x, +x, + * *. + s, = II 
with integer Xi~ 1, i~[nt] (the order of the summands counts!); &,,(/I) 
stands for the set of nr-compositions of It. Show that C(rr, 111): = I&,,(II)I = 
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= Gl;-‘,) has the following GF: Cm, n C(n, m)t”u”’ = tu{ I - t( I+ u)>- ’ 

(2) More generally, the number C(n, m; A) of solutions of I:= ,xi=n, 

where for all iE[m], xieA :={a,, a,, a3 . ..). 1 <a, <a,<..., is such that: 

1 + c C(n, m;A)t”zP= (1 - u(P + P +...)}-I. 
Pl,P!l>l 

In how many ways can one put stamps to a total value of 30 cents on an 

envelope, if one has stamps of 5, 10 and 20 cents, which are glued in a 
single row onto the envelope (so the order of the stamps counts!). 
[Answer: 18.1 More generally, for 5n cents (instead of 30, where n=6) 

and using notation [6f] on p. 110, the number of ways becomes: 

110,609367...(1,754878...)“11...! (3) Returning to (l), we endow g,,,(n) 
with an order relation by putting, for x=(x1, xz,.,.,x,) and x’=(x;, 

x;, . . . . XL) : 
k k 

x<x’oVkE[m], C Xi ~ C X:. 
i=l i=l 

Show that C,(n) becomes a distributive lattice in this way. (4) 

each xeC&,,(n) let R:={v I USA,, u<x}, then &Ea,(.jIZl= 
(t) (,,,!! i) ([Narayana, 19551). 

For 

(l//1) 

24. Denumerunts with multi-indexes. For vectors (n)= (n,, n2, . . . . nk) (or 
multi-indexes, p. 36), a partition theory can be developed analogous to 
that given in this chapter. See for instance [*MacMahon, 11, 19161, p. 54 

and [Blakley, 1964a]. Let Y be the system of k equations: 

ai,,xl + a,,,~, + ai,,x3 +.e.= ni, ie[k], 

where the a,, , are integers such that 1 <ai, 1 <a,, 2 <a,, 3 < ... . Show that 

the number D((n); (a)) of solutions of Sp in integers x,~O has for GF: 

c D ((n), (a)) t;‘t;’ . . . t? = n 
n,, “2. . . . . Ilk>0 

*25. Counting magic squares. Let Q(n, r) be the number of arrays (or 

matrices) of integers ai, j, >O l<i,j<n, such that Cy=tai,j=C;=,ai,j=r , 

for all&j. (1) Q(l,r)=l, Q(2,r)=r+l, Q(3,r)=(‘i2)+3(‘:3), 

Q(4, r)=r:3)+20(r:4)+152(r:5)+352(r;6). More generally, 

Q (n, r) is a polynomial with degree (n- 1)’ with respect to r. (2) 
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2 

Q(n, l)=n!, Q(n, 2)=4-” c (2n-2a)!a! z 2”, Q(n, 3)=36-“x 

x 1 a, !a, !a, ! x ’ (18>“‘(12F, 
0 

where !1 + 2az + 3t3 = 311, and 

the multinomial coefficient is denoted as in [IOc”] p. 27. (3) Let 

a,=Q(n,2), then ~nsou,t”(n!)-2=e’~2(l-t)-1’2 and a,,=n*u,,-,-- 
n 

- I1 ( --I)() 2 
a,,-,. Moreover, u,=n!2 -[“‘*‘A,, where the A, are integers. 

([Anand, Dumir, Gupta, 19661, [BCkCssy, 19721, [Carlitz, 1966b], 
[Ehrhart, 19731, [M ano, 19611, [Stanley, 19731. Compare p. 235.) 

nomials in 12. 

7 8 

4662857360 1579060246400 

*26. Standard tableaux. Each Ferrers diagram representing a certain 
partition of II can be considered in the obvious way as a ‘descending 

wall’ M, or ‘profile’. Figure 29 represents the wall associated with the 
diagram of Figure 25 (p. 100). The ‘stone’ (i,j) is the one with ‘abscissa’ 
i and ‘ordinate’ j. We are interested in the number v(M) of different 

ways in which M can be built up by piling stones one by one on top 
of each other, in such a way that at every stage the already constructed 
part is a ‘descending wall’. Figure 30 gives a permissible numbering of 

the stones, thereby defining a so-called ‘standard’ tableau, also called 
Young tableau. For a given wall M we write on each stone (i,j) the 
number of stones situated above and to the right of it, itself included. 

The table of numbers z(i, j), obtained in this way, is represented in 
Figure 31. Hence the number of standard tableaux v(M), equals 

n!KI(i, jjEhfZ(kj)l-‘. W e refer to [Kreweras, 1965, l966a, b, 19671 for 
a study and a very complete bibliography of the problem, as well as for a 
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Fig. 29. Fig.30. Fig. 31. 

generalization to the case that part of the wall, say M’, already exists, 
that is, it will be incorporated into M. See also [*Berge, 19681, pp. 49-59. 
We remark that the generalization to higher dimensions, in the sense of 
p. 103, is still an open problem.) 

27. Perfect partitions. A perfect partition of an integer n > 1, is one that 
‘contains’ precisely one partition of each integer less than II. In other 
words, if we consider the partition as a solution of xi +2x, + ... = II, we 
call it perfect if for each integer i<n there exists a single solution of 
t,+2t,+--= I, where 0~ ti <xI, i= 1, 2,. . . . So a perfect partition rep- 
resents a set of weights such that each weight of I grams, 1 <I< n, can 
be realized in exactly one way. 

Show that the number of perfect partitions of n equals the number of 
ordered factorisations of n+ 1, omitting unit factors. Thus, for n = 7, 
we have 8 =4.2=2.4=2.2.2, hence there are 4 perfect partitions, l’, 
134, 123, 124. 

28. Sums of multinomial coeficients. Let us write A(n) for the sum 
of the multinomial coefficients which occur in the expansion of 
x,+x,+-*+x,)“. For example since (xi +x2 + ... + ,Y,,,)~ =C x: -t 
+~~x,x~+~~X~X~X, (see p. 29) we have A(3)=1+3+6=10. Prove 

Q and study other properties of these numbers. 

\ nj12345 6 7 8 9 10 

A(n) 1 1 3 10 47 246 1602 11481 95503 871010 8879558 

CHAPTER III 

1DENTITIES AND EXPANSIONS 

This chapter is basically devoted to various results on formal series. The 
relation with counting problems is clear: for a sequence of integers with 
combinatorial meaning, the existence of a ‘simple’ formula is most 
frequently equivalent with the existence of a ‘simple’ generating function. 

3.1. EXPANSION OF A PRODUCT OF SUMS; ABEL IDENTITY 

The following notations slightly generalize the binomial and multinomial 
identities of pp. 12 and 28. 

THEOREM A. Let 91 be a relation between two finite sets M and N 
(‘%cMx N, IMI=m, INI=n), F+g I ure 32, and let u(x, y) be a double 
sequence defined on % and with values in a ring A (mostly A =R or C). 

If (x 1 8) stands for thefirst section (p. 59) of ‘% by x, then we hare: 

The summation in the second member of [la] is taken over all maps 
CJ of M into N, whose ‘graphical representation’ is a subset of ‘R 

-M 

Figr32. 

n Let us suppose that the projection of !R onto M is just equal to M, 
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because if not, then both members of [la] equal zero. We number the 
elements of M and iV, M:= {x1 x2, . . . . x,}, N:= {yl, y,, . . . . y,}. If 
‘3 =M x iV, then the first member of [la] can be written as ny= i 
C;= 1 u(xi, vi)+ This is a product of m sums: The choice of a term 
in each of the m factors gives one term of the expansion, and two different 
choices give rise to two differently written terms. Now, any such choice is 
just a map cp from M into N; hence [la]. If ‘%#MxN, then u(x,y) 
can be extended to the whole of M x IV by defining u (x, y): =0 for 
(x, y)$ ‘3. Then we can apply the preceding result, observing that the cp 
whose graph is not contained in ‘3 give a contribution zero to the second 
member of [la]. n 

Using [la], the binomial and multinomial identities can easily be 
recovered. 

We now show a deep generalization of the binomial identity. 

THEOREM B. (Abel identity [Abel, 18261). For a21 x, y, z WC have: 

[lb] (x + y)” = j0 (;) x (x - k~)~-’ (y + /?z)“-~. 

(In a commutative ring, for instance. But [ 1 b] also can be considered as an 
identity in the ring of polynomials in three indeterminates x, y, z.) For 
z=O we recover the binomial identity [6a] (p. 12). 

n First proof (Lucas). We introduce the Abel polynomials 

PC1 ~~(x,z):=x(x-kz)~-~/k! for k>l, a,:=l. 

We have, successively, 

& ak (x, z) = {(x - kz)k-l + (k - 1) x(x - kz)k-2}/k -1 = 

=akml(x-z,z) 
2 

~~~k(X,Z)=~~““-‘(x-z,z)=ak-2(X-2z,z) 

Cldl g- jak(x, z)=ak-j(x-jz, z). 

Now, for fixed z, the ak (x, z) form a basis of the set of polynomials in x, 
because their degree equals k (=O, 1, 2, . . .). Hence, every polynomial 

P (x) can be uniquely expressed in the formP (x) = &a0 +&a, + /Z,a, + ..., 
where the lj only depend on z. Now, with [Id] for (*): 

p”‘(x)=~~p(,)=CIk~~akX~j+Ij+,a,(x-~z,z)+.” 

k 

which gives 1 j= P(j) ( jz), by putting x=jz. So finally, for every poly- 
nomial P (x) we have: 

[lel p (X) = kFo ak (X, Z) pck’ (kz) , 

/ 

from which [I b] follows by putting P (x)=(x + y)“. n 
We still observe that if we apply [le] to P (x)=a, (x+y, z), then we 

get the convolution 

Clfl an (x + y, z> = k$o ak cx9 z> an-k (Y, z)m 

See also [Hurwitz, 19021, [Jensen, 19021, [Kaucky, 19681, [*Riordan, 
19681, p. 18-27, [Robertson, 19621, and [Sal@ 19511, who gives a large 
bibliography. 

n Second proof (Francon). All the notions of p. 71 concerning the 
Foata coding of [n][“’ will be supposed known. Let EC [n+2][“+‘] be 
the set of functions of [n+2]:={1,2,...,n,n+l,n+2} such that 
elements (n+ 1) and (n+2) arefixedpoints. So, T-E=tn+ltn+2(~;_f: ti)“. 

Now, consider for any set xc [n] the set E (x) c E of functions whose 
excycle containing the element (n + 1) has A, : =x + {n + l} as set of nodes. 
Obviously, the factorization E(x)=E,E, holds, where E, is the set of 
acyclic functions acting on A, with the root (n+ 1) only, and E, is the 
set of functions acting on [n + 2]\A, and having the element (jr+ 2) as a 
fixed point. Then 

.9- E(x)=~~l.~-E*=t,2+1(fn+l+Ciex ti)‘W’-‘.t,+2.(tn+2+Cifx ti)“-‘X’s 

But we have the division E=x,,,,, E(x). Therefore, .YE=~xcrnl YEo+. 
In other words, after cancelling tn+ltn+2: 

b-1 
(tl + t2 +‘**+ tn+zy = C tn+l x 
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Now, put tn+l=~, ~~+~=y-n, t,=t,= ..-=t,= --z to obtain [lb] after 
collecting the x such that /xl= k. n 

Of course, considering more than 2 fixed points, or other sets of func- 
tions, would give interesting other results (see Exercise 20, p. 163). 

The following is an equivalent formulation of the Abel identity [lb], 
which generalizes [ le]. 

THEOREM C. For any formal series (hence for each polynomial) f(t), we 

have: 

kl f(t) = kFo t(t -;jk-’ fck’(ku), 
, 

where u is a new indeterminate, and f (k) the k-th derivative off. 

(For a study of the convergence of [lg], t, UEC, see [Halphen, 1881, 
18821, [Pincherle, 19041.) 

For u=O, we find back the ordinary (formal) Taylor formula. 

n In fact, we have, with [lb] p. 128, xwt, y-0, ZHU for (*): 

f(t) := C aJ(~’ t(t - ku)k-’ (ku)“-k = 
ll30 

t (t - ku)k-l 
= 

“To @)k a,(kU)nek 
k! , 

= QED. n 

3.2. PRODUCT OF FORMAL SERIES; LEIBNIZ FORMULA 

The series used in this chapter will be always formal Taylor series. By 
definition, such a series is written as follows (for the meaning of the 
abbreviated notations x, k, etc., see p. 36): 

!%I f=f(t)=f(b t29-..T tk)=xTchz= 

= c x,, Xl, . . . . Xk,O f,,.,, ,..., XkS.f . . . . l f$. 
The f, are called Taylor coeficients off. 

THEOREM A (Leibniz formula). Let f and g be two formal series, with 
Taylor coeficients f, and gl, x, LEE, and let h be the product series, 

h=fg. Then, the Taylor coefjcients 11, of h can be expressed as follows: 

I%1 hP = h,,, PZ, . . . . Pk = 
p1! p2! . ../lk! =C-- f xl!ll!x2!12!...xk!lk! xl,y2,...,xkgll,12,...,1k’ 

where the summation takes place over all systems of integers x1, x2, . . . . 

Xkr I,, AZ,..., 1ksuchthatx,+~,=~l,,x2+12=~2,...,xk+~k=~k.Inother 
words: 

PC1 4l,, . . . . ,‘k = fx,, . . . . XkS14-X1, . . . . pk-xr 9 

or, in abbreviated notation: 

PI h,= c !! !-.- fxgl 
y+?=p x! A! 

n It sufhces to apply definition [12g] (p. 37) of the product fg. n 
Formula [2d] can immediately be generalized to a product II of r 

formal seriesf~,>,f~,>,...,f~,>, h=& f<i>. so: 

Pel h,=C 
P! 
- ---f<l>,A(l) . . . . . f<r>,I<r), 

A(l)! . . . A(r)! 

where the summation is extended over systems of multi-indices 
no&, iE[r] such that: 

L-3-l 4(1)+?,(2)+...+?,(r)=p. 

We observe, by [2f] and Theorems B and D (p. 15), that the summation 

of [2e] contains fl;=r 
tions of [2f]. 

terms which is the number of solu- 

Actually, the exact formula [2b] allows us to calculate effectively the 
(partial) derivatives of a product of two functions. For each function 
F(x)=F(x,,x, ,...,e Yk) defined in aneighbourhoodofa= (a,, a2, . . . . a& 
oRk and of class C” in this point, and for any x=(x1, x2 ,..., Xk)o& 
we put: 

Pgl 
IP’F 

f,:=v = 
.X=(I 

3x, +...+a 
u 

a.q . . . . . axEi F(x,,..., xk)lWl, . . ..xd=(.i. . . . ..d 

-60, = to.0 I..., o := F(al,..., ak) 
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and let: 

L-w f:=%a(r)=xpi~ x. 
be the formal Taylor series associated with the function Fin a. 

THEOREM B. Let the two functions F and G be of class C” in a(ERk). 
and let H: = F.G. Between the three formal series [2i] : f: = T,(F), 

: = z,(G), h: = z,(H), there exists the relation h =fg in the sense of the 
iroduct of formal series ([12g], p. 37). 

I This is a well-known property of functions of class C” in a point. n 
(See, for example, [*Valiron, I, 19581, p. 235.) 

THEOREM C. Let r(a2) functions F;i>=Fcij(x), iE[r], XER’, be given, 
all of chlss C” in aERk, and let fci):=z,,(F(ij), iE[r],f<i>:=&E[k] 

fcij I(i,t”(i>/A(i)! be theirassociatedformal Taylor series (cf. [2h]). Then, 
the successive derivatives h, of the function H : = n;= 1 F< i) in a are given by 
formula [2e] (andparticularly by [2b, c, d] if r =2). 

n This is an immediate consequence of Theorems A and B. n 
In this way we recover for the product H(x) = F(x) G(x) of two 

functions of one variable the usual Leibniz formula: 

PiI hm=g ; 
1=0 0 

ASnrl9 

where 

etc., f. : =f (a), . . . , Similarly, for the product H(x)= Fcl, (x)... . . F<,, (x) of 
r functions we get: 

I21 hm = C 
( 

1<lj ” 
, **., 1 (r) 

) f~i>,r(i)o....f<r),t(r> 

where : 
d’%‘<i> (x) 

Remark and example. All we said before can be summed up in the 
following rule: The derivative f,, , nz,,,, : = P” +“*+*“F(x~, x2, . . .)/axl’axy . . . 
of a certain function F= F(x,, x2, . ..) in the point (x1, x2, . ..) is the coef- 
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Jicient of t”l’t~.../nl!nZ!... in the expansion of f=f (I,, f,,...):= 
: = F(x, + t,, x2 -f-t,, . . .) by any known method. 

For example, if F= (x2+x3)” (x~+x~)~* (x1 +xZ)03, where a,, a2, a, 
are fixed real numbers, we find by abbreviating EJ, :=x2 +x3, tz: =x3 +x1, 
<3 :=x,+x,: 

f = f(t,, t,, t3) = (x2 + tz + x3 + f3)(l’ x 

x (x3 + t, I- x1 + tJ* (x1 + t1 +x2 + fZ)Llj = 

that we can expand by [12m] (p. 41) (be aware of the multinomial no- 
tation, [lot”], p. 27!): 

f=F. c k k,3>o (k,qk;) (k,qi;) (k,q;;) ’ 
k:: k’, > 0 k,+k’, 
k,,k’zaO 21 

kt+k’z k,+k’s 
t2 t3 

Finally, taking the coefficient of t;‘tyt”;/n, !iz2!n3!, we obtain: 

x (al)“l+k~-kl(a2)n,+ka-k?ia3)“~+k,-kl. 

nj+kz-k, nl+k3-k,mZ+k,-kz 
51 52 53 

3.3. BELL POLYNOMIALS 

DEFINITION. The (exponential) partial Bell polynomials are the polyno- 

mials B,,k=B,,k(X1,x2 ,..., xnmk+,) in an injnite number of variables 

Xl, x2,..., defined by the formal double series expansion: 

or, what amounts to the same, by the series expansion: 
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The (exponential) complete Bell polynomials Y,=Y, (x,, x2, . . , x,) are 

defined by: 

I31 @(t, 1) = exp 

in other words: 

PC1 yn’ i Bn,k, Y,:=l. 
k=l 

([Bell, 19341, [Carlitz, 1961, 1962b, 1964, 1966a], [Frucht, 1965a, b, 
1966a], [Frucht, Rota, 19651, [Kaucky, 19651.) 

THEOREM A. The partial Bell polynomials have integral coeficients, are 

homogeneous of degree k, and of weight n; their exact expression is: 

[3dl Bn,,(X,, X2,..., %-k+l) = 

where the summation takes place over all integers cl, c2, c3,--. 30, such 

that: 

I31 cl+2c,+3c,+-.-=n, 
Cl + c2 + cg +*.-= k. 

It fOllOWS that Bn,k contains P(n, k) monomials, where P(n, k) stands 

for the number of partitions of n into k summands, [lb, c] (p. 95). 

I We use the definition of the exponential series (p. 37) for relation 

(*), and the multinomial identity [IOf] (p. 28) for (**): 

x(xlit;)yx2;I’....}= 
CI+cZi-... ct+2ez+... 

= c e,,= 2 ,... 30 cI!u2!...(l:)c1 (2!)‘2... xc,‘x;‘***** 
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Hence [3d] follows, if we take in [3f] the coefTicient of (I”u”)/(n!). To 
see that the coefficients of B,,, are integral, it suffices to observe that 
(n!)/{l!)c’ (2!)‘2...} . IS t1 le number of divisions of [n] into c1 l-parts, 
c2 2-parts, etc., since c,+~c,+...=Iz (p. 27); hence (n!)/{c,!c,!... 
. ..(1!)“(2!)‘2...) * tl 1s le number of unordered divisions (or partitions of 
the set [n], when omitting every ‘empty part’ corresponding to any 
Ci =O), where the numbering of equal parts has been removed. Finally, 

Bn,k(abxlrabZxZ,ab3x3 ,... )=akb”B,,k(Xl,x2,x3 ,... )followsfrom[3d,e]. 

Wel~aveB,,,=I,B,,,=x,,B~,,=x~,B~,~=x~,B~,,=x~,B~,~=3x,x~, 
B 3 3,3=x1 ,..., B,,,=x,,B,,.=xl. A table of the Bn,k, k<n<12, is found 
on p. 307. n 

THEOREM B. ?Yle following are particular values of the B,, k: 

C%l B,,k(l, 1, 1, ...I = S(n, k) 
(Stirling number of the second kind, p. 50) 

[311] (Lah number, p. 156) 

WI B,,,(O!, l!, 2! ,...) = (s(n, k)l =~(n, k) 

(signless Stirling number of the first kind, p. 50) 

[3i’] B,,,(1,2,3 ,...) = 
0 

E knek (idem potent number, p. 91) 

n For[3gl,weputx,=x,=...= 1 in [3a]; we obtain @=exp{u(c’- I)), 
so we get indeed the Stirling numbers of the second kind S(n, k), [14q] 

(p. 50). For [3h], with x,=112! in [3a], we get: 

I31 @ = exp(u C t) = exp{tu(l - t)-‘} 
mt 1 

hence the result follows when we identify the coefficients of ukt”/n! in 
the first and last member of [3j]. For [3i], @=exp{u &,Sl tm/m)= 

=exp{-ulog(l-t)}=(l-t)-“, which is the generating function of the 

absolute values of the numbers S(IZ, k), [14p] (p. 50). Finally, [3i’] 
results from @=exp(ute’) here. (See Exercise 43, p. 91.) n 
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The following relations can be proved easily (na 1): 

II-1 
C3kl kB,k= c ‘I xn-I&L-I 

I=k-1 0 

c311 B,,k(Xl, X2, a.. x:B,-l,,-,(O, X2, X3, . ..) 

= j. (n -n;l, l, X:B,-,,,-, (5, ?, a-.) . . 

B,+k,k(O, x2, x3, . ..) 

C3ml Bn,n-o(~l, x2, . . . I= jzE+l (~)x~-‘Bj,j-.(o,x2,~3,...) 

cj=g+, (,-~),.!x~-jB~,j-.~,~,....) 

cw B,,,(x, + x;, x2 + x;, . ..) = 

= fs&ta. (:) B,,,(xl,xz,...)Bn-v,k-x(X;, x;,...) 

WI B,,,(O, 0, . . . . WI! k O,Xj,O ,... )=O, except Bjk,k=-X.. 
k!(j!)k ’ 

Remark. The B,,k, as given by [3a, a’], will give a simple way of 
writing the Taylor coefficients (= successive derivatives) of the formal 
series that we now are going to study. Meanwhile, if one works with 
ordinary coefficients, as on pp. 36-43, it is better to use the polynomials 
8,,, (still with integral coefficients), defined by [30, 0’1 instead of 
[3a, a’] (and tabulated on p. 309): 

PO1 &=&(t9u):=exp(umFl x~tm)=k~~“,k(xl,x2,...)t”r: 
/ :. 

[30'] ( c x,tm)k = c $,kt" 
?bk mB1 . 

that we call ordinary, in contrast to the B,,, already introduced, that we 
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called exponential. More generally, just as in the case of the GF, [13a] 
(p. 44), let Q,, Q2, . . . be a reference sequence, Q, = I, an,#O, given once 
and for all ; the Bell polynomials with respect to 52, I$ k = Uft’, k (xl, x2,. . .) 
are defined as follows: 

C3P’l 0, ( c t&X,,,tm)k = c B; kf@ 
m>l nBk 

(a,= l/n! in the ‘exponential’ case, and Sz, = 1 in the ‘ordinary’ case). 
By, 1 =x1 ; By, 1 =x2, By, 2 =xf ; B;, 1 =x3, Bf, 2 =2@2; 'xIx2, By, 3 = 

3 
=x,; . . . . Meanwhile, it should be perfectly clear, once and for all, that 
the po~yrzonlia~s B,, k which occur in the sequel of this book always mean 
the exponential Bell polynomials ([3d] p. 134), unless explicitly stated 
otherwise. 

3.4. SUBSTITUTION OF ONE FORMAL SERIES INTO ANOTHER; 

FORMULA OF FAA DI BRUNO 

'THEOREM A (Faa di Bruno formula). ([Faa di Bruno, 1855, 18571. See 
also [*Bertrand, 18641 I, p. 138, [Cesaro, 18851, [Dederick, 19261, 
[Francais, 18151, [Marchand, 18861, [Teixeira, 18801, [Wall, 19381.) 
Let f and g be two formal (Taylor) series: 

LW with go=O, 

and let h be the formal (Taylor) series of the composition of g by f, 
(Theorem C, p. 40): 

C4bl h:=“~o,l”~i=fog=f[g]. 

Hence, the coeflcients h, are given bJT the following expression: 

C4cl ho = so 2 11x = c fkBn,&l, g2,.**, gn-kfl), 
l$k<Il 

where the B,, k are the exponential Bell polynomials ([3d] p. 134). 

H By definition [4b] of h, it is clear that the 11, are linear combinations 
of the fk: 

[14dl h, = c An,&, 
lQk<n 
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and that the A,, k only depend on gl, g2,. . . . Now these A,, k are determined 

by choosing forf (u) the special formal seriesf * (u): = exp (a~), where u is 
a new indeterminate. Then : 

gk &I 

Hence, by [3a] (p. 133), for (*), and by [4d] for (**): 

[4fj h*:= f*og = exp(ag) = exp 

“‘1 + l<$<n B,,,,(g,, 92, . ..) $ ak . . . . 

kid 

from which it follows that A,, k = B,, k by identifying the last members 

of [4f] and [4g]. n 
So, we find (see p. 307): hI =figl, h,=f,g,+f,g:, h,=f,g,+ 

+Vhm+f3g:, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
By the Fa& di Bruno formula we can effectively calculate the successive 

derivatives of a function of a function. 

THEOREM B. Let two functions F(y) and G(x) of a real variable be given, 
G(x) of class C” in x=u, and F(y) of class C” in y=b=G(a), and let 

H(x):=(FoG) (x)=F[G(x)]. Zf weput: 

WI g,:=;; = , 
* (I 

90 := G(a), f,:=F(b)=h,:=H(a)=F[G(a)], 

and we define the associated formal Taylor series: 

g (t) : = C s,t”/(m !> , 
ma1 

f tu> = ,Fo hu”/W 7 
/ 

h (0 = “F. W/(4, 
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then Foe have formally: h=f og. (Be careful! For g, the summation begins 
at m= 1, so there is no constant term.) 

i If the Taylor expansions are convergent for a and t real, (t 1 CR, then 
we have: H(a+t)=h(t)=F(b+g(t))=~,,,f,qk(t)/(k!)=(fOg) (t). If 
there is no convergence, then operate with expansions off and g con- 
sidered as asymptotic expansions. 4 

THEOREM C. Notations and hypotheses as in Theorem B for the functions 

F, G, R, H = Fo G. Then the n-th order derivative of H it1 x = a, n 2 1, equals: 

C4il fl, : = !?! 
dxn _ = k& .hB,,&i, g2,*.., g.-k+l), 

x-0 

where the B,, k ore given explicitly by [3d]. 

1 Apply Theorems A and B. n 
Z%ample. What is the n-th derivative of F(x)=xaX? (x>O and a is any 

fixed real number #O). We can make the same observation as on p. 133. 

So, we must expand f(t) : = F(x+ t) as a power series in t. Now, after a 
few manipulations: 

f(t) = (x + t)o@+” = 

= F(x).exp(at logx).exp ax ( (1 +:>1og(1+;)). 

Let us introduce the integers b(n, k) such that 

~i((I+T)log(l+T))k:=“~kb(n,k)-~;, b(O,O):=l 
.b 

It is easy to verify: b(rt+l, k)=nb(n-1, k-l)+b(n, k-l)+(k-n)x 

x b (II, k), hence the following table for b (n, k): 

rr\k 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

I. 1 

1 
1 

-1 
2 

-6 
24 

-120 
720 

-5040 
40320 

2 

1 
3 

-1 
0 
4 

-28 
188 

-1368 
11016 . 

3 

1 
6 
5 

-15 
49 

-196 
944 

-5340 

4 

1 
10 
25 

-35 
49 

0 
-- 820 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 
15 1 
70 21 1 
0 154 28 1 

-231 252 294 36 1 
1365 -987 1050 510 45 1 
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Moreover, b (n, k) =x1 
0 

L I~‘-~s(n, I) with the Stirling numbers S(IZ, /) 

of p. 50. 
Returning to f (t), we get consequently: 

Finally, collecting the coefficients of P/n! in f(t) and abbreviating 
~:=logx,g:=(aX)-‘, we obtain the following formula for the rt-th 
derivative : 

For instance,f,=a4x”x{1+6~-~2+2~3+4~(1+3~-~2)+6~2(1+~)+ 

f413 +n4>. 

3.5. LOGARITHMIC AND POTENTIAL POLYNOMIALS 

The following are three examples of applications of the FaB di Bruno 
formula. 

THEOREM A (successive derivatives of 1ogG). The logarithmic poly- 

nomials L, defined by: 

[5a] log($og.$)=log(l +g*f+gz:+***) 

=“JILn;j (go=% 
/ 

which are expressions for the n-th derivative of log [G(x)] in the point 
x=a, equal (for the notation, cf. [3d] p. 134 and [4h] p. 138): 

WI L” = L”(c71, cl29 *..> cl”) 
= 1& (-- I>“-‘(k - l)!Bn.,(g,, gz,.-.). (Lo = 0) 

. 

I Use [4c, i] with F(y):=logy, b=,l, fk=(- I)‘-’ (k- I)! n 
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From [5a, b] the following expansion is easily deduced: 

2 

PI g,+g,t+Ba$+... 
. > 

= log&J -I- 
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+ Fl -;;! i,<;<. t- ljk-’ tk - l)!g;kBn,&,, gz, se.>>. n, . . 

where go>O. A table of logarithmic polynomials is given on p. 308. (On 

this subject, see also [Bouwkamp, De Bruijn, 19691.) 

THEOREM B (successive derivatives of Gr). The poterltial polynomiak I?:’ 
defimdfor each complex number r by: 

which are expressions for the n-th derivative of [G(x)]’ in the point x = a, 

equal (notations as in [3d] p. 134, and [4h] p. 138): 

[se1 PA” = P?(g,, g27 .“, S”) 
(P’o” = 1) 

n Use [4c, i] with F(y):=y’, b=l,fk=(r)k. m 

From [5d, e] we obtain easily the expansion: 
2 r 

c5 fl go+g,l+g~;r+... = 
. > 

= g; + F; ; {,<T<, (r),gk-kB,,,k(h g2d)* 

n, '.' 

where go>0 for r an arbitrary real or complex number, go#O for r an 

arbitrary integer, and go arbitrary for r an integer >O. When go=0 in 
[Sf], and r is an integer >O, then we find back [3a’] (p. 133), and when 
r is integer ~0, we get the following Laurent series, whose expansion 

is given by [Sd] (g, ~0): 
2 

[%I ( glf+g2& r 

.> ( 

qglt>’ 1 + 92:’ +;;.;; +... r. 
2g,l! 1. > 
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Finally, by [31”], one may show that for all integers 1 and q 2 0, we have 

-I 

= 

THEOREM C. For any complex number r, we have: 

In other words, for G(x)EC- in the point a, gO=G(a)= 1: 

c5il~G-~(x)~~_~=r(“;:‘)~~~“(-1)1~(~)~Gi(,)~~=”. 

n Let g = 1 +cnsI g,t”/(n!); then we get 

[Sj] gmr = 1 + “;r Pz-” ; = (1 + (g - l)}-’ = 

= 
I( > k>O 

Lr (g - 1r. 

Now tk divides (g- 1)k=(glt+g2tZ/2+-.-)k; hence, by virtue of [Sj], 
Pi-” equals the coefficient of t”/(n!) in: 

(g-l)k= C 
Odj<k<n . 

Hence 

PC--‘, = 
n ,,E,” ( ;‘> (!J) (-- l)“-‘p:’ = 

= Oz<n c- WI;“+ 
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where, using [7g] (p. 17), for (*): 

3.6. INVERSION FORMULAS AND MATRIX CALCULUS 

We just treat two examples and for the rest we refer to [*Riordan, 19681, 

pp. 43-127, for a very extensive study of the subject. 

(1) Binomial coeficients 

Let two sequences be given, consisting, for instance of real numbers 
(more generally, in a commutative ring with identity) such that: 

We want to express g. as a function of thef,. 
The simplest method consists of observing that [6a] means that: 

C6bl F=PG, 

where F, G are matrices consisting of a single (infinite) column, and P 
the (infinite triangular) Pascal matrix: 

We take for F and G special matrices such that f.=y”, gn =x”; in this 

caseweget,by[6a],y=I+x.Hencexn=(y-I)”=~;=, (3 (-l)“-kyk; 

consequently: 

f 1 

WI P-~=~(-l)~-k(3~,k,o= 1; -b -; 1 
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So, P-r is the same as P, except that signs - appear in a chessboard 
pattern. (Because P is triangular, [Gd] also holds, if the matrices are 
cut off at the n-th line, and thus turned into finite matrices.) Finally, if 
we take into account that G=P-‘F: 

(II) Stirling numbers 

We now show that the matrix s:= [~(n, Ac)~J”,~~~ consisting of the 
Stirling numbers of the first kind, is the inverse of the matrix S:= 

= Is+, k)h, kTO of the Stirling numbers of the second kind; this means, 
like in the preceding case of the binomial coefficients: 

WI f.=;s(“.k)gk 9g.=;s(n,k)h- 

Now, using [14s] (p. 51) for (*), and using the notation: 

f : = & fmtmlln ! , g:= c gnt”/n!, 
nb0 

we get: 

cad 
L 

f =f (t)=m~o~(CS(m?k)gk)= 
. k 

= kTogk(TTk s(m,k)~)‘~k~ogk’~=g(e’-‘)’ 

Putting u:=ef- 1, let t=log(l i-u). Then [6g] gives, with [14r] (p. 51) 
for (**): 

\  I  

WI g = g (u) = f (log(1 + u)) = ,Fo fk *gt9 = 
I 

(*=*) ,Fo fk (“F. s (n, k) ;) = “To ; ix s (n, k) h> 9 
I . k 

which proves [6f], if we identify the coefficients of u”/n! of the first and 
the last member of [6h]. 

3.7. FRACTIONARY ITERATES OF FORMAL SERIES 

The Faa di Bruno formula, [Ltc] (p. 137), withf=g, gives the coefficients 

or derivatives of fof, and more generally, it also gives the coefficients of 
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the iterate of order CL of the formal series f (when f. =0, 0: integer 2 I), 
denoted byf(“), and defined as follows: 

PaI f(l> =f, fC2) zz fOf , **+, f’“> = fOf@‘). 

We now want to define the iterate (analytical or fractionary) of order a 
off, also denoted by f Ca), for any a from the field of the coefficients off; 
in the case we consider, this will be the field of the complex numbers 
(this constitutes no serious loss of generality). In this section every formal 
series f is supposed to be of the form: 

I31 f = “Ix1 WY9 

where Q,, L?,, . . . is a reference sequence, given once and for all, 52, = 1, 
L?, # 0 (p. 44); in this way we treat at the same time the case of ‘ordinary’ 
coeflicients of f (-On= I), and the case of ‘Taylor coefficients 
(-s-R,= l/n!). 

With every series j we associate the infinite lower iteration matrix 
(with respect to Q): 

0 0 . . . 

PI I B,,, 0 . . . , 

B 

I : 

3, 1 B3.2 B3.3 .a. 

I 
1. . . / 

where B,,, =Bc k(f,,fi, . ..) is the Bell polynomial with respect to C2 
([3p’] p. 137), defined as follows: 

CW 

Thus, the matrix of the binomial coefficients is the iteration matrix for 
f=t(l-t)-‘$,=I, and the matrix of the Stirling numbers of the second 
kind S(n, k) is the iteration matrix forj=e’- 1, IR,=l/n!. 

THEOREM A. For thee sequences f, g, h (written as in [7b]) h=f ag is 

equivalent to the matrix equality: 

r?l B(k) = B(g).B(f). 

([Jabotinski, 1947, 1949, 19631. If we transpose the matrices, we get 
h= fogo’B(h)=‘B( f ). ‘B(g), which looks better. However, theclassical 
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combinatorial matrices, as the binomial and the Stirling matrices, are 
most frequently denoted as lower triangular matrices, hence our choice.) 

n For each integer k> 1, we have, with [7d] for (*): 

cm T;k Bn,, @I, ha ~a.1 &f = 

(2hhk = ok(f(g))k’2’,~k B,,,(f,, fz, . ..) .R,g’= 
.’ 

(z)n$>k %,I (s,, i?z, . ..> B,,k (fi, fi, +-) f&t”, 
.‘.’ 

from which [7e] follows if we collect the coefficient of O,t” at both ‘ends’ 
of [7f]. n 

If we consider in [7e] the first column of B(h) only, we obtain again 
the formula of Faa di Bruno ([4i] p. 139), if we take 52, = l/n!. More 
generally, if we have a seriesf<,>,fC,>, . . . . f<,+ then [7e] gives the matrix 

equal B ( fca> ~~..0f~2)0f~l))=B(f(l)) B(fc2))...B(fc,)). In other 
words, if we consider again the first column only, we obtain a generalized 
Faa di Bruno formula for the n-th derivative of the composite of a 
functions (again, we must take Q, = l/n!). Similarly, B (f ‘“‘) = (B (f ))’ 
for all integers a> 1, which leads to an explicit formula for integral order 
iterates ([Tambs, 19271). 

Now we suppose that the coefficient of t in f equals 1, fi = 1; shortwise, 
we say that f is unitary. Furthermore, we assign values to B”= (B (f ))“, 
a complex, in the following way: denoting the unit matrix by I, and 
putting A?:=B-I (which is B with all l’s on the diagonal erased), we 
define : 

In other words, between the coefficients of B”, denoted by BJ,“i (n is the 
row number and k is the column number), and the coefficients of gj, 
denoted by [@In, k, the following relation holds : 
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by which the matrix B” can actually be computed. For all u, a’, the reader 
will verify the matrix equalities: 

I 

[7il B”B” = Be+“’ = B”‘B” , (B”)“’ = B”“’ = (B*‘)“. 

I~EFINITION. For each complex number ~1, the a-th order fractionary 
iferate f (a> of the unitary series f is the mitary series, whose iteration 
matrix is B”. In other words, f “‘: =xnal f .<“>t&,t”, where the coeficients 
f 2”) have the following expression, using b,, j: = [ajJn,,, n>2: 

PiI fn’“) = B,<PLI> = n 2 2, f$*> = 1. 

Series f ‘a’, thus de$ned, does not depend on the reference sequerlce 0,. 

Evidently, f @) is the ‘identity’ series, f (‘) (t) = t. In the case of ‘Taylor 
coellicients’, Q,= l/11!, we obtain, by computing the powers $Zj, the 
following first values for the iteration polynomials b,, j: 

b z1=fib,z=fL b3,2=3f$b,1=f4, &.z=lOfzf3$.3f;, 

b 4,3=18f;b,1=fk bs, z = 15fifd + IOf, + 25fi”fs, b,, 3 = 

= 13Of:fs + 75f,4, b5.4 = ISOf,” I be.1 = fe, bh,z = 21fifs + 

f 35f3f4 + 6Of,2f, + 7Of,f,2 + 15f:fs, bg, 3 = 27Of,zf, + 35Ofif3’ + 

+ 1065f,3f, + 18Oj;5, bg, 4 = 2310f;f3 + 1935f,5, be, 5 = 27OOf; I 

b -f 7,1- 79 h, 2 = 28f,f, + 56f,f, + 35f,2 + 126f;f, + 35Ofzfsfd + 

+ 7Of,3 + 105f,2f,z + lo5f;f4, b 7.3 = 504fizfs + 161Ofzf3fd + 

35Of; + 3255f:f4 + 5705f;f: + 4935f,4f, + 315f,“, b7,4 = 6300 

fi”f, + 119OOf,2f,2 + 4242Of,“f, + 13545f,6, b,, 5 = 54810f;f3 + 

+ 59535f;, b,,6 = 567OOf; I. 

From these values we obtain immediately, by [7j], the expressions for 
the first derivatives f n(O) of the iterate f (“. For example, the fractionary 
iterate off (t)=e’- 1 =xnal t”/n! is f “>(t)=t+C,~,f,<“)t”/n!, where 

f n’“‘=c;=: (j”) b,,j for 1222; the first few values of b,,, are: 
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\ 
6 
7 
8 

Evidently, the 

\ 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- 

1 
1 3 
1 13 18 
1 50 205 180 

1 201 1865 4245 2700 

1 875 16674 74165 114345 56700 

1 4138 155477 1208830 3394790 3919860 1587600 

lternating row sums c,‘: i (- 1)’ b,, j equal (- l)“-r x 
x(n-l)!, sincef,<-‘>(t)=log(l+t). 

THEOREM B. For all complex numbers a, a’, the fractionary iterates of the 

unitary series f satisfy: 

I%1 fWof<” = f <a+='> +<a'> of<">; 

(f b>)W> = f <au’> = (f W>)(@> . 

n This follows immediately from [7i]. n 

3.8. INVERSION FORMULA OF LAGRANGE 

For every formal series f = En a ,, a$‘, we denote the,derivative by f’ or 

Df, or df/dt; let furthermore: 

[Ba] Ctm f: = a, = the coefficient of t” in f. 

Supposing aO=O, a1 #O, we are going to compute the coefficients a,‘- ‘> 
of the reciprocal series, which is: 

fW> = c py, 
nP1 

such that fof ‘-‘)=f <-l)of =t ( inversion problem for formal series). 

THEOREM A. (inversion formula of Lagrange). With the notation [8a], 
we have, for all integers k, 1 < k<n: 

[8b] c,,,(f(-l))k = ; (&n-r o)-” 

([Lagrange, 17701. See also [Lagrange, Legendre (Biirmann), 17991. The 
formal demonstration given here is due to [Henrici, 19641. There is an 
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immense literature on this problem, and we mention only [Blakley, 
1964a, b, c], [Brun, 19551, [Good, 1960, 19651, [*GrGbner, 19601 
p. 50-68, [Percus, 19641, [Raney, 1960, 19641, [Sack, 1965a, b, 19661, 
[Stieltjes, 18851, [Tyrrell, 19621.) In (Bb), (f/t)-” means evidently 
a;“(1 +(aJa,) t+(a,/a,) t’+...)-“. 

n According to Theorem A (p. 145) all we need to prove is that the 
product of the matrix whose jz-th row-k-th column coefftcient is the right- 
hand member of [Sb], by the matrix whose n-th row-k-th column 
coefficient is Ctnfk (this is the matrix B( f ), with respect to s2,,= 1, 
[7c], p. 145) equals the identity matrix I. Now, the coefficient on the 
n-th row and k-th column, say x,+ k, of this product matrix, is by defi- 
nition equal to: 

So we only have to prove that n,, k= 1 for n =k and =0 for ~z#k. For 
this, we observe that 1 C ,, f k = c 11 (to (f “)) = k C tl (tf”-’ f ‘). Hence, with 
[12g] (p. 37) for (*): 

2-c “,k = ;T {C,~-~(f/t)-“.Ctl(tfk-lf’)) = 

which implies immediately that 7~“,~= 1, for n= 
the other hand, we have: 

‘f- n+k-1f’)9 

) 2, . . . . For it> k, on 

where the series following the differentiation sign D is now a Laurent 

series (p. 43). In the derivative of such a series terms t-’ cannot occur, 
so indeed z,, k=O. n 

Here are other forms of the Lagrange formula [Bb]. 

THEOREM B. With notations as above, and u : = f (-‘) (t) we have for an-v 
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formal series @ : 

WI Q(u) = !D (0) + c ‘” ct”-* @’ (t) -” 
n31 n 

or, if one likes that more: 

WI n& @(f’+(t)) = ct”-I Q’(t) 

W Let Q(u) :=CkbO cpkvk; it suffices to show [Bc] for vk; but this is 
just [Sb]. n 

THEOREM C. Let y = y0 + xF( y) determine y as a series in x, with constant 
term yO. Then: 

n Writing y=y,+u, we getx=u(F(y,+u))-‘:=f (u). Then apply [SC], 
with t=x, @(u)=S(y,,+u). n 

THEOREM D. ([Hermite, 1891-J). Withnotationsasabove,andu=f <-‘j(t), 

we have for all formal series Y: 

in other words: 

n If we take the derivative of [SC] with respect to t, then, using 
t =f (u), du/dt = 1 /f’ (u), we get: 

I31 

So we only need to substitute Y (u):=u@‘(u)lf(u) into [Be]. E 

THEOREM E. The Taylor coefficients of the formal series’ f (-1)=c,a, 

f l<-‘>t”/n!, which is the reciprocal of ,f =Cn,l f//n! can be expressed 

as function of the Taylor coeflcients f, off in the following manner: 

[Sf] f;-‘)=“i’ (- n)kf;n-k,m,,k($,$...) 
k=l 

CW 
n-1 

= kzl (- l)kf;n-kBk+n-l,k(0,f2, .&Y) 

with f l<-‘)=i/fl, and with Bp,k the exponential Bell polynomials. ([3d], 
p. 134. For this problem see also [Bijdewadt, 19421, [Kamber, 19461, 
[Ostrowski, 19571 and [*1966], p. 235, [*Riordan, 19681, pp. 148 and 
177.) 

n [Bf] is an immediate consequence of [Bb], with k= 1, where the 
right-hand member is expressed by means of [Sf] (p. 141); then [Sg] 
follows from [31’] (p. 136). n 

The first values of fn(-‘) are: fi<-‘> = f[’ 1 fi<-‘> = - fL3fi 1 
fp = - .f[“f, + 3f;“f; I f4<-‘> = - f;5f4 + lof;6f2f3 - 

- 15f;‘fi” Ifs’-‘>= - f;“fs + f[‘(15f4f* + lOf3”)- lOSf[“f3fi” + 
+ 105f;‘fi” I fs<-‘> = - f;‘f6 + f;“(2lfsfi + 35fJfz) - 
- fFg(210f4f; + 28Of,2f,) - 1260f;“f3f; + 945f;“f; If:-‘>= 

- fL8f7 + f;‘(28f,f, + 56f,f; + 35f:) - f;“(378fsf? + 
1260f4f3f2 + 28Of:) + f;” (3150f4f,3 + 63OOf:f;) - 17325f;=f,f,4 
+ 10395fl-‘3f; I fs’-‘> = - f;‘f8 + fl-‘” (36f,f, + 84fsf3 + 

+ 126fsf4) - f;” (63Of,f,2 + 252Of,f,f, + 1575f:fi + 21OOf,f,z) + 
+ f;-‘2(6930f5f; + 34650f4.f3fi” + 15400f:f2) - f;13(51975f4f$ + 
+ 1386OOf,z,f,3) + 270270fI-‘4f3f; - 135135f;15f; I. 

To check this table, observe that the coefficient of (- 1)” f inMk, when 
fl=f2=-..=l, is exactly ,S,(k+lz-1, k) of p. 222. 

THEOREM F. Let a be an integer 21. For f (t)=t(l-xC,>, xmtam/m!), 
wehavef’-‘~(t)=t(l+~,,,sI yJ’“‘/m!), where 

[811] y, = f (aHI + k)k- 1 B,,, (X1, X2, . ..). 
k=l 

n Apply [Bb] (p. 148). n 
Formula [Bh] could save time and place. For example, if we want to 

invert f (t)=(1/2) (sht cost+cht sint)=t(l+~,~l(-4)“t4m/(4m+l)!), 
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up to t13, we need the Bn,k up to n=12 by [Sf], and only up to II= 3 by 

[8h]. So, f~-‘~(t)=t-t5/30+tg/22680-t’3/97297200+~~~ ([Zycz- 
kowski, 19651). 

THEOREM G. We have the following formula, using 0~11~ coefJicients of 

powers off(t) with positive integral exponents ( f (t ) = a, t + a, t 2 + . . . , 

a, # 0): 

I%1 Ctn (f’- ‘> (t))k = k 

x a;“-‘Ctn-r+j(f(t))j. 

I Use [8b] (p. 148) and [5h] (p. 142). n 
Remark. The correspondence between a formal series and its iteration 

matrix was already used when we inverted the Stirling matrix S (p. 144): 

we took the inverse function off (t):=e’- 1, whose iteration matrix was 
S (with respect to Q,= l/n!) 

Applications 

(I) The most classical example is undoubtedly that of computing the 
coefficients of the inverse function f (-I) (t) for the case f(t) = te-‘. By 
[Sb] (p. 148), k = 1, we get: 

Hence f <“)(t)=~nrl n”-’ ” t In!. (See also Exercise 18, p. 163.) 
(II) For given fixed complex z, what is the ‘value’ of the series 

F(t): =CnrO ri) t”? Since 

F(t)= c t”C,“(l -I- ,y, 
II>0 

we can apply [8d] with f (t): = t (1 + f)-’ and Y(t) = 1. After simplifica- 

tions, we obtain F(t)=(l+u) {l-(z-l)u}-I, where u:=f <-l)(t) is 
the reciprocal off (t). (F or z= 2 we find back (1) of Exercise 22, p. 8 1.) 

(III) Calculate the n-th derivative of an implicit function. We consider a 

Taylor formal expansion in two variables: f (x, y) = c,,, n f,,, .x”‘y”/(m!n!), 

where fo,o=O, fo,I#O. Therefore, f (x,y)=xn,l (~“(x)y”/n!, with 
‘p.(x)=C,,, f,,.x”/m!. We want to find a form’al series~=C+~ y,x”/n! 

such that f (x, y)=O (the problem of ‘implicit functions’). For that, we 

solve Ens, qo,y”/n! = - ‘pO by the Lagrange formula, where the variable is 
-qo, the unknown function is y, all the cpl, q2, (p3, _.. being temporarily 
considered as constants, and collect afterwards the terms in Y/n! in the 
expression of y just found, where cpo=‘po (x), ‘pl =‘pI (x), etc. Putting 

a:=h,,,b= -(h,J’, we find ([Comtet, 19681, [David, 18871, [Goursat, 

19041, [Sack, 19661, [T eixeira, 19041, [Worontzoff, 18941andp. 175): y1 = 

=ab (this is the well-known formulay’= -fi/fi) I y, = b( f2,0+2abfl, 1 + 

+~2b2f,,~)~y3=b~f~,~+3bf~,of,,~+3obfi,,+~b2(6f:,,+3f,,,f,,,)+ 
-t3n2b2f,,2+9aZb~fl,~fo,2+a”b”fo,3+3a3b4f~,2) Iy4=b{f4,,+ 

+b(4f~,,f~,~+6f~,of2,,)+b2(!2f2,0f~,t+3f~,Ofo,2)+~abf3,,+ab2x 
x (12f,,of,,,+24f~,~f,,,+4f,,ofo,,)+ab3(24f:,,+36f,,of,,,fo,,)+ 

+6a2b2f2,2+a2b3(36f~,~ff,,2+~8f2,~fo,2+6f2,ofo,3)+a2b4(72f~,l~ 

xf~,~+~8fi.of~.2)+4a3b3fi,~+~3b4(24f,,,f,,,+~6f,,,f,,,)+ 
+6Oa3b5f,,,f~,2+a4b4fo,4+10a4b5fo,2fo,3+15a4b6f~~2}. I 

(IV) Solve the equation y =x + xpyq+ ‘, where p and q are integers 2 0. 
We have x=y(l -xpyq)=f(y). So, with [8b] p. 148,y=c,,, b,x”, 
where h,= I>,(x)= (l/l!) C1,,-, (1 -xPlq)-“. Therefore, 

I4 < 1 

(V) Let us give another proof of Abel formula ([lb] p. 128). For that, 
take f (t) = te”, Q(t) = e Xt in [8c]. Then @(u)=eXu= 1 +&csl (tk/k) x 

x c yk- t (xex’) (e”)- k= xka o tk x(x-kz)k-l/k! Now, multiply the pre- 

ceding by eY”, replace t by r= f (u)=ue’“, and take coefficient of u”/n!. 

3.9. FINITE SUMMATION ITORMULAS 

Now we want, in the simplest cases, to express a sum A: =I:= 1 a(k) by 
means of an explicit (or closed) formula, called a summation formula, 
that is an expression in which the summation sign c does not occur 

anymore (neither little dots!). 
Example 1. Slzo,~ that A:=~~=, t =2”. In fact, A=(l+l)“, be- 

cause of the binomial formula. 0 

Example 2. Compute A,(x):=x, k i xk. 
0 

= (1 +x)“. Taking the derivative, we get xk k 
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Hence A,(x)=nx(l+x)“-‘. Particularly, ,4,(1)=x k i =n2”-’ and 

A,(-l)=x(-l)kk 1: ‘0, except A,(-l)=l. 
0 

0 

n2 
Example 3. Compute A:= i 0 k . Observe that A=c;,O i x 

== 0 0 
X which means that A equals the coefficient of t” in the product 

of (1 + t)” with itself: 

A=c,,(l +t)“(l +t)“=C,,(l +z)~~= ‘,” . 
0 

(See Exercise 38, p. 90.) More generally, we have the convolution 
identity of Vandermonde: 

[9a] ?($(;I?$=($, k,mGn, 

which follows from p. 26 or [13c] on p. 44, or also, as before, from: 

0 i = C&l + t)” = C,(l + t)” (1 + t).-,. 

In other cases, A= A(n) =s= 1 p(k) and a summation formula ex- 
presses now that A=z;“,, b(l), where b(Z) is another sequence. If 
m <II, we save making additions in this way. More generally, a summation 
formula is an equality between two expressions, one of which contains 
one or more summations. A summation formula is interesting if it 
establishes a connection between expressions which are built up from 
known or tabulated expressions. 

Example 4. Use the Bernoulli polynomials ([14a], p. 48), to compute 
for each integer r 20: 

Pbl Z=Z(n,r):= C k’= 1’+2’+...+n’. 
tq<n 

For this we consider the formal series: 

f.(f):=rFO{Z(n,r)t’+l/r!}. 
/ 

We get, by [14a] (p. 48), for (*): 

@I f, 0) = t ,& k’ ; = t 1 Z<” Ir& (y] = t 1 Z<” ekt 
l<&n x.x .’ ‘.’ 
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e(“+ 1)t _ ,t e’“+ 1)t t 
= t ____- = t ~-~_ 

e’ - 1 e’ - 1 

---tt= 

e’ - 1 
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Hence, by identification of the coefficient of t’+‘/r ! in the first and last 
member of [SC], we get, by [14g] (p. 48), for (**), r > 1 (Z(n, O)=n): 

Pdl Z(n,r)=;-&{B~+I(n+l)-B,+,)= 

= -- 

Thus we find, by the table on p. 49 (a table of the Z(n, r), r< 10, n < 100 
is found in [*Abramovitz, Stegun, 19641, pp. 813-17; see also [Carlitz, 
Riordan, 19631, Exercise 4, p. 220 and Exercise 31, p. 169): 

Z(n, 1) = n(n + 1)/2, 

Z(n,2)=n(n-i-1)(2n+1)/6, 

Z(n, 3) = n2(n + 1)‘/4, 

Z (n, 4) = 12 (n + 1) (212 + 1) (3n2 + 3n - 1)/30, 

Z (n, 5) = rz2 (12 + 1)” (2n2 f 2n - 1)/12, 

Z(n,6)=n(n-t-1)(2n+1)(3n4+6n3-3n+1)/42, 

Z (n, 7) = n2 (n + 1)” (3n4 + 6n3 - n2 - 4n + 2)/24. 

Z(n, 8)=n(n+l) (2n+l) (5n6+15n5+5n4-15n3-n2+9n-3)/90 

I 
As additional properties of Z(n, r), we have: 

(1) Z(n, r)=rj: Z(v, r-l) dv+B,n 

(2) Z(rt, 2) divides Z(n, 2k) and Z(n, 3) divides Z(n, 2k+ l), 
h-21. 

SUPPLEMENT AND EXERCISES 

I 1. Two relatives of the binomial identity. Show that: 

(x + y)‘” = l Z<” (2n;!l- ‘> (x” + y”) (x + Y)” (v>n-k 

-: 
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X” + y” = o<z”,2 (- 1)” Gk (,’ I, “> bYI” (x + YYZk. 
-.- 

\ .AP@ [Hint: Induction. See also Exercise 35, p. 87 and p. 198.1 

([*Riordan, 19581, p. 43). These are the numbers 

n!/k! which appeared in [3h] (p. 135) exp (tlcx 

n\k 
-i- 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

-1 
2 

-6 
24 

-120 
720 

-5040 
40320 

-362880 
3628800 

1 
-6 -1 
36 12 1 

-240 -120 -20 -1 
1800 1200 300 30 1 

-15120 -12600 -4200 -630 -42 -1 
141120 141120 58800 11760 1176 56 1 

-1451520 -1693440 -846720 -211680 -28224 -2016 -72 -1 
16329600 21772800 12700800 3810240 635040 60480 3240 90 1 

- Ln,k-l. (2) (-d=(-1>“<x)~~k +>k Ln,k. c3) an=cLn,k bk is 

equivalent to b, =c L,, k ak. (4) Ln,k=c(- l)‘,s(n,j) S(j, k), where 
s(n,j)and S(j, k) are the Stirling numbers of the first and second kind. 

3. Bell, potential and logarithmic polynomials. (1) Show that k!B,, k= 

=xrsk (;) (-l)k-‘P:l. Whi c property of derivatives does this for- h 

mula give when combined with the Faa di Bruno formula of p. 137? 
(2)Uselog(l+g)=x,,,(-l)‘-‘r-‘g’, whereg:=x,,, gnt”/n! to show 
thatL,=C:=,(-l)‘-‘r-r P,(‘). Translate this formula in terms of deriv- 
atives. Similarly, with s(l, k), the Stirling number of the first kind: 

C logk(l -I- 9) 
1” 

k! 
=,F,$+& 

4. Pz’ as a function of a single BeN~polynomial when r is integer. If r 
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is a positive integer, show that: 
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-1 
B n+r,r(L 2g19 3g29...). 

[Hint: Weget (1+glt+g2t2/2!+...)‘=f-‘(t+2glt2/2!+3g2f3/3!+...)r, 

by [%I, P. 141.1 

5. Determinantal expressions. (1) Let fi =xna,, a/, a,, #O, and g = 
=CnSObntn: =f-‘. Then b,= (- l)“a,“-‘det [c,, j]l, where ci, j: = 
:=ajj-i.+I. l<i, j<n; a k: =0 for k CO. (This gives a determinantal 
expression for Pi- ‘1 ). (2) The Faa di Bruno formula ([4i] p. 139) can be 
restated operationally in the following form ([Ivanoff, 1958]), using the 
Pascal triangle of dimension n, with an upper diagonal of - 1: 

.4lD - 1 0 0 . . . 

921) g,D - 1 0 . . . 
h,= g,D 2g,D g,D - 1 . . . f, 

g,D 3g,D 388 g,D . . . 

where D”f: = fk. For example, 

b,=l;;; ;;if =(s:D2+g2D)f =g:f2+gzf~. 

6. Successive derivatives of F(logx) and F(e”). Expressed as a function of 
the Stirling numbers of the first kind s(n, k) and of the second kind 
S(n, k) we have: 

gn F(logx) = x-” k$, s (n, k) Fck) (log x) 

ii F (ex) = k$l S (n, k) ek”FCk) (e*) 

Moreover, for y=x,x, . . . x,, we have 

a”F (4 
ax1 ax2 . . . ax, 

= i S (n, k) yk-lFtk’(y). 
k=i 

7. Successive derivatives of F(x’). Let a be a real constant and F(x) a 
function of class C” in the point x=a( >O). Using the notations of [411] 
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(p. 138), and the Faa di Bruno formula [4i] of p. 139, show that the 
n-th derivative of H(X):=F(x”) in the point x=a equals h,=x;=, 
f&k-nZ,,k(a), where the Zn,k (a) are generated by ((I+ T)“- l)‘/k! = 
=&$kZ,,,(a)p/n! (See Exercise 21, p. 163.) 

Deduce the well-known formulas : 

0. Expansions of the coordinates with respect to the Frenet-Serret trihedron 
in termsofarclength. Let e =Q (s) be thecurvatureofaplanecurve M=M(s) 
as a function of the lengths of the arc with origin M(0) (intrinsic equation). 

WeintroducetheFrenet-Serrettrihedron(M(O),;:~),where;=dM/ds IscO, 

en’=d:/ds 1 s=O, e>O, and M(O)=Xi+yi, x=Cnal x,s”/n!, y= 

=c.,i y,s”/n!. Putting ek=dke/dsk 1 s=o, eo=e(0), B,,k=B,,k(Qo, el, 
e2, . ..). we have: 

Y~+I = T (B,,M+I - Bn,a+d. 

For example, x1 = 1,x2=0,xg=-~~,x4=-3~,ql,xs=-4~,~,-3~~,..., 

~~=O,~~=e~~~3=e~,~~=e~-e&~~=e~-6e~e~~.... 
* Find similar formulas for a space curve with respect to the curvature 

4 = e (s) and the torsion ‘c = r (s). 

9. Symmetric functions. A symmetric function, abbreviated SF, is a poly- 
nomial P(x,, x2, . . . . x,) in the n variables x,, x2, . . . . x,, with coefficients 
in a field K (often =R or C), and which is invariant under any permuta- 
tion of the variables: for any ~~~(n),P(x,,x, ,... ~~)=P(x,~r), . . . . 
x,,,,,). A monomial symmetric function (abbreviated MSF) is a symmetric 
function of the form: 

f = c xp;x;; . . . x;; also denoted by x(“) $X4,2 . . . x6”, 
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where the qi are given integers such that q1 2 q2 > . .. 2 q, > 1, and where 
the above summation takes place over all u-arrangements (iI, i,, . . . . i,) 
of [rr] such that the corresponding monomials (in the summation) are 
all distinct. Thus x(3) x~xzx3=x~xzx~ +xzx1x3 +x:X1X,. The MSF bi 
and sr, ai=x(“) x1x2 . . . xi, s,: =c’“) xi, are called ‘elementary SF’ and 
the ‘suin of r-th powers SF’, respectively. (1) Every SF is a linear com- 
bination of MSF (detailed tables in [*David, Kendall, Barton, 19661). 
Particularly (x1 +xt + s-0 +-x,)~ is a linear combination of MSF; in this 
summation occur p(w) such MSF, which is the number of partitions of 
w(pp. 94 and 126). (2) The (or have for GF: P(t):=x;,,, aiti=ny=r 
(l+Xjt). (3) s,=(-ly-“/(r-l)!L,(a,, 2! 02, 3! 03,...). [Hint: Use 
lOgP(t)=C;=r 10g(l+Xjt)=Cr~r(-l)r-r(t’/r)s,.] (4) (Ti=Yi(S1,-1! 

s2, 2! s3, -3! s,,...)/i!. 

10. Bell polynomials and partitions. From identity [5b] (p. 103) follows 
after replacing tu by a: 

((1 - u) (1 - tu) (1 - t2up}--’ = 
= 1 + c Uk{(l - t) (1 - t2)... (1 - tk>>-l. 

kB1 

If We put X,:=(1-t’)-‘, and Use l+xk>r UkX1X2... Xk=exp(-z,,+o 
log(l-t”u)}, show that k!x,x,... xk=Yk(xl, I!x,,~!x,,...). For ex- 
ample: 2xlX2=x2fx~, 4x~x2=x2+x~f2X~, 8xIx~=4x~+x2fx~+2x~, 
12x,x~x,=4x,+3x2-t~x~+~x~. Obtain from this the (Herschel) ex- 
pansionsof{(l-t)(l-t2)}-1, {(1-t)“(l-t”)}-‘, ((l-t)(l-t2)2}-1, 
{(l-t) (I -t2) (1 -t3)>-‘. T o which generalization of the notion of 
denumerant do the second and third example correspond? 

Finally, give formulas and recurrences for the D’Arcais numbers A (n, k) 

defined by ((1-t)(1-t2)(l-t3)...)-U=&~1A(n, k)uktn/n! ([D’Ar- 
cais, 1913]), of which the first values are: 

I 2 

1 
3 
8 

42 
144 

1440 
5760 

75600 

1 
9 

59 
450 

3394 
30912 

293292 

3 4 5 6 7 8 -___ 

1 
18 1 

215 30 1 
2415 565 45 1 

28294 9345 1225 63 1 
340116 147889 21720 2338 84 1 
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11. Characteristic numbers for a random variable. Let be given a proba- 
bility space. (8, zz2, P) and a real random variable X:QHR (abbreviated 
RV) with distribution function F(x):=P(X<x). Let ~1, (or 11;) be the 
central (or noncentral) moments of X: &: = E(X”) = j’?,x”dF(x), p” = 

= E (X-p)“, where p =/A; = E(X) is the expectation of X(then /ll=O). 

We define furthermore for X the variance ~1~ =E(X-11)’ (also denoted 

by varX) and the standard deviation D(X): = fiar X; the GF of the 

moments : 
Y(t) : = 1 + c pi&“/n! = E (e’“); 

II31 

the generating function of the central momenls: 

Y*(t) := 1 + c p,t”/n! = E(e’(X-“)) = e-“?(t); 
nb2 

and the GF of the cumulants x,: 

y(t) := log1 (t) = “5, x,t”/n!. 
I 

If the RV is discrete (eX(Q)cN), pk=P(X=k), then we have the GF 
of theprobabilities: g (u): =&> ,,pk uk; hence g (ef) = Y(t), logg (e’) = y(t). 

(1) /&,=c (3 (- l)k pk/&, p:=c (;) pk P.-k, where O<k<n, I&= 

=/&$=1.(2)p;=Y(x,, x2 )... ), P”“Y,(O, x2, lcg ,... ),x,=L,(&& )... )= 

=L,(O, p2, pLg, . ..). (3) Let Xl, x2, X3, . . . be independent Bernoulli RV’s 

with the same distribution law, P(X,=O): =q, P(X,= 1): =p, p, q>O, 
p+q=l. Then E(X,+X,+.-- +x,,)‘=-&(?i)kPkS(& k). (4) Let X be a 

Poisson RV, p,:=P(X=k):=e-“Ak/k! (A>0 is called the parameter of 

X). Then &=zkS(n, k) Ik; &=&=p3=A, &=A+3A2, ~L=A.+10A2, 
ps=1+25r12+m3,.... 

12. Factorial moments of a RV. With the notations of Exercise 11, we 
define for each discrete RV, pk: = P (X= k), the factorial moments: p(,,,) = 

=p((,j(X):=xkpk(k),,,, (k),=k(k- l)... (k-m+ l), p. 6, m=l, 2, 
3 , . . . . Show that &,,)=xks(m, k) &, pL=c S(m, k) /lCkj, and that 

9(l+t)=C,,,~(,,tm/m!. 

13. Random formal series. Let X1, X2,. ;. be Bernoulli random variables 
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with the same distribution function, P(Xi= l)=p, P(X,=O)= 1 -p, 

O<p < 1. Let VI, V,, . . . . WI, W,, . . . be the RV defined by exp(X, tf 
+X,IZ+...):=l+V,t+V,t2+... and (1 -X,t-X2t”-~~~)-r:=1 + 
w,t+ W,t2+..., where r > 0 is given. Show that the expectations E (V,) 
and E(W,) tend to infinity with n. 

*14. Distribution of a sum of uniformly distributed RV. Let X,, X,, . . ., X” 
be independent symmetrical RV with uniform distribution function. In 
other words, there exist tly>O, v= 1,2, . . . . n such that (X,1 <CL,, and, for 

XE [ - c1,, cz,], P (Xy <x) = (a,, + x)/(201”). Determine the distribution func- 
tion of S:=X,+X,+ . ..+X”. in other words P(S<x)([Ostrowski, 
1952)). 

15. A fornnrla of Halphen ([Halphen, 18791). Use [8b] (p. 148) or some 

other way, to show that: 

where F’“‘( 1 /x) stands for the rz-th derivative of F taken in the point l/x. 
Thus (d”/dx”) (x”-l logx)=(n- l)!/x, (d”/dx”) (x” logx)=n! (logx+ l+ 
+$+ s.. + l/n), (d”/dx”) (x”-1 e”“)=(- 1)” e’Ixx-“-l. More generally: 

*16. Lambert series and the Miibius function. Let f (t): =xnal a,$‘, and 

s(f>=L a” (1 - t”)-l, which is called the Lambert GF of the sequence 

a,,. (1) We have g(f)=~,,sl f (t”). (2) Defining the Miibius function 

(= sequence) /d(n) by t = I”> 1 p (n)t”(l- t”)-‘, show that bn=xdI n ad, 

and that an=C !,” p(d) b,,, (the notation a 1 n means d divides I;). (3) 

p (1) = 1 ; furthermore, for 12 =p:‘py . . . p?, where the pi are distinct prime 
factors of n, we have p(n) = (- l)k if all Cli equal 1 (such numbers n are 
called squarefree), and p(n)=0 in the other cases. It follows that p(n) 
is multiplicative, in the sense that when a and b are relatively prime, then 

~(ab)=~L(a) p(b)- 

n /l 2 34 56 789101112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
______ ___.__. 

I44 11 -1 -1 0 -1 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 -1 1 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 
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Show that t+t2+t4+ts+...=C,,, p(2m+ 1) t2’“+‘(l -t2m+1)-1. (4) 
Let d(n) be the number of divisors of n, in other words the number 
of solutions with integers x and ya 1 of the equation xy=n. Then 
Cna1 d(n) t”=& t”(l-t”)-l=~n>l P2(1$f”) (1 -t”)? (5) If cp(n) 
is the indicator function of Euler, [Se] p. 193, then we have t (1 - t)-2 = 
~“bl~(n)t”(l-t”)-‘. Moreover, z”,i cp(n)t”(l+t”)-‘=t(l+t’) 
(1 --t2)-2=x,b0 cp(2m+l) t2m+‘(l -t4m+2)-‘. (6) Also prove: 

“& (- 1>n-l t”(1 - t”)-l = “T1 t”(1 + t”)-1 

& ntyr - ty = “& t”(1_’ t”)-Z 

“& (- 1)“~l nt”(1 -&-1 = c t”(l + t”)-Z 
PI21 

“& (l/n) t”(1 - I”)+ = “Fl log((1 - t”)‘}. 
, / 

(A generalization of Lambert series is found in [Touchard, 19601.) (7) 
Let r(n) be the number of solutions of n=x2 +y2 with integers x, y 30 
(representation of n as sum of two squares). Thus, r(O)= I, r (1)=4, be- 
cause l= (f1)2+02=02+(+1)2, r(5)=8, because 5=(+2)2+(+1)2= 
=(&1)2+(+2)2. Then: 

“& r(n)r”4& (- l)n-V”-l(l - P-r)-‘. 
. 

(8) With the notations of (3) and w,: = ul + a, + ... + ak, 

(See also Exercise 12, p. 119). (9) Finally prove 

G > 

c ,a 4 = c (2n + 1) t” 
30 “30 1 - t*“+l a* 

17. Ordinary Bell polynomials with rational variables. Let all a,,, be 
rational, a,,,EQ, and let the numbers c, be defined formally by g(x): = 
:=exp&, a,x”)=&,, c,x”. A necessary and sufficient condition 
that all numbers c, are rational integers, c,EZ, is that for all k> 1, we 
haveEs,, ra,,u(s)=O(modk). (See [Carlitz, 1958b, 1968bJ [Dieudonne, 

. . 
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19571.) [Hint: The c, are integers if and only if the B,, defined inductively 
by g (x):=n,,,>, (1 -x~)~‘“, are all integers. Consider then log g(x), and 
expand ka, = - EmI kmb,. Then apply the Mobius inversion formula 

(2) of Exercise 16): 

18. With the Lagrange formula. (1) Deduce from x=y exp( -y) that 
exp(cly) = 1 + Cnsl cr(a+n)“-’ x”/n! and (1 -y)-’ exp(ccy)= 
~,g0(~2+a)“xn/i~!.(2)Supposingf(t)=t+a2t2+a,t3+~~~(a,=1),prove 
that, for every complex number a, with k < n : 

C,“+.(f(-l>(t))k+a = kg ct”-r (!p)-‘-=. 

19. Middle trinomial coeficients. These are a, = Cr”( 1+ t + t ‘)” (p. 77) : 

12345 6 7 8 9 10 11 --- 
t 1 1 3 7 19 51 141 393 1107 3139 8953 25653 

:: (1) Tl re integer a, is the number of distributions of indistinguishable 
r balls into n different boxes, each box containing at most 2 balls. (2) 

(n+l)a,+l= (2n+l) a,+3na,-,. (3) CnSO a,t”=(l -2t-3t2)-‘12. (4) 
Using the notation [6f] (p. 1 IO) cy=o aianmi= 113”+‘/411. (5) For n-+oo, 

we have the asymptotic equivalent a,--3”J3/(4nn). (6) For each 
prime number p, then a,,= 1 (modp) holds. 

20. Hurwitz identity ([Hurwitz, 19021). Considering the set E of acyclic 

functions of [n+2] whose set of roots is {n+ 1, n +2}, prove, by an 
argument similar to that of p. 129: 

(x+y)(x+y+z,+z,+-~+zn)“-l= 
=Cx(x+EIZl +--+&,Z,)++~~-l.y(y+EIZ1 +.*.+ 

+*** + ~“z”)i1+...+2”-1, 

where the summation is over all 2” choices of E,, . . . , E, independently 
taking the values 0 and 1, and E,: = 1 -&r. Generalize for more than 
2 roots. 

21. Expansions related to 1 - (1 -at )“. (1) When k and 1 are given 
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integers k 1, express the Taylor coefficients off:=((l +x)“‘- 1)” in the 
point x=0 by an exact formula of rank (l- 2). (as defined on p, 216. 
Such a formula is apparently only useful if k> 1.) [Hint: Putting 
y:=(l+X)“‘- 1, we have x=(y+ l)‘- 1 andf=yk; hence [8d] (p. 150) 
can be applied.] (2) For any real number u, 

=1-l-u c 
“3* (“t”;‘)::. 

(3) Using Hermite’s formula ([Sd] p. 150), prove that for any c(: 

22. Three special triangular matrices. (Obviously, the three following 
computations of infinite lower triangular matrices give the same result if 
the matrices are truncated at the n-th row and column, so that they become 
square n x n matrices.) We let p (n, k) denote the coefiicient on the n-th 
row and the k-th column of the matrix M, and we let p(“) (n, k) denote 
the corresponding coefficient in the matrix M” (in the sense of [7g] 

p. 146). (1) Let ~(n, k):=(zTi) for O<k<n and :=0 otherwise. 

(That is the coefficient of (- l)kxk/k! in the Laguerre polynomial Lp’ (x) 

of p. 50.) Then p(-l> (n, k)=(- 1)“-‘(i’E). [Hint: Straightforward 

verification, or the method of GF, p. 144.1 (2) Let ~(n, k): = L knek 
0 

forl<k<nand:=Ootherwise.Then~(-‘) (n, k)=(-l)“-‘GI:) nnmk. 

[Hint: [Sb], p. 148. See also Exercise 43, p. 911 (3) Let f(t)= 

=CmsO a,P. We put p(n, k):=a,-, for O<k<n and :=0 otherwise. 
Then p<“)(n, k)=b,-, for O,<k<n and : =0 otherwise, where the b, are 
defined byf(t)=z,,,,, b,P. 

23. ‘Inversion’ of some polynomials. B,(x), P,(x) and H,(x) denote the 
Bernoulli ([14a] p. 481, the Legendre ([I411 p. SO>, and the Hermite 
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([ 14n] p. 50) polynomials, respeclively. Show that: 
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.y=c I’ k lc (n-k + l)-’ &(x) 
0 

xn = tz! 2-” 1 (2n - 4k + 1) {k ! 
oq<n/2 

X” = n! 2-” 1 {k! (n - 2k) !>-’ 
o<+<n/z 

<h-k>-’ Pn-2k(X) 

H,,- 2k cx) * 

It is somewhat more diflicult to invert the Gegenbauer and Laguerre 
polynomials of p. 50. [lIittt: Lagrange formula.] 

24. Coverings of ajinite set. A covering W of N, IN 1 =n, is an unordered 
system of blocks of N, sc‘$‘(‘$‘(N)), whose union equals N: 
UuE.41 B=N. The number rn of coverings of N equals xk(- l)k~ 

x ; 
0 

22”4-1 , r,=l, r,=5, r,=l09, r4=32297, r,=2147321017. 

[Hint: I‘Q’(~‘(N)I=22”-1-l =‘& i rk, and [6a, e], p. 143.1 Also 
0 

compute the number rn,,, of coverings with rn blocks, IWI =m, and the 
number rr’ of coverings with b-blocks (BE WG= JBI =b). ([Comtet, 
19661. See also Exercise 40, p. 303.) 

25. Regular chains ([Schriider, 18701). Let a be an integer >2, and 
N a finite set, INI =n. We ‘chain’ now a elements of N together in a 
a-block A, (c N). Let NI be the set, whose (tt - a+ 1) elements are the 
(n-a) elements of N\A1 and the block Al. Then we chain again a 
elements of N, together into a block A2, from which we obtain a new 
set N2, etc. We want now to compute the total number of such chains, 
called regular chains, not taking the order of the chaining into account. 
Show first that: 

1 
c 

it ! 
C” z!5 -- 

a!k,+k2+...+ko=n kl! kz! . . . k,! ‘lc2 ‘*“” 
k,‘$, . ..* $3 1 

where c,:=O, cl=l, ~2=~3= . ..=coml=O. c,=l. [Hint: Consider the 
a-blocks in existence just before the last chaining operation, in the 
case they are of size kj, kr, . .., k,.] Obtain from this O=K(t): - 

- 
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:= c naO c,t”/n!=t+a’/u!, and also obtain the value of c, by applying 
the inversion formula of Lagrange. 

26. The number ofconnectedgruphs ([Ridell, Uhlenbeck, 19533, [Gilbert, 
1956b]). A connected graph over N, INI =n, is a graph such that any 
two of its points are connected by at least one path (Definition B, p. 62). 
Let r(n, k) be the total number of graphs with n nodes and k edges, and 
r(n, k) the number of those among them that are connected. Clearly, 

n 

,(?l,k)= 

(“> 

2 . The connected component C(y) of a vertex YEN is 
k 

the set of all ZEN ‘connected’ to y by at least one path. Now we choose 
EN, and let M := N\(x). Giving a graph on N is equivalent to giving 
the trace Y of C(x) on M(C(x)= {x} + V), and to giving, moreover, a 
graph on M\V; show that: 

‘t (n, k) = 

Deduce from this: 

y(u + 1, w) z(n - 1 - u, k - w). 

n 

C y(n,k)$u’=log I+ c (l+u) 
n,k80 WI>1 

More generally, let +(n, k) be the number of graphs with IZ vertices and 
k edges such that each connected component has the property 8, and 
let yB(n, k) be the number of those among them that, moreover, are 
connected. Then : 

v 
b, 27. Generating functions and computation of integrals ([Comtet, 19671). 

n J 
f 4 

Y 

(1) Let J,:=j%” (A2 cos2(p+B2 sin’cp)-” dep. Then Ima J,t”= 
=ljG” (A2 cos2cp+B2 sin’cp-t)-’ dq=(w/2){(A2-t) (B2-t)}-1/2. 
By -expanding this last function into a power series, deduce that 
J,,,+l =7c {2m+’ AB.m!}-’ ~~S&S4-~B-2m+2S, where the coefficients 

fy the recurrence relation 

a ,,,+2,s=(2m+3) (a,+l,,_,+a,+,,,)-4(m+1)2a,,,_,. The first few 
values of the a,,,, I are: 
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s\nz 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 __~-- ---__~__- 
r..-’ 0 I1 1 3 15 105 

__-___ 
945 10395 135135 2027025 34459425 

&g$J~ : 

J 3 15 60 450 4500 55125 793800 13097700 
4 105 525 4725 55125 771750 12502350 

(2) Compute 
m m -_ 
s {(x2 + u’) (x’ + b2)}-” dx and ,li, 

(3) Co&Je A.:=JE” (1 

(x2 + ai,}-- dx 
-CC 

o sm” rp cosp cp)“dq, where a and /3 are 20 g ’ 
([Chaudhuri, 19671). [Hint: 

n/2 

sina’ cp . co? cp . dq = 

0 

= 1 r ((1 + at)/21 r ((1 + W/2) -___- 
2 r(l +(a+/I)t/2) ’ 1 

(4) Compute I(p, q)=jz (logx)‘(l +x2)-4 dx, where p and q are 
positiveintegers. [Nint:~,~o,q,,Z(p,q)uqtp/p!=t~~~t(l+~2-u)-1dx, 
to be associated with the well-known result jz xa-‘(x+ l)-’ dx= 
=n(sinrca)-I.1 

28. A multiple series. Let S be the convergent series of order k defined by 

Chcz... c,(c,+c,+*** +ck)}-‘, where the summation is taken over 
all systems of integers cl, c2,. ., ck which are alla 1 and relatively prime. 
Then S=k! (AMM 73 (1966) 1025). 

29. Expansion of (arcsint)‘. Use the Cauchy formulas: 

sinux = II C (- 1)” (u” - 1’) (u’ - 3’)... 
720 I/ 

. ..@’ _ pn - 9p2”+*X 
(2n + l)! 

c0s21x = “TO (- l)“U2(U2 -22)(u2 -42)... 
/ 

* 2n 

-.a (u2 - (2n - 2)‘) !&f. 
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where x = arcsin t has to be substituted ([Teixeira, 18961). Use the same 
formulas to prove: 

sin ux 
y-& = 24 “TO (- 1)” (u” - 22) *.. (u’ - (2iq2) 

E = nFo (- l>” (u’ - 1”) (u” - 32) *** 
/ 

...(u~-(2.4)‘)!c!c~. 

30. Some summation formulas and interesting combinatorial identities. 

&!!-~ 
1 

k=O (k + I)! l--(Z$ 

O<zn,2 (- 1)” (” i “) 2n-2k = n + 1; 

jo; (I)’ = on - 1) (2;:;) (see Exercise 12, p. 225); 

j. (- 1)” (;)” (g-l = (g-l; 
k$l (- Ilk+’ k-’ (3 = ,tl I-‘; 
i. (- 1)’ (T) (“k’ i, = (-- Qk; 

c min(nt,n)=@V(N+1)(3M-N+l); 
l+QM. l<q<N 

c max (m, n) = *N (N2 - 1) + *MN (A4 + 
16gCM. lbt<N 

1); 

n 

kzl k. k! = (n + l)! - 1, and its generalization (of Gould): 

~o(~)p(~~i(x-x)“-*j= 

=(,: J(k!$yl; 

i ($xk = j. (;> (,,, ‘) (x - 1)‘; 

k=O 
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(II - 1) (1 - x) - k x - 1 

i. (;) (: 1;) = T,.T,-( k )(I, --;- 1)’ 

([Andersen, 19531). Finally, all the <r, c2, r3, . . . being #O, Let us write 

X 

0 

X(X-5,)(X-52)"'(x--j-1) X a- - 
j t’- 5152... 5j ’ O ~‘=l’ 0 

Then, we have (see [Sh], p. 10): 

j;. (- ‘1’ (;), = (- l)” % (k; I), 
The reader will find in [*Gould, 19721 plenty of very fine results and 

sources concerning binomial identities. 

31. Sum of the r-th powers of the terms of an arithmetic progression. 

Let Sr:=~~=r {a+(k-I) b}‘. By a method analogous to that used on 
p. 154, find the value of S, as a function of the Bernoulli numbers. One 
can also establish the recurrence relation (a+nb)‘+‘=d+‘+ 

1;:: (‘:‘> b’S,+1 -I, where So: =n. [Hint: Consider cz= r (a+ kb)‘+’ 

and expand then (a+kb)‘+‘= {b+ (a+ (k- 1) b)}‘+l using the binomial 
identity.] As examples, for t,: = lk+3k+5k+...+(2n- I)“, we find: 

t1=n2, I,= 2rz+l ( > 3 
) t,= n2(2n2- 1). 

32. Four trigonometric summation formulas ([Hofmann, 19591). For r 
integer > 1, we have: 

k=l 

sin2’+ 1 

k=i 



m\k 
-ii- 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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sin(2k+1)(2n+l)x/2 

33. On the roots of ax=tgx. For computing the root x which lies 
between nn and (n+l)n, insert x=nn+n/2-u, lul<n/2, in ax=tgx. 
Then, t:=(arr(n++))-‘=(tgu) (1 +au tgu)-‘:=f(u), which can be 
(formally) inverted by the Lagrange formula: u=f (-l>(t). Returning 
to x, the following purely asymptotic expansion holds: 

where the C(m, k), closely related to arctangent numbers (p. 260) 
satisfy : 

(2m - 
C(m, k) = (2 

m 
1)2m(2m+1)~{C(m-l,k-1)+C(m-l,k)}. 

- k) (2m - k + 1) 

Here is a table of the C(m, k): 

6 
0 1 2 3 4 5 % 6 7 

1 
1 3 
3 20 30 

15 161 525 525 
105 1584 8232 17640 13230 
945 18579 134970 457380 727650 436590 

10395 253812 23953643 11294140 28243215 35675640 17837820 
135135 3963105 46360587 283245265 981245265 1938871935 2029052025 869593725 

Of course, when a= 1, x= tgx, the alternating horizontal sums 
extend Euler’s result: x=(n+-?J rr-~,~e c,t2”+‘/(2m+1)!!, where 
t=(rr(n++))-’ and 
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5 ..~ .____ 6 7 

48984 1263202+ 38881018 

(C,,,, m64, due to [*Euler, 1746 II, p. 3221). 

34. About the (purely) formal series (~(t)=~~~~ n! t”. Let us define the 
integers A(n, k) by (q(t))k=&ak A(n, k) t”. (1) These numbers satisfy 

the following recurrence: A(n, k)=A(n- 1, k- l)+((n+k- 1)/k) x 
x A(n- 1, k). [Hint: Use t’v’=(l -t) q-t.] (2) *Also find a triangular 
recurrence for the a(n, k) 
verify the following tables 

)k=xY+k a(n, k) tn,- and 

\k 
Ah k> 

g 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 

11 1 

1 
48 10 1 i 7 8 ’ 40320 5040 14976 2208 4968 828 1576 272 440 70 96 12 14 1 1 

ah, k) 
.\I n k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

..---.. 1 I 1 

-2 2 -2 1 

3 2 -4 1 
4 -4 8 -6 1 
5 -4 -16 18 -8 1 
6 -48 12 -44 32 -10 1 
7 -336 -96 72 -96 50 -12 1 
8 -2928 -480 -216 216 -180 72 --14 1 

(3) Prove that A’ A (k, k+j)= A’( a(k, k+j)l=2’ (see alsO Exercises 
14 p. 261, 15 and 16 p. 294). 

35. Fermat mntrices. Let F, be the n-th section of the Fermat matrix F 

composed of the binomial coeficients (a, b)= , in the symmetric 
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notation of p. 8, O<a, b<n. So: 

Fo = (I), Fi=(; ;), Fs=(; i i>; 

Prove that F=P.‘P, where P is the Pascal matrix (p. 143) and ‘P its 
transpose. (2) So, det(F,)= 1 (cf. Exercise 46, p. 92) and all coefficients 

ofF;l are integers:f,(i,j)=(-l)“‘~!~.(f) (;). (3) The unsigned 

coefficients C.(i,j):=lf,(i,j)l satisfy: C,(i,j)=C,-l(i-l,j-lj+ 
C,-I(i-l,j)+C,-I(i,j-l)+C,-~(i,j), withC,(i,j):=Oifi<Oorj<O, 
except C,(-1, -l):=l. 

co = (l), cl=(f ;>, c*=(i 1 i), 

f4 6 4 17 f 5 10 10 5 11 

(4) c.(k, O)=C& k)=(;;;), C,(k I)=(;;:) ((k+lj (n+l>-I>/ 

/(k+2),..., and Ci,j C,,(i,j)=(4”+l- 1)/3. 

*36. Simple and double summations. Prove theequality ([Carlitz, 1 

!+Jk=. (i 7) (is “> (7 i, = o&. (:‘>- . . 

37. Two multiple summations. (1) The summation c (x1x2 . . . xl)’ 

968a]) : 

‘, taken 
over all systems of integers x,> 1, ie [I] such that x1 +x2 + 0.. + xr = II, 
equals (l!/n!) B (n, I), where z, (n, I) is the Stirling number of the first 
kind, [5d] (p. 213). (2) The summation C(x,“+xi+...+x;):=a,,.(p), 
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taken over all systems of integers xi > 0, such that x1 +x2 + a.. + 3~~ =p, 

equals I Ci=I k!S(n,k) , where S(n, k) is the Stirling number 

ofthe second kind, [14s] (p. 51). [lfint: Consider cpaO a,,.(p) tp.] 

38. The formula of Li Jen-Shu (see, for instance, [Kaucky, 19641). 

39. A formula of Riordan ([Riordan, 1962a], [Gould, 1963a]). 

osgn-l (,, i ‘> n”-lwk(k + l)! = n”. 

40. A formula of Gould. If we put A,(a, b):=a(a+bk)-’ 
( > 

a+kbk , then 
we have: 

c A,(a, b) A”+(a’, b) = A”(a + Q’, 6). 
O<k<il 

([Gould, Kaucky, 19661, and for a ‘combinatorial’ proof, [Blackwell, 
Dubins, 19661. We already met similar numbers in [9b], p. 24.) 

*41. The ‘Master Theorem’ of MacMahon. The a,, s, r, SE [n] being 
constants (complex, for instance), let us consider the n linear forms: 

X, : = i a,,&, rE Cd 
s=l 

The ‘Master Theorem’ asserts that the coefficient of the monomial xy’ 
xy . ..) x, mn (where m,, m,, . . . . m, are integers 20) in the polynomial XT’ 
X”’ 2 . . . X7 is equal to the coefficient of the same monomial in D-r, 
where D is the determinant: 

1 - a11x1 - u1*x1 . . . - alA1 

L) := - y*+* 
1 - (1*2x* . . . - a2nx2 

- Q”lX” - an2x, . . . 1 - an+ 

In other words, if the identity matrix is denoted Z, if A is [al,sjr,secnl, 
if the column matrix of the xi, i~[n], is X, if the diagonal matrix 
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of the xi is 8, then we have (with the notation [8a], p. 148): 

C xy%p ..* xp fi, (AX);“’ =cxpp . . . + {det (I- 2A)}- ’ . 

([*MacMahon, I, 19151, p. 93. See [Foata, 1964, 19651, [*Cartier, 
Foata, 19691, pp. 54-60, for a noncommutative generalization, [Good, 
19621, from whom we borrow the proof, and [Wilf, 1968b].) [Hint: 
Put Y,= 1 +X,, then the required coefficient is equal to the coefficient 
of x;t* . . . x7 in Yy’... YF, hence, by the Cauchy theorem: 

(274-n,$..~x;;; :::g+l dx, . ..dx., 

where the integration contours are circles around the origin. Then perform 
the change of variable y,: =x,/Y~, TE [n], whose Jacobian causes I) to 
appear.] 

42. Dixon formula. This famous identity can be stated as follows: 

5 (- 1)” (y’ = (-- I)$& 
s=o 

This is a special case (a = b = c = m) of: 

[Hint: Observe that S= (-l)(l+b+cCx~+eyc+.z.+s(y-~)b+C(~-x)C+a~ 
x+yy+*, and apply then the ‘Master Theorem’ of Exercise 41.1 
([Dixon, 1891-J. See also [*De Bruijn, 19611, p. 72, [*Cartier, Foata, 
19691, [Good, 19621, [Gould, 19591, [Kolberg 19571, [Nanjundiah, 
19581, [Toscano, 19631.) 

43. A beautiful identity concerning the exponential. Show that: 

44. The number of terms in the derivatives of implicitfirnctiorls ([Comtet, 
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19741). The number a(n) of different monomials Afi:fj, f;P2fjl . . . in 
the expression of y,, = ~0’“’ (x), where f (x, y) =0 (see p. 153) is such that 

a (11) = C n 
1 

f”U”-l (i,j)EE 1X’ 

with E:=N’\((O, 0), (0, 1)). The first values of a(B) are: 

w 1 2 3 3 9 24 4 61 5 14.5 6 

a(n) 1 

333 7 732 8 l-565 9 3247 10 6583 11 13047 12 25379 13 48477 14 91159 15 

45. Some expansions related to the derivatives of the gmnma function. In 
the sequel, we write 1’=0,577.. . for the Euler constanl, [(s)=c,,, n-’ 

(see Exercise 36, p. 88) ,[(s, a)=&2,(a+m)-“, ~~=(-l)~ (k- l)! 5(k), 
and yn for the Bell polynomial, [3c] p. 134. (1) We have: 

tr(t)=Z’(l +t)=exp{-yl+c(2)t2/2-[(3)f3/3-l-...}. 

Consequently, 

r’“‘(l) = Y,(- Y, x2, x3, ..* )=jeex .log”x*dx 

0 

(2) Hence, 

&j=;o.f;i’Y”(Y, --x2, -x3 )...) 

(3) Find similar expansions for T(a+ t) using [(s, a). 



CHAPTER IV 

SIEVE FORMULAS 

This chapter solves the following problem: let be given a system 

(A,, A,.-., A,) of p subsets of a set N, whose mutual relations are some- 
how known, compute the cardinal of each subset of N that can be formed 
by taking intersections and unions of the given subsets or their comple- 
ments. 

In the sequel, we will denote the intersection of A and B by AB as 
welI as by An B, similarly the complement of A by A of CA. Each 
subset of [p]:={l, 2,..., p> will be denoted by a lower case Greek 
letter. 

4.1. NUMBER OF ELEMENTS OF A UNION OR INTERSECTION 

We want to generalize the following formula: 

[la] IA u BI = IAl + IBI - IABl , AB := A n B, 

where A, B are subsets of N, and that follows (notations [lOa], p. 25, 
and Clod], p. 28) from: 

A u B = A + (B - AB) 3 IA u BI = IAl + IB - ABJ = 

= IAl + IBI - IABI. 

The interpretation of [la] in Figure 33 is intuitively clear. 

ml 

A B 

N 

Fig. 33. 

THEOREM A (Sieve formula, or inclusion-exclusion principle). Let .d be 
a p-system of N, in other words a sequence of p subsets A,, AZ, . . . . A,, of 
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N, among whiclz some may be empty or coincidhg with each other. Tl~m: 

Clbl IA, u A, u . . . u ApI = C IAil - 1 <i<‘p 

+ c 
l<!~<j2<i36p 

JAi,Ai2Ai,( -...+ (- l)‘-’ IA,A, ... Apl. 

(Formula [I b] is also known as formula of [Da Silva, 18541, [Sylvester, 
18831: it holds whether N is finite or not.) 

First, we indicate two other ways, [Id, f], to write [lb]: 
(I) Using Exercise 9 (p. 158) for (*) and introducing 

L-ICI Sk := c 1 <i,<l*<...<ir<p 
IAi,Ai, **a Ai,l :‘~‘C”’ IA,A, . . . Akl, 

formula [ 1 b] becomes : 

[IdI IA, u A, u***u ApI = c (- l)k-’ s, = 
lS~<p 

= s, - sz + s3 --*a-+ (- l)p-‘ s,. 

(2) Let x be a subset of [p]: = {I, 2, . . ..p}. xc [p]. We introduce 
the following notations: 

IIlel A,:= n A~, A,= n Ai=N, LJ A,=0. 
isr ie0 is0 

Formula [I bl becomes (with !j.Y [p] : = p’( [p]) = the set of blocks = the 
set of nonempty subsets of [p]): 

Clfl IA, u A, u.-.u ApI = & (- I)‘x’-1 IA,I. 

H We argue by induction on p. Because of [la] for equality (*), 
we get: 

[lid I U Ail = IA,+, U ( U Ai)l 
1sjsp+1 1cjsp 

“‘lAp+lI + I U Ail - ll<~cp (Ap+iAi)I, l<j<p -.. 
where, if [If] is supposed to hold, we have (using the notation 

~~z[P]:={~~~~[Pl,I~l~2)): 

L-1111 I U Ail = ,z$, IAil + C (-1)‘“‘-1 I’xl 
l<i<p 

. XE’4,ZCPI 
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Clil l,y<, (4+AI = c (- 1y1 IA,I. 
. (P+l)E~E’P>*CPI 

Substituting [lh, i] into [lg] gives then: 

P+l P+l 

l U AiI = C IAil + 
i=l i=l 

xE~x+I, t- 1Y lAxI = 
. / 

THEOREM B. Conditions and notations as in Theorem A ; for SO: = IN 1, 
N being finite, we have: 

Cljl IWZ . . . Apl = xe;[r, (- 1)‘“’ I&I = 
. 

=O<~<P(-l)ksk=sO-sL+...+(-l)~sP. 
..’ 

g FollowsfromIA,A,...I=I C(A,uA,u...)l=INI-IAluAzu...I and 
from [ld, f]. n 

I Two examples 

(1) The ‘sieve of Eratosthenes’. Let p1(=2), pz(=3), p3(=5),..., be 
the increasing sequence of prime numbers, and let n(x) stand for the 
number of prime numbers that are <x, for x real > 0. Let Ai be the set 

of the multiples of Pr that belong to N: = (2, 3, . . . . n}. If qEA,A,. . . Ak, 
where k:=n(,/n), then this means that each prime factor of q is larger 
than pi; hence q is a prime number such that ~JIZ <q<n. Thus 

IA,A, ,.. A,I=n:(n)-n(Jn). Onthe other hand, for 1 <i, <i,<.**<i,<k, 
the fact that r belongs to A ilA iz . . . A,, means that r( <It) is a multiple of 

Pi,Prl...Pir; hence (AilA,,... Ai,l=E(n/(pi,pi,...~ir)),whereE(~)means 
the largest integer <x, called the integral part of x, and also denoted by 
[xl. So we obtain as result, by [lj] (and with (NI =n- 1): 

PI n(n)-ntJn)=tn-l)-i~~~kE k + 0 
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This formula allows us to compute theoretically x(fz) if we know all 
prime numbers <Jiz. 

(2) Cl?rclnlrzticPf~ly~?omiols. Let %‘c ‘$[P~] beagraph on theset (ofnodes) 
[n]={1,2 , . . ., II}, and let A be an integer >O. The chromaticpolynomialof 97 
is the number P, (/I) of ways to colour the nodes in A (or fewer) colors such 
that two adjacent nodes have different colours. Indeed, any colouring is a 
map of [H] into [A], sayfE[A][“‘, such that {i,j}Eg*f(i)#f(j). 
For instance, if S=({l,2}, (2, 3}, {3,4) ,..., {n-l,n}}, we find 
P,(l) == A(l-- I)“-’ by successively choosing the colours of the nodes 

{I}, (21, {3},.... In the same manner, if C!= ‘$J, [n], we find P,(A)= 
=(A),=n(A-l)...(A-n+l). Evidently,P,(O)=P,(l)=O. Let usprove 
that P,(n) is always apolynomial in A. For each edge E,E’??, 1 <i,<g:= 

=191< ‘2 , letAiC[A] 
0 

Cnl be the set of colourings which give the same 

colour to .the two nodes of ~j. Then, with [li], P@(A)= Ik,A, . . . A,1 = 

=~“-(IA,I+IA,l+ln,I+~~~)+(IA,A,I+IA,A,~+IA,A,l+~~~)-.... 
Now, I,4,1=IA2J=+..=A”-‘, IA,A,I=IA,A,I=...=12”-‘, and any other 
(AirAil:... Ai,l, 1~23, is a polynomial in A with degree <n-2, as can 
be seen easily. Consequently, P9 (A) = 1” - g,I”-’ +a,,I”- * - aJ”- 3 + 
-t a.*+(- l)“-la,-lA, where the ai are integers, which all can be 
proven to be >O. 

The following pretty results are worth-while: (1) if the graph 9 has 
connected components g,, g2, . . . . then P,, =Ps2 . . . . . (II) 3 is a tree 
if and only if PP(l)=A(A- I)“-‘. (111) If ‘?? is a polygon (i.e. circuit), 

then P9(I)=(A- I)“+(- I)“(,?-- I). (IV) If 5’ is the complete bipartite 
graph with parts A4 and N (i.e. {x, Y}E??*xEM, YEN), then P9(J)= 
=Ck,lS(~~~, k) s(n, r) (A)k+l (see p. 204). (V) If 9 is connected, then 
P,(n)<n(I- l)“-1 f or every integer 120. (VI) The smallest number r 
such that A’has a nonzero coefficient in P, (A) is the number of components 
of 3. (See, for instance, the introductory survey of [Read, 19681.) 
Finally, let us mention as still unsolved problems :(I) the character- 
izalion of chromatic polynomials; (II) the unimodality (p. 269) of the 

coefficients 1, g, a,, a3, a4, . . . ; (III) the condition for two graphs to have 
the same chromatic polynomial. 

DEFINITION. A system (A,, A,, . . . . A,,) of subsets of N is called inter- 
changeable if arid only if the cardinality of any intersection of k 
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arbitrary subsets among them depends only on k, for all kE [p]. 

THEOREM C. Let be given an interchangeable system of subsets of N, say 

(Al, A,, . . . . AP) ; then we have: 

PI IA, u AZ u...u A,1 = pIAl( - 

[lm] IArK, . ..A.1 = lNI - 

= o;<p (-- l)” (3 hd. 
..’ 

This is an immediate consequence of the definition of interchangeable 
systems and of [lb, j]. 

4.2. THE 'PROBLBME DES RENCONTRES' 

DEFINITION. A permutation (De$nition B, p. 7) c of N, INI =n, is called 

a derangement, if it does not have a fixed point, or rencontre, or co- 
incidence, in the sense that for all XE N, o(x) # x. 

For example, the permutation crl : = 
abcde 

( > 
cedab does not have a coincidence, 

while ts2:= 
abcde 

( > dbace 
has 2. The famous ‘probleme des rencontres’ 

([*Montmort, 1708)) consists of computing the number d(n) of derange- 

ments of N, n=INI. 

THEOREM A. ‘The number d(n) of derangements of N, n = IN 1, equals: 

I24 d(n) = ,&(-- Ilk z; . . . 

=n! 
( 

c- 1) 1 -++i7-...+y . . n. > 
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or also, for n> 1, the integer closest to n!e-’ : 
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Pa’1 d(n) = IIn! e-‘II 

(Because of [2a], Chrystal has suggested the name n antifactorial for 
d(n), and the notation nl). 

n If we identify N with [n] : = { 1, 2, . . . . n}, we denote the set of per- 
mutations of [fr] by S[In], and the subset of 6 [n] consisting of per- 
mutations g such that a(i)=& ie[n], by Gi=G,[n], and the set of 
derangements of [n] by 33 [n]. Clearly 6 [n] = 3 [n] + lJy= 1 6i. Hence, 

by Theorem B (p. 7) for (*): 

Pbl n!‘z’lG[n]l =d(n)f I u nil. 
lCi<n 

Now the Gi, &,... 6, are interchangeable (Definition p. 179) since 
giving a bE~;il~iz . . . Gi, is equivalent to giving one of the permutations 
of [n]-(iI, i2,..., ik}, whose total number is (n-k)! (i,<i,<...<i,). 
Thus, [2a] follows from [II] applied to llJi=,, Gil in [2b]. Finally, for 
[2a’], use in (*) the well-known inequality that relates the rest of an 
alternating series to the first neglected term: 

Iln! e-l - d (n)ll = n! 

1 
-!(n+= J-s,. n 

n+l 

In particular, [2a] shows that limn+m {d(n)/n!}= l/e. The way the 

number e intrudes here into a combinatorial problem has strongly 
appealed to the imagination of the geometers of the 18-th century. In 
more colourful terms, if the guests to a party leave their hats on hooks 
in the cloakroom, and grab at good luck a hat when leaving, then the 

probability that nobody gets back his own hat is (approximately) l/e. 
Another method of computing d(n) consists of observing that the 

set GK [n] of permutations of [n] for which K( c [n]) is the set of fixed 

points, has for cardinality d(n- (K(). So: 

k=O fI(l=k 
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Hence n!=IG[n]I=C:=O (i) d(n-k)=C;l’,O (2) d(h), from which 

[2a] follows by the inversion formula [6a, e] (p. 143). 

THFJOREM B. The number d(n) of derangements of [n] has for generating 

function: 

PC1 9(t):=“&d(n);=e-‘(l-t)? 

w In fact, using [2a] for (a) and h = n - k for (**) : 

THEOREM C. The number d(n) of derangements of [n] satisfies thefollowing 
recurrence relations: 

Pdl d(n+l)=(n+l)d(n)+(-l)“+‘; 

[2d’] d(n+l)=n{d(n)+d(n-1)). 

n Taking the derivative of e-‘=(l-t)g, we get -e-’ ‘2 --Q+ 
+(l- t) ZV (*=*I - (1 -t) 9, and then we equate coefficients in (*) to 
obtain [2d], and in (**) to obtain [2d’] ( combinatorial proofs are also 

to find !). 

n101234 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
-__ 

d(n) 1 1 0 1 2 9 44 265 1854 14833 133496 1334961 14684570 176214841 

We discuss now a natural generalization of the ‘problkme des rencontres’. 
A (k x n)-Zatin rectangle will be any rectangular matrix with k rows and 
n columns consisting of integers E [n], and such that all integers occurring 
in any one given row or column are all different (k < II). We suppose that 
the first row is (1, 2, 3, . . . . n} in this order (and we say that the rectangle 
is reduced then). We give an example of a (3 x 5) latin rectangle: 
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The number K, of (reduced latin) (3 x n)-rectangles satisfies several 
recurrence relations (see, for instance, [Jacob, 19301, [Kerawala, 19411, 
[*Riordan, 19581, p. 204) and today there are asymptotic expansions 
known for it ([*Riordan, 19581, p. 209). The first values are (taken from 
tables of Kerawala, II < 15): 

No known recurrence relations exist for the number L(n, k) of 
(k x n)-rectangles, k>4, but a nice asymptotic formula is known 
([Erdiis, Kaplansky, 19461, [Kerawala, 1947a], [Yamamoto, 19511): 

L(n, k)-(n!)‘exp(-(t)), for k < n1f3 -e and E > 0 arbitrary. As far as 

the number of latin n-squares (n x n-rectangles) is concerned, only the 
first 8 values are known precisely; if I, stands for the number of normalized 
latin squares (first row and column consist of { 1, 2, . . . . n}, in this order) 
then we have: 

5: 94i8 7 8 16942080 535281401856 

(I, being due to [Norton, 19391, [Sade, 1948b, 19511 and Is to [Wells, 
19671, [J. W. Brown, 19681). Estimates for I,, when n-t co seems to be 
an extremely difficult combinatorial problem. 

4.3. THE ‘PROBLBME DES MANAGES' 

This is the following problem: What is the number of possible ways one 

can arrange n married couples (=m&ages) around a table such that men 
and women alternate, but no woman sits next to her husband. (Posed, 
solved and popularized by [*Lucas, 18911. See also [Cayley, 1878a, b] ; 
[Moser, 19671 gives an interesting generalization.) 

We suppose the wives already placed around the table (2.n! pos- 
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Fig. 34. 

sibilities). We number them 1, 2, . . ., n in the ordinary (counterclockwise) 
direction, starting from one of them: E,, E,, . .., E. (Figure 34, n = 6). 

We assign to every husband the number of his wife: M,, M,, . . . , M,, and 
to every empty seat the number of the wife to the right: S,, S,, . . ., S,. 
The problem consists of counting the number of possible admissible 
assignments of seats to husbands. Such an assignment is tantamount to 
giving a permutation 0 of [n] = { 1,2, . . ., n}, where a(i) stands for the seat 

number assigned to husband Mi, in [H]. This number should satisfy: 

L-3a] a(i) # i, a(i)#i+l for iE[n-I], 

a(n) # n, a@)# 1. 

Let ,u(n) be the number of permutations such that [3a] holds; this is 
usually called the ‘reducednumber of m&ages’. The total number it* (n) 
of placements of m&ages is hence equal to 2.n!p (II), if we take into 
account the 2.n! possibilities of arranging the wives. We concentrate now 

on computing p(n). The main idea consists of connecting this problem 
with the theorem on p. 24. To carry this out, we put: 

[3b] Aziel := {al a(i) = i}, iE[n]; 

Azi:= {al a(i) = i + l}, iE[n - 1-J; 

A Zn:={61~(n)=1}. 

Clearly, by [3a, b] for (*), and [lj] (p. 178), for (**): 

C3cl 
lSi<Zn 

Now, lABI:= Ir)rGPAll is evidently equal to 0 if /3 contains two COJI- 
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secutive elements of the ‘circle’ (1, 2, 3, . . . . 2n, 1). In the opposite case, 

144 equals (n-M) ! and, according to the Theorem on p. 24, such p 
happen g1 (211, k) times ; k!nCe: 

p(n) = k$o (- 1)” (II- k)! g1 (24 k). 

Finally, we obtain : 

THEOREM. The number p (n) of reduced solutions to the ‘m&ages’ problem, 
defined above, equals: 

PI P (4 = ,<T<” (-- 1)” g& (,y “> (n - k)!. . . 
This beautiful formula (due to [Touchard, 19531) is perhaps not the best 
for the actual computation of the /c(n): several recurrence relations 
for more efficient computations are known. (See [*Riordan, 19581, 
pp. 195-201, [Carlitz, 1952a, 1954a], [Gilbert, 1956a], [Kaplansky, 
Riordan, 19461, [Kerawala, 1947b], [Riordan, 1952a], [Schijbe, 1943, 

19611, [Touchard, 19431.) The first values of p(n) (taken from the 
tables of [Moser, Wyman, 1958a], n<65), are: 

n)234567 8 9 

/l(n) ( 0 1 2 13 80 579 4738 43387 

n 1 10 11 12 13 14 
--.- 
p(n) ( 439792 4890741 59216642 775596313 10927434464 

4.4. BOOLEAN ALGEBRA GENERATED BY A SYSTEM 

OF SUBSETS 

Let .d:=(A,. A, ,..., A,) be a system of subsets of a set N, A,c N, i~[p], 
among which there may be identical or empty subsets. 

DEFINITION A. 7‘11e Boolean algebra (of subsets) generated by d, 

denoted by b (.d), is the set of subsets of LI? that can be obtained by means 

of afinite number of the set operations: union, intersection and complementa- 
tion. Each of the elements of b (..r4) will be called Boolean function generated 

by d. 
It can be immediately verified that, for the operations n, u and 
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W-+ (: W, b(d) is actually a Boolean algebra in the sense of p. 2. 
The following are two examples of Boolean functions generated by 
(A,, AZ, A3) (we recall that the notation ST means Sn T): 

fl = (Al&) ” A3 9 
~ ~. 

Pal fi = A, ” (AI ” A,) A,. 

As for polynomials, it is sometimes very interesting to interpret any 
Boolean function feb (d) as a purely formal expression of the ‘variables’ 

(Al,Az,..., A,,) and to introduce an equivalence relation on the set of 

these expressions by putting f-g when g can be obtained from f by the 
rules of computation in any Boolean algebra (see p. 2). For example, 

f:=CA,ucA,wg:=C(AInA,) * t IS rue, butf:=A,A,-g:=A,uA, is 

not true. 

DEFINITION B. The complete products of XI are the 2p Boolean functions 
of the form (see notation [le], p. 177): 

I?‘4 A,&=(n A,)n(r) Ai), where xc[p]. 
low jeii 

The set of complete products is called b (zz’). 

For instance, the 8 complete products of &=(A,, A,, A3) are: 

C4cl 444, AI&A,, A,&43 9 AA43 9 

44-43 9 A1hA3, ~1442-43 > AI&A,. 

DEFINITION C. The conjunctions of & are the 2p Boolean functions of 
the form: 

PI A,:= n A,, where Ic [p]. 
iol 

The set of conjunctions can be denoted by c(d). 

For instance, the 8 conjunctions of &= (A,, A,, A3) are N, A,, A,, A,, 

A,& &A,, AA, &W3. 

THEOREM A. Each Boolean function has a unique representation as a 
union of complete products (up to order). Hence (with the notation C of 
[lOa] of p. 25 for the disjoint union): 

C&l Vfeb(d), a!J?Cb(@‘)suchthat f = C M. 
M E .4f 
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We say in this case that f is put in the canonical disjunctive form. 

From this theorem it follows that there are 22” different (non equivalent) 

Boolean functions in b (.d). We give a sketch of proof of the theorem. 

n (1) The proposition is evidently true for all Aie.~, because 
A,=x iax c [p] 4d‘G. 

(2) Iff, g Eb (4 are brought into the canonical disjunctive form, then 
fug can be brought into canonical form too, because for f=UBEaB, 

g=u ,,,C, where *.X, Mcb(@‘), we have fug=U,.,,,D. ’ 

(3) Similarly, for 

f “g=(B~MB)n(c~vC)(*)ll.&(BC)= u D> 
. I . * . -9. pE-.4f(nX 

by means of [lg] (p. 3), for (*). 
(4) Finally, for the passage to the complement, we have: 

f=C$.Jyq~y-p= u c, 
cEb(d)-A 

with [le] (p. 3), for (**). 
(I), (2), (3), (4) make it hence possible to reduce any feb (d) step by 

step. n 
By way of example, we show the reduction of the functions [4a]: 

fI = A1A, u A3 = (A,A,A, u A1A2K3) u 
u (A,A,A; u &A,A; u AI&K3 u 4kzA3) 

= A,A,A3 U A,A,A3 U A1A2A3 U Alk2K3 U A,K2A3. 

= AlA2A3 + AlA2K3 + A,A,A3 
- 

f2 = A, u (A,-tiA,) A, = A, u ((A, u A,) u A3} 
= A, u A, u 2, = c (&&A3) = A,A,A, + K,A,A, + 

+ A,K,A, + A,A,A; + &A,A; + A1&/43 + &&A;. 

We have already met, on pp. 25 and 28, in the set q(N) of subsets 

of N, the operations + and -, whose definition we recall now. For 

A, B, C, DcN, we put: 

[4fl C=A+BeC=AuB, AnB=0 

C4gl D=A-BeA=B+DoD=A\B,BcA. 
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It follows then for the cardinalities: 

WI IA -i- 4 = I4 + PI f IA - BI = IAl - IBI 

and for the rules of computation: 

l3iI (I) (A+B)+C=A+(B+C). 

(II) A+B=B+A. 

(III) /l+Q)=Q+A=A. 

(IV) A+A=iv. 

(V) A(B+C)=AB+AC. 

(VI) A-Q=A. 

(VII) A(&-C)=AB-AC. 

(VIII) A - (B - C) = (A - B) + C (provided the two pairs 
of brackets make sense according to [4g]). 

THEOREM B. The cardinal number If I of every Boolean function fob 
can be expressed as a linear combination with integer coeficients 50, of 
the cardinals of the conjunctions of d: 

El ‘U-Eb(d), 3 (4, L..., I,> = z, 
3{Cl, G,..., C,} = c(4, III = 1 gs, Ii lcil * 

. 

n According to [4e], it suffices to prove [4j] for each complete product 

M, because IfI=CmErll IMI; this fact is proved in the following 

theorem. H 

THEOREM C. Let BEb (XI) be a subset of N whiih is the intersection of 
some Ai and A,..* 

WI B=(lflAA,).(fl Aj)t where ~+PcCPI. 
i=r 

Then, the cardinal IBI can be computed by performing successively the 

following operations : 
(1) Replace in [4k] the Aj by 1 - Aj. 
(2) Expand the new form, thus obtained, of [4k] into a polynomial in 

the variables A,, A,, ie;l, jep, the n being consideredas product operation. 
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(3) Replace every monomial by its cardinal number and replace the 
monomial 1 (if it occurs) by n (= INI). 

We illustrate this rule by computing the cardinal of Pei?: 

P&>P(l-Q)(l-R)‘ZtP-PQ-PR+PQR+ 

‘3 IPI - IPQl - IPRl + IPQRl = lP&i7/. 

n We use I VW1 = I VI-1 VPI; this formula is evident. Then we put 

V:=nlEIIAiand W:=njEll Aj.ThenIBI=IVWI=IVI-IV(lJjE,A,)I= 
=IVI-IUjE,VAjI. In other words, by [lb]: 

IBl=lvl- 1 lvAjl + C IVAj,Aj,l - etc. H 
iea (il. h) E ‘42(10 

So, in example [4a], fl=(A,A,A3uA1A2A3)uA3=A1A2A3+A3, 

hence If,I=rt-lAsl+IAIA,A,I. Similarly, J2=Al{(A,uA,) A3}= 

=A, &%A,) A31 =4&%; hence, with the example Pea above, 

Ifil=I~sl-I~1~31-I~Z~31+I~1~2~31, or Ifil=~-I~31+IAIA31+ 
+ IA,A,I - IAIA,A,I. (On this section see also [*Lo&e, 19631, p. 44.) 

4.5. THE METHOD OF RBNYI FOR LINEAR INEQUALITIES 

DEFINITION A. Let f be n (set) function mapping a certain Boolean 
algebra of subsets of N, say W, onto a set of real numbers 20, ,f~ [O, m)“. 
We say thatfi.r (I measure on (N, .mA), and WP ,l~,notcSF(JJ1-(JJ1(N, !H) if 
and only if‘f is additive, in the sense that for each pair (II,, B,) of’di,~ioint 

subsets of N (0B, + B, c N ), belonging to .g, roe have: 

I31 f(B, + B2) = f(J4) + f-w. 
Tlte triple (N, G?‘, f ) is then called a measure space. 

(SO B is a system of subsets of N, containing 0 and N, and closed under 
the operations of complementation, finite union and finite intersection, 

[Id], P. 2.1 
Hence, for each measure f, we have f (0) =0, and for all pairwise 

disjoint B,, B2, . . . . B,E~!: 

WI .f Ciil Bi) = ijIl f CBi) 
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DEFINITION B. The measure space (N, S??, f ) is said to be a probability 
space, if f(N)= 1. In this case f is called a probability measure, or 
probability, and will often be denoted by P. Each set B&3 is coiled an 
event. N is the certain event, mostly denoted 52. Each point o E Q is called a 
sample. 

DEFINITION C. An atom of the Boolean algebra b (&) generated by 
.w’=(A~, Az,..., At,) (Definition A, p. 185) is a nonempty completeproduct 
(Definition B, p. 186). We denote the set of atoms of b(d) by a(.ti). 

THEOREM A. A probability measure f on a(&) is completely determined 
by the values (>O) off on each atom Cca (-pP) (the set of values off on the 
atoms is only subject to the restriction xCE. c&j f (C)= 1). 

n This follows from the fact that a(&‘) is a partition of N, and that 
every subset BE b (@‘) is a union of disjoint atoms (Theorem A, p. 186). H 

THEOREM B. Let &=(A,, A,, . . . . AP) be a system of subsets of N, 

A, c N, ie [p], and let m be the set of measures on the Boolean algebra 
b(d) generated by &. Let ‘2R* be the subset of %R consisting of the 

measures g which are zero on all atoms C of a(&) except one, C,,, called 
supporting atom, for which g (Co) = 1. Here, Co runs through a(&). Then 
for every sequence of I real numbers say (b,, bz, . . ., b,), and every sequence 
of I subsets taken from b (Jd), say (B,, B,, . . . , B,), the following conditions 
[SC] and [5d] are equivalent: 

cw For all fe%JI, 1 &l hf Pi) > 0 - 

CW For all gE!JJI*, j< l bkg (hc) 2 0 - 
. . 

([RCnyi, 19581 and [*, 19661, pp. 30-33. See also [Galambos, 19661. 
For a generalization to certain quadratic and cubic, etc., inequalities, see 
[Galambos, Renyi, 19681.) 

n The fact that [SC] implies [5d] follows from the fact that ‘$JI*clu1. 
Conversely, let g E!BI*, so there exists a &~a(&) such that: 

C se1 g(C,)=l, and g(C)=0 if CE~(J&‘), C#CO. 
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Now, according to [5d], with u:=a(-oP) for short, [5b] for (*), a 
permutation of the summation order for (**) and [se] for (***): 

Because the measure gem* is arbitrary, it follows that for each atom 
C ( = Co from above), we have : 

C5fl c bk>o. 
CC& . 

Let us now consider [5cJ. We can compute by the same way, now using 
[Sf] for (*): 

r z<, bkf(Bk) = ,z<, bk {,FBk -f(‘)} 
‘.’ ‘.’ 

icea) 

THEOREM C. Notations as in Theorem B. The conditions [SC] and [5d] 
remain equivalent if all ’ 2 0’ signs are simultaneous replaced by ’ < 0’ or 
by ‘=O’. 

H In the first case, replace the sequence (b,, b,, . . ., b,) of Theorem B by 

t-4, -h..., -b,). In the second case, observe that x=0-+x20 and 
x<o. n 

Examples of applications of Rtnyi’s method follow now. 

4.6. POINCARB FORMULA 

The method of the preceding section will enable us to show very quickly 
various equalities and inequalities concerning measures f associated 
with a finite system (A,, A,, . . . . A,) of subsets of N. 

With every measure f on (N, b(d)) (Definition A, pp. 185 and 
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189) and every integer kE[p] we associate, as in [lc], p. 177 (using the 
notation [le], p. 177, for (*)): 

C 64 Sk=Sk(.d)=Sk(f,d)=~(P)f(A1A2...Ak):= 
.- .- c f (Ai,Ai, *** 

l<ik<i2<...<jr<p . . 

S,:=f(N). 

THEOREM. For every measurefETA(N, b (.d)), where &= (A,, A,, . . ., Ap), 
AIcN, ie [p], the Sk being defined by [6a], we have: 

WI f (A, u A, u...u A,)(2 c (- l)h+l f(A,) = 
x E B’CPI 

(=‘,<;<, (- l)k-l Sk 
‘.’ 

C6cl f(A,K*...A,)= c (-l)IX’f(A,)= c (-l)“S,. 
Xe’4bl OSk<p 

In the case that f is a probability, [6b] is often called the ‘Poincare’ 
formula’. If f stands for the cardinal, f(B) = (RI, we obtain [ 1 b, c, d], 
p. 177. 

n [SC] follows from the application of [6b] to f(AiA, . ..)= 

=f(C(A, uA,u . ..))=f (N)-f(A, u A, u a..). Equality [6b(oo)] 
follows from collecting in the above summation all terms with x, 1x1 =k. 
Proving [6b(o)] ’ q is e uivalent to proving it for all g Em* = YJ1* (N, b (.d), 
according to Theorem B (p. 190). When Co denotes the supporting atom 
of g, we let A( c [p]) be the set of indices i such that Co C A i and I: = 121. If 
1=8,alltermsof[6b]arezero.IfZ~l,thefirstmemberg(A,uA,u~~~) 
of [6b] equals 1. On the other hand: 

L 

1 if xc;l 

C6dl g (4) = g ‘i?, 4) = 
0 otherwise. 

The second member of [6b] is hence equal to 1, too, since with [6d] 
for (*): 

xs;[p, (- l)‘+‘g(A$) c (- l)‘X’-l = 
. YE W(A) 

= l& (- ok-’ ; 0 
=1-(l-1)*=1. n 

‘.’ 
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Example: Euler function. For any integer IZ 2 1, let @= Q(n) be the 
set of positive integers x which do not exceed 12, and relatively prime with 
respect to II, 1 <xdn, GCD (x, n) = 1. The number q (n) = I@1 is called 
the Euler function of n and we are going to compute it now. Let the 
decomposition of n into prime factors be n=p:‘pp. . . p: and let M, be 
the set of multiples of pi which are smaller than or equal to n. Clearly, 
@=A?,&?,... ,i3,. Hence, for each measure f on [n], we get by [SC]: 
f(@)=f ([n])-c”)f (M,)+~“‘f (M,M,)-.a.. First we take for f the 
cardinal number function. Then f ([n])=n, f (M)=n/pi, f (MiMi)= 

=nlPiPj,-.., from which we obtain, after an evident factorization: 

C6el q(n)=n l-- - ( ;,)(1 J;)...(l -i;). 

Ifwehaddefinedf byf(X)=x,., x, where Xc [rz], then we would have 
found f(Mi)=pi+2pi+ .a. + (n/Pi) Pi=n2/2Pi+n/29 f (“iMj)=PiPj+ 

+ 2/lipj + e.0 + (n/pipj) pipj=“2/2pipj +n/2,. . ; hence, after simplifica- 
tions: f (@)=& Eox= (n/2) cp (11). Here is a table for cp (n): 

) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

q(n) 1 I 1 2 2 4 2 6 4 6 4 10 4--i2----6-s 

n 1 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
-__-.. 

p(n) 1 8 16 6 18 8 12 10 22 8 20 12 18 12 

4.7. BONFERRONI INEQUALITIES 

DEFINITION. Let R he an alternating sum of a, 2 0, kE [r] : 

PaI R = c (- l)p-’ ap = a, -a, +..a+ (- l>,-1 a,. 
l<pSr . 

lVe say /hat [7a] salisjies the alternating inequalities, if and only i/ 
(-l)“{R+~~=, (-l)“a,}~Oforallk~[r]. Inother words: 

PI R <a,, R >, a, - a2, R < a, - a2 + a3, . . 

THEOREM ([Bonferroni, 19361). Let the Sk be defined hy [6a] (p. 192) 
therlfor all measuresfs !!x (N, b (,d)), the sum I[=, (- l)k-‘Sk, introduced 

in [6b] (p. 192), satisjies the alternating inequalities. Hence, for each 
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kE Cp], we have: 

C7cl (- l)k (f(A, u A, u***u AP) + c (- l)h S,} > 0. 
lQlj<k 

If we put x=1 in [7e], we find (-l)kWk= 
in other words, [7c] for all g&UI*. 1 

Quite similarly, with [SC], we have 4.8. FORMULAS OF CH. JORDAN 

[7c’] (- l)k+’ {$(&f,.....~,) + ,z<, (- l)h+‘s,} 2 0. 
..’ 

Particularly, for f ( W) = 1 WI = the cardinal of W, we obtain (cf. [ lc], 
p. 177): 

THEOREM A ([Charles Jordan, 1926, 1927, 1934, 1939)). Let N,(d) 

stand for the set of points of N that are covered by exactly r subsets of 

the system &=(A,, A2,..., Ap), then we have for every measure 

fdll(N, b(d)): 
IA, u...u A,1 < 1 IAil (Boole inequality) 

lGj<p 

IA, u..*u ApI 2 C IAIl - C lA,Ajl, etc., 
ldidp 14jsjsp 

and the analogous inequalities in the case that j=P is a probability. I 

[8a] f(N,(&)) = c (- l)lxi-r(‘r’)f(A.) 
?rC'p&Pl 

= r<F<p (-- l)k-r “, sk, 

. 0 

where the Sk are dejined by [6a]. Moreover, [8a] satisfies the alternating 
inequalities. 

n According to Theorem B (p. 190) it suthces to prove [7c] for an 
arbitrary measure g E’%JI *. Let 1 have the sense given in the proof of 
the Theorem, on p. 192, then the first member of [7c] is evidently equal 
to 0 if n=0. Otherwise, we get, with 1: = I,Il> 1, and [6d] (p. 192, where 
x is replaced by q) for (*): 

9 (Al u A2 u-**u A,) + 1 <;<k (- uh Sh (9) 

-.. 

= g (A, u***u AP) + 
.;,,,, (-- 1)‘“’ g (4) 

‘25 + c (- I);1 g ;A,) 
s=@‘<k(l) 

=I-- 1 1 
0 0 1+2 

-..a+ (- 1)” ; := Wk. 
0 

Now, by applying the Taylor formula of order k in x=0 to the function 
(l-x)‘, kgl-1, we get for all XER, O<O(x)<l: 
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I 

For r=O we have a formula analogous to [Gc] (p. 192). 

n We use Theorem B (p. 190) once more. For all gdJi*, with support- 
ing atom C, contained in the Ai such that iEA( c (p]), I:= 111, we have 
evidently : 

II@1 g(N,(d))=O if r#l, and =l if r=I. 

Now the second member of [8a], withf replaced by g, and [6d] (p. 192) 
for (*), can be written: 

xE; [p, (-- I)‘“‘-’ 
. ,I 
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which is indeed equal to [8b]. The alternating inequalities for [8a] 

follow from the fact that they hold for xk( - l)“-‘(it:). according to 

[7e] (p. 194). n (Th e interested reader is referred to [*FrCchet, 1940, 
19431, as well as to [Takacs, 19671, which has a very extensive bibliog- 

raphy.) 
We can prove by a similar method: 

THEOREM B. Let Nbr (~8) standfor the set ofpoints of N that are covered 
by at least r subsets of ,rB, then we have: 

with the alternating inequalities. 

4.9. PERMANENTS 

DEFINITION. Let B:=[b4,i~4,rm~,je~nl be a rectangular matrix with m 

rows and n columns, m<n, with coeficients brj in a commutative ring 52. 
The permanent of B, denoted by per B, equals, by definition: 

[Pa] per B = ..Fr”, b,, a(r$z, a(2) -1. bm, a(m) 9 
. m 

where the summation is taken over all m-arrangements of [n] (p. 6). 
(For the main properties and an extensive bibliography see [Marcus, 
Mint, 19651.) 

23 1 
For example, per 5 o 4 

( > 
=2.0+5.3+2.4+5.1+3.4+0.1=40. 

Hence there are (n), terms in the summation [Sal. If m=n, the terms 
of per(B) are, up to sign, those of det (B), and for tbe permanent there 
are properties similar to those of the determinants; however, per(AB)# 
# per (A). per(B), in general. 

For each matrix A:= [a,,j~iEtpl,jEtql, ai,jESZ, let W(A) be the product 
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of they sums of elements of each row of A : 

WI w(A) = fi f ai, j; is1 j=l 
and for every subset AC [q] let A (A) be the matrix obtained by keeping 
in A precisely those columns whose index belongs to 1. For example, if 

. 

THEOREM (Ryserformula, [*Ryser, p. 261). With the above notations, and 
w (B (0)) = 0, per(B) is also equal to: 

that is to say 

WI c ww) - 
+ E %,lnl (" ,_"z '> +.&,., ww + 

+...+(-qm-' n-1 

( > 
n - m lE&.l w(B(L))’ . 

Particularly, for a square matrix, m =n, 

C9el perB= C (- I)"-'"'W(B(A))= 
+cWl 

= J,, (- v-' As,z", w(NW 

0 We use [gal, p. 195. The role of N is played here by the set of maps 
of [in] into [tz], so N= [n]rmJ (caution! INI=n”), with as system 
&=(A,, A,,...) 

W-1 Ai := {CpI u?ECil] Im’; 3jE[m], q(j) = i), iE[n]. 

Now we suppose first that all hi, j are real nonnegative. We define the 
measure i for each subset XC [n][“] by: 

C%l fw:=Q&fw? where f(p) I= fi bi,pci,* 
i=l 

Now cp is injective (&, [u]) if and only if the image of [nz] under q has 
cardinality 111, in other words, rp~N,,,(sS) in the notation of Theorem A 
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(p. 195). Hence, by [9g]: 

I91 per B = f (N, (&>I. 
To this expression we will apply now [8a] (p. 195). Let x:= 
= {a& iZ, . . . . i,.. c [n]. Then we have: 

WJ := c bl,v(l)bZ,v(2) .**== c bl,V(l)b@) ..* 9 
VEAi*A12... VE5 

where $ stands for the set of maps of [in] into [II] --x. Hence, by 
Theorem A (p. 127), and the notation of [9b]: 

PI f (At) = w (B (bl - 4). 

Then [9c] follows by putting 4: = [n] -y in [9i] and [8a] (p. 195). Since 

[9c] is true for all b,,j>O, it is also true in a commutative ring, since the 
term-by-term expansion [9a] is the same in both cases. n (For other 
expressions of per B, see PCartier, Foata, 19691, p. 76, [Crapo, 19681, 
[Wilf, 1968a, b]). 

If perB can be directly computed, then [9a] gives, together with 
[9c, d, e], a ‘remarkable’ identity. For example, when B is the square 
matrix of order n consisting entirely of 1, b,, I = 1, then clearly per B = rz ! ; 

hence by [gel: n!=~~tl(-l)“-’ 
0 

; I”. Thus we find back the evident 

property S(n, n)= 1 for the Stirling numbers ([lb] p. 204). If we take 

next bz ,=2’-l,wefind 2 (2 n!=x (-l)n-D(J)jn, where 1 <j<2”-1,and 
where b(j) stands for the number of digits 1 in the binary form (= base 2) 
of j. Finally, if all b, equal 0, except bl,l=b2,Z=...=bn,n=; and 
b 1.2 =b2,3=...=b,-z,. =bn,l=y, we find, using [9b] (p. 24): 

xm+Yn=k<;,2(-l)k&k yk (Xy)k(X+y)n-2k: .- ( > 
to be compared with Exercise 1, p. 155. 

SUPPLEMENT AND EXERCISES 

1. Variegated words. Using 2 letters a,, 2 letters az, . . . . 2 letters a”, how 
many words of length 2n can be formed.in which no two identical letters 
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are adjacent? (For instance, for n=3, the word a3(72~taZa3ul.) [Hint: 
When Ai stands for the set of words in which the two letters a, are 
adjacent, then the requited number is equal to Ik,x, . . . A,I.] Now 
generalize. (Cf. Exercise 1, p. 219, and Exercise 21 (3), p. 265.) 

2. Sums of tlze type of the Eulerfiuzction. If in the following the summation 
is taken over all integers x & n which are prime relatively to n, n =pi’p”,” . . . 

... r, P ” then show that c x2=(n2/3) 4+)-f-(- l)‘(&)P, 3.. p,cp(z+ 
Generalize to C x”. 

3. Jordatz function. This is the following double sequence: 

J,(n):==nkrJ(l -p-“), 

p is a prime number, and where p 1 n means ‘p divides n’. It is a general- 
ization of the Euler function ([Gel p. 193) J1 (n)=rp(n). For any integer 
ka 1, show that Jk(n) is equal to the number of (k+ I)-tuples 

( Xl, x2, ..a, xk, n) of integers X~E [n], ie [k], phase GCD equals 1. Show 
that Cdl n J,(d)=n’ and deduce from this the Lambert GF (Exercise 

16, p. 161) Enal Jk(?z) t”(1 --fn)-l =Ak(t) (1 -t)-k-‘, where the Ak(t) 
are the Eulerian polynomials of p. 244. 

4. Other properties of the number d(n) of derangements. (1) We have 
d(n)= d”O!, A being the difference operator (p. 13). (2) fi=xd(rz) t” 
satisfies the differential equation (f3+t2)f’+(t2- l)f+ l=O. Use this 
to prove: f=--r-l exp(-t-‘)Jexp(t-‘)(t+t2)-1 dt,... formally. (3) 
The nutnber &(!I) of permutations of [n] with Ic fixed points (GF, p. 23 1) 
has as: ~,,kbOd,(n)ukt”/~~!=(l-~)-‘exp(-t(l-u)). 

*5. Ozher properties of the reduced m&ages numbers p(n). (1) The 
following recurrence relation holds: (12 -2) p(n) = n (n - 2) p (I? - l)-t- 
+np(n-2)+4(-l)“+’ ([*L ucas, 18911, p. 495). (2) When iz tends to 

infinity, ~((it)~n!eW2. (3) JZ!=z=, (T) p(n--k), /z(o):=l,/l(l)=-1 

(Riordan). (4) ,zz(n)=~~ne-2~(-l)k(zz-k-l)!/k!~~, where Odk,< 
<(rt-- 1)/2. with the notation [6f] (p. 110) (Schiibe). (5) xna3 [I t”= 
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=(t2-l)t-4exp(-t-t-1)~tZ(t+1)-2exp(t+t-1)dt,... formally 

([Cayley, 1878b]). 

6. Random integers. Repetitions being allowed, n integers 2 1 are 
independently drawn at random, say ol, w2, . . . . 0,. What is the 
probability that the product n,: =wlwz . . . w, has last digit (the number 
of units, hence) equal to 5? More generally, compute the probability 

that a given integer k> 1 divides n,. 

7. Knock-out tournaments. A set of 2’ players of equal strength is at 

random arranged into 2’-’ disjoint pairs. They play one round, and 

2’-l are eliminated. The same operation is repeated with the remaining 
2’-’ players, until a champion remains after the t-th round. Show that 

the probability that a player takes part in exactly i rounds equals 2-i for 
lgi<t-1 and2-‘+’ if i= t. ([Narayana, 19681, and [Narayana, Zidek, 

1968) for other results and generalizations. See also [*Andrt, 19001.) 

8. A determinant. Let A be a square matrix of order n, A : = ~ai,jai,je [,,,, 
where the a,,i belong to a commutative ring 8. For each subset xc [n], 
let D(x) be the determinant of the matrix that is obtained by deleting 

from A all rows and columns whose index does not belong to x, 
D@):=l. Then, for x~,x~...E~~: 

ai,1 + Xl al.2 . . . al,, 

a2, I a2,2 +x2 . . . a,, n . = xzn, lD (%I &l.. xi1 * 
. 

a n, 1 a,, 2 . . . a n,n+x, 

9. Inversion of the Jordanformula. In [Sal (p. 195) we put T,: = f (IV, (doe)), 

Tr=xk(-l)k-’ ; 
0 

Sk. Now show that Sr=zk 
0 

kT 
r k’ 

10. Inequalities satisfied by the Sk. Show that the Sk, as defined by [6a] 
(p. 192), satisfy the Fr&chet inequalities ([*FrCchet, 19401): 

‘k/(i) 6 sk-‘i(k p 1) Wpl, 
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and the Gumbel inequalities, ke [p- 1] : 

11. The number of systems of distinct representatives. Let a’:= 

=(B,, 4, . . . . 4,) t >e a system of not necessarily distinct blocks of 
[n], Bic[n]:={l, 2 ,..., n}, 1 <nt <n, and let B= [b,,jj be the incidence 
matrix of PA defined by bi, j= 1 if jEBi and =0 otherwise, iE [ml, jE [n]. 
Show that the number of systems of distinct representatives (Exercise 32, 
p. 300) of .G5? equals per(B). 

12. Permanent of a stochastic matrix. Let A : = [[a,. jj be a n x n square 
clorrhle stochmtic matrix. This means: 

ai,j > 0, jiiai,j=17 i$lai,j=13 i,jECnl. 

Let n boxes contain each a bail. At a certain moment, each ball jumps 
out of its box, and falls back into a random box (perhaps the same) such 

that the ball from box i goes to box j with a probability of a,,j, i, jE[n]. 
Then, perA represents the probability that after the transfer there still 

is one ball in each box. 

13. The number of permutations with forbidden positions. Let I stand for 
the II x n unit matrix, and let J be the II x n matrix, all whose entries 

equal 1. Then show that per (J-I)=d(n), the number of derangements 
of [I;] (p. 180). Use this to obtain (by [Se] p. 197): 

n-l 

d(n)= C (- 1) 
r=O 0 

: (n-r)l(n-r-11)“-‘. 

More generally, let 23 he a relation in [n], !IJc[n] x [n], and let 

Gw(n) be the set of permutations (T of [n] such that (i, a(i))E% Let 
also B= [hi, jl] be the II x n square matrix such that b,,j= 1 for (i, j)EB, 

and =0 otherwise. Then I&, [n]I =per(B). (There is in [*Riordan, 19.581, 
pp. 163-237, a very complete treatise on this subject. See also [Foata, 

Schiitzenberger, 19701.) 

14. Vector spaces. Let A,, A,, . . . be finite dimensional vector subspaces 
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with dimensions 6 (A,), 6 (A,), . . . . We denote A,A, for A, n A,. Then (I) 
s(A,+A,)=6(A,)+6(A,)-6(A,A,), where A,+A, stands for the 
subspace spanned by A,uA,. (2) 6(A,+A,+A,)~6(A,)+6(A,)+ 
+6(A,)-6(AzA3)-6(A3A1)-8(A1A2)+8(AIA?A3). (3) This inequal- 
ity cannot be generalized to more than three subspaces; but we always 
have: 6(A1Az . . . A,)<6(C;=, Ai)<C1=1 a(A,). 

*15. Miibius function. Let P be a partially ordered set, in other words, 
there is an order relation < given on P (Definition D, p. 59). Moreover, 
P is supposed to be locally$nite, in the sense that each segment [x,y] : = 
: = {U I x< udy} is finite. A stands for the set of functions f (x, y), x, YEP, 
real-valued, which are zero if x$y (0 not x<y). (1) We define the 
(convolution) product h off by g, denoted by h = f *g, by: 

Show that with this multiplication, A becomes a group, with unit element 
6 defined by 6 (x, y): = 1 for x= y, and : = 0 otherwise. (2) The zeta 
function c of P is such that [ (x, y): = 1 if x< y and : =0 otherwise. The 
inverse p of [, which satisfies p * [ = [ *p = 6, is called the Miibius function 
of P. If we suppose that P has a universal lower bound denoted by 0, 
verify the following ‘MGbius inversion formula’ for f, gcA: 

VI s(X)=y;xf(Y)-=f(X)= c S(YMY4. 
?GX 

(3) Let P:={l, 2, 3,...} b e ordered by divisibility: x< y ox 1 y-=x 
divides y. Show that p(x)= 1; ~(x, y)= (- 1)” if x divides y and the 
quotient equals p,pZ . . . pk, where the prime numbers pi are all d@erent; 
~(x, y)=O in the other case. Hence p (x, y)=,?(y 1 x), where ~(PZ) is the 
ordinary arithmetical MGbius function (Exercise 16, p. 161). What does 
the inversion formula (#) give us in this case? (4) We order the set 
P: = !J3 (N) of subsets of a finite set N by inclusion. Then /c(x, y) = 
=( - l)Ipi-lXl if x<y+(xcy). What does (#) give in this case? (5) Let 
P now stand for the set of partitions of a finite set N ordered as in 
Exercise 3 (p. 220). Then, for x < y with y = {B,, B,, . . . , Bk}, B, + B, + 
+-a-+B,=N, we have ~(x, y)=(- l)I”I+IYl(n, - 1)!(n2- l)! . . . (Us- I)!, 
where n, is the number of blocks of x contained in B,, ie[k]. (This 
formula is due to [Schtitzenberger, 19541. For a recent study of all 
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these questions see [Rota, 1964b] and [*Cartier, Foata, 19691, pp. 
See also [Weisner, 19351, [Frucht, Rota, 19631, [Crapo, 1966, 
[Smith, 1967, 19691.) 

18-23. 
19681, 

*16. Jordan and Borlferroni formulas in more variables. Let A,, A,, . . . . A, 

and B,, B,, . . . . B, be subsets of N, and let N,,, be the set of points of N 
belonging to r sets A, and to S sets Bj. For each measure f on N, we put 
S,, [=c f (A,B,) where l;ce$J3, [p] and + ‘$, [q], with notation [le] 
of p. 177. 

P+4 

(1) 
f(N,,,)= C C (- l)t-(r+s) f “J S,,j* 

f=r+s i+j=t . . . 00 

(2) With a notation analogous to that of Theorem B (p. 196): 

(3) With respect to the first summations in (1) and (2) the alternating 
inequalities hold ([Meyer, 19691). 

(4) Generalize to more than two systems of subsets of N. 

*17. A beautiful determinant. Let (i,j) be the GCD of the integers i 
and j, and let I be the Euler function (p. 193). Show that: 

(1, 1) (1,2) . . . (1, n) 
(2, J) (292) ... (27 n> =~wPPb.V)w 

(ni 1) (ni 2) . . . (nin) 

([Smith, 18751, [Catalan, 18781). 
More generally, if we replace in the preceding every (i, j) by (i,j)‘, 

then the determinant equals n;=, J,.(k), where J,(k) is the Jordan 
function of Exercise 3 (p. 199). 



CHAPTER V 

STIRLING NUMBERS 

Let us give a survey of the three most frequently occurring notations: 
numbers of the first kind = s (n, k) (Riordan, and also this book, . . .) = S,” 

(Jordan, Mitrinovit, . ..)=(- l)“-‘S, (n-- 1, n-k) (Gould, Hagen, . ..). 

numbers of the second kind=S(n, k)=Gf=S, (k, n-k). 

5.1. STIRLING NUMBERS OF THE SECOND KIND S(% k) 
AND PARTITIONS OF SETS 

DEFINITION A. The number S(n, k) of k-partitions (partitions in k blocks, 
Definition C, p. 30) is called Stirling number of the second kind. Hence 

S(n, k)>O for l<kGn and 

PaI S(n,k)=O if l<n<k. 

Wept S(O,O)=l andS(O,k)=Oforkal. 

In other words, S(n, k) is the number of equivalence relations with k 

classes on N. It is also the number of distributions of n distinct balls into 
k indistinguishable boxes (the order of the boxes does not count) such thar 
no box is empty. 

On p. 206 we will prove that the S(n, k) are indeed the number pre- 
viously introduced on p. 50. 

THEOREM A. The Stirling number of the second kind S(n, k) equals: 

[lb] S(n, k)‘*‘A 0z k (- 1)’ (;) (k-j)“= 
.=s 

=; lz<k (-- l)k-’ (f) i”‘*=*‘L 
. . 

k, ~~0” (1 <k d n), 

[lc] and the formula is still true for k>n(*S(n, k)=O, [la]). 

H For the proof of [lb, (*)I we apply the sieve method of p. 177. Let 
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E be the set of maps of N into [k]:= {1,2, . . . . k} and let F be the subset 

of E consisting of the surjective maps: 

Cl4 IEI’&“, IFI( k! S(n, k), 

(0) follows from [3a] (p. 4) and (00) from the fact that any fE:F corre- 
sponds to precisely one partition of N, namely the partition consisting 

of the k pre-images f -I (i), ie [/cl (p. 30), together with a numbering 
of this partition. Let now B, be the set of f EE that do not have i in 

their image: VXEN, f (x) #i. Evidently F=BIB,... 8k and for the inter- 

chanpahle system of the Bi (p. I79), we have 1 Bi,B,*... Bi,l = IB, B,*** 
-Ejl=l[j+ l,j-t-2, kINI. H ence, by [lm] (p. 180), for (0): 

Clel k! S(n, k) = )Fl = I&8, . ..I = 

!~IEI - (t) IBIS+ (“2) p,B,I -*.*=CQFD. 

As far as [lb(**)] is concerned, this is formula [bf] (p. 14). Finally, 

if II < k, then IFI is clearly equal to 0 and the sieve formula can still be 

applied, hence [lc]. q 
Thus we find S(n, l)=l, S(17,2)=2”-‘--l,S(n,3)=(3”-‘+ 1)/2- 

2*-l,... . Another way to prove [lb] would be to observe that any 
mapf(EE) is surjective from N onto I: =f(N). So, putting uk: = k!S(n, k), 

k 
t$( : = IEI=k”=!~k,ul,l= C . uiy . 0 OSi6k ’ 

[ le] which gives zlk (consequently S(n, k)) by the inversion formula 
[tie] p. 144. 

DEFINITION B. A partition 9’ of a set N is said to be of type 

[cJ=[c,, CP,..‘, cnj, where the integers ciao satisfy cl +2c2+ . ..+nc.= 
=n( = IN I), if and onZy if Y has ci i-blocks, iE [n] (So we have 

c,+c,+*-.+c,=IYI). 

THEOREM B. The number of partitions of type [cl is equal to 
n!/(c,! c,! .-* (1!)“(2!)“} ***. 

n Giving such a partition is equivalent to first giving a division of N into 

c1 l-blocks, c2 2-blocks,. . . ; of these there are z=n!/(1!)“‘(2!)‘2...}, [lOc] 

(p. 27); and to consequently erasing the numbering of blocks with equal 
size; so we must divide the number z by c,!c,! . . . n 
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5.2. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR s@,k) 

The following theorem shows that the Stirling numbers defined in [ 1 b] 

are indeed the numbers which were introduced for the first time in 

[14s] (p. 51). 

THEOREM A. The Stirling 
‘vertical’ GF: 

numbers of the second kind S(n, k), have as 

Pal m,(r):=~~~S(n,k)~~ =ki(e’- l)k9 k>O 
. . . . 

where F > k can be replaced by Q > 0), and for ‘double’ GF: 

I%1 @((t, u) := ” go s (n, k) ; Uk .* ’ 

= 1 + “& ; i1 <T<” sin* k) u”> 
x.x 

= exp {u (e’ - 1)). 

n Using [la] (p. 204) for (*), and [lb] for (**): 

Qk (t) ‘2 C S (n, k) 2 
#lb0 

Similarly, with [2a] for (***): 

a(t,~)=~T~ uk C s(n,k)l” 
/ I n3k 11 !  

. > 

(***)kFo k Uk (et - l)k = exp {u (e’ - 1)} . 
n 
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THEOREM B. The S(n, k) haveSor ‘horizontal’ GF (which is often taken 

as d+ition of the S(n, k)): 

PC1 X” = o ;<. ’ in, k, txh 9 
..’ 

where(x),:=+--1).*.(x--k+l), (x),:=1. 

n Identify the coefficients of P/n! in the first and last member of: 

= (1 + (ef - l)>” = 

where (*) follows from [12e] (p. 37), and (**) from [2a]. 4 

THEOREM C. The S(n, k) have the following rational GF: 

CW cp,:=n&kS(n,k)u”= 
.’ ,. II 

-(I -u)(l -;ll).~zj’ 
(According to [ 1 a], ?I 2 k can be replaced by !z > 0.) 

k>, 1. 

II If we decompose the rational fraction cpk into partial fractions, we 

obtain equality (*), and for (**) we use [lb]. Then we get: 
k 

(*) (--I>' k 1 

(Pk=(l -u).~(t -kU)=o&k k! 0 j 1 -(I<--j)u 

THEOREM D. The followitzg explicit formula holds: 

[2el S(n, k) = c 1”2”... kc”. 
c,+g+...+Gk=n-k 
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In other words, the Stirling number of the second kind S(n, k) is the sum 
of all products of n-k not necessarily distinct integers from [k] = 

= (1, 2, . . . . 
n-l 

k} (there are k- 1 
( 1 

such products). 

For instance, S(5,2)=13+12.2+1.22+23=15. Thus the numbers 

S(n, k) are the symmetric monomial functions of degree (n-k) of the first 
k integers (Exercise 9, p. 158). This is the same thing as expanding 
(1 + 2 + a.. + k)“-k by the multinomial theorem and afterwards suppress- 

ing every multinomial coefficient. (This procedure applied to 

(al + a2 + ..a + ak)m gives the so-called Wronski alephs.) 

n After expanding rp,, [2d], identify the coefficients of unek of the 

first and last member of: 

5.3. RECURRENCE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE S(n, k) 

THEOREM A. The Stirling numbers of the second kind S(n, k) satisfy the 
‘triangular’ recurrence relation: 

Pal S(n,k)=S(n- l,k- l)+kS(n- l,k), n,k> 1; 

S(n,O)=S(O,k)=O, except S(O,O)=l. 

This is a quick tool for computing the first values of S(n, k) (see table 
on p. 310). 

n We give two proofs of [3a]. 
(1) Analytical. Equate the coefficients of (x)~ in the first and last 

members of [3b] : 

[3b] ;S(n,k)(x),=x”=x.x”-‘=xTS(n- 1, h)(x),t 

= T s (n - Lh) {(XL+ 1 + h (x)~), 
. 

since the (x), form an independent system of vectors in the linear space 

of polynomial functions. 
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(2) CYombinatoriuZ. We return to Definition A (p. 204) of the S(n, k). 
Let ,YGN be a fixed point, and let M:=N- {xl, INI=na2. We partition 
the set s=s(N, k) of the k-partitions of N into s’ and s”, s’, is the set of 
partitions in which the block {x} occurs, and s”=s-s’. For all YES, let 
t(.Y):=fBnM I BEY, Bn M=0} be the trace of Y’ on M. If YOES’, 
z(Y’)Es(M, k- I), and we see clearly that z is bijective; hence Is’1 = 
=(s(M, k- l)l=S(n- I, k- I). If .YEs”, T(~‘)Es(M, k), and for each 

partition F-Es(M, k), IT-’ (Y-)1 equals the number of possible choices 
ofjoining x to one of the blocks of Y-, which is k; hence Is”1 = kls(M, k)l = 
= kS(n - I, k). Finally, [3a] follows from Isi = Is’1 + I$‘[. n 

THEOREM B. The S(n, k) satisfy the ‘vertical’ recurrence relations: 

PI S (n, k) = 
k-l~~“-l(n~‘)““~k-l’. 

WI S(n,k)= c S(1-l,k-l)k”-‘. 
k<!4n 

I For [3c], we differentiate [2a] (p. 206) with respect to t, and we 
identify the coef7icients of t “-l/(11-- I)! in the first and last member of: 

C S(n,k)~~~l;=~=e~~k-,= 1 S(I,k-I)&,. 
IIt0 I,mbO . . 

For [3d], use [2d] (p. 207): 

c S(n, k) u” = (Pk = u(1 - ku)-’ qk-1 = 
q>k 

=~~oS(l-l,k-l)k”u’+m. H 
. . 

TIlEoREhf C. The S(n, k) satisfy the ‘horizontal’ recurrence relations: 

PI S(n,k)= C (-l)‘(k+l)jS(~+l,k+j+l) 
O$jQn-k 

where (x)~ := x(x + l)...(x + j - i), (x), := 1. 

k-l 

WI k!S(n,k)=k”- C (k)jS(n,j). 
j=l 

n It suffices, by [3a], to replace S(n+ 1, kfj+ 1) of [3e] by S(n, k+j)+ 
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+ (k+j+ 1) S(n, k+j+ l), and then to expand: after simplification 
only s(n, k) is left. For [3f], this is formula [le], p. 205. 

5.4. THE NUMBER w(n) OF PARTITIONS OR EQUIVALENCE 

RELATIONS OF ASET WITH n ELEMENTS 

The number w(n) of all partitions of a set N, often called exponential 
number or BeN number ([Becker, Riordan, 19481, [Touchard, 19561) 
apparently equals, by Definition A (p. 204): 

WI 44 = ,<;<” S(n, a n>,l 
x.x 

So it is also equal to the number of equivalence relations on N. 

THEOREM A. The numbers w(n) have the followving GF: 

I31 ~~Ow(n)$=exp(e’-l), w(O):= 1. 

They satisfy the recurrence relations ([Aitken, 19331): 

PC1 w(n+l)= C 
0 

; w@), 1120, 
OC~<ll 

and they can be given in the form of a convergent series ([Dobinski, 18771). 

(II > 1, [6f] p. 110) 

I Taking into account [4a], the first member of [4b] equals @(t, I), 
then, by [2b] (p. 206) the result follows. 

For [4c], as for [3a], there are two ways again. Analytically, identify 
the coefficients of t”/n! in d@(t, l)/dt=e’@(t, 1). Combinarorialfy, let 
s(P) be the set of all partitions of P, IPJ =n + 1 and let XEP be a fixed 
point, N:=P- {x}, INI =n. For KcN, let +(p) be the set of partitions 
of P such that the block containing x is {x} u K. Then we have evidently 
a bijection between s(N-K) and E+(P). Hence, by virtue of the division 

s(P)=sm K s (P) and by passage to the cardinals, we have: 

w (n + 1) = Is (I’ll = .C, 1s~ (PII = .C, Is (N - K)I = 
c c 

Finally, for [4d], we identify the coefficients of r”/n! in the first and last 
member of [4e] in which the series are power series converging for each 
complex number t: 

[4e] “To w (II) fi = a exp (e’) = i kFo $ = f ,To (& 1 ““F) . 
. / . . .nb~ n. 

We are leaving [4d] (*) to the reader as a gift. n 
See [Rota, 1964a] and its bibliography. (For the asymptotic study of 
w(n) see [Moser, Wyman, 1955b], [Binet, Szekeres, 19571, and [*De 
Bruijn, 19611, pp. 102-8. See also Exercise 23, p. 296.) A table of w(n) is 
found on p. 310. 

We show now a method of computation of the m(n) without using 
the S(n, k). 

THEOREM B. ([Aitken, 19331). In the sense of p. 14 we have: 

m(n)=d”m(i). 

I In fact, by [SC] (p. 13) (h ere, x=1) for (*), and by [4c] (p. 210) 
for (**) we have: 

where 
A(n, j) = 1 (- l)n-k 

k (A)(5)= 

= C,.(l - t)” +(I - t)-j-l = (&,-,(I - t)“-j-l = 

=O, except A(n,n)=l, QED. n 

More generally, the same method enables to prove that the polynomials 
S,(x):=& S(n, k) xk satisfy xS,(x)=d” Si (X) (a(n)=&(l)). In 
practice, the computation of the w(n) by way of this property proceeds 
as in the table shown. One goes from left to right, upward under an 
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angle of 45”, starting from the table obtained for m(n- 1). Then, after 
having arrived at the value of W(IZ), it is brought down to the bottom of 
the first column, and one starts again. In the table is shown the computa- 
tion of w (6), starting from the table obtained by computing w (5): 52 + 
+15=67, 67+20=87, etc.... 

of the matrix of the S(rr, k), [6f] (p. 144): 

C5Cl [s (n, k)] = [S (II, k)] - ’ . 

The s(n, k) are not all positive, their sign is given by: IS(II, Ic)l = 
=(- l)k+” s (n, k), which follows from [5a], if one replaces t, II by - f, - II. 
On p. 235 we will give the combinatorial interpretation of Is(M, k)l, the 
unsigned or absohrte Stirling number of the first kind, which may be 
denoted by z,(rt, 1~): 

” 

m(n) 

Am(n) 

d%d”) 

Ll’wh) 

d%idn) 

d%(n) 

LPW(“l 

1234567 

5.5. STIRLING NUMBERS OF THE FIRST KIND S(I1, k) 

AND THEIR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 

We have already met two definitions of the Stirling numbers of the first 
kind s (n, k): 

(1) The s(n, k) have for ‘double’ GF ([14p], p. 50): 

or for ‘vertical’ GF ([14r], p. 51): 

C5bl Y,(t)= C s(n,k);=;logk(l+t) 
?>k 

hence s(n, k)=O if not 1 <k<n except s(O,O)= 1. 
(2) The infinite (lower) triangular matrix of the s(n, k) is the inverse 

213 

II54 s(n, k) := Is(n, k)l = (- l)k+” S(II, k). 

THEOREM A. The s(n, k) have for ‘horizontal’ GF (this is often taken as 
drljirlition of the s (II, I~)): 

II5el 

WI <X>” = o<F<” 5 (% I<) xk, . 
where (x),=x(x- I;:..(x-n+l), (x)“=x(x+ l)...(x+n-- l), (x)~= 
=(x)e=l. 

I It sufhces, by [12e, e’] (p. 37) to identify the coefficients of t”/n! in: 

THEOREM B. The s(n, k) have for ‘horizontal’ GF: 

CM Y,(U) = 1 s(n, k) IP’-~ = 
1 <k<n 

= (1 I- u) (1 - 2u).*. (1 - (n - 1) 14) 

C5hl Y.(-u)=I<~<n5(n,k)~“-k= 

= (<;‘u) (1 + 2u)...(l + (n - 1) II). 

n Replace x by u-l in [5e, f], and simplify. H 

THEOREM C. The z, (n + 1, k + I), for njixed and variable k, are the elenzen- 
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tary symmetric functions of the jirst n integers. In other words, for 
I= 1,2, ,.. n: 

PI s(n+l,n+l-I)= C *’ li12 . . . i,. 
l-Si,<i*<...cj,Qn . . 

Differently formulated, the unsigned Stirling number of the first kind 
~(n, k) appears here as the sum of all products of n- k different integers 

takenfrom[n-1]={1,2,...,n-l}.(Thereare such products.) 

For instance, ~(6,2)=~(6,2)=1.2.3.4+1.2.3.5+1.2.4.5+1.3.4.5+ 
+2.3.4.5=274. 

q This is clear from [5h], or if one prefers: 

I31 

C5kl (l+u)(l+2u)~~~(l+nu)=0~~~~(n+l,n+l-1)N1. m 
. . 

(For generalizations, see [Toscano, 19391, [Storchi, 19481.) 

5.6. RECURRENCE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE s(n, k) 

THEOREM A. The Stirling numbers of the first kind s(n, k) satisfy the 

‘triangular’ recurrence relation: 

[W s(n,k)=s(n-l,k-l)-(n-l)s(n-l,k), n,k>l; 

s(n,O)=s(O,k)=O, except s(O,O)=l. 

For the unsigned numbers, this can be written 

C6a’l s(n,k)=s((n-l,k-l)+(n-l)s(n--1,k). 

This is a means for a quick computation of the first values of the 
s(n, k) (see table on p. 310 and Exercise 16, p. 226); particularly: 

lI6bl s(n, 1) = (- l>.-l (n - 1) !, 

s(n,n-l)=- t , s(n,n)=l. 
0 

n Equate the coefficients of xk in the first and last member of [SC]: 

[SC] qs(n,k)x’=(x),={x-(n-l)}(x),-,= 

=(x-(n-l)]Ts(n-l,h)xh. q 

THEOREM B. The s(n, k) satisfy the ‘vertical’ recurrence relations: 

t-64 ks(ny k, =k-,~<n-, (- 1)“~‘-’ ‘; s(l, k - I), ‘.’ 0 
Fe1 s(n + 1, k + 1) = ,<T<<. (- l>n-’ (I + 1)(1+ 2)+)s(~, k). 

‘. ’ 

q For [6d], equate the coefficients of u k-‘t”/n! 
[5a] (p. 212). For [6 e , use in an analogous way iW/dt = u (1 -t- t )-I Yy. W ] 

in a!P/au= Y log(1 +t), 

THEOREM C. The s(n, k) satisfy the ‘horizontal’ recurrence relations 
([Lagrange, 17711): 

(n - k)s(n, k) =k+sl<(- l)lwk (,c! 1) s(n, I) 
..’ 

, C6gl s(n,k)= c s(n+l,I+l)n’-k. 
k<!<n 

/ n For [bf], equate the coefficients of xk in the expressions to the right 
of (*) and (w): 

4 
Ii x(x-- l),=xTs(n, I)(x-1)’ 

,! 
(2; (- l)lehs(n, Z) (3 xh+l =(x - n)(x)” 

(Z)pj)xj+* -np(n,j)xj. 
i 

For [6g], equate the coefficients of unVk in y/,-, (= {I -(II- 1)~)~’ !fJ”, 

rw (P. 213). m 
Figure 35 shows the diagrams of the recurrence relations established 
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in the preceding section. (See p. 12. Analogous diagrams 
as well for the recurrence relations of pp. 208 and 209.) 

k k h i 

hold evidently 

Fig. 35. 

5.7. THE VALUES OF s(n,k) 

According to [lb] (p, 204) the Stirling number of the second kind 
s(n, k) can be expressed as a single summation of elementary terms, that 
is, which are themselves products and quotients of factorials and powers. 
There does not exist an analogous formula for the numbers of the first 
kind, the ‘shortest formula’ [7a, a’] below being a double summation of 
elementary terms. Shortwise, we will say that S(n, k) is of rank one and 
that s(n, k) is of rank TWO. 

THEOREM A. ([Schlbmilch 18521). The ‘exact’ value of s(n, k) is: 

n We use the Lagrange formula (p. 148). Let f(t):=e’-1 and its 
inverse function f(-l> (t)=log(l+t). We get, by [5b] (p. 212), for 
(I), [8b] (p. 148), for (II), [5h] (p. 142), for (III) and [2a] (p. 206), for 
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hence [7a] follows after simplifications. If we substitute the exact value 
[lb] (p. 204) into [7a], we obtain [7a’]. 

For small values of k, [7a, a’] is perhaps less convenient than expres- 
sion C7b] below. 

THEOREM B. We have: 

I31 S(n+ l,k+ ‘)=;;Y&(l),- 1!5.(2),2!5,(3),...), 

where Yk stands for Ihe Bell polynomial (complete exponential, [3b, c] 
(p. 134), tabulated on p. 307) and C,,(s): =x7= I j-‘. 

n In fact, by [Sj] (p. 214) for (*): 

~e(rz+l,k+-l)xk~‘n!(l+x) 1-t: 
( 2).*(I+ :) 

” 

= n! exp{ C log(1 + xi-‘)> 
j=i 

” 
= n! ew {jzl ST1 (- iy-1 x.yy~j 

= n! exp {,E (- l)‘-l x”s-‘C, (s)} , 
, 

and then we apply definition [3c] (p. 307) of the Y,. q 
(There is an analogous formula for each elementary symmetric function 
Exercise 9, (4) p. 158. See also Exercises 16, p. 226, and 9, p. 293.) 

Thus: 

4(?2+1,2)=IZ! 
( 

l+:,*..+i =n!Hn, 
I1 > 

where H, denotes the harmonic number. 

5(fJ+1,3)=;! H,2- 
i ( 

l+l+...+’ 

%‘I ” y 

f12 )I 
s(/If1,4)=~~- H3-33N I+:,+...+-!~ + 

n2 ) 

-I- 2 
( 

1 + ;3 +...+ L 
I n3 ’ 
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5.8. CONGRUENCE PROBLEMS 

It is interesting to know in advance or to discover some congruences 
in any table of a sequence of combinatorial integers. This is a rapid way 
of checking computations, and an attractive connection between Com- 

binatorial Analysis and Number Theory. We show two typical examples 
in this matter. 

Let two polynomials be given: 

f(x)=Takxky g(x)=Fbkxk 

with integer coefficients, a,, k b EZ. We often write, when a,= b, (modnl) 

for all k: 

C84 fb>=g(x) (modm) 
and we say ‘f congruent g modulom’. 

THEOREM A. (Lagrange). For eachprimep, we have in the sense of [Sal : 

I31 (x)p:= x(x - l)~~~(x-p+l)~xp-x (modp). 

In other words, the Stirling numbers of the first kind satisfjt: 

PC1 s(p, k) = 0 (modp), 

except s (p, p) = 1, and (Wilson theorem) 

IWI s(p,l)=(p-l)!=-1 (modp). 

n Forp tied, we argue by induction, on k decreasing from p - I. By [6b] 
(~.214),for(*),andTheorem C(p. lS)for(**),[8c] is true when k=p- 1: 

’ s(P,P-+- 2 
0 

‘2’0 (modp). Now, by [6f] (p. 215): 

I34 (p-k)s(p,k)= c (- l)l-k(k! &b ‘1. 
k+l<!$p 

Assume that [8c] is true, thus, s(p, I)=0 (modp) for (3<) k+ I< 

</<p-l. Then, [se] implies, by Theorem C (p. 14) for (*): 

-ks(p,k)-(-l)p-k(k~ ,)s(p,p)‘zO (modpI, 

from which [SC] follows, since 2< k <p - 2. 
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For [Sd], [Gf] (p. 215) gives in the case that k= 1, by [SC]: (p- I) x 
x s(p, I)=1 (modp); hence, sinces(p, l)=(-l)p-l(p-l)!, [6b]: 

1 = (p - 1) (p - l)! = p! - (p - l)! E - (p - I)! 

(modd I 

(For generalizations see [Bell, 19371, [Touchard, 19561, [Cariitz, 

1965a, b].) 

CONSEQUENCE (Fermat theorem). For all integers aq0, and each prime 

number p, 

WI ap E a (mod P). 

Put x=a in [Sb], then (a),=0 (modp), because, among p consecutive 
integers, at least one is a multiple ofp. 

THEOREM B. For each prime number p, the Stirling numbers of the second 

kind satisJy: 

I34 S(p, k) = 0 (modp), except S(p,l)=S(p,p)=l. 

II 111 fact, by [I b] (P. 205), for (*), [8f] for (**), and Example 2 (p. 153), 
for (***), we have for k32: 

k! S (p, k)‘z’C (- l)k-i 
i 

iP(*z)C (- l)k-i f i(*z*)o. 

i 0 

Thus p divides k!S(p, k), hence S(p, k) ,when k<p- 1, because then p 

is relatively prime with respect to k! n 
Note. One can prove this also by induction, using [3f], p. 209, as in the 
proof of Theorem A. 

SUPPLEMENT AND EXERCISES 

1. Bnnrtcrs and chromatic polJwnnCals. (I) Show that the number n(/l, k) 

of banners with n vertical bands and k colours, two adjacent bands of 

different colour, equals k!S(n- I, k- 1). (2) Moreover, for every tree 

.T over N. INI =/I, d(n, lc) is also the number of colourings of the II nodes 
with 1c colours such that two adjacent nodes have a different colour. 

(Compare with Exercise I, p. 198.) (3) More generally, considering a 
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graph B with II nodes and introducing the number d(g, k) of colourings 
of these nodes with k colours, having the preceding property, show that 
the chromatic polynomial (of p. 179) satisfies: P,(I)=C;= 1 d(9, k) x 

x;. 0 
0 

* 4 What is the number of checkerboards of dimensions (III x II) 

with k colours? (Two squares with a side in common must be coloured 
differently.) 

2. Lie derivative and operational calculus. Let J.(t) be a formal series. We 
define the operator IZD (Lie derivative) by (nD)f: =nDf=lf’, where D 
is the usual derivation (p. 41). Similarly, (oJ,)f: = D (J.f )=I.y+ Af’. 

(1) (tD)“=& S(n, l) t’D’ and (Dt)“=x;=,, S(n-t-1,1+ 1) t’l)‘. (2) 
(eb’o)” = enbt Eel s(n, 1) b”-‘D’. (3) (t “+lD)“=tnlr c;=I P,,l(a) t’D’, 

where xnal P,,I t”/n!=(l/l!) ((1 -at)-llrr- l)}.(4) Find an explicit for- 
mula for (AD)” and (DA)” ([Comtet, 19731). (5) The following result of 
Pourchet shows that this problem is closely connected with the FaB 
di Bruno formula: 

where 

Apply this method to prove: (x logx.D)“=&~!~” s(n, 2) s(& k) 
(logx)‘xkDk. 

3. The lattice of the partitions of a set. Let be given two partitions P’, Y 
of a set N. Then we say that Y is finer than Y or that P’ is a sub- 
partition of Y, denoted by P’<Y, if and only if each block of Y is 
contained in a block of Y. Show that this order relation on the set of 
partitions of N makes it into a lattice (Definition D, p. 59). 

4. Bernoulli and Stirling numbers and sums of powers. We write the GF 
of the Bernoulli numbers B,, [14aJ (p. 48), in the form: 

Show that Bn=x;=O (-l)kk!S(n, k)/(k+l). Use this to obtain the 
value of B,, expressed as a double sum. Show also, by substituting 

u:=c*-1 into [#], that &s(It, k)B,=(-l)“rt!/(rt+l). Verify the 

formula B”=&(- 1)’ ;I: 
( > 

Z(.j, n)/(ji- l), where Z(j, n)= 1”+2”+ 

-t ... +j” ([Bergmann, 19671 and p. 155. See also [Gould, 19721 which 
gives other explicit formulas for the Bernoulli numbers). Show that 

Z(n, r)=CSZ: (j- 1)!S(r+ l,j) ‘j’ 
0 

. 

5. A transformation of formal series. For each integer k > 1, let TA be the 
transformation of formal series defined by: f =CnaO a,t?+T, f= 

=c n2o nkantn. (1) Show that Tkf=~~=l S(lc,k) thDhf (D is the 
diKerentiation operator, p. 41). (2) Deduce from this the value of 

c na,, nkt” in the form of a rational fraction, and also that of ‘j?z=, izkt”. 
(3) Furthermore, with the Eulerian numbers A(k, h) (pp. 51 and 242) 
we have @k(t):=(l -t)k+l Ena nkt”=~:=l A(k, h) th. [Hint: Apply 

[14v1 (P- 51) to CkSO @k(t) uk/k!.] (4) Express &=O nkt”/n! in the 
form of a product of e’ with a polynomial. (5) Solve analogous problems 
for C naOnk(cl),t”/n! (and ~~=0), where a is a complex number. (6) 
Study the transformation Tk, c, with c a given integer 20, such that 
7’k,c f:=~n>&-C)kUnt”. 

6. The Taylor-Newton formula. For each polynomial P(x) we have 
(A is the d@fererzce operator defined on p. 13): 

(x - alk P(x)= c ____ 
k20 k! 

dkP(a)=(I+d)“P(0). 

More generally, let be given a sequence ao, aI, CQ, . . . of d@zrent complex 
numbers, f a formal series (with complex coefficients) and t, x two 
indeterminates. We put (.~)n=(x-ao) (x-a,).+.(~--a,-,) and (LX~)~= 

=nf=O,j+k (c(k - Uj) for k < 1. Prove then the multiplication formula: 

Use this to recover the formulas of Exercise 29 (p. 167). 

7. Associated Stirling numbers of the second kind. For r integer 2 1, let 
S,(n, k) be the number of partitions of the set N, INI =IZ, into k blocks, 
all of cardinality z r. We call this number the r-associated Stirling number 
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of the second kind. In particular, S, (n, k)=S(n, k). Then we have the 
GF: 

and the ‘triangular’ recurrence relations: 

S,(n+l,k)=kS,(n,k)+ rlfl S,(n-r+Lk--1). 
( > 

Moreover, &(n,k)=O (modl.3.5...(2k-1)) and, for IBl, (-1)‘1! 

=~~.,,(-l>“s,(l+ m, m). The first values of S, (n, k) are: 

fl&Jy$z &Q y. ? I, jr, ; ‘~+$ ‘I 

k\n12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 3 10 25 56 119 246 501 1012 2035 

3 15 105 490 1918 6825 22935 74316 

4 105 1260 9450 56980 302995 

5 945 17325 190575 

6 10395 

n\k 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

13 14 15 

1 1 1 
4082 8177 16368 

235092 731731 2252341 
1487200 6914908 30950920 
1636635 12122110 81431350 
270270 4099095 47507460 

135135 4729725 

16 17 

1 1 
32751 65518 

6879678 20900922 
134779645 575156036 
510880370 3049616570 
466876410 4104160060 

94594500 1422280860 
2027025 91891800 

18 

1 
131053 

63259533 
2417578670 

17539336815 
33309926650 
17892864990 
2343240900 

34459425 

LetP,(r)=C&t tk/k!. Use the S,(n, k) to expand (P,(t))“, Pi(r). J’,(u) 
and log(P,(t)). 

8. Distribuhns of balls in boxes. The number of distributions of 11 balls 
into k boxes equals: (1) k” if all balls and all boxes are different: 

k! S(n, k) if no box is allowed to be empty. (2) if the balls are 
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indistinguishable, and all the boxes different; n-l 

( > k-l 
if, moreover, no 

box is allowed to be empty (Theorem C., p. 15). (3) Suppose the 
boxes are all different, and the balls of equal size, but painted in different 
colours. Balls of the same colour are supposed to be not distinguishable. 
In this way we define a partition of the set N of balls. If there are in this 
partition c, i-blocks, i= I, 2, 3, . . . . then the number of distributions is 

equal to (:)“(“~‘)“(“~‘~..., C1+2C,+***=12 [use (2)]. (4) What 

do we get ibr aI1 the preceding answers when the boxes and balls are 
put in rows? (For all these problems, see especially [*MacMahon, 
1915-161. Good information is also found in [*Riordan, 19581, pp. 
90-106.) 

9. Returtt lo rke Bell polynomials. Application to rational fractions. The 
exponential partial Bell polynomials B,,, are a generalization of the 
Stirling numbers, because B,,,(l, l,...)=S(n, k), [3g] (p. 135). (I) Let 
al, a2,... be integers 20. Show that B,, k (a,,a, . ..) equals the number 
of partitions of N, INI =n, into k blocks, the i-blocks being painted with 
colours taken from a stock Ai, given in advance, and with ai colours in 
the stock ,4i, i= 1, 2, 3 ,.... (It is not compulsory to use all colours of 
each stock!) (2) We denote the value of the n-th derivative in the point 
x=a of F(x) [or G(x)] by f, [org.]; fo, g,,=F(a), G(a). Suppose that 
x=a is a multiple root of order k of G(x)=O, and that F(x)/G(x) has 
the singular part c”,= 1 yp(x-a)-P. Show that the coefficients y,, equal: 

c t- *)‘.Wh-p-1 B 

,,Q,<!-<k-p l!(k - p - I)! g;+l . 

(For k= 1 we recover r=fo/gl =F(a)/G’(a), that is the residue of F/G 
when .~=n is a simple pole.) (3) N ow take F and G to be polynomials, 
G=n;=l (X-ai)a’, with all different ai. Express the yp,i by an ‘exact’ 

formula of rank <n - 2. 

10. The Schriirlerproblettz. ([Schrbder, 18701. See also [Carlitz, Riordan, 
19551, [Comtet, 19701, [KnBdel, 19513). Let N be a finite set, INI =rz, and 
let us use the name ‘Schriider system’ for any system (of blocks of N) 
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.Y’i”cp’(N) such that: (o) Every l-block of N belongs to it: ‘$r (N)cY 
(p) N does not belong to it: N#Y. (y) B, B’EY~B~B’ or B’cB or 
Bn B’ =@. We denote the family of all Schriider systems of N by 
s(N), and the problem is now to compute its cardinal s,: = Is (N)I. (1) 

Let the number ki of maximal i-blocks be fixed, iE [II- 11. (Maximal 
block is a block contained in no other.) Then we have: 

Cal k,+2k,+.+.+(n-l)k,-,=n, 

and the number of the corresponding YES(N) equals: n!s:’ SF... 
(l!)-“‘(2!)-“‘...(kr!)-‘(k,!)-‘... ; s r : = 1 (2) Observe that the condition 

[a] is equivalent to the two conditions k, -t2k, + ... +nk, =n, k, + k, + 
+.-*+k,>,2. Show that the GF y:=Cn2,,, s,t”/n! satisfies: 

bl eY-2y-l+t=O, 

(3) We have s, = c;I E S, (n + k, k + I ), codiagonal sums of the associated 
Stirling numbers of Exercise 7 (p. 221). So, sq= 1 + lO+ 15=26. Hence 
the table of values: 

n(l23 4 5 7 8 9 10 
s,, ( 1 1 4 26 236 27:2 39208 660032 12818912 282131824 

(4) sp= 1 (modp), forp prime. (5) s,=CLaI 2-“-k S(n+k- 1, k) (style 
Dobinski). (6) Explicitly, 

(7) Asymptotically, 

where A=2 log2 - 1=0.386294.. . and dl are polynomials in A: d, = 
=(9-A)/24, d,=(225-90Ai-A2)/192,.... 

11. Congruences of the (Bell) number of partition nr (n). Let p be a prime 

number. Modulo p, we have m(p) = 2, ZD (p + 1) = 3 and, more generally, 
m (JI” + h) = urn (11) + m (h -I- 1). Modulo p2, we have ra (2~) - 2m (p + 1) - 
-22m(p)+p+5sO ([Touchard, 19561). 

12. Generalization of C Let P,,r(z)=Ci=, k’ ‘znmk, 

where r is integer 20. Use Exercise 5 (1) (p. 221) to show that 

P”,,(Z) = c s (r, q) (n), c*“-$?(l + zt)” (1 + t>“-“. 
4 

Thus, 

A(n, r):=P,,,(l)=x”,,, k’ 

Particularly, A (n, 0) = (::), A(n, 1)=(2n- 1) (2:rItl, A(n, 2)= 

kg0 (- l>” k’(i)’ = 2i+;q=n (- 0 s (4, r) Ml (“T”)(;). 
. . . 

13. A ‘universal’ generating function. The following solves, for partitions 
of a set, a problem anaIogous to the problem for partitions of integers, 
which is solved by Theorem B (p. 98). Let % be an infinite matrix 
consisting of Oand 1, ‘21= [c(~,~], i3 l,j>O, CX~,~=O or I. Let s(nIk, ‘3) be 
the number of partitions of a set N into k blocks such that the number of 
blocks of size (= cardinal number) i equals to one of the integers j> 0 

for which cli, j= 1. Then we have the ‘universal’ GF: 

In particular we obtain the following table of GF, where * means no 
condition’ (N= 1 provides the ‘total’ GF): 
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NUlXlber 
of blocks 

- 
Size of 

each block 
GF by ‘number 

of blocks’ 

l 

l 

l 

odd 
even 
odd 
odd 
even 
even 

+ exp(u(8 - 1)) 
odd exp(u sht) 
even exp(u(cht - 1)) 
l sh(u(e’ - 1)) 
l ch(u(el- 1)) 
odd sh(u shr) 
even sh(u(chr - 1)) 
odd ch(u sh r) 
even ch(u(chr - 1)) 

‘Total’ GF 

exp (et - 1) 
exp(shr) 
exp(cht-1) 
sh(et - 1) 
ch(et - 1) 
sh(shl) 
sh(cht-1) 
ch (sh t) 
ch(chr - 1) 

14. ‘Stackings’ of x. Let f,(x) be the sequence of functions defined by 
fl=x,fz=xr ,..., f,=x ‘I-r, 122. Determine and study the coefficients of 
the expansion fi(x)=‘&,,,r,-, a,(p, q) xp logqx. (See also p. 139.) 

*15. The number of ‘connected’ n-relations. Let p and q be two integers 
3 1. A relation .Q?C [p] x [q] is called ‘connected’ if pr, &= [p], 

J-d= L-41 (P. 59), and if any two points of & can be connected by a 
polygonal path with unit sides in horizontal or vertical direction, all 
whose vertices are in &‘. We say also that JZ? is (p x q)-animal. Thus, in 
Figure 36, (I) is an animal, but (II) is not. Compute or estimate the 

(I) (II) 

mm 

tIIm&l 
Fig. 36. 

number A (n; p, q) of the A such that IAl =n, also called ‘n-ominos’ (This 
term is taken from C*Golomb, 19661. For an approach to this problem, 
see [Kreweras, 19691 and [Read, 1962a]). Analogous question for 
dimension da3, AC [p,] x [pz] x ... x [p,,]. 

16. Values of S(n, n-a) and s(n, n-a). (1) We have 
2a 

S(n, n-a)= 
c 0 

“. S2 (M-a), 
]=a+1 / 

S2 as defined in Exercise 7 (p. 221). Thus, S(n, n)= 1, 

S(n, n-l)= ; 
0 

, S(n, n-2)=(:)+3 (i)=*(i) (3n-5), 

S(n,n-3)=(~)+lO($-F~5($=f(~)(n’-5n+6). (2)Similarly, we 

have s(n, n-a)=xjZa+l 7 sz(j,j-a), where the s2 are defined by 
0 

C,,k~2(~~,k)tnzlk/it!=e-‘U(l+t)“(E xercise 7, p, 256; Exercise 20, p. 295). 

Thus, s(tr,n)=l, s(II,n-1)= - , s(n, n-2)=2 J +3 i =$x 
0 0 

0 
‘J (3n- l), s(n, n-3)= -6 (y)-20(y)-15($=-1(3x 

, \ 
x (n-l)n, s(n, n-4)=& J (15n3-30n2+5n+2). (Other ‘exact’ 

0 
formulas in [Mitrinovic, 1960: 1961, 19621, See also Exercise 9, p. 293.) 

17. Stirling numbers and Vandermonde determinants. The value of the 
unsigned number of the first kind 5 (n+ 1, k) is the quotient of the 
n-th order determinant obtained by omitting the k-th column of the 
matrix 

-1 I 1 . . . 1 - 
1 2 22 . . . 2” 
1 3 33 . . . 3” 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

L 1 n n2 . . . n” 

by 1!2! . . . (n- I)!. The number of the second kind S(n, k) can be 
expressed using a determinant of order k: 

1 1 1 . . . 1 1 1 
1 2 22 . . . 2k-3 2k-2 2” 

k! S(n, k)= 1 3 32 . . . 3k-3 3k-2 3” . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 k k2 . . . kk-3 kk-2 k 

18. Generalized Bernoulli numbers. These are the numbers B,!” defined 
for every complex number r: 
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Evidently B,!l’= B,, [14a] (p.48). Show (with[5h] p. 142) that Bt’=x;=, 

Moreover, for all pairs of integers (n,p) such 

thatO<n<p-1 we have Bf)= -ls(p,p-n). Besides, Bc’ = 

Pt’(+, +,...), by [5d] (p. 141); Bg)= 1, B’;‘= -r/2, B$‘=& r(3r- l), 
Bg’=-+r’(r-l),.... Finally, determine an ‘exact’ formula of mini- 
mal rank for B$’ (p. 216). 

1% Diagonal differences. Show that A’jS(k, k+j) = A’js(k, k+j)= 

=1.3.5 . . . ..(2j-1). 

20. The number of ‘Fubini formulas’. Let a,” be the number of possible 
ways to write the Fubini formula ([l II] p. 34) for a summation of 
integration of order m. Evidently, a, = I, a2 =3, aJ = 13, because 

ml123 4 5 8 9 10 

am 1 1 3 13 75 541 46683 47:93 545835 7087261 102247563 

Moreover, an=Ck A (n, k) 2k-‘, as a function of the Eulerian numbers 
of p. 51 or 242, and a,,,= Ilrn! (ln2)-“‘-‘2-‘II (notation [6f], p. 110). 

21. A beautiful determinant. Let 5 be the unsigned Stirling numbers of the 
first kind (p. 213). Then, 

s(n+l,l) e(n+1,2)...5(n+l,k) 
e(n+2,1) s(n+2,2)...s(n+2,k) =(n!)k. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
s(n+k,l) s(n+2,k)...s(n+k,k) 

*22. Inversion of y”e’ and y logs y in a neighbourhood of injinity ([Comtet, 
19701). The equations y”eY= x and y logsy = x, where c( and /l are 
constants SO, have solutions y=@),(x) and y= Ya (x) that tend to 
infinity for x tending to infinity. Then, with L, : = logx and L, : = log logx, 
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we have: 

Y,(x)=;- 
C-P>" " (--L2T 

t 

1+ 1 L" 
fI$l 1 &, 111 !  

~ Q.,..(P)}, 

the polynomial Q,, m (p) being cr= 1 (n-r:;-‘> 
s(n, n-m+k) pk. 

“23. Congruences of the Stirling numbers. Let p be prime. We denote ‘a 
divides b’ by a 1 b. (1) p2 / 5 (p, 2h) for 2 < 211 dp - 3 and p > 5 (Nielsen). 
Particularly, the numerator of the harmonic number HP-* = I +++ 
+++a--+(I/@- 1)) is d ivisible 
and 1) j (S(IT+ 1, 2)- I). 

by p2. (2) p 1 S(p+ 1, k) for 3<k<p 

24. An asymptotic expansion for the sum of factorials. If I?--+ co, we have: 

25. The number of topologies on a set of II elements. This number t, 
equals & S(n, k) dk, the ~1~ being the number of order relations defined 
on p. 60 ([Comtet, 19661). 

nil234 5 6 7 8 9 

tta ( 1 4 29 355 6942 209527 9535341 642779354 63260289423 
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PERMUTATIONS We denote the group of permutations of N (with composition of maps 
as operation) by 6 (N). This group is also called the symmetric group of 
N. The unit element of this group is the identity permutation, denoted 
by c:‘v’x~N, E(x)=x. Evidently, IG(N)I=n! (p. 7). 

6.1. THE SYMMETRIC GROUP We recall some notions about permutations oeG(N). 

We recall that a permutation 0 of a finite set N, IN I= n, is a bijection of N 
onto itself. 

Actually, as N is finite, we could as well have said ‘surjection’ or ‘in- 
jection’ instead of ‘bijection’. 

A permutation (r can be represented by writing the elements of the set 
N on a top row, and then underneath each element its image under the 

mapping Q. Thus represents a o&(N), where N: = {a, b, 

c, 4 e, f, s}, o(a)‘= c, a(b)La, u(c)=e, u(d)=d, o(e)=b, a(‘)=g, 

Q)=f. 
Another way of representing G consists of associating with it a digraph 

9 (p. 67), where it is understood that an arc 3 is drawn if and only if 
y =a(~), yf x. Figure 37 corresponds in this way with the above per- 
mutation. 

abcdefg 

Fig. 38. 

One can also represent g by a relational lattice, as on p. 58. Then 
Figure 38 corresponds with the permutation of Figure 37. Clearly a 
binary relation on N is associated with a permutation in this way if and 
only if all its horizontal and vertical sections have one element. 

Finally, Q can be represented by a square matrix, say B = [b,, ,], defined 

by bi,j=l ifj=,(i), and b,,j= 0 otherwise. Such a matrix is called a 
pcrrwtation matrix. 

The orbit of x(eNj for a permutation B is the subset of N consisting 
of the points x, o(x), a*(x), . . . . ok-‘(x), where k, the length of the orbit, 
is the smallest integer 2 1 such that c~(x)=x. If k= 1, 0(x)=x, then x 
is a$,yeci point of (T (See p. 180). 

Let -Y,, x2,..., xk be k different points of N, l,<k<rt. The cycle y= 
= t x1, x2,... , xk) is the following permutation: y (x1) =x2, y (x2) = .‘cj,. . ., 
Y(-Yk-,)=-Ykr r(+yk)=. x, and y (X)-X if x#xi. We say that y has length k 

(also denoted by Iyl) and has the set (x1, x2, . . . . xk) for domain (or orbit). 
Evidently, there are (11)&,/k cycles of length k because each cycle (x1, x2, . . . . 
xk) is given by any one of the following k-arrangements: (x,, x2, . . . . xk), 

(x2, x3, . ..? xk, $), (xk, x1, ..., xk-l), and only by these. 
A circular pernwtation is a cycle of length II (=INI). So there are 

(n),/n=(n-- I)! such permutations. A transposition t is a cycle of length 
2: in other words, there exist two points a and b, a# b, such that t(a) = b, 

z (1)) = a. There are exactly 
0 

“2 transpositions of N. 

We recall that each permutation can be written as a product of cycles, 
with disjoint domains, this decomposition being unique up to order. For 
example, the permutation of p. 230 can be written as (a, c, e, b) (f, g) (d) = 
=(a, c, e, 6) (f, g) (the cycles of length 1 are often omitted). Similarly, 
& = (x,) (X2).’ * (x,). c urrently, the cycles in the sense of graphs (p. 62) and 
cycles in the sense of permutations will be identified, as in Figure 37. Each 
cycle is product of transpositions; in fact, (x1)=(x1, x2) (x2, x1) and 

(x1, x2,..., xk)=(xl, xk) (x1, xk-l)“‘(xl, x2) for k>2. Hence, this holds 
for each permutation, because they are products of cycles. 

It follows that the set S=%(N) of transpositions of N, I%(= 
0 

i , en- 

erates the group G(N). In fact, 6 (N) can be generated by a much smaller 
set of transpositions. To make this more precise, let us associate with 
every set of transpositions LIcZ the graph g(U) defined as follows: 
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{x, u} is an edge of g (Uj if and only if the transposition (x, yj~u. 

THEOREM. A set U (c Zj of (n - I) transpositions of N generates 6 (Nj 

if and only if g (U) is a tree (DeJinition B, p. 62). 

~ n If g (Uj is a tree over N, then for all a, beN, afb there exists a unique 
path ~~(=a), x2,..., x,(=bj such that {xi, x~+~} is an edge of g (Uj; 
hence the transposition (xi, x~+~)EU, iE [k- 11. Now it is easily verified 
that the transposition (a, b) can be factored as follows in the group 
G(N): 

(a, b) = (Xi, Xkj = (h-1, Xkj (G-2, xk-lj*~*(xl~ x2> x 

x (x2, X3)-.(%-2, %-I) (%-I, 4. 

Thus, as each (a, ~)EZ is generated by U, 6(N) is too (cf. p. 231). 
Now we suppose conversely that U generates 6 (Nj, but that g (11) is 

not a tree. Because g (U) has (n - 1) edges, there exist a and b not con- 
nected by a path (Theorem C, p. 63); this implies that the transposition 
(a, bj is not equal to any product of transpositions belonging to U, etc. W 
(For other properties related to representing a set of permutations by a 
graph, see [DCnes, 19591, [Eden, Schtitzenberger, 19621, [Eden, 19671, 
and [*Berge, 19681, pp. 117-23.) 

For two decompositions into a product of transpositions of a given 
permutation, u =cpl ‘pz . . . cps = J/1 $2 . . . $r, the numbers s and t have the 
same parity. This can be quickly seen by observing first that the product 
7~ of the transposition 7 = (a, bj and a permutation (T with k cycles is a 
permutation with k+ 1 cycles if a and b are in the same orbit, and with 
k- 1 cycles if CI and b are in different orbits of 0’. Hence it follows that 

‘pt ‘pz*** cps and $1 ti2 . . . tit have a number of cycles equal to 1 Ih 1 + I+ 
+~~~fl,(s-l)times~1,andlIf:l+l+~~~+l,(t-ljtimes~1,respect- 
ively. The equality of these two numbers implies the above-mentioned 
property. (This is the proof by [Cauchy, 18151. See also [*Serret, 18661, 
II, p. 248.) 

A permutation is called eveIt (respectively odd) if it can be decomposed 
into an even (respectively odd) numbers of transpositions. Suppose O= 

= YtY2 *-a yk, a product of k cycles. The parity of 0 is equivalent to the 
parity of the integer n-k (=C(jvJ - 1)) because of the decomposition 
of each cycle of length I into I- 1 transpositions (see above). Thus, a 
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permutation is even (respectively odd) if it has an even (respectively odd) 
number of cycles of even length. 

The sigrt x (cj of a permutation cr is defined by x (cj = + 1 (- 1 respect- 
ively) if cr is even (respectively odd). From the decomposition into trans- 
positions it follows immediately that for each two permutations (T and 0’: 

x@J’> =x(4 x(Q. 

The alternating subgroup of G (Nj consists of the even permutations of N. 
The order of a permutation cr is the smallest integer k> 1 such that 

&=E. This is clearly the LCM of the system of integers consisting of 
lengths of the cycles occurring in the decomposition of 6. 

6.2. COUNTING PROBLEMS RELATED TO DECOMPOSITION 

IN CYCLES; RETURN TO STIRLING NUMBERS OF 

THE FIRST KIND 

, 

DEFINITION. Let c,, c~,,.., c, be integers 20 such that: 

I24 Cl + 2c, + ... + nc, = n . 

A permutation a~6(N), INI =n is said to be of type [cl] = [cl, c2, . . . c,j 
if its decomposition into disjoint cycles contains exactly ci cycles of length 
i, i= 1, 2, 3,. ., n. In other words, the partition of N given by the orbits of 
o is of type [cl, c2, . .] (Definition B, p. 205). 

THEOREM A. A permutation ae’G(Nj of type [cl is even (or odd) if and 

only if c2 + c4 + c6 + .+a is even (or odd). 

w We have already seen this on p. 23 1. H 

THEOREM B. The number of permutations of type [cl = [[cl, c2 . ..1) equals: 

PI P (n; ~1, c29...) = , c2! ... c:!l’:‘2” nz (O!=iO= 1) 
Cl * “’ . . . 

n Giving such a permutation of type 1~11 is equivalent to giving first a 
diGon of N into the ci orbits of length i of the permutation, with i= 1, 
2, 3,. . . ; then to erasing for all i the order on the set of ci orbits of length i, 

and finally to equipping each orbit with a cyclic permutation of its own. 
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Thus : 

P( 

x ((2 - l)!}“’ ((3 - l)!}‘” . . 

which givts [2b] after cancellations. n 

THEOREM C. Let p (n, k; cl, c2, . . . ) be the number of permutations of N, 

INI=n, of type [[cl, CD...], w h ose total number of orbits (=number of 

cycles in the decomposition) equals k, c, + c2 + .a. = k. Then we have the 
following GF in an infinite number of variables t, u, x,, .x2,. . . : 

i2cl @ = dqt, u; x1, x2,...) := 

:= c 
n,k,c~,c~,...bO 

P(n,k;c,,c, ,... )uk$xilx:... 

. 

n In fact, P(n, k; cl, c2,...)=P(n; cl, c2,...) if c,+cz+*-*=k and 
cI+2c2+..-=n; if not, P(n, k; cl, c2,...)=0. Hence, by [Zb]: 

n. I t c,+zc*+... 

@= 1 ,ll 
cl+cl+... 

xyxy... 

C,,C.% . ..>o Cl * 1 c,! . . . 1”2’2... n ! 

THEOREM D. The number of permutations of N with k orbits (whose decom- 
position has k cycles) equals the unsigned Stirling number of the first kind 
5 (n, k). 

n The required number, say a(n, k), equals the sum of the ~(n, k; cl, 
c2,. . .), taken over all systems of integers cl, c2,. . . such that cl + c2 + a** = k 
and c1 +2c, + ... =n. Hence, by [Zc] : 

“~oa(n,k)~uk=~(t,u;l,l,l ,...) 
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I( 
2 3 

=exp u t+i+f+**. 
>) 

= exp{- u lOg(1 - t)} = (1 - t)-“. 

Hence a(n, k)=s(n, k) by [5a, d] (p. 212). 4 

6.3. MULTIPERMUTATIONS 

We show now an immediate generalization of the concept of permutation, 
suggested by the matrix notation of p. 230. For each integer k>O, a 
relation !,R will be called a /c-permutation (of [n]) when all vertical sec- 
tions and all horizontal sections all have 1~ elements. Let P(n, k) be the 
number of these relations. Evidently, P(n, k)=O if k>n, and otherwise 
P(n, k)=P(n, n-k). We have P(n, O)=P(n, n)=l and we recover the 
ordinary permutations for k= 1: P(n, l)=P(n, n- l)=n! 

THEOREM A. Let k,, k,, . . ., k, and II, 12, . . . . I, be 2n integers, all 20. The 
number of relations % such that the i-th vertical section has k, elements, 
and the j-th horizontal section has lj elements, is given by the following 
coeficient: 

I31 pk,, kr, .,., km; I,, II, . . . . I, = C”?l . . . u$lt+ . . . u:n I-I (1 + UiUj) * 

ls[nl 
j=Cnl 

n It suffices to expand the product in [3a], and to observe that the coeffi- 
cient under consideration is the number of solutions with Xi,,=0 or 1 
of the system of 2n equations: 

in other words, the number of relations we want to find. n 
We now investigate the number P(n, 2) of bipermutations, short nota- 

tion P,. 

THEOREM B. We have: 

P”=i t (-1)“(2n-2cr)!a! z 2”, 
0 

2 

WI a 0 
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-t/2 

C3cl f(t):=&P,f:i=L 
, . Jr-t 

[3d] P, = 
0 

; (2P,-1 + (n - 1) P,-2). 

n By[3a],P,=C,,~...“n*vl~...“n*~(l+~i~j)=C”t2...~,,2(Ci<j~~i~j)n=(~)“X 

x cu:...u,2 {(U1+“‘+U,)~-((Uf+-~~+U2,)}“=(~)” C”,Z...““2 g=o(-l)“x 

X 

0 
; (U~+..‘+U,2)lr(U1+...+U,) 2(“-a)=(+)” ~;&-l)” (3 (n)aX 

(2n-2a)!/2”-“=QED. The GF [3c] follows then from the explicit for- 

mula [3b]. As for the recurrence relation [3d], this follows from the 
differential equation 2 (1 - t ) f ’ = I$ n 

By Theorem A, one can deduce for P(n, k) more and more complicated 
formulas. For instance, 

P(n,3)=$ C (- 1)“2(3c(r +a,)! X 
4,+L++$3=” 

x a,! a,!(a,, a2, a3)’ 18”’ 12”“, 

from which one may deduce a linear recurrence relation for P(n, 3) with 
coefficients that are polynomials in 11. There is little known about P(n, k) 
except the asymptotic result P (n, k) N (kn)! (k!)-2” e-(k-1)2/2 for fixed 
k and n -*co ([Everett, Stein, 19\1]). The first values of P(n, k) are: 

’ ,‘, . 3 1 6 6 1 
\ 

4 1 24 90 24 1 
5 1 120 2040 2040 120 1 

6 1 120 67950 297200 67950 720 7 1 5040 3110940 6893800 68938800 3110940 
vff 

6.4. INVERSIONS OF A PERMUTATION OF [IZ] 

5~;~‘; ~~$~,~~ 

./,tt ‘(’ 

?! .lh I 

In Sections 6.4 and 6.5 we study the permutations of a totally ordered set 

N, which will be identified with [n] : = { 1,2, . . ., n}. We make the following 

abbreviations : 

CM G[nl := G([nl), vk b1 := vk (cnl)* 
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It is often convenient to represent a permutation a~6 [n] by a polygon 

whose sides are segments Ai, Ai+r, in [lz- 1] such that A, has i for ‘ab- 
scissa’ and u(i) for ‘ordinate’. The heavy line in Figure 39 represents the 
polygon of OEG [7], defined by the cycle (1,3,5,2), in the sense of p. 231; 

hence, the points 4, 6,7 are fixed points. 

1234567 

Fig. 39. 

DEFINITION. An inversion of a permutation 0~6 [I?] is a pair (i,j) such 
that 1 <i<j<n and a(i)>a(j). In this case we say that 0 has at! inversion 
in (i,j). 

Hence, in the associated polygon, an inversion ‘is’ a segment AiAj, 
1 <i< j< tt, with negative slope. The permutation which is represented 
in Figure 39 induces 5 inversions, whose corresponding segments are 
indicated by thin lines. 

Let Z, be the number of inversions of a&[n]. Clearly, O<Z,< y 

0 
i ~Vi~[fz], o(i)=n-i+ 1. 

0 
, 

with Z~=O*Vi~[n], a(i)=i and I,,= 

THEOREM A. The sign x(a) (see p. 233) of a permutation MEG [n] equals 
(- 1)k 

n We abbreviate q(a): = (- 1 )I. and [~r]~: = y2 [n]. Then: 

a(i) - a(j) 
4(a)= II --i-j - 

Ci. i) E EnI2 

Hence, for r* and /?E~[cII], we obtain by change of variable i’:=p(i), 
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j’:=/?(j) in (*): 

[&] 4 (a/j) = n 
(I, j) E Cd2 

(“) ‘i; 1 j”p’ (j) 

a (P 6)) - a @CO) 
= (I, jjL![nll~- 

P G> - B (j> 
P(i) - B(j) i-j 

‘2 n a(i’) - a(j’) 

* (1, jFbl2 

B(i) -P(j) 

(i’s i’) E bl2 
i’ - j’ i-j 

Moreover, the number of inversions I, of a transposition 2: = (a, b), 
which interchanges a and 6, 1 <a < b <n, can be read off from the polygon 
of z, and it equals 2(b-a)-1, hence q(z)= - 1. Thus, if we write an 
arbitrary oeG[n] as a product of transpositions, it follows, with [4b] 
for (*) and p. 233 for (**) that: 

(- 1)‘” = q (0) = q (Z,T2 . . . z,) 

($(z,)q(z,)... q(r,)= (- l)“‘=‘x(~). W 

THEOREM B. The number b(n, k) of permutations of [n] with k inversions 
satisfies the recurrence relations ([Bourget, 18711): 

PC1 b (n, k) = o k-nFl<,<k b(n - l,d if n 2 1 ; 
. . . 

b(n,O)=l; b(O,k)=O if k>l. 

n Let b(n, k) be the set of permutations of [n] that induce k inversions, 

b(n, k)=lb(n, k)l, and let bi (n, k) be the set of the oeb (n, k) such that 
g (1) = i, ie [n]. Then we have the division : 

WI b (ns k) = i ST< n bi (n* k) * 
. 

Let f be the map of b,(n, k) into b(n- 1, k-i+ 1) defined by: 

It is clear that f is a bijection. Hence, if we use the convention: 

WI b(u,o)=O, if v < 0 or if v > 
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we get, by passing to the cardinalities in [4d]: 
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[1%1 b(n,k)= 1 Ibi(n,k)l= C b(n-l,k-i+l), 
1 sj<n 1 <j<n 

in other words, we just obtain [4c], if we do not use the convention [4f] 
and if we change the summation variable to j: = k - i+ 1. n 

THEOREM C. ([Muir, 18981). The numbers b(n, k) have as GF: 

t-4hl Q,(U):= C b(n,k)Uk= ,s$n~~f= 
O+“(;) 

= (1 + u) (1 + 11 + u”)... (1 + u + uz +*a*+ P). 

n Using [4c] for (*) and putting i:=k-j+ 1 for (**), we get: 

(*=*I C ui+‘-‘b(n - 1, j) 
1 sj<n 

oqqy) 

=‘,Z<.” 
i-1)( C b(n-1,j)uj) 

‘2 O<jS(",') 

=(l +u+.**+u”~‘)@,&), 

from which [4h] easily follows. n 

THEOREM D. The numbers b (n, k) satisfy the foIlowing relations: 

(1) b(n,k)=b(n,k-l)+b(n-l,k), if k<n. 

(2 
(10 kzo b (n, k) = n!. 

(3 

(III) k~o(-l)kb(G)=O. 

. 
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(IV) b(n,k)=,(,,(l)-k) 
(3 

09 k~~kb(n,k)=t(f)n!=Zz~ d 
([Henry, 18811). 

n (I) From [4h] follows (1 -u) Qp, = (1 -u”) Qinml, where the coefficients 

of uk must be identified. (II) Put u= 1 in [4h]. (III) Put u= - 1 in [4h]. 
(IV) Observe that the polynomial Q,,(u) is reciprocal. (V) Put II= 1 in 

d@,/du. n 
N. B. Find also combinatorial proofs of Theorem D ! 

n\klO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7’ 8 9 

1 1 
2 1 1 
3 122 1 
4 1 3 5 6 5 3 1 
5 1 4 9 15 20 22 20 15 9 4 
6 1 5 14 29 49 71 90 101 101 90 
7 1 6 20 49 98 169 259 359 455 531 
8 1 7 21 76 174 343 602 961 1415 1940 

9 1 8 35 111 285 628 1230 2191 3606 5545 

10 1 9 44 155 440 1068 2298 4489 8095 13640 

n\kl 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 __ 
5 ’ 1 
6 71 49 29 14 5 1 
7 573 573 531 455 359 259 169 
8 2493 3017 3450 3736 3836 3736 3450 

9 8031 11021 14395 11957 21450 24584 21013 
10 21670 32683 41043 64889 86054 110010 135853 

([*David, Kendall, Barton, 19661, p. 241, for n< 16.) 

6.5. PERMUTATIONS BY NUMBER OF RISES; 

EULERIAN NUMBERS 

DEFINITION. A permutation a~6 [IZ] induces a rise [or a fall] in iE [IZ - I] 

ifu(i)<a(i+ 1) [or a(i)>a(i+ l)]. 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 ; R r) 10 

Fig. 40. 

Thus, in Figure 40 the 5 rises [4 falls] of a permutation of [lo] are in- 
dicated by a heavy [thin] line. 

Let A, be the number of rises of 0, in other words, the number of sides 
with positive slope of the associated polygon. Clearly, O<A,<n- 1, and 

A,=OoViE[n], a(i)=n-if I, and A,=n-leViE[n], o(i)=i. More- 
over, the number offalls of 0 is evidently equal to: 

[5al n-l -A,. 

THEOREM A. TIze number a(n, k) of permutations of [n] with k rises satis- 
jies the followizzg recurrejzce relatiorzs: 

t-5bl a(n,k)=(n-k)a(n-l,k-l)+(k+l)a(n-1,k) 

for II, k 2 1 , with a(/?, 0) = 1 for n>,O, arzd a(0, k)=O for k 2 1. 

n Let a(n, k) be the set of permutations of [In] that induce k rises. The 

number a (n, k) = la (n, k)j is also the number of permutations of [n] that 
induce k falls, which can be seen by associating with GE G [n] the per- 
mutation il-ra(n-i+ I). Hence: 

[5cl a (II, k) = a (n, n - k - I ) . 

Now we define the map g of a(n, k) into G[n- I] by: 
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I31 6’ = g (u) Q u’ (i) = 4) if i <a-‘(n) 
o(i+l) if i>,a-‘(n) 

1=a-l(n) " 

(4 

1 CT-l(n) n 1 a-1(n) n 1 

(b) (4 

Fig. 41. 

rl=u-l(n)' 

(d) 

It is clear that c’Ea(n- 1, k) in the case of Figures 41a+ b, and that 
cr’Ea(n- 1, k- 1) in the case of Figures 4lc, d. 

Conversely, if rr’~a (n - 1, k), some reflection shows that 19-l (cr’)I= 
= the number of rises of (T’ (see Figure 41 b) + 1 (see Figure 41 a) = k + 1; 
if rYEa(n-1, k- 1) we have, similarly, with [Sal for (a): jg-i ( =the 
number of falls of CT’ (see Figure 41~) + 1 (see Figure 41d)Y { (n - 1) - l- 
-(k-l)}+l=n-k. Hence: 

Iah k)l = ..E1~l,k)lg-l(u’)l + . p...(“Zl,k-l) Is-W)l 

=(k+l)la(n-l,k)l+(n-k)la(n-l,k-l)la 

THEOREM B. Let A (n, k) denote the Eulerian number (introduced in [ 14t], 
p. 51) then we have: 

I31 a(n,k-l)=A(n,k)‘z’A(n,n-k+l). 

m In fact, if we put K(n, k):=a(n, k-l), then the recurrence relation 
[5b] becomes exactly [14u] (p. 51), where A (n, k) is replaced by A(n, k), 
including the initial conditions. Hence A(n, k)=A (n, k). Equality [se] (*) 
follows then from [SC]. n 

Evidently, xLA (n, k)=n! and, by [5b], 

[se’] A(n, k) = (n - k+l)A(n-l,k-l)+kA(n-1,k). 

n\k -.- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

L 
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Table of Eulerian numbers A (n, k) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 
1 1 
1 4 1 _. 
1 11 11 1 
1 26 66 26 1 
1 57 302 302 57 1 
1 120 1191 2416 1191 120 1 
1 247 4293 15619 15619 4293 247 1 
1 502 14608 88234 156190 88234 14608 502 1 
1 1013 47840 455192 1310354 1310354 455192 47840 1013 
1 2036 152637 2203488 9738114 15724248 9738114 2203488 152637 
1 4083 478271 10187685 66318474 162512286 162512286 66318474 10187685 

([*David, Kendall, Barton, 19661, p. 260, n < 16.) 

THEOREM C. The Eulerian numbers A(n, k) have the value: 

C5fl A(n,k)=osFgk(-l)’ 
. 

q Use the GF [14v] of p. 51, and equate the coefficients in the first and 
last member of [Sg] of ukt”/n!: 

[%?I 

If k>n, then A(n, k)=O, and [5f] implies an interesting identity in that 
case. 

THEOREM D. The Euler& numbers A(n, k) satisfy: 

([Worpitzky, 18831. For other properties and generalizations see [Abram- 
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son, Moser, 19671, [Andre, 19061, [Carlitz, 1952b, 1959, 1960a, 1963a], 
[Carlitz, Riordan, 19531, [Carlitz, Roselle, Scoville, 19661, [Cesaro, 
18861, [Dillon, Roselle, 19681, [Foata, 19671, [Frobenius, 19101, [Pous- 
sin, 19681, [Roselle, 19681, [Schrutka, 19411, [Shanks, 19511, [TomiC, 
19601, [Toscano, 19651. [*Foata, Schiitzenberger, 19701 contains a very 
exhaustive and completely new treatment of this subject.) 

n As identity [5h] is polynomial in x, of degree II, it suffices to verify 
it for x=0, 1, 2 ,..., n, which comes down to ‘inverting’ [Sf] in the sense 
of p. 143. By [5f], f or * ( ) , we get (cf. Exercise 5 (3), p. 221): 

= (1 - t)“+’ c j”t’. 
i30 

Hence ciao i”t’=(l -t)-“-l~~!l A(n, k) tk, in other words we have 

forthecoefficientof t’: jn=xkA(n, k) 
n+i-k 

and [5e] (*). n ( > n ’ 
hence [5h] with x=i 

We now introduce the Eulerian polynomials A,(U): =xk A (n, k) uk; 
A,(u)=l,A,(u)=u,A,(u)=u+~~,A~(~)=~+4~~+~~,....Taking[14~] 
p. 51 into account for [Si], and [14t] p. 51 for [5j], we have the follow- 
ing GF: 

C5il 

El 
A”(4 2” 1+ c-.---.-c l-u 

n21 u n! p-1)-~ 

[jk] C Adu) .’ =gi, 
n30 u(u - l>” n! 

the last one, [Sk], follows from [Si], where t is replaced by ?/(u- I). 

THEOREM E (Frobenius). The Eulerian polynomials are equal to: 

w A,(u) = u i k!S(n, k) (u - 1)“-k 
k=l 
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C51nl =k$Ok!S(n+l,k+l)(u-l)“-k. 

n By [5k] for (*): &a0 A,(u) t”/(n!u(u- l)“)‘~(l -(et-- l)/(u- l))-’ 
=xk>(, (d- l)k/(U- 1)“. H 
in other words, [Sl]. Then 

ence A,(u)=u~k,o(u-l)n-kC(“tnI(et-l)k, 

[Sl] by (u-I)“+‘+ 
[5m] follows, if we replace u(u--l)“-k in 

+ (u- I)n-k, and if we use [3a] of p. 208. n 
The historical origin of the Eulerian polynomials is the following sum- 

mation formula: 

THEOREM F. For each integer n 2 0, the power series with coeficients il-th 

powers ’ equals: 

4 See the proof of Theorem D above. (Cf. Exercise 5, p. 221.) n 
Examples. For n =0, 1,2, 3 we get respectively: 

1 
1+ u + uz + u3 f*.*= ___ 

l-u 

u + 2u2 + 3u3 + 4u4 + *--= fq 

u + u2 u + pu2 + 33u3 + 42u4 + . . . = __-- 
(1 - u)” 

u + 23u2 + 33u3 + 43u4 + . . . = 
u + 4u2 + u3 

(l-u)4 * 

( The above-mentioned GF of the Eulerian numbers, namely 

Ii501 ~(t,~r)=i+~<~<“A(n,k)~~u~-‘=~~~~~ 
‘. ‘. e -u 

[%I 

have the disadvantage of being asymmetric. Everything becomes easier 
if we introduce the symmetric Eulerian numbers A(l, 111) defined by: 

CQI /i (1, m) = A (I + 1~ + 1, m + 1) . 
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The table of these is obtained from the table on p. 243 by sliding all 
columns upward : 

I\mlO 1 2 3 

0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 4 11 26 
2 1 11 66 302 
3 1 26 302 2416 

THEOREM G ([Carlitz, 19691). We have the following GF: 

cw l ;,,““, m) (l +T+ l), = ~~-~ 
* . . xey-ye”’ 

n In fact, by [5p] for (*), the left-hand member of [Sr] equals: &mb,, 

A(Z+m+l, m+l) x’ym/(l+m+l)!=(l/y) &+O,~~m+&,m+l)x 

x (r/x)” + l x”/n! ‘z’( l/y) (- 1 + 211 (y, y/x)), providing the second mem- 

ber of [Sr] after simplifications. n 
The following is a generalization of the problem of the rises, often 

called the ‘problem of Simon Newcomb’. Instead of permuting the set 
[n], one permutes a set P, IPI =p, consisting of c1 numbers I, c2 numbers 

2 ,..., c, numbers n, c,+c,+c,+ 1.. + c,=p, and we want to find the 

number of permutations with k - 1 rises. ([Kreweras, 1965, 1966 b, 19671, 
[*Riordan, 19581, p. 216; cf. Exercise 21, p. 265.) In more concrete 
terms, one draws from a set of 52 playing cards all cards, one by one, 
stacking them on piles in such a way that one starts a new pile each time 

a card appears that is ‘higher’ than its predecessor. In how many ways 
can one obtain k- 1 piles? (here c1 =c2 = .a. =c13 =4). 

6.6. GROUPS OF PERMUTATIONS; CYCLB INDICATOR 

POLYNOMIAL; BURNSIDE THEOREM 

DEFINITION A. A group 0, of permutations of afinite set N is a subgroup 

of the group 6 (N) of all pemutations of N. A’e denote Q< G(N). I(ljl 

is called the order of 8, and 1 N I its degree. 

Thus, the alternating group is a permutation group of N, of order n!/2. 
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For each permutation DE Q?(N), N=Iz, we denote: 

tea1 cr(6):= the number of orbits of length i of u, iE[n], 

and, for each group of permutations 6<G(N) and each sequence 

(c,. c2, . . . . cn) of integers > 0 such that c, + 2c, + ... = II we denote, with 
the definition on p. 233: 

L6bl 8 (Cl, c2, . ..) c,):= {CTIUEO, u is of type i[cl, cp, . ..I}. 

DEFINITION B. Zhe cycle indicator polynomial Z(x) of a group of permuta- 

tions (5 of N, 8 ~6 (N), nlso denoted by Z( 8, x) or by Z (x,, x2, . . . . x,) 
is by dejinition (cf. [6a, b]): 

C6cl 
1 cl(a) cl(a) Z(x):= 101 &XI x2 .*. Xnr.(@ 

CW =j&16(c,‘c’ )..., c”)lx;‘xy...x,c”, 

where the last summation takes place over all integers ci>O such that 

Cl +2c,+ . ..=n=INI. 

The fact that the expressions [Cc] and [Gd] are equal follows from [Gb]. 
The polynomial Z(x) has at most p (12) terms ([I b], p. 95) and the weight 

isn: Z(~x,,Iz2x2,...)=~“Z(x 1, x 2, . . .). The following are a few examples. 
(1) If 8 consists of the identity permutation E only, then Z(x)=x”. 

(2) If (ri =6 (N) (the symmetric group of N), we get, by [2b] (p. 233), 
applied to the form [6d] of Z(x), and also, by [3b, c] (p. 134) for (*): 

n. I Xl 
ct 

x2 

(---> c-3 

Cl 

C6el Z(x)= 1 -___ 
9+29+...‘” c,!c,. . . . I 1 2 *.. 

'2Y"(Xl, l!x,, 2!x,,...). 

(3) Let N be the set of the 6 faces of a cube, N:= {A, B, C, D, E, F} 
(Figure 42), and let 0 be the group of permutations of N induced by the 

rotations of the cube. For instance, a rotation of +x/2 (around the axis. 

in Figure 42a gives the permutation 6= for which we have, 
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by [Sal: c1 (c)=2, cz(u)=c3(u)=0, c,(a)= 1, c5(cr)=cg(cr)=0, hence 

the monomial &x:x4 in Z(x). There are 6 kinds of rotations, which 
can be described by Figures 42a, b, c, namely, a rotation of 7112 or rc or 
3x/2 around a line joining the centers of opposite faces (Figure 42a), 

(4 04 
Fig. 42. 

(4 

a rotation of n around a line joining the centers of opposite edges (Figure 
42b) and rotations of 2x/3 or 4n/3 around a line joining opposite vertices 

(Figure 42~). Making up the list of permutations of each kind, we finally 
find, by [SC]: 

C6fl 2 (x) = &(x; + 3x:x; -I- 6x:x, + 6x5 + 8x;). 

DEFINITION C. The stabilizer of x (E N) with respect to 8 (<G(N)), de- 

noted by 0 (x), is the set of permutations C’E 0, for which o(x)=x. 

It is clear that 8 (x) is a subgroup of Q. 

DEFINITION D. For 8 <G(N), the orbit of x ( EN) under 6, denoted by 

x@, is the set of all YEN for which there exists at% such that y =0(x). 

In particular, the orbit of x under the subgroup (o) generated by (T, 
o= (8, cr, cr’, . ..> is just x(O)= {x, a(x), u’(x) ,... } (see p. 231). For xfx’ 

either x’= x’” or x’nx”= 8. The set Q or all (different) orbits is hence 

apartition of N, N=xruen~. 

T~~E~REM A (Oii the siabiiizerj. For every xEN artd every group G<G, 

the order of 8 equals the product of the order of the stabilizer Q(x) by 
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the size of the orbit x0: 

Cf%l If.5 (x)1. lx”1 = (01. 
In other words, denoting by Sz the set of orbits, CC,,,, co= N: 

C6hl XEWEQ=> Ic5(x)l.lol=l6l. 

n It is clear that for each permutation a&j: 

II W Ia6 (x)1 = 1% (x)1, 
where aQ(x):={a/?lljE(lj(x)) . IS a e I ft coset of the subgroup ($7 (x) of 6. 

E 

Fig. 43. 

For each y of the orbit of x, y~x~:=w (Figure 43) we cltoose one 
single permutation a=aYE (\i such that y=a(x), and we consider the 

map ,f: y++a,R (x). It is easily verified that j is a bijection of 8 into the set 
of left cosets of Q (x). All these cosets have the same number OF elements, 
rh;l ln~ a;npn +hP., .+. nr:b..r- *- --rt L ‘,‘J, ..ll.. Ylllr” U,CJ ~Un~l~~~~~ ~uge~uer a partition of Q, we get: I($1 = the 
number of elements in every class x the number of classes= It.5 (x)1 . lo1.m 

THEOREM B (Burnside-Frobenius). Let Q stand for the set of orbits of 63. 

Then bve have: 

Pii1 IQ1 = ifi n;0 IN, (a)1 7 

where No (u) is the set ojP.wd pobrts of CT. 

n Let E be the set of pairs (.u, a), a~8 such that 0(x)=x. Clearly, we 
!mve !!IP fo!lowing divisions: 
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Now, for fixed o, I{(x, o, 1 o(x)=x}I=I{x 1 xeN, o(x)=x}1=1N0(o)i 
and for jixed x, 1(x, o) 1 u(x)=x>=~{u 1 o~6, o(x)=x}l=l@(x)l. 

,‘~euce, by passing to the cardinals in [6k], and with [6h] for (*): 

IEI = c I&&‘)l = 1 l@(x)l = a;* ‘& I@(d) 
FE0 pN . 

6.7. THEOREM OF P~LYA 

(I) An example 

In order to clarify the aim of this section consider the following problem. 
In how many ways can one paint the six faces on a cube in at most c colours, 
it being understood that two colourings will not be distinguished if they can 
be transformed into each other by a rotation of the cube. In the last case 
the colourings are called equivalent. The class of colourings that are all 
equivalent to a given one, is called a model or a conjgurafion. For example, 
in the case of two colours, white and blue, c = 2, the colourings {blue: E, F, 
white: the rest} and {blue: A, C} are equivalent (Figure 44), but these 
two are not equivalent to the colouring {blue: A, B). Direct counting 
shows that there are onlv 10 models for all possible 26 =64 possible 
. . .-..-:--” c-.* d< &WC the 6 models corresponding with at most LUlUll1111~;5. 1 I&U&Y ~ZU “Aa- . . . ---- 
3 blue faces (blue= hatched), the 4 remaining models can be obtained 
from the set of models with at most 2 blue faces, by interchanging the 
colours white and blue. 

Fig. 44. 

(II) Statement of the problem 

Let D and R be two finite sets, InI =d, IRI =r, and let Q be a group of 
permutations of D. F=RD is the set of maps of D into R, and 3 is the 
partition of F consisting of the - equivalence classes on F defined by: 

I34 f-g-+%tEQ, 9 = f(a), 
which means: VxcD, g(x) =f (a(x)). 

This is an equivalence indeed, because (i)f=f (E), (11) g =f (a)=j= 
=g(a-‘), (III) g=f(a), h=g(j?)=-h=h (a/3). Each class fes is called 
a model. 

Fig. 46. 

Let also A be a commutative ring, and w a map from R into A, called 
weight. We define the weight of feF by: 

WI w(f) :=gD e-(4), 

and the inventory of each subset F’cF, denoted by W(F’), by: 

PI W):=,C, w(f). E ’ 
It is easy to see, by [7a, b], that: 

WI .f-93 lY(f)= W(9); 
thus we can define the weight 93(f) of a mode2 fgs by: 

Fe1 a(f):= W(f), where fef 
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(f is an arbitrary representative of the equivalence class f). Like in [7c], 
the inventory YB((‘) of each S’tB is defined as follows: 

C 7fl mv=fgNf)- 

The problem now is to compute %3 (5). 
In the case of example (I), D is the set of the faces of the cube, R is the 

set with two elements, ‘blue’ and ‘white’. The weight function ~tris defined 
by w (blue) = t, w (white) = U; A is the ring of polynomials in two variables 
t, u. 0 is the group of permutations of the faces of the cube, which we 
studied already on p. 248; F is the set of colourings of the fixed cube, 
and 3 is the set of models of colourings. If W( f ) = tPuq, this means, by 
[7b], that the colouring f is of type (p, q) in the sense that f contains p 
blue faces and q white faces, p + q= 6. Hence, we have: 

I%1 m(5)= c m(f)= c v(P,q)tPUq=P(t,u), 
f’E P. 4 

where v(p, q) is the number of models of type (p, q). The total number 
of models is then equal to: 

[W C v(p, 4) = P(L 1). 
P. P 

(III) Theorem of Pdlya. ([Pblya, 19373, and in other form [Redfield, 
19271. We follow the exposition of [De Bruijn, i964j. j Let Zjx,, x2, . . . . 
x,J be the cycle indicator polynomial of the group of permutations 8 of 
D([6c, d], p. 246), then we have for the value of the inventory of 3: 

I31 mv:=~2z~wf) 

=~(~~~wcY,.~~~Rz(Y)....~~~~wd(Y)). 

where m, w, 3, f, R are defined in the previous section. 

n Let F, be the set of thefcF for which W( f ) = t. It appears that we can 
consider 8 as a group of permutations of F, (the verification is easy), 
when we define g( f ), for a&, feF<, by: 

C?l VXED, 0 (f) (4 = f (0 (4) * 
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It follows that the conditions of Theorem B(p. 249) are satisfied, if we 
take N instead of F,, and if we change N,(a) into: 

I31 F&):=(f I feF<,cf = fj 

(here of=f means that VaeD, f (~(a))=f (a)). The number of models 
( = orbi ts) f whose weight is <, fEF{, is hence equal to (using [Cj], p. 249): 

Thus, by [71] for (*), and by [7k] for (*a): 

In other words, if SJ=(B1, B,, ..,, Bk) is the partition of D consisting of 
the orbits of g (in the sense of Definition D, p. 248), the last summation 
of [7m] can be taken over all f that are constant on each of these blocks 
B,E.@‘. Giving such a function f is hence equivalent to giving a map g 
of .%Y into R, gE R@. Under these circumstances, choose biEBi, irz [k], 

and then apply Theorem A (p. 248) in (*) to obtain the expansion of a 
product of sums : 

Thus we recognize the term of Z(X,, x2, . . . . 3cd) corresponding with the 
permutation g, [SC] (p. 247). In this term, x1 should be replaced by 

CyeR W(Y), x2 bY ,&I MJ~(~), etc. Hence [7i] using [7m (**)I. n 

(IV) Application to the cube 

We return to the cube of (I) with at most 2 colours. With the weight w 
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as defined on p. 252, we have CyER wk(y)=tk+uk; hence by [bf] (p. 248) 
and [7g, i]: 

1701 lJ (4 u) = &{(t + u)” + 3 (t + u)’ (t’ + u’)’ + 6(t + u)’ x 

x (t4 + u”) + 6 (t2 + u2)3 + 8 (t3 + 11~)~) 

= t6 + A4 + 2t4u2 + 2t3u3 + 2t2u4 + tu5 + u6. 

For instance, by [7g], the number of colourings with 4 blue faces and 
two white faces is equal to the coefficient of t4u2 in [70], hence 2. More 
generally, if there are c colours, then we have in [7i] CgER ,v’(Y)=~:+ 
i-t:+-,+tt, where I,, t, . . . . t, are c variables. Hence, by notation of 
Exercise 9 (p. 158), for the monomial symmetric functions: 

C7Pl P(h, f2, *-a, tc) = &{(t1 + t, +*--+ t,y + 

f 3(t, + t2 +***-I- q2 (t”l + t; +*.a+ f:)2 +.a*> = 

t1t: + 2 f t:t; + 2 f t,t2t; + 

+ 2 f t:t; + 3 F t&t: + 5 (2 t,t2t3t; + 6 F t;& + 
Cc) Cc) 

-+ 7 c t&t: + 15 c t&t&& + 3Of tlf&4t&j. 

For instance, there are 15 models of the cube that use 5 given colours 
for the faces (hence one colour is used twice). The total number v, of 
models of cubes with at most c colours is obtained by putting t1 = I, = 
= ... = t,= 1 in [7pj. Then we obtain, after simplifications: 

%=c+8(;)+30(;)+62(;)+75(;)+30($, 

vz=lO, v,=57, v4=234,etc. 

For other applications of the theorem of P6lya, see Exercises 16-20 
(pp. 262-265). (S ome references to the theorem of Redfield-P6lya: [De 
Bruijn, 1959, 1963, 1964, 19671, [Foulkes, 1963, 19661, [*Harary, 19671. 
[Read, 19681, [Riordan 1957b], [Sheehan, 19671.) 

SUPPLEMENT AND EXERCISES 

1. Cuuch~ identity. Show that c{c1!c2!... Ic‘2c2...}-1= I, where the 
summation is taken over all sequences of integers c,>O such that 
c,+2cz+...=n. 
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2. Return to the pwnutatioas with a giver1 number of inversions. Deter- 
mine an explicit formula of minimal rank for the number b(n, k) of 
permutationsof [n] with k inversions (cf. p. 237): b(n, I)=n- 1, b(n,2)= 

I1 
= 

0 
-I,b(n,3)=(l/3!)rt(rt2-7),b(n,4)=(I/4!)n(n+l)(n2+n-14),.... 

[Niil: [4h], p. 239, and the ‘pentagonal’ theorem of Euler, [Sg], p. 104.1 

3. S[I~] and ‘G(N) as metric spaces. (1) The expression ~/(a, p): = 
:=maxl < i<n( y(i)-/?(i)l, w lere lr and /? are pcrrnutatiorls of’ In:]: -- I 
={I, 2,..., IT}, defines a distance on the set 6 [n] of all permutations of 
[II]. Let @(II, r) be the number of elements of an arbitrary ball of radius 
r, in other words, the number of permutations cr such that d(~, c) <r, 
where E stands for the identity permutation. Then, @(rz, I)= F,, the 

Fihormcci number (p. 45). Moreover, Q, (n, 2)= 24, (n - 1,2) + 2@ 
(n - 3,2)- cli (n-- 5,2) ([Lagrange (R.), 1962a], [Mendelsohn, 19611). 
More generally, the computation of @ (n, r) is essentially the computation 
of a permanent (Exercise 13, p. 201.). Between two elements of TV, p one 
can define also another distance function, namely the number of 
inversions of c@-l. (2). F or each permutation cr& [iV], N finite, let 
N(a) be the set of the mobile points of a. Show that d(a, /I): = IiV(c@-)I 
defines a distance on 6(N). How many points are there in the ball 
{a 1 d(e, a)<k}? Cf. p. 180. 

4. Label&g 6 [n] by inversions. For every permutation a& [IZ] and 
every integer kE [tl], let xk=-yk(u) be the number of integers j<k such 
that the pair (i, k+ 1) is an inversion (cJ(j)>o(k+ 1)). Evidently x,<k. 
So we can associate with u the integer x=x(a)=x,+2!x2+3!x3+...+ 
+ (n - l)! x, _ 1 < ,I! - 1. Conversely, using the factorial representation of 
integers (Exercise 9, p. 117), show that each x, O<x<n! - 1 is the label 
of a single permutation a; how to determine this permutation? [Ex- 

ample:(~~~:f3 has for label 1.1!+1.3!+4.4!+4.5!=583.] 

*5. G(N) as a lattice. We associate with every permutation aEG (N) 
the subset E(a)c!J3, [ IZ consisting of the pairs {i,j} which are not in- ] 
verted: i<j=z-cr(i)<a(j). Show that a<o’ if E(a)cE(o’) endows G[jj] 
with a lattice structure ([Guilbaud, Rosenstiebl, 19601). 
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6. Conditional permutations. Let a, be a sequence of integers I <a, < (7) Show that the number CI,(rr, k) of permutations of N that have 1~ 

<a,<a,<... and let 3(n, k; a,, a,, . . . ) be the number of permutations orbits, all of length 2 r, satisfies the recurrence relation d,(~r+ 1, k)= 

of N, II = INI, with k orbits, such that each has a number of elements =ndr(n, k)+(n),-,d,(n--r+l, k-l). N.B.: d,(n, k)=e(n, k), d,(n, k)= 
equal to one of the ai. Then ([Gruder, 19531): =d(n, k). Cf. Exercise 7, p. 221, and Exercise 20, p. 295.) 

5 3(n, k; al, a2,... )~~k=exp{n(~+~+-.)}. 

More generally, prove a theorem analogous to Theorem B (p. 98) for 

permutations. 

7. Derangements by number of orbits. Let d(n, k) be the number of 
derangements of N, INI =n, with k orbits (p. 231) or permutations with 
k cycles of length 22. (1) We have the following GF: eMt”(l-t)-“= 

=1+C,d2k~?d(n,k)t”uk/n!. [Hint: Use [2b], p. 233.1 Hence, 

Ck(-l)‘-’ d(n, k)=n- 1. (2) Th e o f Ii owing recurrence relation holds: 

d(n+l,k)=n(d(n, k)+d(n-1, k-i)), d(O,O)=l. ([Appell, ISSO], 
[Carlitz, 1958a], [T ricomi, 19511 and Exercises 11 (p. 293) and 20 
(p. 295) about the associated Stirling numbers of the first kind, ,s2 (II, k) = 

=(- l)“+k d(n, k).) (3) For k>2, and p prime, we have d(p, k)rO 
(modp(p- 1)). (4) For all integers 1, cm<- I)” d(l+m, m)=( - 1)‘. (5) 

Similarly, xm( - 1)” d(Z+m, m)/(l+ m - l)=O. (6) We have d(2k, k)= 

=1.3.5...(2k-1); d(2k+I,k)=+(2k+1)!{(k-l)!2k}-‘; d(2k+2, k) 
3&+5j/$ (2k+2);{(,&1);2kj-‘. A table of the J/.- 1.1 i5- rl\ 

u (“3 fi J 

given now: 

k\n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 iI 9 10 

111 2 6 24 120 120 5040 40320 362880 
3 20 130 924 7308 64224 623376 

15 210 2380 26432 303660 
105 2520 44100 

945 

kin 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

11 12 13 14 15 

3628800 39916800 479001600 622iO20800 87178293200 
6636960 76998240 967524480 13096736640 190060335360 
3678840 47324376 647536032 9418945536 145410580224 

705320 11098780 177331440 2920525608 49952862960 

34650 866250 18858840 389449060 7934927000 
10395 540540 18288270 520059540 

135135 9459450 
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8. The d(n, k) b a ove are used in the asymptotic expansion of 2, (n) = l”“+ 
+2""+ .** +nan. Let [r, q]:=epar(l -e-a)-q-l, rxeC, Rea>O. Then: 

z, (it) M If” c c,n-k ) 

k$O 

where C,=C d(q, q-k) A(q, r) (-a)q-k[r, q]/q!, a double finite sum- 
mation where k<q<2k, r<q, and where the A (q, r) are the Eulerian 

nurnbersofp.000.Thus,Co=[O,O]=(1-e~”)~’,C,=-(cr/2) ([1,2]+ 

+ L2, 2]),.... 

9. The mimber of solutions of a”‘= E in G(N). Let T,, be the number of 
permutations a~6(N), INI =I?, such that c2=s (=the identity permuta- 

tion). Such a permutation, or involution (or selfconjugate permutation of 
Muir) has a cycle decompositionconsistingoftranspositions only. Deduce 
thefollowing relations: T,,=T,-,+(n-I) Tnd2, T,=T,:=l, and Jn< 

<TJT,-, <Jrz+ 1. Finally, Ina T,t”/n!=exp(t+ t”/2). Show then that 
T,, =I?! c(i!.j! 2j))r where the summation takes place over the pairs ($1) 

-..-,- rl.-r 1 I .-I! SIILLL LIBEL I th/=ii. More generaiiy, iet T(rr, k) be the number of soiutions 

of &=F, aEG(N j (hence l’,,=‘Z’jn, 2); show that x”30T(n, k) t”/n!= 

=exP 1x4 1 dd/& where the last summation is taken over all divisors d 

of k. (See [Chowla, Herstein, Moore, 19521, [Chowla, Herstein, Scott, 

19521, [Jacobstahl, 19491, [M oser, Wyman, 1955a], [Nicolas, 19691.) 
Use this to obtain the recurrence relation T(n+ I, k)=~#Ik(tz)d-I x 

x T(n-d+ 1, k -) and the first values of T(n, k): 
y4 & 

1 2 3 4 

1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 2 
1 4 3 4 
1 10 9 16 
1 26 21 56 
1 76 81 256 
1 232 351 1072 

y* ! 

5 6 7 
-_~-__-- --- 

1 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 6 1 
1 18 1 

25 66 1 
145 396 1 
505 2052 721 
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10. Permutations with ordered orbits; outstanding elements ([Sade, 19551). 
For each subset A c [n], we denote by i(A) the smallest integer EA, called 
the initial integer of A. Let u be a permutation of [n], a~6 [n], whose 
orbits are numbered, say O1 (a), 52, (a), . . ., SL, (a), If = I Szj (CJ) = [?I], such 
that i(& (~))<i(Q2(0))<~~~ <i(Q,(o)), 1 <l<n. (I) Let F(n, k) be the 
number of UE G[n] such that nEQ(a). Show that 

F(n, k)=(n-2)F(n-1, k)+F(n-1, k-l), F(n, 1)=&n!, F(rt, n)=l. 

Make a complete study of this double sequence F(n, k). (Find its GF, 
establish recurrence relations, etc.) 

-, ,,d+ 
3 4 5 6 

3 3 2 1 
\ 4 12 7 4 1 

5 60 33 19 7 1 
6 360 192 109 47 11 1 

(2) Let g (n, k, c) be the number of permutations of [n] whose k-th orbit 
hascelements.Theng(n,k,c)=(n-l)g(n-l,k,c)+g(n-l,k-1,~). 
(3) An outstanding element j(~ [n] (of (r~ G(n) is, by definition, an 
element such that c(j)> o (i) for all icj. We make the convention of 
calling 1 outstanding too. Show that the number of permutations of [II] 
with k outstanding elements equals $11, k) ([RCnyi: 1962]). 

11. Alternating permutations of Andre, Euler numbers and tangent numbers. 
(For an exhaustive study of this problem, see [Andre, 1879a, 1881, 1883a, 
1894, 18951, and [Entringer, 19661 for a reformulation. The expressions 
we find for (cost)-’ and tg t give a combinatorial interpretation of the 
Euler and Bernoulli numbers, [14a, b], p. 48, and Exercise 36, p. 88.) 
We will call a permutation a& [n] alternating if and only if the (IZ - 1) 
differences c(2)-a(l), 0(3)-a(2),..., c(n) - (T (n - 1) have alternating 

~~~~~~~~~e(~::~)and(~:::)- alternating, but(:iyi) 

2341 
are not. We put A,, = AI = A, = 1 and we let 2A, be the 

number of alternating permutations of [n], na 3. Show that 2A,+1 = 

AkAn-k and that Ena A//n! = tg (n/4+ t/2). Use this to 
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obtain: 

and 
“TO A,,t2”/(2n)! = (cost)-’ 

“go Azn+ it2”+’ /(2n + l)! = tgt. 

Hence AZn= IE2,1, where E2” is the Euler number (p. 48), and the A2n+l, 
often called tangent numbers, have the following first values ([Knuth, 
Buckholtz, 19671, for nt< 120; see also [Estanave, 19021, [Schlijmilch, 
18571, [Schwatt, 19311, Toscano, 19361.): 

9 11 13 -___ 

7936 353792 22368256 

19 21 

209865342976 29088885112832 4951498053124096 

With Exercise 36, p. 88, and p. 49, A2,-I = (- I)“-l 8,,4”(4”- 1)/2n= 
=4”-l IG,,l/n. Also prove the following explicit values: 

Moreover, as a function of the Eulerian polynomials A,(u) of p. 244, 
the tangent number AZ,,+, equals A2n+l (- 1). 

Finally, it may be valuable to introduce other tangent numbers T(n. k) 
such that (tgkt)/k! =xna k T(n, k) t”/n!, in order to compute the Alnfl = 
=T(2n+l, 1). In fact, we have T(n+l,k)=T(rz,k-l)+k(k+l)x 
x T(rt, k+ I), hence the first values of T(n, k): 

I tl\k I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 1 2 1 p\l&i \j/;Ld:K ii ’ 

3 2 1 
4 8 
5 16 20 
6 136 
7 272 616 
8 3968 
9 7936 28160 

10 176896 
11 353792 1805056 

1 
1 

40 1 
70 1 

2016 112 1 
5376 168 1 

135680 12432 240 1 
508640 25872 330 1 



n\k [ 1 2 3 

-i-- 1 
2 1 

3 -2 1 

4 -8 
5 24 -20 
6 184 
7 -720 784 
8 -8448 
9 40320 -52352 

10 648576 
11 -3628800 5360256 
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Find a formula of rank 2 for T(n, k). Of course, these numbers are 
inverses (p. 143) of the arctangent numbers t (n, k) defined by (arctgt)k/k! = 
=xnak t(n, k) r”/n!, for which holds t(n+ 1, k)=t(n, k- l)-n(n- 1) x 
x t (n- 1, k), the first values being: 

4 5 6 

1 

1 

-40 
-70 

2464 
6384 

-229760 
-804320 

1 

I 

-112 1 
-168 1 

14448 -240 1 

29568 -330 

*12. The number of terms of a symmetric determinant. (1) Let be given 
two permutations c(, P&((n), lNI=n. Show that the following relation 
is an equivalence relation: “if y is a cycle of CI (or p), then y or y-l is a 
cycle of p (or cl)“. (2) The number of equivalence classes of type lci, c2,. . .a 
equals n!{c,!c,!... 1” 2”‘... 2 C3+c4”*..)-1. (3) The total number a, of 
classes satisfies&oa,t”In! = (1 -ft)-“2exp(t/2+ t “/4). (4) The difference 
I-A-.--- +I.- -*-mh--~‘*ni ‘~vt-~~ &&es and ‘odd’ classes. denoted by ai, “~LWLTGII CI1b llUlll”I.” “1 . ..-.- 
satisfies C,,oaLt “In! = (1 + 1)“’ exp(f/2- t2/4). (Cf. [3g], p. 277.) (5) It 

follows that a,,, =(n+l)aQ-(nz)o.-z and aA+l=-(n-l)aA-(%x 

’ x a,-,. (6) Show that the numbers pn and qn of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ 
terms of a symmetric determinant of order n satisfy p,, + qn =a”, p,, - qn = 
=a;. (7) Treat all the preceding questions for the case of ‘derangements’, 
in which case the determinant of (6) is supposed to have only 0 on the 
main diagonal. ([*Polya, Szego, II, 19261, p. 110, Exercises 45-46.) 

“13. Permutations by number of ‘sequences’. (For many other properties, 
see [Andre, lS98].) Let 6 be a permutation of [n], a~6 [n]. A sequence 
of length 1(>2) of g is a maximal interval of integers [i, i+l- I] = 

={i, i+l,..., i+Z- 1) on which Q is monotonic. The sequence is called 
intermediary or left or right according to whether 1 <i, if l- 1 <12 or 

i = 1 or if I- 1 = it. A peak of a is a maximum with respect to a. The peak 
(in i) is called intermediary or left or right, when 1 <i<n or a(i- 1)~ 
<a(i)>a(i+l) or i=l, a(l)>a(2) or i=n, a(n-l)ia(n), respec- 
tively. Let P (n, s) be the set of permutations of [n] with s sequences, and 

let Pm., : = (P(rr, s)l. Using the map g, introduced in [5d] (p. 242) from 
P(n,s)intoP(rr-1,s)~P(~z-I,s-l)+P(n-l,s-2),aswellasthenota- 
tionsgiven above, show that P,,,,=~P,_~,,-t2P,_,,,-~3-(r~-s)P,_,,,_,. 
For all n>2k+4, 1kP,,I$3kP,,3+5kP,,s+...=2kP,,zf4kP,,4+~~~. 
Finally, &kPn,kuktn/n!=(l -I-u)‘-~ {(l-u)(l-sin(u+tcosu))-l),where 
u: =sinu. 

n\s 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 

10 

-------.. --._.l__---. -- ? 
; 4 
2 12 10 
2 28 58 32 
2 60 236 300 122 
2 124 836 1852 1682 544 
2 252 2766 9576 14622 10332 2770 
2 508 8814 45096 103326 119964 69298 15872 
2 1020 27472 201060 650892 1106820 1034992 505500 101042 

Evidently, P,,“-, =2A, (Exercise II, p. 258.) For each sequence Q= 
= (q,, q2,. . ., qn-,) of _+ 1, let us denote the number of permutations 
aoG [?I] such that qi=sg(a(j+ i)-0($), jE[ii- LA, “, Lz,. 11 h*r l-n1 &,jpg Q 

is evidently equivalent to giving the indices ic,,ic,, . . . . ic, of the yi ihat are 
equal to -1 (r<n-1). We use the convention k,:=O and k,+,:=n. 

Show that: 

([Niven, 19681, [De Bruijn, 1970.1) 

14. Permutations of [II] by number of components. To every a& [n] we 
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associate the division [n] =I1 +I2 + ... + Ik, where the components I,, of o 
are the smallest intervals such that Q (Z,,) = I,,, h = 1, 2, . . ., k. For example, 

. has the three components {1,2,3}, {4}, (5, 6}, and 

the identity E has n components. A permutation is said to be indecomposable 

if it has one component; so is cr, if 0 (kj = n -k + 1. We denote by C(n, kj the 
number of permutations with k components. Introducing the Euler for- 
mal series s(tj:=C n,O n!t” (see also Exercise 34, p. 171), we have the 

GF: l(tj:=znbl C(n, 1) t”=l-(E(t))-l and znak C(n, kj t”=(l(tjj’. 
Find a simple recurrence for C(n, kj. [Hint: Use t’d=( I- tj E- 1 

(Exercise 16, p. 294j.l H ere are the first values of C(n, kj: 

n\k 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 10 _ -...--- - -..- ..~... -- - ~_ _~ 
1 1 
2 1 1 II, (J !J ; J 9 N.+-- 

3 3 2 1 
4 13 7 3 1 
5 71 32 12 4 1 
6 461 177 58 18 5 1 
7 3447 1142 327 92 25 6 1 
8 29093 8411 2109 531 135 33 7 1 
9 273343 69692 15366 3440 800 188 42 8 1 

10 2829325 642581 125316 24892 5226 1146 252 52 9 1 

wMy 

15. Cayleyrepresentation ofajinitegroup. Let N be a finite multiplicatively 
written group; n= IN!. With every aeN we associate the permutation ca 

of N detied by Q,X = ax, XE N. Let Q be the group of these permutations, 
called the Cayley representation of the group N. Show that Q is isomorphic 

to N (C>CT,,Q = u,,~) and that Z(B; x1, x2, . ..j=(l/nj xv(d) (xdjnfd, where 
d runs through the set of divisors 2 1 of n, and where v (dj is the number 
of elements a(EN) with order d. 

16. Cube and octahedron. (I) Let N be the set of the 8 vertices of a cube, 
and let Q be the group of permutations of N induced by the rotations of 

this cube. Then the cycle indicator polynomial Z(x) equals & (xy + 
+9x:+ 6x:+ 8x:x:). Prove that if N is the set of the 12 edges, we have 

Z(x)=& (x:~+~x~+~x~+ 6x:x: + 8x:). (2) Show that there are only 
three different ways to distribute three red balls, two black balls and one 
white ball over the vertices of a regular octahedron in euclidean three- 
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dimensional space. The octahedron is supposed to be freely movable. 
Generalize to c colours, as on p. 254. 

17. Colozrrings of n roulefte. (1) Let 8 be the cyclic group of order II. 

Show that Z(6; x1, .~~,...j=(l/~~j c;zi x,$$,‘~, where (k, n) is the GCD 
of Ir and II. (2) Use this to obtain: 

z(@; x1, x,v...j = (r/nj dTn u,(dj (xd)n’d, 

where cp (d) is the Euler function (p. 193), and dl it means ‘d divides II’. 
(3) Now consider a roulette. This is a disc freely rotating around its axis, 
and divided into II equal sectors. Show that the number of ways to paint 

the sectors of the roulette into <p colours equals (l/n) & , “40 (djp”‘d. (Two 

ways which can be transformed into each other by a rotation are consi- 
dered equal. [Jablonski, 18921.) 

18. Necklaces Gth t!~o colours. Let N be the set of II vertices of a regular 
polygon, IZ = 1 N I. Let be given CI blue beads and (12 - gj red beads, 0 < CI < n. 
On each vertex a bead is placed, thus obtaining a necklace. Let P.” be the 

number of different necklaces. Two necklaces that can be transformed 
into each other by rotation, or reflection with respect to a diameter, or 

both, are not distinguished from each other. Then we have Pi = 1, P.” = 
= [nj2], Pi=n2/‘12 if ;z=O (mod6) or ($--I)/12 if it=&1 (mod6j or 
(It’--4jji2 if 12=+2 (mod6j or (n’+3jji2 if n=3 (mod6j. Compute 
P,” and generalize. ([Durrande, 18161, [Gilbert, Riordan, 19611, [La- 
grange, R., 1962b], [M oreau, 18721, “Riordan, 19581, p. 162, [Titsworth, 
19641. j 

“19. The mrruber of unlabeled graphs. Two graphs 3 and 9’ over N are 
called equivalent, or isomorphic if there exists a permutation a of N, which 

induces a map from the set of edges of 3 onto the set of edges of 9’. In 
other words, 3 a& (Nj, {x, y} ~g-=- {a(x), a(y)} ~9’. Each equivalence 
class, thus obtained, is called an urzlabeledgraph, abbreviated UG (graphs 

as we have seen on p. 61 are called labeled graphs, to distinguish them 
from the UG; their vertices are distinguishable). For instance, there are 
three UG’s with 4 nodes and 3 edges: gl, gz, +?s (Yd is equivalent to 

glj (see Figure 47). 
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Fig. 47. 

Fromnow on, N=[n]={l,2 ,..., n}. With each aEG((n] we associate 
the permutation 8 of !& [n] defined for each pair {x, y} by 6 {x, y} : = 
= {a(x), o(y)}. The set of the 8 forms together the ‘group of pairs’, de- 
noted by @“)[n] (<G(‘Q,[n]), which h as a cycle indicator polynomial 
Z(G(“)[n]; x1, x2 ,... ), denoted by Zn(xl, x2 ,... ). (1) Show that the 
number g,,, k of UG satisfies xk gn,kxk=Zn(l +x, 1 +x2, 1 +x3, . ..). 
(2) For CXG [n] of type [[cl, c2,. . .I, let 1, [cl, c2, . . .I be the number of 
k-orbits (in ‘p2 [H]) of 8. Then, Z, (x1, x2, . . . ) equals : 

1 
c 

n! hi%% c*. ..I 
z cl+2Qf . ..Z” Cl! c,! . . . 1”2”... Xl r*Tkl, c2, . ..il 

x2 . . . . 
. . 

(3) Show that lk[c,, c2, . . . . c”] = C2k + ($/2) (k - 1 f (k/2)) + (l/2/<) x 
XC ijc,(c,-?jij), where [i,j] is the LCM of i and j, 6i,j the Kronecker 
symbol, and (x)=x, if x is an integer, and =0 otherwise, the summation 
being taken over all (i, j) such that 1 <i< j<n and [i,j J =k. (This theo- 
rem, in this form, is due to [Oberschelp, 19671. Counting unlabeled 
graphs and digraphs is done in the fundamenta! paper by [Pblya, 19371, 

_ .- 
and also in [Harary] and LRead], among others.) Thus, Zi=xi, 7.:= 
= (l/3!) (xi +3X,X2+2X3), z, = (l/4!) (x7 +9x:x; + 8x2, + 6x,x,), . . . The 
first values of gn, k are: 

n\k 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 ____. --.~.--.---..--.-_.-..-. --. .~-. -.~. 
2 1 
31 11 
41 2 3 2 1 1 
51 2 4 6 6 6 4 2 1 1 
61 2 5 9 15 21 24 24 21 15 
7 1 2 5 10 21 41 65 97 131 148 
8 1 2 5 11 24 56 115 221 402 663 

*20. The number of unlabeled m-graphs. Let us call any system of m-blocks 
(p. 7) of N an m-graph of N. In particular, an ordinary graph is a 
2-graph. Let gn (*) be the total number of unlabeled m-graphs (in the sense 
of the previous exercise). Then, for fixed m, when II + 00 : 

([Oberschelp, 19681; see also PCarnap, 19501, [Davis, 19531, [Misek, 
1963, 19641, P6lya, 19401). 

“21. Rcarranqernenls. This is a generalization of as well a permutation ‘ 
and a mirzimalpath (p. 20). Let X:= (x1, x2, . . . . x,} be a finite set with IZ 
elements. A rearrangement of X, (abbreviated RA) is a word of X (p. 18). 
More precisely, a (cl, c 2, . . . . c,)-RA of X, say f, is a word in which the 
letter xi occurs ci times, c,>O, ie [n]. We say also ‘RA of x;‘sC; . . . xz, 
or ‘word of spec@catio/z (cl, ca, . .., cn)‘, and we denotefEX(c,, c2,. .., c,). 
Forinstance,forX:={a,b,c}the RAf,:=baabcbcccb andf,:= 
: = c a a a c c a are of specification (2,4,4) and (4,0,3), respectively. For 
c1 = c2 = .-a = c, = 1, we get back the permutations of 3. A RA can be rep- 
resented as a minin~alpath in the euclidean R”, which describes a process 
of counting ballots for an election with n candidates. The wordf, is shown 
in Figure 48. (1) The number of (c,, c2, . . . . c,)-RA equals (cl, c2, . . . . c,) 
(p. 27). (2) A sequence offeX(c,, c2, . . . . c,) is a maximal row of con- 
secutive xi in j, ic[II]. For instance, ,f, has 7 sequences. What is the 

Fig. 48. 

number of the .fgX(c,, cz,... ) having s sequences ([*David, Barton, 
t 9621, p. ll9)? (3) Computef,,, I *,..., ,“(cl, c2 ,..., cJ, which is the number 
of the (c,, c2,..., c,)-RA such that between two letters Xi there are at least 
li other letters. (A generalization of [8d], p. 21, and Exercise 1, p. 198.) 
(4) If d= L-121, tt len we can consider f as a map from [y], p: = c1 + c2 + 
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+ .*.+c, into [rz] such that for all in [IZ], If-‘(i)1 =ci (Figure 49 shows 
f,=2112323332).A ninversiunoffisapair (i,j)such that 1 <i <j< 17 

and f(i)> f(j) (fl has 7 inversions). Show that the number 

b(c1, c29.a., c,; k) of (Cl, cz,..., c,)-RA of [rr] with 

3 

2 

1 

1 2 j 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 

Fig. 49. 

k inversions, c,, 

c2 ,... 21,hasforGF&b(c1,c2 ,...; k)uk the following rational fraction: 

(1 - u) (1 - a”)... (1 - u”) 

(For c1=c2=...= 1, we recover [4h], p. 239.) (5) We call the sum T(f) 

of the indicesjo [p- l] such thatf(j)>f(j+ 1) (fis a (cr, c2, . . . . c,)-RA 

of [n]) the index off. So the index is the sum of the j where there is a 
descent (orfall). Show that the number of RA for which T(f)=k equals 

b(c,, cz,...; k). ([MacMahon, 1913, 19161 gives a proof using the GF; 
[Foata, 19681 and [*Cartier, Foata, 19691 give a ‘bijective’ proof.) (6) 

An ascent (or rise) of a (cl, c2,. . .)-RA of [n], j, is an index i such that 
f(i)<f(i+l). Compute the number A(cl, c?,..., c?!; k) of the RA with 
(k- 1) ascents. (These g_umlxrs are a genera!izaticrr! of the E~!erizr! nnm- 

bers [5e], p. 242. They give the solution to the problem ofSimon Newcomb 

(P. 246)) 

*22. Folding a strip of stamps. Given a strip of 11 stamps labelled I. 2, . . . , II 

from left to right, the problem is to determine the number A(rr) of ways 
this strip can be folded along the perforations to that the stamps are piled 
one on top of each other without destroying the continuity of the strip. It 
is supposed that stamp labelled 1 has its front side facing the top of the 

pile and its left edge on the left as we look down on the pile. So A( I)= 1, 
A(2)=2, and A(3)=6 as it is shown by the following figures: 

If 1222, prove that A(n)=2nn(n), where a(n) is a positive integer. Here 
are the known values of a(n): 

5 s’s+5 

I, / 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 --.__- 
n(n) / 1 1 2 5 12 33 87 252 703 2105 6099 18689 55639 173423 526937 

II 1 17 5GkGk ?sTGmix511529 52Iii%861~i~~~GO 
~~~. _-..-__ 

( 1664094 

I1 24 25 26 27 28 
__-__- 

n(n)1 5382512216 17547919924 56335234064 184596351277 596362337295 

(Up to 10: [Touchard, 1950, 19521; up to 12: [Sade, 1949a]; up to 16: 

[Koehler, 19681; up to 28: [Lunnon, 19733.) 

*23. An explicit and combinutorial Stirling expansion for the gamna func- 

tion of large argument. Using the Watson lemma for Laplace transforms, 
show that 

x+03, 

where the coefficients 

use the number d,(m, k) of permutations of [IH] with k orbits all 23 

(See Exercise 7 p. 256). The first values of c4 are (for qd20, see [Wrench, 
19681) : 

4 - 

CP 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1 139 571 163879 546819 534703531 

ii 288 51840 2488320 209018880 75246796800 902961561600 



CHAPTER VII 

EXAMPLES OF INEQUALITIES AND ESTIMATES 

In the preceding chapters we have established explicit formulas for 
counting sets. The sets we wanted to count were of the following type: 

a finite set N with n elements is given, and then we studied sets of com- 
binatorial objects bound to N that satisfied some additional conditions. 
If these conditions are not simple, then the explicit formula is usually not 

simple either, difficult to obtain, and little efficient. It can often be re- 
placed advantageously by upper and lower bounds. Evidently, the closer 
these bounds fit, the better. 

In most of the cases we want to determine conditions in the form of 
inequalities between certain parameters (integers) that guarantee the 

existence or non-existence of configurations between these parameters. 
The search for such inequalities has the charm of challenging problems, 
since there is no general rule for obtaining this kind of results. 

In this chapter we give also an example of the use of probabilistic lan- 

guage, and, moreover, an asymptotic expansion of the most easy kind. 

7.1. CONVEXITY ANC UNIMODALITY 

OF COMiiiNA’lURlAL SBQUENCES 

Just as in the case of functions of a real variable, it is interesting to know 

the global behaviour of combinatorial sequences of integers ok: monotony, 
convexity, extrema; this is a fertile source of inequalities, which are par- 
ticularly useful in estimates. 

In this respect we recall some definitions. 
I. A real sequence vk, k = 0, 1,2, . . ., is called convey on an interval [a, h] 

(containing at least 3 consecutive integers) when: 

Cl4 v,+‘ki(v,p1+vk+l), kE[a+l,b-1-j. 
It is called concuve on [a, b] if, in [la], < is replaced by Z. In the case 

where the inequalities are strict for all k, ok is called strictly convex or 
strictly concave. [la] is equivalent to A2v~:=vk+2-2vk+I -I-Q>O for all 
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kE [a, b-21 (p. 13). The polygonal representation of vk has hence the 
/ \ 

form of Figures 50a or b. For 

convex on [HZ, co], because Azun= 

, HZ fixed >2, is strictly 

k 

Concave 

a b 

(4 
Fig. 50. 

d b 

(b) 

11. Arealsequencev,, Ic=O, I,2 ,..., is called unirnodal if there exist two 
integers a and h such that: 

Figure 51 a represents the polygon of a unimodal sequence in the case of a 
plateau (ea<b) with 4 points, and Figure 51b shows the case of a peak 
(no-b). 

R b a=6 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 51. 

T;or instance, uk: = i 

0 

, n fixed 22, is unimodal on [0, IZ] with a peak 

in k=‘,n if 11 is even, and with a plateau in k=(n+ 1)/2 if )I is odd. 

111. A real sequence /lk>O, k=O, I,2 ,..., is called logarithtnically 

convex in [a, b] if: 

[lcl 
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It is called logarithmically concave if, in [ lc], < is everywhere replaced by 
2. In the case that the inequalities are strict for all k, vk is called strictly 

logarithmically convex (or concave). 
The terminology adopted here originates from the fact that [lc] is 

equivalent to saying that w,: = logv, is convex. 

THEOREM A. Each sequence u,J>,O) which is logarithmically concave OIZ 
its interval of dejinition, say [a, b], is there either nondecreasing or non- 

increasing or u&nodal. Moreover, in the fast case, if vk is strictly logarith- 
mically concave, then v, has either a peak or a plateau with 2 points. 

n v~>v,-~v~+~ can be written as v,lv,-, >v~+~/v~, which proves that 
Z,.- * -v&-~ is decreasing on [a+ 1, b], where a and b are supposed to be 
integers without loss of generality. If z,,> 1 (or z,,+~ < l), v, is increasing 

(or decreasing) on [a, b]. If z,+ 1 > 1 and zbc 1, ok is evidently unimodal. 
In the last case, if z, decreases strictly, then there is at most one value of k 
such that z,= 1, which gives then a plateau of 2 points. n 

THEOREM B. If the generating polynomial: 

I31 P(x):= c VkXk, vp# 0, 
OSkQp 

ef a-finite sequence v~( 2 0): 0 <k < p: has only real roots (,< Ol \ - IT then: 

Clel 
k p-k+1 

0; > vk-lvk+l -’ 
k-l p-k ’ 

kE[2,p-- l] 

(this is one form of the Newton inequalities, [*Hardy, P6lya, Littlewood, 
19521, p. 104); hence uk is unimodal, either with a peak or with a plateau 
of 2 points. 

n Let us first suppose that all the vk > 0. Applying the theorem of Rolle, 
the polynomial Q(x, y) = Ckp, 0 vkx ’ y p-k has only roots with real y/x, so 
the polynomials cYQ/c?x and ~?Q/ay also have this property; inductively we 
find then that this is true for all aa+“Q/axOayb, a+ b<p- 1. This holds 

particularly for the second-degree polynomial aP-zQ/axk-‘ayP-k-l, 
whose discrimant is consequently 20, hence [le]. Now, if there does exist 
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an I such that u~=O, 061 <p - 1, then all the roots of P(x)=0 are zero, 
since these are numbers < 0 whose (p - I)-th elementary symmetric func- 
tion is zero: so finally, v,=O, O<k<p- 1, hence [le] follows again. n 

Now we have a powerful tool for proving unimodality of certain com- 

binatorial sequences. 

THEOREM C. The sequence of the absolute values of the Stirling numbers of 

the first kind, z, (17, k), n jixed (Z 3), k variable (in) is unimodal, with a 

peak or plateau of 2 points. 

In fact, only the peak exists, [Erdiis, 19531; for estimates of its abscissa, 
see [Hammersley, 19511, [Moser, Wyman, 1958b].) 

n In fact, the ‘horizontal’ polynomial ([Sf], p. 213) xL5(~z, k) xk= 

=x(x+ l).*.(x+n- 1) has only real roots, and we can apply Theorem. 

B. H 

THEOREM 0. The sequence S(n, k) of the Stirling numbers of the second 

kind, n fixed (> 3), k variable (6 n), is unimodal with a peak or plateau of 

2poi~ts. ([Harper, 19671, [Lieb, 19681. See also [Bach, 19681, [Dobson, 
19681, [Dobson, Rennie, 19691, [Harborth, 19681, [Kanold, 1968a, b], 
[Wegner, 19701, and Exercise 23, p. 296.) 

m We know (/2b], p. 206) that the P,,=P,(x):=~~=~ S(n, Ic)x' satisfy: 

a, = qt, x): = Jo P,(X) ii = exp {x (et - 1>1- 

NOW ~a, +xa@/a~-a@/at=O. Hence: 

[IfI 
( 

dP,-I 
P,=x P”-,+-;ji-- , na1. 

) 

Put H,:=e”P,; [Jf] gives then H,=xdH,-l/dx. Applyingthe theorem of 

Rolle repeatedly shows the roots of H, to be all GO, hence also the roots 

of P, are GO, as they are the same. Then apply Theorem B again. n 

7.2. SPERNER SYSTEMS 

L~EFINITION. ,4 system Y of distinct blocks of a finite set N, Y c q’(N), 
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is called a Sperner system, iffor any two blocks, one is not contained in the 
other. In other words, if s(N) is the family of these systems: 

(~fzs(Njjo((B,B’~~)=-(BQB’ and B’QB)). 

THEOREM [Sperner, 19281. The maximum number of blocks of a Sperner 

system equals where [x] is the largest integer <x. 

n For all yes(N), we will prove with [Lube& 19663: 

[Za] C -!- < 1. 
tE.9 n 

( ) PI 

This will imply the theorem, because for all kE[O, n], 

hence : 

From this we get, using [2a], 191< 
( > [ny2] * 

This maximum value is 

reached by the Sperner system !@ [&Nj. We now prove L2aJ We 
introduce the name chain for a system %? = {C,, C2, . . . , Ci} of N, %‘c p ‘(N j 

such that C, cC2c*+* c Ci, with strict inclusions. A chain is called 
maximal if it has a maximal number of blocks, namely 11. Let c(N) be the 
family of maximal chains of N. A maximal chain is evidently completely 
determined by the permutation (x1, x2, . . . . x,) of N, given by: x1 : = C1, 

X2.- --C,-Cl,..., x,:=C,-CCnml. Hence Ic(NjI=n!. Now we observe 

that a given system Y is a Sperner system if and only if each chain 

%?ec(Nj satisfies l%?n yl=O or 1. Let C~ be the family of chains %~c(Nj 
such that IVn YI = 1. We define the map cp from cg into y by q(u): =the 
unique block B&n Y. Of course cp is surjective, and for all BEY, 

Iv-‘(BjI=IBl!(n-IBI)!. It follows that: 

CW lcsl= B;9 IV-’ @)I = & PI ! (n - IN 1. 
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It now suflices to combine IcyI Q Ic(NjI =n! with [2b] to obtain [2a]. n 
The number s(n)= Is(N)1 of Sperner systems (unordered systems with- 

out repetition, in the sense of p. 3) is just, up to 2 units, the number of 
elements of a free distributive lattice with 11 generators, or, the number of 
monotone increasing Boolean functions with II variables. Since [Dede- 
kind, 18971 numerous efforts have been made to compute or estimate this 

number [Agnew, 19611. [Gilbert, 19541, [RivZre, 19681, [Yamamoto, 
19541. Actually, the known values are: 

(s(5) due to [Cl lurch, 19401. s(6) due to [Ward, 19461, s(7) due to 
[Church, 19651). The following upper and lower bounds hold: 

,GZ,) < 5 (n) < 3([rl;21) 

([ Hansel, 19671) and also the asymptotic equivalent log,s(nj- 
( > 1:,:;21 

([Kleitman, 19691, [Shapiro, 19701). Various extensions of the Sperner 
theorem have been suggested ([Chao-Ko, Erdiis, Rado, 19611, [Hilton, 

Milner, 19671, [Katona, 1966, 19681, [Kleitman, 1968b], [Meshalkin, 
19631, [Milner, 19681). 

7.3. ASYMPTOTIC STUDY OF THE NUMBER OF REGULAR GRAPHS OF 

ORDER TWO ON N 

(1) Graphical and geometrical formulation of the problem 

A regular graph of order r (integer 20) is a graph on N, INI =II, such 

that there are r edges adjacent to every node XEN. Let G(n, rj be the 
number of these graphs. Evidently G(n, Oj= 1. For computing Gjrz, 1 j, 
observe that giving a regular graph of order 1 is equivalent to giving a 

partition of N into disjoint pairs (the edges). Hence G(2m+ 1, lj=O and 
G(2m, 1) = (2n1)!/(2”m!j. W e investigate now G(rz, 2)=g,. First, we give 
a geometric interpretation to these numbers ([*Whitworth, 19013, p. 269, 

Exercise 100). 
Let be given a set A of II straight lines in the plane, a,, 6,, . . . . 6,, lying 
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in generalposition (no two among them are parallel, and no three among 
them are concurrent). Let P be the set of their points of intersection, 

PI= “2 
0 

. We call any set of n points from P such that any three different 

points are not collinear, a cloud. An example is shown in Figure 52, for 

61 

Fig. 52. 

the case n=4, {a, b, d, e}. Let S(d) stand for the set of clou& of A, then 
we have: 

Pal N&(A)~NcP; lNl=n; ({a,b,c}cP, 

SEA) =+(a, b, c} Q S. 

Giving a cloud is hence equivalent to giving a regular graph of order 2: 
it suffices to identify the lines a,, a,, . . . . 6, with the nodes x1, x*, . . . . X, 
of N, and each point of intersection bin 6, with the edge {xi, Xji. 

For example, with 3 points, we can get only 1 cloud; with 4 points, we 
have 3 clouds, since the clouds in {6,, 6,, d3, S,} (Figure 52) are the sets 

{a, b, 4 e,}, {Q, c, 4.f) (6 c, e, f >. The problem is to determine the 

number g.= IS(A)1 of clouds of A. 

(II)ArecurrencereZation([Robinson, 1951,1952-j, [Carlitz, 1954b, 1960b]). 

LetnowM:={a,,a, ,..., cIndl) beacZoudofr:={6,,6, ,..., 6,-,).Itis 
clear, by [3a], that every straight line 6i, iE [jz- 11, contains exnctly two 

points of M. Now we add an n-th line 6,, so we obtain A: = 
:={SJ&..., 6,-1, S,}. We consider then an arbitrary point ai of M, which 
belongs to 2 lines, say 6, and 6i (or r ), that intersect 8, in the points II and D. 
(Figure53).ItiseasilyseenthatN:={a,,a, ,..., a,-i,a,+i ,..., a,-,,u,v} 
is a cloud of A. Thus, if we let ai run through the set a,, a,, . . ., a,- i, we 
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Fig. 53. Fig. 54. 

&6 ' 

Fig. 55. 

associate with every cloud ME%(~> a set @(n/r) nf /n - 11 rlnndc nf A * \ , --_ -,.-, -_ ~. -I ------ -- -* 

WI Q(M) c S(A), l@((M)J=n-1. 

On the other hand, each cloud NE’S(A) obtained in the preceding way 
(Figure 54) is obtained in one way only: 

PI M, M’&q(r), M#M’=d(M)n@(M’)#O. 

But in this way Y(n) is not completely obtained, because there exist 
singular clouds N of A that do not belong to any @ (M), for instance, the 
cloud shown in Figure 55. Let .Y be the set of singular clouds of A. Giving 
a cloud E,Y’ is evidently equivalent to giving a pair {u, u} among the 
(II - 1) points of 6,. and to giving a cloud on the (II - 3) lines di that do not 
J)N.FS through {u, u}. Hence: 

l3.l 191 =gn-3 It;1 . ( > 
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Now, according to [3c] we have the division: 

S(d)=( c @(M))+Y; 
M E 91(r) 

this gives, after passing to the cardinalities (using [3b) for (*)): 

Sn = I~(4 = ,e& WWI + VI = 

‘+z-l)(B(r)l+lyr(. 

Finally, by [3d]: 

p1 Sn=k--m”-I+ gn-37 

n>3; go:=l, g1=g2:=o. 

n 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 35:7 9 10 11 
__I_----_------_ 

gn 1 1 0 0 1 3 12 70 465 30016 286884 3026655 

n 1 12 438ii3364 14 15 16 
__-_____~_----.-- 

g,, 1 34944085 5933502822 86248951243 1339751921865 

(III) A generating function 

Using [3e] for (*), we get: 

WI 8(f):=“~~g”~=l+“~3g”~ / 
n-l 

“1+“~3(n-ljg”-l~+ c 2 
n. na3 ( > 

f” 
Sn-3 nj. 

Taking the derivative of [3f] with respect to f: 

Thus, considering g(t) as a function defined in a certain interval (to be 
specified later), we obtain the differential equation g’(t )/g(t )= f 2/2( I- I ), 

which gives, by integration on (- 1, -t 1) and exponentiation, and ob- 
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(IV) The asymptotic exp,rrrlsion 

We will use the ‘method of Uarbolrx’ ([Darboux, 18781) which is stated 
below. No proof will be given. 

‘I‘HEOREM. Let g(z)=CnSOgnzn//i! be afunctioll of the complex i~ariable z, 
regtritrr for lzl cr. I, nlld with n jirlite number 1 of singularities on the unit 
circle 121 = 1, say eivz, eifP1, . . .1 eiPp,. We suppose that ill a neighbotrrhond of 

each of these singularities eivpr , g(z) has an expansion of the following form: 

I31 .4(z) = c c-:)(1 - ze-i”k)“k+pbk, ke[l], 
p 3 0 

wIwe /Ire n,< we complex numbers, and all b, >O. lhe branch chosen for 
encll bracltetcd expression is that which is equal to 1 for z = 0. Under these 

circumsfances, gn has the following asymptotic expansion (II 3 CQ): 

O(nM4n!) means a sequence v, such that u,,/ (n-qnl j is boundedJ%r n -9 ~3. 

it is important to observe that formally the asymptotic expansion [3i] of 
gn, up to the 0 term, can be obtained by gathering for each sirlgularity 
eipk the coefEcient of z”/n! in [3hJ. 

We apply this theorem to the function g(z), defined by [3g]; the only 
singularity is in z= 1. The expansion [3h] can be obtained using the 
I-iermite polynomials H,(x), [14n] (p. 50). Thus, if we put u:= 1 -z: 

g (2) = e-3t41t-1j2 exp u - f-i = eu3/“u-‘f2 p;. ..2pp, uP 

( > 

W) 

=e -3/‘+-‘/2 + &2 +&3/Z _ p +....). 

Hence, by [3i], where I== I, eiq= 1, c(b)=cp=Hp(l)/2pp!, a= -4, b= 1, 
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{(q)=q- 1 for all integers q> 1, we get the asymptotic expansion of y.: 

[3j] gn = e-3/4:11 
xi 

Hg (- l>” (p - +), 
I 

+ O(iz!0), n+co. 

Taking into account the Stirling formula n! =n”e-“JZnn (1 + O(n-I)), 
[3j] gives us, if we take only the first term (q= 1): 

g* = e-314 J2. n” een (1 + 0 (n-l’“)} N eF314 J2. n” e-” . 

(V) A direct computation 

We could have determined g. directly, by an argument analogous to that 
on p. 235. It is the number of symmetric and antireflexive relations on 

[n] such that each section has 2 elements. Hence: 

gn = G(% 2) = Cw1+2 . . . w,* n (1 + wiwjj 
l<i<j<n 

. . 

from which follows, after some computations: 

g”=G(n,2)=:- c (-- 1)01*+8’ x 
2” u1+2a2+p,=n crl!Q!lll! 

. 

(which leads to the GF [3g] and conversely). 

(VI j The generai case 

The explicit computation of G(n, r) (p. 273) can also be done by: 

G (n, r> = Cwlrwz’... w,r fl (1 + wiwj) 3 
l$i<j<n . . 

but the formulas become very quickly extremely complicated. Thus, 
G(2m+l, 3)=0 and 

G(2m, 3) = c (- f)01*+8’ 22a,+2a2+2a~+BI-m3a,~2a~-m x 

X 
(2m)! (2cr,)! 

cc,! cc,! a,! PI! (q Gpq!’ 

where al + 2~~ + 3e3 +Q1 = 3171 and CQ + u3 Pm. The first values of G(n, r ) 

are : 
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12\r 

P \ 
6 
7 

8 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 I --I_ - 
I 
1 1 

1 0 1 

1 3 3 1 
1 0 12 0 1 

1 1.5 70 70 1.5 1 

1 0 465 0 465 0 1 
1 105 3507 19355 19355 3507 i\ 105 1 

7.4. RANDOM PERMUTATIONS 

We take for probability space (Q, a’, P) the following: fi = G[n] (the set 
of all permutations of [n] = (I, 2,. .., n}), B= v(6[n]) (the set of all sub- 

sets of ‘.Z[II]), and for probability measure P that for which all permuta- 
tions have equal probability: 

PaI ulEG[Cn] * P(w) = 1.. 
Iffl 

it !’ 
Ac6[n]*P(A)= ;T. 

(Definitions A and B, p. 189; we observe that the probabilistic termin- 
ology used in this section is defined in Exercise 11, p. 160). 

We are now interested in the sequence of RV (random variables) y,,: 
~Lc, N defined by: 

[4b] c;, z C” (*j - &p r??!II?&- nf n&its nf 9 - 

According to Theorem D (p. 234) and to [4a] above for (*), we obtain 

the following distribution for the C,: 

IN 
(*) 5 (n, k) p,(k):=P(C,=k)= 7, 

where the ~(11, k) are the unsigned Stirling numbers of the first kind. Con- 
sequently, the GF of the probabilities of C, becomes, using [Sf], p. 213, 

for (**): 

WI g (u) = gc, (u) = -$ pn (k) uk = ; ‘$$ uk = 

(*=*I l, II (21 + 1) ‘.. (I1 + 12 - l), 
n. 
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from which we obtain the GF of the cumulants of C,: 

I31 y(t) = log {g (d)} = c log 1 + 
l<iCn 

( 9). 

We expand [4e] using [2a] (p. 206) for @); then we obtain: 

and by identifying the coefficients of tm/m! in [4f]. 

THEOREM A. The cumulants of the RV C, defined by [4b] equal: 

k31 *#?I = *~(C.)=l~~~mi(-l)L-l(~-l)!S(n~,~)i”(I)}, 
. 

where S(m, 1) is the Stirling number of tlze second kind and 

Thus, by passing to the moments: 

pi = E (C,) = xl = c,(l); 

Pi1 ~Z=varC,=DZ(C,)=x,=5,(1)-5,(2). 

For studying the behaviour of the limit of C,, we state the central limit 
theorem (in very general form due to [Lindeberg, 19221; see, for instance, 
[*Renyi, 19661, p. 412-21, for a proof): 

THEOREM B. Let X,, z be a double sequence of R V, defined for n E N and 
(1 < ) i <k,, where k, are given integers > 0. We suppose tJzat the variables 
x n, i9 n fixed, i variable, iE[k”], are independent, which is fornzula- 
red by saying ‘the X,, i are row-independent’. If we define new RV S, and 

Yn,i by: 
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P?il Sn:= C Xn,iy Y”,i’= 
xn, i - El Cxn, i) 

l<iSk, 

witlz, for distriburions function of Y,, i: 

C4kl G”.i(Y) :=P(yn,i<Y)> 
therz the condition [41] (of Lindeberg): 

II411 Y2 dGn, i (Y) = 0 

implies [4m] (central limit theorem): 
x 

= @p(x) := --!--z 
J 

e-‘2’2 dt. 
2n J -00 

TJze conclusion [4m] still lzolds when E(S,) and D(S,) are replaced by 
eqzrivalent ones, wlzen n + 00. 

The role of the RV S, will be played by C,, [14b], for our application. 
Thus, we have to interpret C, as a sum [4j]. To do this, we define the 
sequence X,, 1 of ro#~-irldepenr~ezzt RV, 1 <i <I?, by: 

[IAnI P(X,,i= l)= l/i, p Cxn, i =O)= l- l/i. 

The GF of the probabilities of’ the X,,i equai yx,,,(uj=(i-- ! I z)/‘z. 
Thus we get, by [4d] for (*), and by the row-independence for (**ii 

from which follows: 

Furthermore, we show that condition [41] is satisfied by the X,. I. Because 
of [4i]: 

D”(C,)= c q> c -!- ’ ’ . ..+ l > 
2S[<n 1 2<i<ni+2’4+J+ n 

1 1 
>logl~-1-Z-3>logrt-2. 
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Hence : 
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1 -f 
1 Iy 

n, 1 
, = xn,i- E(Xn,i) ~___ 

D W”) <Ji+ -~ 2 JlogFl-2 
9 

which, for n sufficiently large, implies 1 Y,J <E, in other words, 

s ,v,>E y2 dG,, i(y)=% f or all in [n] ; hence [41] follows. Finally, we use 

E(S,)-logn and D(S,)-,/logn to obtain by [4m]: 

lim P __ 
“‘a, I 

C,-logn 

Jhs n 
<x =@(x). 

I 

In other words ([*Feller, I, 19681, p. 258): “The number of permutations 
-_ 

with a number of orbits between logn+aJlogn and logn+/?Jlogn, 

a<B, equals approximately n!{@(p)- @(a)}.” 
We give, rapidly, another example of RV associated with random per- 

mutations. We will deal with Z,=Z,(w), the number of inversions of the 
permutation w (p. 237). The GF of the probabilities is ([lrh], p. 239): 

C4Pl 
1 1 - Uj 

gM0 = 2 ‘<V<” y-q . . . . 

1+u 1+u+u2 1 + U + 11* +*..+ Id”-’ 
=-. 

2 3 
. . . . . , 

n 

hence we get for the GF of the rumu!an!s: 

y(t)= c &= 1 ]oge”--l- 
ma0 - l<jSn . j(e’- 1) 

= 
l$log( 

1 +; t +f.k +... 
. .2 f )- 

- c 
l<.iGn . 

log 1+$+;.$+...) 
( 

By [5a] (p. 140) follows: x,,,=cy= 1 L&/2, j2/3,. . .) - rtL,,( l/2, l/3, . .). 

Hence ,u’, =E(Z,)=x, =n(n-1)/4 (cf. p. 160), P~=D’(Z~)=X~=~(~-- 1) 
(2n + 5)/72; in other words E(Z,) -1z2/4, D(Z,,) -n”j2/6. 

The factorization [4p] suggests that we define the ro,v-independent 
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RV A’,, i by P(X,, ,=k) = 1 /i, where (Ic+ 1)~ [i], and then we prove easily 
that the Lindeberg condition [41] is satisfied. Thus: 

In other words: “The number of permutations whose number of inver- 

sions lies between n2/4+an3/*/6 and n2/4+/h312/6, a<fi, equals ap- 
proximately n!{@(p) - @(a)}.” ([*Feller, I, 19681, p. 257. For many other 
problems of random permutations, see [Gontcharoff, 19441 and [Shepp, 

Lloyd, 19661. 

7.5. THEOREM OF RAMSEY 

The Ramsey theorem generalizes the ‘Dirichlet pigeon-hole principle’: 

If n+ 1 objects are distributed over n pigeon holes, at least one pigeon 
hole contains at least two objects. It introduces a sequence of numbers 
whose computation and estimation are still among the most fascinating 

problems of combinatorial analysis. 

(I) Statement of the ‘hicolour theorem and deJinition of the Ramsey 
numbers p(b; p, q) 

DEFINITION. Let three integers he given, 6, p, q, I< b<p, q. A finite set 
AI io xsnllnr4 l?Dnsr.ml,~/h n n\ if f-c ICC? a?h\ nf $1) f Al\ ;..‘A +.a*- 1. *,I c.U..IU ‘.u”““y \“, I’, y, GJ I”. al! divisio=ns \“‘, “cd, ,,J y/)\.. ) &!,I” l”,” 

slrbseis, ff + 3 = 5+3b(iv’ j, (p. 25 jai: ieasi. one 0~~ iile Jpoiiowirlg ihvo siaiemenrs 

is true: 

C5al There exists a P such that PE!$.I,,(N), yJ)(P) c v 

C5bl There exists a Q such that QE~~(N), ‘&,(Q)c~. 

Now we can state the ‘bicolour’ theorem of Ramsey. It is called the 
‘bicolour’ theorem, because a division into two subsets q-i-9 is equivalent 

to colouring each block BE?)~(N) in one of two given colours, say, 

carmine and dove-gray. 

THEOREM. There exists a triple sequence p(b; p, q) of integers >O, called 
bicolour b-ary Ramsey numbers (multicolour numbers pvill be investigated 
in Exercise 26, p. 298), lvhich is characterized hJ7 the followitlg property 
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[SC] concerning an arbitraryjinite set N: 

C5cl N is Ramsey-(b; P, q) * INI 2 P (b; P, 4). 

Moreover: 

WI P(b;p,q)~l+p{b-l;p(b;p--1,q),p(b;p,q-1)1. 

([Ramsey, 19301. Our exposition is an adaptation of [*Ryser, 19631, 

pp. 38-46.) 

(II) Some special values of p(b; p, q) 

First, it is clear that the roles of p, %? and q, 9 are symmetric; so: 

PI p(b; P, 4) = p(b; w). 

We also show: 

WI p(l;p,q)=p+q-1, lGP,4. 

I Let N be a finite set, such that JNI =n >p + q- 1. Suppose a division 
of !&(N)=Ninto twosubsets%‘+B= Nisgiven. Then we have I’Z?l+ jgl= 
=nap+q-1, hence IVl>p or ISSl>q. If IVIgp, there exists a PEG, 
such that ‘@,(P)(=P)cV; if lBl>q, there exists likewise a QE‘$,(N) 

such that !&(Q)(=Q)cg. Th us, N is Ramsey-(1; p, q) if n2p+q- 1. 
PT\".lPFOPl.I if INI/ nln-1 in nthor wnrrl. ;f I NI -m< non-3 U,P V"".V'"Y~,, II ,I., .y , y ‘, 111 “L.l”l ““A..“, 11 11.) “‘,’ I .J 1 .I” 

oniy have io choose a division irkiv iiiio suheis $9 + 29 = N SiiCil iiiai /Vi = 

=p- 1, 191 =q- 1 to see that N cannot be Ramsey-(1 ; p, q). 

Finally, we prove: 

I%1 ,+;b,q)=q (=~(b;q,b)), b<q. 

I We first prove that each finite set N such that II= IN I2q is Ramsey- 
(b;p, q). For a division into two subsets ‘&+9=‘@,(N) there are two 

cases : 
(I) V#@ Then choose PEG%‘; hence IPI=p=b with implies hence 

evidently !j3@) = {P} c%‘. 
(II) V=0.Then9=‘@P,(N).Now,n=INI>q.Hence~3,(N)isnotemp- 

ty, and we can choose Q there. Necessarily I QI = q and p,(Q) c $Jb(N) = 9. 
Conversely, if INIcq, in other words, if INl=n<q- 1, it suffices to 
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choose the division into two subsets %‘+g=pb(N) such that %‘=0 to 
see (by !?,?,(N)=(J) that N cannot be Ramsey-(0; b, q). H 

Taking into account [5e, f, g] we suppose from now on that: 

II5111 l<b<p,q. 

(III) Choice of the induction for p(b; p, q) 

Let R(b) be the table of the values of the double sequence p(b; p, q), 
p, q> 1, bfi,xed > 1, extended by p(b;p, q)=O if not 1 <b<p, q. We know 
already R(l), according to [Sf]. To prove the existence of p(b;p, q), 

I <c < b - I, we suppose the existence of all the tables R(c) where b is fixed 
32 (-existence of all the p(c; p, q), with c< b- I, p, q), as well as the 

existence of: 

PI p’:=p(b;p-1,q) and q’:=p(b;p,q-1) 

in the table R(b). From these induction hypotheses we will deduce now 
the existence of p(b;p, q), and simultaneously also: 

I31 P(b;p,q),<l+p(b-l;p’,q’), 

in other words [Sd], because of [Si]. 

WI n = INI 2 1 + p(b - 1; p’, q’) 

is Ramsey-(6; p, q) (p’, q’ defined in [Si]). 
Let N be such that [5k] holds, and choose XEN, and let M: = N- {x}; 

then, by [Sk]: 

[511 IMI = n - 1 z p (b - 1; p’, q’). 

Now we associate with the division %Y+g= p,(N) the division %“+g’= 

=Pbel(M), defined by: 

[5m] V’:= (C\(x) I CE%?], g’:= {D\(X) I DEg3j. 

According to [51], M is Ramsey-(b- 1; p’, q’), which implies for g and 
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9’ that at least one of the following two statements is true: 

I31 There exists an X such that X E VP, (M), ‘$.$,-i (X) c %“. 

[501 There exists an Y such that Y E ‘p,, (M), !J.&- i (Y) c 9’. 

We suppose now that we are in the case [5n]. Because 1x1 =p’:= 

p(b; p-l, q), the set Xis Ramsey-(b; p-l, q); hence, we have for the 

division V” +.C@” = vPa(X), defined by 

C5Pl W:=Vn (pb(X), W:=Bn q.&(X), 

at least one of the following two possibilities: 

C5d There exists a P’ such that P’E g3,- 1 (X) , !&, (I”) c %” . 

C5rl There exists a Q such that Q E WV, (X), R,(Q) CL@“. 

In the case [Sr], evidently Qo!B&N), because XcN; hence qb(Q)cg’, 
since 9”c.9, [5p]. So we have proved [5b]. 

In the case [5q], we will show that the set P: = P’u {x} satisfies [5a] 

indeed, in other words, that Qb(P)cV. We put: 

C5sl J,:={BIBEy*(P),x#B}, 

x1 := {B I BEyb(P),xEB}. 

Hence : 

C5tl %P) = x3 + XI ’ 

Wehave&cV; this followsfrom: (I) &,cq,(P’) by definition [5s] of 
X,; (2) ‘$3b(P’)cV, [Sq]; (3) V’cV, [5p]. Similarly Xi c%‘, because all 

Kc& are of the form K=H+{x}, where HE~~-~(P’), [5s]; now, 
because of [Sq], !@36-1(P’)~~b-1(X); hence, by [5n], pb-i(P’)cV’; 
consequently, by [5m, s], KcV. Finally, [5t] implies p*(P)cg, in 

other words [5a]. 
A similar argument, mutatis mutandis, is carried out in the case [50]. 

For the computation and the properties of the Ramsey numbers, we 

refer to several authors who have worked on this problem ([Erdos, 1947, 

1957-58, 19641, [Giraud, 1968a, b, 1969a, b], [Graver, Yackel, 1966, 
19681, [Greenwood, Gleason, 19551, [Kalbfleisch, 1965, 1966, 1967a, b, 
19681, [Krieger, 19681, [Walker, 19681, [Yackel, 19721, [Znam, 19671). 

7.6. BINARY(BICOLOUR)RAMSEY NUMBERS 

In this section we deal with the numbers ~(2; p, q), [SC] (p. 284) which 
we will denote in the sequel by p(p, q), 2<p, q. We give a new definition 
of these numbers in terms of graph theory (p. 61). 

Giving a division into two sets g+S@= q,(N) is equivalent to giving a 

graph 9 on N, if we make the convention that %?= 9 and g= 9= 

= !Q2(N)- 3. Th is is also equivalent to painting the edges of the complete 
graph $J2(N) in blue and white colours, that is, painting blue the edges 

in Ce, and white the edges in 9. This explains why the numbersp(2; p, q)= 
= p(p, q) are called bicolour numbers. 

Fig. 56. 

With every graph 9 on N, we associate the following two numbers: 
(I) The number c(g), which is equal to the maximum number of elements 
,f n “,m...l,r” “.,l.,““..I. ,f cz. I?\ tLa . ..*ml.n.. :I@\ a”l.nl tr. tl., mn”;m*rm 
“1 LL rvrryrrrr ow”~ruyII “1 .I , (‘1 LI,ti IIUIII”t,L S\Y 1, LyIuU’ cv Cl&r lllCIA..llLalll 

number of eiements of independenr sets % (i.e. compiete subgraphs of C?). 
Let now be given two integersp, q>O. We say that ‘?? is a (p, q)-graph if 

c(g)<p and i(S) <q. This means that c?? [or S] does not contain a 
complete subgraph of p elements [or q elements]. Hence, the negation 
of [5c] (p. 284) can be written: 

16al there exists a (p, q)-graph 9 c $JJz (N) o INI + 1 < p (p, q) , 

and the problem becomes that of constructing (p, q)-graphs with the 

largest number of vertices, thus providing a constructive procedure for 

obtaining lower bounds for the Ramsey numbers p(p, q). 
We will illustrate this with the computation of ~(3, 3). Inequality [5d] 

(p. 284) combined with [Sf] (h=2) gives: 

[6bl P(Pd7)~P(Pdl--1)+P(P- 194). 
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This gives, together with p(2,3) =p(3,2) = 3 and [Sg] : 

l&l p(3,3) < 6. 

On the other hand, the graph %’ of Figure 56 over N, 1 N I = 5, whose edges 
are indicated by full lines, does not contain any triangle (=complete sub- 
graph of 3 elements); the complementary graph neither does (9 is in- 
dicated by dotted lines). Hence, by [Sal: 

[6d] p(3,3)>6. 

Together, [6c, d] imply ~(3, 3)=6. 
Below the first values of p(p, q) that are either known or for which 

bounds are known. The table should be completed by symmetry (cf. 
[se], p. 284). For ~(3, 8), f or instance, 27-30 means 27 < p(3,8)<30. 

P\9 - 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

234 5 6 7 8 9 10 

234 5 6 7 8 9 10 
6 9 14 18 23 27-30 36-37 39-44 

18 25-28 34-44 ?-66 ?-94 ?-I 29 ?-l-l0 
38-55 51-94 ?-I56 ?-242 ?-364 ?-521 

102-169 1-322 ?-544 ?-887 1-1371 
1 lo-586 ?-1131 ?-1974 ?-3255 

7.7. SQUARES IN RELATIONS 

Let A4 be a finite set and a an integer, 1 <a,<m= lM[. Determine the 

> smallest integer f = f(m, a), such that each k-relation % on M, % c M2 
(=M xM), I%[=k>I , , contains at least one a’-square ([Zarankiewicz, 
19511). This is a product set of the form AA’=,4 x A’, where A, A’cM, 
IAl =IA’I=a. In other words, when %7=2?(a) is the set of a’-squares 
of Ml: 

PaI k 2 f(m, a)*V’%zE!&(M*), 

3(A,A’)E5&#q2, AA’c 9x, 

where ‘$3,(M)*: = p,,(M) x q,JM). Evidently a2 < f<m*. 
We transform [7a] by introducing for each a’-square AA’& the set 

of r&4’) of the k-relations on M that contain AA’. Hence [7a] is equiv- 
alent with: 

I31 k 3 E (m, a) - Pk (M’) = (A A ,Uv (M) r (A, A’). ,‘E. 2 
This will provide us with a lower bound for f. 

THEOREM A. There exists a constant cl = c,(a)>0 independent of m nrcl~ 

that: 

PI f(m, a) > clm2. I~z-~‘~. 

n In fact, [7b] implies, by [7d] (p. 194): 

CW I%(~*)1 G c HA, 0 
(4 A’) E %(W 

Now: 

PI lYk(M2)l = ‘i2 , 
( > 

lR7(W21 = ‘,” 
0 

*9 

Hence [7b] becomes, by [7d, e]: 

P-1 kaf(m,a)* 

We weaken (*) by using: (1) (*)o(**); (2) (m),<m’, for (***); (3) 
n?/k< (I!?2 -!)/(.$-I~ fnr f****): -I--- \ 

17gl 

Hence, by [7f, g]: 

111 
2 a* 

C--.--J 
20 

k&f(m,a)* 
k < (a!)” 

111 e k > (u !)*““. m2 . m - *‘O, 

which is [7c]. n 

THEOREM B. There exists a constant c2 =c,(a)>O independent of m such 

that: 

C7 hl f(m, u) < c*d . in- lia. 
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n Let ‘%E !&(M’). We put M = [m] : = { 1,2, . . ., m> and 

where (!Rlj) means the second section of % by j (see Figure 57). 
Clearly N contains a a’-square, if there exists an u-block A(cM) 

which is contained in at least a of the subsets (%z(j) of M, je [nz]. NOW, 

according to an argument analogous to the ‘pigeon-hole principle’ (p. 9 I), 
this happens as soon as: 

[7j] il(>)>(a-1,(3 (*k>f(m9a)). 

We now must majorize k as good as possible, using [7i, j]. (For a more 
precise statement; see [Z&m, 1963, 19651, [Guy, Znam, 19681.) By 

convexity of the function 
0 

z for x>a (its second derivative is always 

positive: d2(x),/dx2=2(x),C,Q,,,,,-,{(x-i)(x-j)}-’) and the related 
Jensen inequality, we obtain, using [7i] for (*): 

rl + r2 ++.a+ r, 

WI rl- 
f: 0 

>m = 
lSj<m a 

(*) = m > ,11 ((klly - 0) 
a! . 

Fig. 51. 
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Consequently, by z <m”/a! for (**): 
0 

ok> am + (u - f)1’4.m2.m-1’a+ k> f(m,a). 

Hence f(nz, a) <am + (a- l)‘/%z2. III-~“‘, which implies [7h]. n 
The following is a table of the known values of f(m, a). (See all the 

quoted papers by Guy and Zntim, and Exercise 29, p. 300.) 

a\m ) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
-- 

2 4 7 10 13 17 22 25 30 35 40 46 53 57 61 -+ 
3 9 14 21 27 34 43 50 61 ? ? . . . 
4 16 23 ? ? ? .,. 
5 25 34 ? ? _.. 

L I 

It has been proved that f(m, 2)- m312, m -+ co ([Culik, 19561, [Hylttn- 

Cavallius, 19581, [Kijvari, S6s, TurBn, 19541, [Reiman, 19581, [W. G. 
Brown, 1966]), but no asymptotic expression is known for I(m, a), a > 3, 
fixed, I?Z + co. A conjecture is that there exist constants c(a)>0 such that 

f(m, ff) N c(a) it121,1-1~n. 

SUPPLEMENT AND EXERCISES 

1. Vertical convexity of Stirhg numbers ad Bell monbers. (for a general- 
ization of these properties see [Comtet, 19721). (1) Show that for fixed k, 
the sequence S(n, k) is convex, n>k. Same question for s(n, k). (2) The 
sequence of numbers ~~(17) of partitions of a set with n elements (p. 210) 
is convex. 

2. Subsequences of the Pascal triangle. The sequence u,: = 
212 

0 
is convex. 

I1 

Does d k~l, >O for ka 3 also hold? Analogous questions for 
2n-t-c a*ld 

bn 

0 

( > 
n 

an ’ 
a, b, c integer, I <a<b. For a and b integers B 1, and I?--* 03, we 
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have : 

[Use the Stirling formula n! - (n/e)“,/2nn.] 

3. Unimodality of the Eulerian numbers. Show that the Eulerian poly- 

nomials A,(u) (p. 244) f orm a Sturm sequence, that is, A,(u) has II real 

roots (GO), separated by the roots of A,- r(u). [Hint: Use the recurrence 
relation A,(u)=(u-u~)A~-~ (u)+nuA,-r(u).] Use this to prove that the 

sequence A(n, k), for fixed n, is unimodal. 

4. Minimum of a partition of integers function. With every partition 

(Y)=(Yi,Yz,*.., y,,,) of n into m summands yr +y2+ .a. +y,,,=n, Y1 > 

>y, 2 ... >y,,, > 1,we associate W(y): =cy= r 
0 

: . Then, for m, II, k 

fixed, the minimum of W(y) occurs for a partition (y) that satisfies 
yl-yj< 1 for all (i,j) such that 1 <i< j<m. 

5. The most agglomerated system. Let N be a set, and Y a system of N 
consisting of k (distinct) blocks all with b( 2 1) elements, ,Y’E !&(pb(N)). 

Then M:=UsEg B has for minimal number of elements the smallest 

integer m such that k< no 
(I 

b’, (6, k fixed). 

6. Partition into unequal blocks. The maximum number of blocks of a 

partition of N, INI =n, into blocks with all different numbers of elements -~ 
equals the largest integer < (l/2)( - 1 + ,/8n + 1). 

n- 1 
7. Bounds for S(n, k). The inequalities knwk<S(n, k)< k-l 

( > 
knwk 

follow from [2e] (p. 207). Improve these bounds for the Stirling numbers 
of the second kind. 

8. The number of k-Sperner systems. The number s(n, k) of Sperner 
systems with k blocks of N, IN I= n, satisfies e(n, 2) = (l/2!) (4” - 2.3”+ 2”) 

s(n, 3)=(1/31) (8”-6.6”+6.5”+3.4”-6.3”+2.2”), s(n, 4)=(1/4!) (16”- 
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- 12.12”+24.10”+4.9”-18.8”+6.7”-36.6”+36.5”+11.4”-22.3”+6.2”) 

([Hillman, 19551). *Determine for s(n, k) an explicit formula of minimal 
rank. 

9. Asymptotic expansion of the Stirling numbers. (For a detailed study of 
this matter, see [Moser, Wyman, 1958b, cl.) We suppose lc and a fixed, 

and II--, co. (1) S(n, k)-k”/k!. [Hint: [7d], p. 194, and [lb], p. 204.1 (2) 
s(n+l,k+l)-(rt!jk!)l g o ktr. Moreover, [7b] (p. 217) gives a complete 
asymptotic expansion. 

*IO. Alike binomial coeficients (ABC). These are integers of the form 
n!(n! b!))‘, where II, a, h are integers too, such that a+b>n. Every 
binomial is evidently ABC. Show the existence of a universal constant 

c > 0 such that n+ b < n + c logrr for each ABC ([Erdos, 19681). 

*Il. Around a dejmition of e. It is well known that q(t):=(l- t)-‘I’ ap- 
proaches e if t tends to 0. More precisely, cp(t)= e(1 +c.sI A(n)t”) = 
= Ena ,a(n)t “, where the rational numbers A( I), A(2), . . . equal I /2, 11/24, 
7/l 6, 244715760, 95912304, 2380431580608, 67223/l 65888, . . ., and where 

a(n) = eA(n) has an asymptotic expansion: 

P” (log 11) 
a, M 1 + t + C -~-nyil, 

v$l 

where !r --+ m and P,(C) arc polynomials of dcgrce vj Pi (.x) =1”(2)- 
-l-x,.... 

*12. Inverting the harmonic numbers. Let us consider a strictly increasing 

real sequence f (n), IZ > a, b =f (a), f( XI) = co. For any real number x > b, 
we write f<-“(x) for the largest integer n<x. For example, if f (u) =n, 
we find f (- “(x) = [xl, the integral part of x. (1) For the harmonic sequence 

f(n)==l-t2-r+3-r+...-t-n-’ and for any x22, we have f<-l’(x)= 
=[ex-‘-(l/2)-(3/2)(e”-l--l)-‘] tl or re same integer plus one ([Comtet, 
19671, [Boas, Wrench, 19711. y=O.5772... is the Euler constant). (2) 
More generally, calculate f (- I) (x), w1~eref(rz)=1+2-“+3-“+~~~+n-“, 
s<l. 

*13. Cauchy numbers (or integral of the rising andfalling factorials). (See 
[LiCnard, 19461, [Nystriim, 19301, [Wachs, 19471). Let us consider the 
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Cauchy numbers of the first type a,. *= j:(x), dx and of the second type 

b,:=jA(x),dx. (1) Ca,r”/n!=t(log(l+t))-‘, Cb,t”/n!=(--t)x 

x((l-t)log(l-t))-‘. (2)a,=C,s(n,k)/(k+l), b,=~,s(rz,k)/(k+l). @ 

, ,&%.b~(3)an=%l (-l)k-‘(a>kan-k/(k+ l>? h=&l @)kbn-k/@+ l). 

it 

$$+, ;od 

i 

n101 23 45 6 7 8 9 10 

an I 
1 1 19 9 863 1375 33953 57281 32504% -6 4 -- __ -- 

90 20 132 
__-. - 

1 5 9 251 475 19087 36799 1070017 2082753 134211265 
bn 1 

i 6 4 
- 
30 12 84 -24 

__.- II 
90 20 132 

(4) When n+ co, we have a,/n!- (- l)“+‘n-‘(logn)-2 and b,/n! N 

N (logn)-‘. 

14. Representations of zero as a sum of diferent summands betbveen n and 

--n. Let A(n) be the number of solutions of xi=-, kx,=O, where xk 
equals 0 or 1. Then, when n+ co, A(~~)~3~‘~71-~‘~2~““n-~‘~ ([Van 

Lint, 19671, [Entringer, 19681). 

15. Sum of the inverses of binomial and multinomial coeficients. The 

sequence Zn:=C;=O -I equals (n+ !)2-“-‘x[ff 2k/k; (For a prob- 

abilistic remark, see [*Letac, 19701, p. 14). It satisfies the recurrence 21, = 
= ((n+ 1)/2n)Z,-, +2 and has the following (divergent) asymptotic ex- 

pansion: Z,/2= 1 +Cpao bpn-*-‘, where the integers b, have as GF: 

cpao bpP/p!=(2-e”)-2. 

pi01234 1 6 7 

bp 1 1 2 8 44 308 2612 25988 296564 12816548 56667412 862584068 
n 

i;’ . . 
i “‘,, 

In the same way, Zn(x):=c;=O L -‘x”=(n+l)(x/(l+x))” Iif: 
0 

1 

(l+xk)(l+x)k(k(l+x))-‘x-k and (i$(l/x))Z,(x)=(l t l/n)Z,-,(x)+ 
+xn+x-l. 

*16. The coeficients of (1 n!t”)-’ ([Comtet, 19721). Let s(t) be the 
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purely formalseriesC,,, n!t “. We define the coefiicientsf (n) by (~(t ))-l = 
= 1 - xnSl f (n)l”. (1) The f (lz) are positive integers such that f (p + 1) = 
= 1 (modp) for p prime. (2) We have the following asymptotic expansion 

f (n)/d z 1 --~@l Ak/(n),=1-2/n-1/(n)2-4/(n)3- . . . . where A,= 
= f (k) + (k - 2)f (k - l), k > 2. (3) The sequence f (n)/n! (which tends to 
1) is increasing for na2 and concave for n>,4. @wP- 

nil23456 7 8 9 10 ___- -___ 
/(n) ( 1 1 3 13 71 461 3447 _____---__- 29093 273343 2829325 

(Cf. Exercise 14, p. 261 and Exercise 15, p. 294.) 

“17. Sum of the logarithms of the binomial coe@cients. (1) Show that 

lim,,,{n-2C~=, log 
0 

1 } = l/2. (2) More generally, for all integers 

pb I, we have lim,,, {n-‘&, log 
0 

;k” >= p/2. ([Gould, 1964b], and 

for a generalization, [Carlitz, 1966c], [Hayes, 19661.) 

*18. Examples of applications of the method of Darboux (p. 277). Deter- 
mine the asymptotic expansions for the Bernoulli and Euler numbers 

(p. 48), the c, (p. 56). 

*19. r-orbi!’ oJf a random Iprrmuration. In the probability space defined 
on p. 279, for each integer r> 1, we introduce the RV C,,, equal to the 
number of r-orbits of o. Show that the GF for its probabilities equals 

~O~~Snl,(t~- l)‘r-‘/I!. D e uce that, for I’ fixed, and n tending to ~13, C,, r d 

‘tends’ to a Poisson RV with parameter l/r. 

$20. The number of orbits in a random derangement. We define the 

associated Srirling numbers of thejirst kinds,(n, k) by xn,k s,(n, k)t”uk/n! 
=emfs(l +t)“. (1) Th e number d(n, k) of derangements of N, (NI =n, 

with k orbits (p. 231, and Exercise 7, p. 256) equals Is,(n, k)J. (2) The 
polynomials P,(u): = Ck d(n, k)lrk h ave all diKerent and nonpositive roots 

([Tricomi, 19511, [Carlitz, 1958a]). (3) We consider the ‘random’ de- 
rangements 01 of N (for which we must specify the probability space!), 
and the RV A,= AJw)==the number of orbits of w. Study the asymptotic 

properties of the d(n, k). analogous to those of e(n, k) (pp. 279-283). 
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*21. Random partitions of integers. We consider all partitions m of 11 
equally probable, P(w):=(p(n))-‘. We let S, be the RV equal to the 
number of summands of o. Hence P(S,= m) = P(n, m)/p (n) (p. 94). 

Show that E(S,)= (p(n))-‘x:, 1 d( r )p(n- r), where d(r) is the number 

of divisors of r. [Hint: Take the derivative with respect to u, [2c] (p. 97), 
put u = 1, and use Exercise 16 (4), p. 16 1.1 (F or estimates of the first three 
moments, see [Lutra, 19581, and for the abscissa of the ‘peak’, [Szekeres, 

1953-J.) 

*22. Random tournaments. We define a random tournament (cf. p. 68) 

Y=Y(o) over N, INI =n, by making random choices for each pair 

(xi, X~}E VP,(N), the arcs X~j and zi being equiprobable, and 

the n 
0 2 

choices independent. (1) Let C,= C,(w) be the number of 

3-cycles of Y(w) (f or example, {x1,x2, x3}, Figure 18, p. 68, is a 3-cycle. 

ShowthatE(C,)=(1/4) 
0 

4 ,varC,=(3/16) 
0 

‘3” . [Hint:Define l random 
0 

variables X,, ,, k, {i,j,k}E!QJ[n], by Xi,j,,:=l if {X~,X~,X~} is the SUP- 

port of a 3-cycle, and : =0 otherwise; observe then that E(Xi, j,k)= l/4.] 
(2) More generally, let C, be the number of k-cycles of Y, then we have 

E(C,)= 
0 

i (k-1)!2-k and varC,=O(n2k-3) when n-+a. (A deep 

study and a vast bibiiography on random tournaments are found in 
[*Moon, 19681.) 

*23. Random partitions of a set, mode of S(n, k). With every finite set 
N, INI =n, we associate the probability space (Q, a, P), where Q is the 

set of partitions of N, a:=!@(Q), and P(o)= l/1521 = l/m(n) (p. 210) for 
each partition o~sZ. We are now interested in the study of the RV 

B,=Bn(w), the number of blocks of o. (1) P(B, = k) = S(n, k)/w(n), where 
s(n, k) is the Stirling number of the second kind (p. 204). The GF of the 

probabilities is hence equal to P,(u)/w(n), where P,(u): =& S(n, k)zlk. 
(2) The moments ,uk (not central) of B, equal: 

j. (m$yh& (-, 1>“-’ : S(w k)s(h i)}. 0 
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(3) Using Theorem D (p. 271) we have P,(ll)= Ill= l(zr-tai), where 
o<a,<n,<...<n,, and defining the roiv-independent RV X,,i by 
P(X,,i=O)=ni(l+ni)-l,P(X,,i=l)=(l+ni)-’,showthat Bn=xiX,,i. 

(4) We have the following asymptotic result ([Moser, Wyman, 1955b], 
[Binet, Szekeres, 19571, [*De Bruijn, 19611, p. 107 (saddlepoint method 
applied to [4b], p. 210); cf. Exercise 22, p. 228; see also [Haigh, 19721) 
for ReR=n-+co: 

This allows us to verify condition ([41], p. 281) of Lindeberg and to apply 

the central limit theorem. Deduce from this an estimate for sup,S(n, k) 
and for the corresponding ‘abscissa’ (the ‘mode’) k =x(n) -n/log n ([Har- 

per, 19671, [Kanold, 1968a, b], and especially [Wegner, 19701). (5) 
Determine a complete asymptotic expansion for X(n), n -+ co. [Niut: Start 
from [l b], p. 204.1 

*24. Random lvords. Let X: = {x1, x 2r . . . . x,} be a finite set, or a/phabet, 
1x1 =n. At every epoch t = I, 2, 3 ,..., we choose at random a letter from 

3E, each letter having the probability l/n, and the choices at different 
moments are independent. In this way we obtain an infinite random word 
f, and the section consisting of the first t letters is calledf(t). In the sequel 
of this text, T = T(B) is the RV which equals theJrst epoch that a certain 
eWii i 

E coiiceiiiiiig f occurs. (1) Birtb(jays. 2 is the event ‘Lee- .-A- .I-- 
“lit; “I LIIC; 

letters off(t) has appeared k times”. Put exp,u= 1 + u-t u2/2! + ... + u’/l!, 

and show that: 

E(T) = j (exp,- 1 (t/n)}” e-’ dt . 

0 

Use this to obtain, for fixed k, E(T)- (k!)‘lkT( I+ l/k) * n’-‘lk for n + CQ 

([Klamkin, Newman, 19671). (S o , f or n = 365, k = 2, one needs in average 

23 guests to a party, to find that two of them have the same birthday, 

which may be surprising.) (2) The matchboxes of Banach. A certain 
mathematician always carries two matchboxes with him. Both contain 
initially k matches. Each time he wants a match, he draws a box at 

random. Certainly a moment will come that he draws an empty box. Let 
R be the RV equal to the number of matches left in the other box. Show 
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that P(R=r)= 2-2k+r and that E(R)=(2k+ l)2-2’(y)- I 

-2,/k%-1 ([*; 11 e er, ;968], I, p. 238, [Kaucky, 19621). Also c&npute 
the moments E(F), m= 2, 3,. . . . (3) Picture collector. B is how the event 
“each letter has appeared k times” inf(t). Then E(T)=” logn+ (k- l)n 
log logn+n(y-log(k-l)!)+o( ) h n w en II -+ co. y is the Euler constant. 
([Newman, Shepp, 19601, [Erdas, RCnyi, 19611). (Thus, when every bar 
of chocolate goes together with a picture, one must buy in average 11 logIt 
of these bars in order to obtain the complete collection of different 
pictures used by the manufacturer.) (4) The monkey typist. Let g be a 
word of length land S the event “the last 2 letters off(t) form the word g”. 
If the I letters of g are different, 1 <I <n, then E( T)=l +n’. In the 
general case the ‘periods’ of g play a role ([Solov’ev, 19661). 

*25. Similarly loaded dice. (1) Show that it is not possible to load simi- 
larly two dice in such a way that the total score will be an equidistributed 
RV (on the values 2,3,. . ., 11, 12.) [Hint: In the contrary case, use the 
GF of the probabilities to show the existence of x,,, x1, . . ,, xs such that 
(x,t+~,t~+~~~+x.$~)~=K(t~+t~+~~~+t~~+t’~)....] (2) The follow- 
ing is a more difficult question (see [Clements, 19681) suggested by the 
preceding. Let x=(x,,, x1, . . . . X,)E Rmfl and r an integer >/ 1. We define 

l\L the cntxl “y: (x0+x1! +...+ymrmjr=C~~D~_(~j” and put &f(x):== 
: =maxc,(x) for O<b<rm. Compute minM(x) on the set of all x such 
that x0,x,,..., x,,,ZO and x,+x,+... +x,,,= 1. (3) Answer these two 
questions when the two dice may be independently loaded. 

*26. Multicolour Ramsey numbers. Let be given integers b, pl, p2,. . . , pk 

such that lBb<p,,p,,..., pk. A finite set N is called Ramsey- 

(b;p,,p,,..., pk) if and only if, for all k-divisions V,, q2, . . . . V, of 
qPb(N), ‘$a(N)=%‘1+%?2+...+gk, there exists an integer ie[k] and a 
block PE ‘P,,(N) such that (Pb(P)~Vj. (1) Show by induction on k, the 
existence of k-color b-ary Ramsey numbers, denoted by p(b ; pl, p2,. . . , pk) 

and satisfying: 

N is Ramsey-(& pl, p2, . . . . pk)- INI B p(b; PI, PZ, . . . . rd. 

(2) Moreover, show that p(l;pl,p2,...,p,)=pI+p2-t*~~+p~-kt 1 

([*Ryser, 19631, p. 39, and [*Dembowski, 19651, p. 29). We note: 

p(2; 3, 3, 3)= 17, p(2; 3, 3,4)>30, p(2; 4,4,4)>,80, p(2; 5, 5, $2200, 
/1(2; 3, 3, 3, 3, 3)>102, ~(2; 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3)2278. (3) As an application 
of (1) show that for every integer ka 1 there exists an integer B(k) with 
the following property: when n>,B(k), each k-division (A,, A,, . . . . Ak) 
of [if], A,+A,+.+.+A,=[n], is such that one of the subsets Ai contains 
three numbers of the form x, y, x+ y. [Hint: For nap(2; 3, 3,..., 3), 

where the number 3 occurs k times, apply (1) to the division %, +v2+ 
+ . ..++z’.=!@~[H] defined by: {a, b}EViea-bEAi.1 

*21. Convex polygons who,se vertices form a subset of a given poitzt set of 

the plane ([Erdiis, Szekeres, 19351, expIained in [*Ryser, 19631, p. 43, 
and [*Dembowski, 19651, p. 30). Let N be a finite set of points in the 
plane such that no three among them are collinear, N is general, for 
short. An m-gon extracted from N will be the following: a closed poly- 
gonal line .P, not necessarily convex, whose vertices are different and 
belong to N. Such a polygon B is considered as a set of pairs of N (its 
sides), Bc ‘$\Z(N). (1) F rom every general set A, IAl = 5, we can extract a 
convex quadrilateral. (2) Let M be a general set, [ M( 24, such that for 
each Q CM, IQ1 =4, one of the three quadrilaterals whose vertex set is Q, 
is convex. Then, there exists a convex m-gon extracted from M, 1 MI = m. 
[Hilrr: If not, the convex hull of M would be spanned by less than nz 

points, consequently there would exist a Q whose three quadrilaterals are 
not convex.] (3j Deduce from (1,2j the fo!lowing theorem: For every 
integer m>O there exists an integer f(m) such that from every finite 
general set containing at least f(m) points of the plane, a convex m-gon 

can be extracted. [Hint: We have f(3) = 3, f(4) = 5; for nt 2 5, apply the 
theorem on p. 283, p--f m, q -+ 5, CR-t-.9= q4(N), where %’ is the set of the 
Q, IQ1 =4, such that one of 3 extracted quadrilaterals is convex.] 

28. Monotonic subsets of a sequence. Let X be a set of real numbers >O, 
X:=(.Y,,X,,.U, ,... >, O<x,<x,<x,<~~~. For all integers 11, k>,l, we 
put r(h, k): = (/I - l)(k- 1)-t 1. Let N be a subset with IZ elements of X, 
NcX, INI = II, and let q be a map of N into R. We first suppose that 
II= r(h, k). Show that there exists either a subset Hc N, H= 11~1, on which 
the restriction of v, is increasing (not necessarily strictly), or a subset 
Kc N, IKl=k, on which cp is decreasing (not necessarily strictly). [Hinf: 
Argue by induction on k32, and fixed h. For AC N, IAl = r (h, k) - 1, 
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INI=r(h, k+l), apply the induction hypothesis to each of the sets 
ML:= Au(z), where z runs through N-A.] If n< r(h, k), the property 
does not hold. 

29. Zurunkiewicz numbers. The numbers f(m, a) defined on p. 288 satisfy 

~(cz,Q)=u’ andf(a+l,a)=(~+l)~--2. 

*30. Complete subgraphs in graphs with suficiently high degrees. A 

necessary and sufficient condition that every graph 9 of N, INI =II, all of 
its degrees exceeding or equalling k (VXEN, 19(x)1 >/ k, p. Gl), contains 
a complete subgraph with p nodes is k > n(p - 2)/(p - 1) ([Turin, 19411, 
[Zarankiewicz, 19473). 

*31. Maximum ofu certain quadraticform ([Motzkin, Straus, 19651). Let 
E be the set of vectors x=(x1, x2, . . . , x&R” whose real coordinates xi 
satisfy x,20, iE [n], and x1 +x, + -a. +xn= 1. (1) Let F(x) denote the 
quadratic form c ir,,JE8 Inl xixj (for instance F,=xlxZfx2x3 +x3x,). 
Show that max XE EF(~) = (1 - 1 /n)/2. (2) More generally, let 6 be a graph 
over [n]={l, 2,..., n) (p. 61) and F~(X)=C(i,j)E~XiXj. Show that 
max,, ,F,(E) equals (1 - l/k)/2, where k is the maximum number ofnodes 
of complete subgraphs contained in 8 (p. 62), in other words, the maxi- 

f mum value of the iiumber ofclbllllrllLY “. -I.- __ *-a-+- n\fOptc Hc [H] such that !@2(H)~Q. 
[Hint: If K:={i,, i2,..., ik} is the set of nodes of a complete subgraph of 
6, then a lower bound for maxF&) is given by the value of F,(x) for 
x, = 1 /k ifjeK and = 0 otherwise. For the other inequality, use induction ; 
first observe that the maximum occurs in an interior point of E.] 

*32. Systems of distinct representatives. Let Y:= (BI, B,, . . . . B,,} be a 
system of blocks, not necessarily different from N, Bi c N, iE [III]. A block 
M=(xI,xz,..., x,,,} c N is called a system of distinct representatives, 
abbreviated SDR, if and only if XtEBi for all ic [w]. A necessary and 
sufficient condition that Y admits a SDR is that for every subsystem 
Y’cY we havelu BEYfB( > I.Y’I. (The preceding statement, due to [Hall 
(P.), 19351, answers in particular the ‘marriage problem’: m boys know 
a certain number of girls; under what conditions can each boy marry a 
girl he knows already? (One girl may be acquainted with several boys! . . . .) 
See also [Halmos, Vaughan, 19501, [Mirsky, Perfect, 19661, [Mirsky, 

1967), [Rado, 19671.) [Hint: Argue by complete induction on m, using 
critical subsystems Yc.Y’ in the sense that IURf,BI=IYl. If no sub- 
system is critical, take one point XEB,, and remove it from each of the 
blocks B,, I?,,... (if it occurs there). Thus we obtain a new system 
B;, B;, . . . . BL,, which can be handled by the induction hypothesis. If there 
exists a critical system, then there exists a largest integer lc such that (after 
changing the indices) I B, u B, u ... u Bkj = k( < 1~) and then we can choose 
a SDR for B,, B2,..., B,, say A,. Then we show next that the system 
c ckt2,..., ktl> where Ci: = B,\A,, also satisfies the induction hypothesis, 
so has also a SDR, say A,. Hence the required SDR is A,uA1.] Deduce 
from this that every latin kxn rectangle (p. 182), l<kdn-1, can be 
extended into a (k+ I) x n-rectangle by adding one row. 

33. Agglutinating systems. A system 9 of blocks of N, SPc‘$‘(N), 
/ NI =~t, is called ugglutinating if any two of them are not disjoint. Show 
that the number 191 of blocks of such a system is less than or equal to 
2”-l, and that this number is a least upper bound. [Hint: Let Y* be the 
system of complements of the blocks of 9, then we have, in the sense of 
[lOe] (p. 28), Y+ Y*c(v(N)] *Let, more generally, F’,, flz, . . . . Fk 
be k agglutinating systems of N, then IU:=1*J(<2”-2”-k ([Katona, 
19641, [Kleitman, 1966, 1968a]). 

34. A weighingprobiem. Let be given ii (> 2) coics, a!! of the same weight, 
except one, which is a little lighter. Show that the minimum number of 
weighings which must be performed to discover the counterfeit coin 
equals the smallest integer >log,n, where z=log,y*y=3” (the scale 
used only allows the comparison of weights) (For this subject see [Cairns, 
19631, [Erdiis, RCnyi, 19631.). 

35. The number ofgroups qf order n. Let g(n) be the number of finite not 
isomorphic groups G of order II, IGl =n. (1) Use the Cayley table (= the 
multiplication table) of G to show that g(n) < nn2. (2) The Cayley table of 
G is completely known if we know it for S x G only, where S is a system 
of generators of G. (3) Let S be a minimal system of generators (* there 
does not exist a system of generators with a smaller number of elements). 
Show that 2”I < II. Deduce that g(n)<n” ‘W “, where log,n means the 
logarithm with base 2 of II. ([Gallagher, 19671. The following table of 
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g(n) is taken from [*Coxeter, Moser, 19651, p. 134. See also [Newmal:, 

19671, [James, Connor, 19691.) 
e- 

r,:*> L 

n k, -2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

&7(n) ‘1 1 1 ;12121522 15 12 1 14 1 . _ _--. 

n 1 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

g(n) 1 5 1 5 2 2 1 15 2 2 5 4 1 4 1 51 

“40. Multicoverings. An I-multicovering of N is any system Yc p’(N) 
such that each xoN is contained in exactly I blocks of Y; (the blocks are 
all dferent). Compute and estimate the number of I-coverings of N, IN I = n 

([Comtet, 1968b], [Baroti, 19701, [*RCnyi, 1971, p. 301). Here are the 
first values of C,(n, k), the number of bicoverings of N with k blocks, and 

C,(ft):=C, C,(n, k), the total number of bicoverings: 

36. A minimax inequality. Let a,, j, i~[m], j~[n] be WI real numbers. 
Then min,maxja,,~maxjminiaij. (For extensions, see [Schiitzenberger, 

19571.) 

*37. Two examples of extremal problems in [II] ([Klamkin, Newman, 

19691). (1) Let Y be a system of k pairs of [I?], yl= {A,, A, ,..., Ak}, 
Aic [n], IAil =2, all d isjoint, and such that the k integers cXeAix, iE [k], 
are all different and smaller than n. Then the largest possible value for k, 

denoted by q(n), satisfies (2n/.5)- 3 <<‘p(n)< (2n- 3)/5. (2) Let ,4p be a 
system of ktriplesof [n], ,4P={Ar, AZ,..., Ak}, Aic=[n], JA,I=3, all dis- 
joint, and such that for all i~[k], 1 ,..,,,~=n. Then the largest possible 
value fork, denoted by Ic/ (n), satisfies II/ (n) N (2/9)n, for n -+ co. (The reader 
will find in [*Erdiis, 19631 a large number of difhcult and extremely 
interesting combinatory problems concerning arithmetical extremal prob- 
lams \ ~~LUO., 

n\k I 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 G(n) 

2 1 1 
3 4 4 8 
4 13 39 25 3 80 
5 

;;; 4,:1%$ 

472 256 40 1088 
6 6185 7255 3306 535 15 19232 
1 70700 149660 131876 51640 8456 420 424400 

/TJ&‘&44- 5\4c\ t 

41. At most I -overlapping systems. These are systems Y of N, consisting of 

k blocks, .Y c $Bk(N), such that for any A and B, A #B, we have IA n BI < 1. 
If ‘~(11, k) is the largest possible number of blocks of such a system 9, 
show that ~(11, k)-n’/k(k- l), for n+ co ([Erdiis, Hanani, 19631, 

[Schonheim, 19661). 

/ 

*38. Multiplepoints on apolygonal contour. Let A,, A,, .,., A, be points 
in the plane, n>2, and let r be the polygonal contour whose sides are 

441, Ad,, . . . . A,-lA,, A,A,. A multiplepoint of risanypoint, different 
from the Ai, through which pass at least two sides of r. Show that the 
number s, of these multiple points satisfies s, < (I /2)n(rt - 4) + 1 for n 
even, and sn<(1/2)n(n- 3) f or n odd. These inequalities cannot be im- 
proved ([Bergmann, 19691; see also [Jordan (Camille), 19201). 

*39. Separating systems. A separating system (or Kolmogoroff system or 

T, system) of N is any system Yc(V’(N) such that for all x and yoN, 
x#y, there exists either an A such that XEAEYI, y$A, or a B such that 
~EBEY, x$B (not exclusive or). Compute or estimate the number of 

separating systems of N, INI =n. 

*42. Geometries. A geometry (or linear system) of N is a system 
.Y’c!B’(N) whose blocks, called lines, satisfy the following two condi- 
tions: (1) Each pair A c N, IAl =2, is contained in precisely one line; (2) 
each line contains at least two points. The following are the known values 

of g(n), which is the number of geometries of N, INI =II, and the numbers 
g*(tt), which are the number of nonisomorphic ones: 

s-,* c.2 ‘-#a 
II 2 8 
g(lG--..\ f -~ -~ i ~-.m;..--mm; 2--jg7sr& ~~ ~.-~~ 

9 

436399 50468754 
8i(rl)-~,-i~~-~ ~1---.-2---~3--. - 5 _ - ~. 

10 24 69 384 
ii?.‘%\ / . -... 

Compute:xd estimate g(lt) and g*(n) (for n> 10, we have 2”<g*(n)< 

ig(n)<2(“3), these inequalities and their numerical values being due to 

[Doyen, 19671.) 

*43. S/c/her triple systems. A Steiner triple system over N or simply a 

‘triple system’, is a set Y’ of triples of N, Y’E !Q3(N), such that every pair 
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of elements of N is contained in exactly one triple. In the sense of the 
previous exercise, this is a ‘geometry’ in which every line has three points. 
We suppose N finite, INj =n. (1) A necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of a triple system is that n is of the form 6k + 1 or 6k + 3. 

(2) Let s(n) denote the number of triple systems (of N), and s*(lr) the 
number of nonisomorphic ones. The known values are: 

*.‘! . 7’ ‘f 

n 11 3 7 9 13 15 ,<-+ 

s(n) 1 1 1 30 840 1197504000 60281712691200 ’ 

s*(n) ) 1 1 1 1 2 80 

Compute and estimate s(n) and s*(Iz), where n- 1 or 3 (mod6). (See 
[Doyen, Valette, 19711.) 

FUNDAMENTAL NUMERICAL TABLES 

Factorials with their prime factor decomposition 

I= l!=l 
2= 2!=2 
6= 3!=2.3 

24= 4! =23.3 
120 = 5! = 23.3.5 
720 = 6! = 24.32.5 

5040 = 7! = 21.32.5.7 
40320 = 8! = 27.32.5.7 

3 62880 = 9! = 27.34.5.7 
36 28800 = IO! : 2R.31.52.7 

399 16800= ll! = 2R.34.52.7.1 1 
4790 01600= 12! -2’“.35.52.7.11 

62270 20800= 13! ==210.3”.52.7.11.13 
8 71782 91200= 14! =21’.36.52.72.11.13 

130 76743 68000 = 15! = 211.3”.53.72.1 1.13 
2092 27898 88000 = 16! =215.3s.53.72.1 1.13 

35568 74280 96000 = 17! =215.36.53.72.11.13.17 
6 40237 37057 28000 = 181 =218.38.53.72.11.13.17 

121 64510 04088 32000=19!-2’6.38.53.72.11.13.17.19 
2432 90200 81766 40000=20! =218.38.54.72.11.13.17.19 

5:090 942:: 17094 4~-22::--L--.J-.-‘-.,-.ll.,J.l,.17 -IlO 19 .cd -JR I1 17 1-r In 

11 24000 72777 76076 80000 =22! =21g.38.54.73.112.13.17.19 
258 52016 73888 49766 40000=23! -210.39.54.7”.1 12.13.17.19.23 

6204 48401 73323 94393 60000 -24! = 222.310.54.73.1 12.13.17.19.23 
1 55112 10043 33098 59840 00000=25! =222.310.56.73.112.13.17.19.23 

40 32914 61126 60563 55840 00000 =26! =223.3’o.56.73.112.132.17.19.23 
1088 88694 50418 35216 07680 00000=27! = 223.313.56.73.112.132.17.19.23 

30488 83446 11713 86050 15040 00000=28! =225.3’3.56.74.112.132.17.19.23 
8 84176 19937 39701 95454 36160 00000 =29! = 22s.313.56.74.112.132.17.19.23.29 

265 25285 98121 91058 63630 84800 00000 = 30! = 226.31“.57.74.112.132.17.19.23.29 
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The number P(n, m) of partitions of n into m summands 
and the number p(n) = LP(n, m) of partitions of n 

-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 

__. - 
P(n) n\n -- I 

1 1 
2 2 1 1 
3 3 1 1 1 
5 4 1 2 1 1 
7 5 1 2 2 1 1 

11 6 1 3 3 2 1 1 
15 7 1 3 4 3 2 1 1 
22 8 1 4 5 5 3 2 1 1 
30 9 1 4 7 6 5 3 2 1 1 
42 10 1 5 8 9 7 5 3 2 1 1 
56 11 1 5 10 11 10 7 5 3 2 1 1 
77 12 1 6 12 15 13 11 7 5 3 2 1 1 

101 13 1 6 14 18 18 14 11 7 5 3 2 1 
135 14 1 7 16 23 23 20 15 11 7 5 3 2 
176 15 1 7 19 27 30 26 21 15 11 7 5 3 
231 16 1 8 21 34 37 35 28 22 15 11 7 5 
297 17 1 8 24 39 47 44 38 29 22 15 11 7 
385 18 1 9 27 47 57 58 49 40 30 22 15 11 
490 19 1 9 30 54 70 71 65 52 41 30 22 15 
627 20 1 IO 33 64 84 90 82 70 54 42 30 22 
792 21 1 IO 37 72 101 110 105 89 73 55 42 30 

1002 22 1 I1 40 84 119 136 131 116 94 75 56 42 
1255 23 1 I1 44 94 141 163 164 146 123 97 76 56 
1575 24 1 12 48 108 164 199 201 186 157 128 99 77 
1958 25 1 12 52 120 192 235 248 230 201 164 131 100 - - 

.^ I . . ^ . 
For m L n/,z (rtght or tne bold-face figures), the table is completed by Ptn, m)= 
=p(n-m): A_ tab!r: of!+, ,K), ,TG;;G 100, ia found in [Todd, 19443. 

FUNDAMENTAL NUMERICAL TABLES 

Partial exponential Bell polynomials A, &1,x2,. ..) B 

B1,1=111B2,1=2 l, B2,2=121B3,1=31, Ba,~=3.1’2~, B3,3=131B4,1=41, 
B4,2 = 4.1’3lf 3.22, B4. 3 = 6.1221, B4,4=14lB5,1=51, B5.2 = 5.1’4l+ 10.2l3l, 
B5, 3= 10.123t+15.1’22, Bs, 4=10.1321, Bs,5=16 I Ba,1=6l, Bt~,a=6.1’5~+15.2~4~ 
t10.32, Be, 3=15.1241+60.112131+15.23, Be,4=20.133r+45.1222, Ba,5=15.1421, 
Ba,e=l‘31B7,1=71, Br, 2 = 7.1’6l+ 21.2r5l+ 35.3l41, B7, 3 = 21.135’ -I- 105.112141 

+ 70.1’32 + 105.2231 B7, 4= 35.1341+210.122131+ 105.1123, B7,5=35.143t 
+105.1322, B7. 6 =‘21.1521 B7,7=171B~,1=81, Be, 2 = 8.1’7lf 28.2l61+ 56.3l51 
+ 35.42, Bs. 3 =28.1261-t 168.112151 + 280.1’314r+210.2a41-t 280.2l32, Bs, 4 = 56.135r 
-f- 420.12214r + 280.1232 + 840.1’2231 + 105.24, Be, 5 = 70.1441 + 560.132131+ 420.1223, 
Bs, B = 56.1531 f210.1422, Be, 7 = 28.1”2l Bs, 3 = 1s I B9,1= 9l, Bs, 2 = 9.1’8l 
+ 36.2l7lt 84.3l6lt 126 415l, 
-t 315.1’42 + 1260.2l3l4l; 280.33, 

B9, 3 = ;6.127l+ 252.112161+ 504.113151 + 378.225’ 
Bg, 4 = 84.1s6l+ 756.122151 + 1260.123141 

+ 1890.1 12241 + 2520.112132 I- 1260.2331, Be. a = 126.1451 + 1260.132r41 + 840.1332 
+3780.122231+945.1124, B9,6=126.1541+1260.142r3r+1260.1323, B9.7=84.1a31 
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~o.I= 101 B1o 2 = 10.1’9’ + 45.218l =:~:~~~~i08~~~:~~~~,o=101B , 
Blo, s = 45.1281 ; 360.1’2l71 -I- 840.1’3161+ 630.2261 

+ 126b.1’415’ +1520.213151*-i- ;575.2142 f 2100.3241, B1o 4 = 120.1s71 f 1260.12216l 

-f-2520.lz3'51+3780.l'2~5~fl575.l~4atl2600.1'213i41+'3150.23413- 2800.1'33 
+6300.2a38, B10, s = 210.1461 $2520.1s2151 + 4200.1s3141 + 9450.122241 
+12600.1a213a + 126G0.112s31 -t 945.26, B10,s=252.1~51+3150.142141+2100.1432 

+ 12600.1s2a31 +4725.1224 BIO,, =210.1”41+2520.152131-i- 3150.1423, 

B1o,s=120.1’3’+630.Is2~: B1o,c1=45.1~2~, B10,1o= 1’O I B11.1= 11’, B11.2= 11.1’10’ 
+ 55.2’9’ + 165.3l8’ + 330.4171-t 462.5l61, B11, s = 55.1291 + 495.1’2181 -I- 1320.1’317’ 

-+ 990.227l+ 2310.114161 -t- 4620.2l3l6l+ I 386.1’5a + 6930.214151 + 4620.3251 
+ 5775.3148, B11, A== 165.1381+ 1980.122171 + 4620.1a3161+ 6930.112261 + 6930.124151 
+ 27720.11213151 +6930.2351 -i- 17325.112142 f 23100.1’3241 + 34650.223141 
-+ 15400.213s, B11, s = 330.1471 $462O.132161 -t 9240.133151 -t20790.122251+ 5775.1342 
+ 69300.1*2’3’41 f 34650.112s41+ 15400.1233 $ 69330.1’2a32 + 17325.2431, 
Bll, e = 462.1’61-+ 6930.142151+ 11550.14314~+ 34650.1a2241 -I- 46200.13213a 
+69300.183831 f 10395.1126, B1j,, =462.165l f 6930.1s2141 f4620.153* 

+ 34650.142sY +- 17325.ls2” B11, s = 330.1741+ 4620.1e2131 + 6930.1623, 

B11,g= 165.1*31+990.1’2*, ‘B~Jo- 55.1@21, B11,11= 1” I B12,l= 12l, 
Illa B = 12.1111 -t- 66.21101$220.31Y1 + 495.4181 f 792.5’71+ 462.62, B,s s = 66 l*lO’ 
+ &0.1~2191+ 1980.1’31$1+ 1485.2281 f 3960.114171 f 7920.213l7l+ 5544’.1’5161’ 
+ 13860.21416l f 9240.3a61 + 8316.2152 + 27720.314l5lf 5775.4a, B1a 4 = 220 13Y1 

~~70.ls218~+7920.l~3171+ll880.l’2271$l3860.la4161+55440.l12131~’ * 
+13860~~61+83l6.1~5~f83160.l~214~5~+55440.l'325~3-83l60.22315' 
+69300,11314* $51975.2848 t 138600.213241 -t- 15400.34, B12.5 = 495.1481 

+ 792OJs217’+ 1848O.ls3161 +41580.122”61 f 27720.134151 + 166320.12213151 
, +83160.1’2s51+ 103950.ls214s+ 138600.123*41+415800.1’223141+ 51975.2441 

+ 184800.11213s +- 138600.233*, B12, g = 792.1571 + 13860.142161 + 27720.143l5l 

+83l60.ls2s5’fl7325.l~4s+277200.ls213141+207900.122s41+6l600.133s 
+-4158OO.ls2s3* + 207900.1’2431 -I- 10395.26, B1a , = 924 1661 + 16632.15215l, 
+27720.1s3141+10395O.i~2W-+I::86CC.~ ‘42132 ~777X&32331+ 62370.1225 , -..- 

B1s,s=792.1’51+ 13860.1s2141+9240.1”3a+83160.1”2~31+ 51975.1424, 
B1a, P = 495.1”4’+ 7920.1’2l3l -I- 13860.1“23, B12,10 = 220.1e31 + 1485.1*22, 
B1s,11= 66.11021, B1a.1~ = lla I ~- 

l The letter x occurring in [3d] (p. 134) has not been written here to save space. Thus, 
Bs, s = lO.lV + 15.1128 should read Bs, s = lOxlax + 15x1~2~. 

Logarithmic polynomials 

L15lfIL4=21- 1s I Ls = 31- 3.Pll+ 2.13 I L4 = 4* - 4.3ll' + 12.2*12 - 6.14 
- 3.28 I Ls 5: 51- 5.411’ - 10.3121+ 20.311a + 30.2x11- 60.2113 + 24.15 I LB = 61 
-65111- 15.4121-t 30.4112 - 10.324 120.312111-120.3113+30.23-270.221a 
-I- 3ti0.2114 - 120.1s I L7 = 7’ - 7.6111- 21.512l- 35.4l31-k 42.5112 + 210.4l2ll1 

+ 140.381’ f 210.312a - 210.4ll* - 1260.312112 - 630.2311+840.311“ + 2520.2ai3 
-2520.21ls+720.l’lLs=8’-8.71l1-286121-56.5131-3354~+5661l2 
+ 336.512111+ 560.413111+ 420.4l22 -i- 560.3;2l- 336.5’1s -25;0.41211i - 1680.3212 
- 5040.312*1’-6630.24-k 1680.4114+ 13440.31211s+ 10080.2312- 6720.3116 
-25200.2s1~+20160.21I”-504O.I* I 
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Partial ordinary Bell uolvnomials &,. Z. k. x2. .l - - ., .- \ _, -. , 
e- _ -;------ 
B1,1=l1lBz,1=2f,Ba,z=l2~~s,1=31,~~a=2.l12~,~~,~=l3l~41=41 
$r4,2=2.1131+22, B4,3=3.1221, B4,4=I* I Bs,1-=51, Bs,z=2.1141+i.2131; 
B5,3=3.1231+3.1122, &,,4=4.1321,ti 5.5==15 IB6.1=61,~s,2=2.1151+2.2’41$34, 
~~.~=3.1241+6.112131+23, &,a=4.1331+6.1222, &=5.1*21, &,~=le I 
IJ7~=7~,&,2=2.116~+2.2~5~+2.3~41, i3 7.3 = 3.125’ -1- 6.1’2’4’ +3.1’32 f3.2231, 
~7,4=4.13_41+12.122131f4.1123, i&,5=5.1431+10.1s22, &0=6.1521, 67.7-17 I 

Be,1 = 8l, Us.2 =2.117l i-2.2161 + 2.3l51+42, k3,3 = 3.1261+ 6.112151+ 6.113141 
-I- 3.2241 + 3.2132, h.4 = 4.1351 -t- 12.122141 f6.1232 + 12.112231 +24, $0 s =5.1441 
-l-2O.l32131 + 10.1223, it s,a=6.l531fl5.l~2~,~s,,=7.1~21,ijs,s=1si’~8,1~Y1, 

i&,2 = 2.1’8l+ 2.2l71+ 2.3161 -I- 2.4l51, ti o.s=3.1271+6.112161+6.113*51+3.1142 
-t 3.2251 + 6.2l3l4lt 33, 8 ~,4=4.l361+12.I22151+I2.l23141+I2.J12~41+l2,11213~ 
+4.2331, i&e = 5.1451 +20.132141 + 10.1332+ 30.122231 +5.1124, iis.6 =6.1541 
_+30.142131+20.1323, iis,,=7.1631+21.1522,$~,s=8.1’21,ijg,g=1~ I &,,l=10' 
B10,a = 2.1191+2.2181 +2.3l7l f2.416l+ 52, B1o,s =3.1281+ 6.1’2171$6.l13161 ’ 
+ 6.114151 + 3.2261 + 6.213l51-k 3.2142 +3.3241, B 10,~=4.1371+12.122161+12.12315~ 
1-6.l24a+l2.1’2251+24.l1213141+4.l13s+4.2341f6.223~, &,,,a=5.1461+20.132151 
-t20.133’41f 30.122241 + 30.122132 +20.112331+25, g10.6 = 6.1551 f30.142141 
+15.143,?+60.132231+15.1224, &0,7=7.1~41f42.1~2~31+35.142s, &,s=8.1731 
+28.1622, a,,,, = 9.1 g21, &o,,o = 110 I 

Multinomial coefficients (~1, a~, . . . . am) = 
(a1fn2+...+um)! 

Ul!UZ! *.. am! 

The bold-face numbers indicate the values of n = al + US + v.0 -+-a,,,. For saving place, 
we write (13) instead of Cl, 1. 1). (32al) instead of (3.2.2-l). etc . . . . 

2:(2)=l;(l2)=2l3:(3)=l;(21)=3;(l3)=6l4:(4)5l;(3l)=4,(2~)=6; 
(212)=l2;(l4)=24~5:(5)=l;(4l)=5,(32)=lO;(3l2)=2O,(221)=3O; 
(213) = 60; (15) = 120 I 6: (6) = 1; (51) = 6, (42) = 15, (32) ==20; (412) = 30, (321)=60, 
~2”)=90;(3l3)=l20,(22l2)~l80;(2l4)=360;(l6)=720l7:(7)=l;(6l)=7, 
(52) = 21, (43) = 35; (512) = 42, (421) = 105, (3”l) = i40, (323 =2iO; (4;s) = 210, 
(3212) =420, (231) = 630; (31*) = 840, (2213) = 1260; (215) = 2520; (1’) = 5040 I 
8: (8) = 1; (71) = 8, (62) = 28, (53) = 56, (42) = 70; (613 = 56, (521) = 168, 
(431) = 280, (422) = 420, (322) = 560; (513) = 336, (4212) = 840, (3212) = 1120, 
(3221) = 1680, (2*) = 2520; (41*) = 1680, (3213) = 3360, (2312) = 5040; (315) = 6720, 
(2”13 = 10080; (216) = 20160; Cl g, = 40320 I 9: (9) = 1; (81) = 9, (72) = 36, (63) = 84, 
(54) = 126; (712) = 72, (621) = 252, (531) = 504, (4#1) = 630, (522) = 756, (432) = 1260, 
(33) = 1680; (613) = 504, (5212) = 1512, (4312) = 2520, (4221) = 3780, (3a21) = 5040, 
(323) = 7560: (51*) = 3024, (4213) = 7560, (3213)= 10080, (32a12) = 15120, 
CZ41)=22680; (416)=15120, (321*)=30240, C2s13)=45360; (316)=60480, 
(2215) = 90720; (217) = 181440; (IQ) = 362880 I 10: (10) - 1; (91) = 10, (82) = 45, 
(73) = 120, (64) = 210, (52) = 252; (812) = 90, (721) = 360, (631) = 840, (541) = 1260, 
(622) = 1260, (532) = 2520, (422) = 3150, (432) = 4200; (713) = 720, (6212) = 2520, 
(5312) = 5040, (4212) = 6300, (5221) = 7560, (4321) = 12600, (331) = 16800, 
(423) = 18900, (322s) =25200; (61*) = 5040, (5213) = 15120, (4313) =25200, 
(42Zlz) = 37800, (32212) = 50400, (3231) = 75600, (25) = 113400; (515) = 30240, 
(421”) = 75600, (3214) = 100800, (32213) = 151200, (2412) = 226800; (416) = 151200, 
(3215) = 302400, (231”) = 453600; (31’) = 604800, (221S) = 907200; (21s) = 1814400; 
(11O) -= 3628800 I 
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Stirling numbers of the first kind s(n, k) 
,n\kl 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 1 

2 -1 1 

3 2 -3 1 

4 -6 11 -6 1 

5 24 -50 35 -10 1 

6 -120 214 -22S as -1s 1 

I 720 -1764 1624 -735 175 -21 

a -so40 13068 -13132 6169 -1960 322 

9 40320 -109584 118124 -67284 22449 4536 

10 -362880 1026576 -1172700 723680 -269325 63273 

11 3628800 -10628640 12753576 -8409500 3416930 -902055 

12 -39916800 120543840 -150917976 105258076 -45995730 13339535 

13 479001600 -1486442880 1931559552 -1414014888 657206836 -2060701 SO 

14 -6227024lSOO 19802759040 -26596717056 20313753096 -9951703756 3336118786 

15 87178291200 -283465647360 392156791824 -310989260400 159721605680 -56663366760 

FOG a table of the &I, k). kSnQ 60, scc [MitrinoviC (D. S. and R. S.), 196Oa, b, 19611 and for several extensions 
. . 

Stirlii numbers of the second kind S(n, k) and exponential numbers w(n) = &S(n, k) 

44 
1 
2 
5 

15 
52 

203 
877 

4140 
21147 

115975 
678570 

4213597 
27644437 

190899322 
1382958545 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

1 
n\k 
-i- 

2 
‘3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

1 1 
1 3 1 
1 7 6 1 

1 15 25 10 1 

1 31 90 65 15 1 

1 63 301 350 140 21 

1 127 966 1701 1050 266 

1 255 3025 7770 6951 2646 

1 511 9330 34105 42525 22827 

1 1023 28501 145750 246730 179487 

1 2047 86526 611501 1379400 1323652 

1 4095 261625 2532530 7508501 9321312 

1 8191 788970 10391745 40075035 63436373 
I 1 16383 2375101 42355950 210766920 420693273 

For a table of S(n, k)kbr627, see [Miksa, 19561, and for m(n), y<74 (Levine, Dalton, 19621. 
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7 a 9 10 II 12 13 14 1s 

1 

-28 1 

546 -36 1 

-9450 870 -45 1 

157173 -18150 1320 -5s 1 

-2637558 351423 -32670 1925 -66 1 

44990231 -6926634 749463 -55770 2117 -78 1 

-790943153 135036473 -16669653 1474473 -91091 3731 -91 

14409322928 -2681453775 368411615 -31312275 2749747 -143325 5005 -.__ 

[MitrinoviC (D. S. and R. S.). 1962, 1963a. b, 1964, 1965, 19661. 

1 

-105 1 
___-- 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 --- 14 15 

1 

28 
462 

5880 
63987 

627396 
5715424 

49329280 
408741333 

1 
36 1 

750 45 1 
11880 1155 55 1 

159027 22275 1705 66 1 
1899612 359502 39325 243 1 78 1 

20912320 5135130 752752 66066 3367 91 1 
216627840 67128490 12662650 1479478 106470 4550 105 1 
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conjugate partitions 100 
conjunction 186 
connected component 69 

- graph 62, 166, 167t 
- relation 226 

constant term 38 
wnvex polygon 74 

- polyhedron 73, 297 
- sequence 14, 114, 268 

convolution 44, 154, 227 

covering 165 
cr=circulator 109 
cube 250, 262 
cumulant 160 
cycle in a graph 62 

- indicator polynomial 247, 264 
-, permutation 231 

Darboux method 277, 295 
D’Arcais numbers 159t 
decomposition into cycles (permuta- 

tions) 231 
Dedekind 273 
degree of a free monomial 18 

- of a group of permutations 246 
- of a node in a graph 61 

Delannoy numbers 80 
Demorgan formulas 3 
denumerant 108, 159’ 

- with multi-indexes 124 
derangement 180, 182r, 199, 201, 256t 

-, random 295 
derivation, formal 41 
derivative, n-th - of a composition of 

functions 138 
derivative, n-th - of a product of func- 

tions 132 
derivatives of gamma function 173 
derivatives of implicit functions 175t 
determinants 200, 203, 260 
diagonai of a product 3, 58 

- series 42, 81 
- steps in a path 80 

diagram, Ferrers 100 
- of a recurrence relation 12 

dice, loaded 298 
difference, set-theoretic 2 

- operator 13, 83 
digraph = directed graph 67 
disjunctive canonical form 187 
distance on a tree 62 
distribution 8, 15, 222 

- function of a random variable 160 
division 25 
Dixon formula 174 
Dobinski 210 
dot convention 32 
dummy or bound variable 30 
Durfee square identity 119 

empty products and sums 31, 35 
edge of a graph 61 
endpoint (in a graph) 61 
enumerator of a set of functions 71 
equal binomial coefficients 93 
equivalence relation 59 

- class 59 
Eratosthenes, sieve of 178 
Euler function 162, 193r, 199, 203 

- numbers, polynomials 48, 49t, 89, 
258 
-- circuit 62 

Eulerian numbers 51, 243t 
Eulerian polynomials 199,244,259,292 
even permutation 232 
event 190 
excycle 69 
expt 37 
expectation of a random variable 160 
exponential numbers 210, 291, 310t 

Fah di Bruno, formula of 137 
factorial moments of a random variable 

160 
factorial 6,305t 

-, falling and rising 83 
factorization, ordered 126 
fall 241 
family, multiplicable - of formal series 

39 
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Feller 80 
Fermat matrices 171 
Ferrers diagram 99 
Fibonacci numbers 45t, 86 
figured number 17 
filter basis 91 
finest partition 220 
finite geometry 303t 
fixed point of a permutation 180, 231 
Foata coding 70 
folding stamps 267t 
forbidden positions, permutations with 

201 
forbidden summands (partitions) 108 
forest 70, 90, 91 t 
formal derivation 41 

.- primitivation 42 
- series 36 

fraction, rational 87, 109, 223 
- integrals of 167 

fractionary iterates 144 
- of et- 1 148r 

Frechet inequality 200 
Frenet-Serret trihedron 158 
Frobenius 249 
Fubini formula 228 

-, theorem of 32 
function, Boolean 185 

-, generating 43 
-, exponential and ordinary gener- 
ating 44 
-, symmetric 158, 214 

functional digraph 191, 69 
functions, composition of 40, 138, 145 

- of a finite set 69, 79 

gamma function, derivatives of 173 
- -, Stirling expansion 267 

Gegenbauer polynomials 50, 87 
generating function 43 
generalized bracketing 56, 57t 
Genocchi numbers 49t 
geometry, finite 91, 303t 
Gould formula 173 
graph 60 

-, complementary 62 
-, directed or oriented 67 

graph (in -) 264 
graphs, iabeied and uniabeied 263,264r 

regular 273, 279t 
g&p, alternating 233 

- of given order 302t 
- of permutations 246 
-, symmetric 231 

Gumbel inequalities 201 

Hadamard product 85 
Halphen 161 
Hamiltonian circuit 62 
Hankel determinant 87 
harmonic numbers 217 
Hasse diagram 67 
height of a tree 52 
Herschellian type 109 
Hermite formula 150, 164 

- polynomials 164, 50, 277 
homogeneous parts 38 
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horizontal recurrence relations 209, 
215 

Hurwitz identity 163 
- series 85 

idempotent map 91r 
-number 135 

identity, binomial 12, 127, 76, 155 
-, Jacobi 106, 119 
-, multinomial 28, 127 
- permutations 230 
-, Rogers-Ramanujan 107 

image 4 
-, inverse 5 

implicit, derivative of an-function 1751 
incidence matrix 58, 201 
incident edge 61 
inclusion and exclusion principle 176 
in-degree, out-degree 68 
independent set 62 
indeterminates in a formal series 36 
indicator polynomial 247, 264 
inequalities, linear- in probabilities 190 
inequality of Bonferroni 193, 203 

- of Boole 194 
- of Frt?chet 200 
- of Gumbel 201 
- Newton 278 

injection 5 
injective map 5 
integral part of x 178 
interchangeable system 179 
inventory 251 
inverse image 5 

-map 5 
-of a formal series 148, 151t 
- of some polynomials 164 

inversion formula of Lagrange 148,163 
inversions in a permutation 236,240t 
inversion of a matrix 143, 164 
involution 257 
isomorphic graphs 263 
iterate, fractionary 144 
iteration polynomials 147t 

Jacobi identity 106, 119 
Jordan formula 195, 200,203 

- function 199, 203 
juxtaposition, product by 18 

Kaplansky 24 
knock-out tournament 200 
Kolmogoroff system 302 

labeled graphs 263, 264t 
Lagrange congruence 218 

-, inversion formula of 148, 163 
Laguerre polynomials 50 
Lah numbers 135, 156t 
Lambert series 48, 161 
latin square and rectangle 183r 
lattice 59 

-, free distributive 273 
- of partitions of a set 202, 220 
- of permutation! 255 
- representation 58 

Laurent series 43 
Legendre polynomials 50, 87, 164 
Leibniz formula I30 
Leibniz numbers 83r 
letter of a word 18 
Lie derivation 220 
Li Jen-Shu formula 173 
Lindeberg 281, 297 
linear system 304 
lines in the plane 72 
loaded dice 299 
log (1 $-I) 37 
logarithmic polynomials 140, 156, 3081 
logarithmically concave or convex 269 
lower bounds, set of 59 

MacMahon X 
MacMahon Master Theorem 173 
magic squares 124, 125t 
map 5, 70 

-. reciprocal or inverse 5 
surjective 5 

m$s of a finite set into itself 69 
marriage problem 300 
matchbox problem of Banach 297 
matrix, incidence 58, 201 

- of a permutation 230 
- of a relation 58 
-, random 201 

measure 189 
‘menages’ problem 183, 185t, 199 
minimal path 20, 80, 81 
minimax 302 

MCibius formula 161, 202 
- function IhI 

model 250, 252 
moment of random variable 160 
money-change problem 108 
monkey typist 297 
monoid, free 18 
monomial, symmetric - function 158 
monotone subsequence 299 
multicovering 303t 
multi-index 36, 124 
mu1 tinoniial coefIicicnt 28, 77 

SLlIllS of -. 126 
sums of inverses of - 294 
-. identity 28, 127 

rnrtlliplicable family 39 
rncllliplicntive function Ihl 
rnultiseclion of series 84 

Netlo X 
necklace? 263 
Newcomb 246, 266 
Newton 48, 270 

binomium formula of - 12 
-, formula of Taylor 221 

nodes of a graph or digraph 61, 67 
nonassociative product 52 

octahedron 262 
odd permutations 232 
omino, n- 226 
operator 

- D, derivation 41 
-, A difference 13, X3 
-, P primitivation 52 
-E, translation 13 
-, O-tD 220 

orbit 248, 231 
order of a formal series 38 

- of a group of permutations 246 
-. of a permutation 233 
- relation 59, 6Ot 

ordered factorizations I26 
ordered orbits, permutations with 258t 

- set 59 
ordinals 122, 123t 
out-degree 67 
outstanding elements 258 
overlapping system 303 

pair 7 
parity, even or odd 232 
part of a partition 94 
partial relation 58 
partition of an integer 961, 159, 292, 

307t 
-, random 296 

partitions, lattice of 202, 220 
- of a set 30, 204 
-, random, of a set 296 

Pascal malrix I43 
- triangle 1 I, 76, 29 I 

path in a graph 62 
-, minimal 20, 80, 81 

per : prime circulator 109 
pentagonal theorem of Euler 104 
perfect partition of integers 126 
permanent 196 
permutalion 7, 230 

-, alternating 258, 259t 
-, circular 23 1 
-, components of 261, 262t 
-, conditional 233, 256 
-, cycles of 231 
-, generalized 265 
-, identity 231 
-, parity of 232 
-, peak of 261t 
-, random 279, 295 
- with forbidden positions 201 
- with given order 257t 
- with k inversions 236, 2401 
- with repetitions 27 

permutations, group of 231 
pigeon-hole principle 91 
planes in space 72 
Poincarb formula 192 
point, fixed - of a permutation 180, 

231 
points in the plane 72 
Poisson distribution 160 
Pblya, theorem of 252 
polygon, convex 54, 74, 299 

- of a permutation 237 
polygonal contour 302 
polyhedron, convex 73 

rational points in a 121 
po&omial, indicator - of cycles 247, 

264 
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positions, permutation with forbidden 
201 

potential polynomials 141, 156 
powers, sums of 154, 168, 169 
pm-image 5, 30 
prime numbers 119,178 

- circulator 109 
primitivation, formal 42 
probability 160, 190 

-measure 190 
‘probl&me des mknages’ 183, 185t, 199 
‘probleme des rencontres’ 180, 182r, 

199 
product, empty 35 

- set, cartesian 3 
profile 125 
projection 3, 59 
proper relation 58 

quadratic form 300 
quadrinomial coefficients 78t 
q-identities 103 

Ramanujan 107 
Ramsey 283,287, 288& 298 
random derangements 295 

- formal series 160 
- partition of integers or sets 296 
- permutations 279, 295 
- tournament 296 
- variable 160 
- walk 20 
- words 297 

rank of a formula 216 
rational fraction 87, 109, 223 
rearrangement 265 
reciprocal map 5 

- of formal series 150, 151r 
- relation 58 

rectangle, latin 182, 1831 
reflection principle 22 
reflexive relation 58 
regions, division into 72, 73 
regular chains 165 

- graphs 273, 279t 
- graphs of order 2 276t 

relation 57 
-, m-ary 57 
-, equivalence 59 

-, incidence 59 
-, inverse 59 
-, order 59, 60t 

‘rencontre’ 180 
RBnyi 189 
representative, distinct 201, 300 
Riordan X 
rise in a permutation 240, 243t 
Rogers-Ramanujan identities 107 
root of a tree 63 
rooted tree 63 
roots of ax = tg x, expansions for - 170t 
roulette 262 
row-independent random variable 280 
run 79 
Ryser formula 197 

Salie’s numbers 86, 87t 
sample 190 
SchrGder 56, 57t, 165, 223t 
score, score vector 68, 123r 
section 59 
rn-selection 4 
separating system 302 
sequences 79, 260, 265 
sequences, divisions of [n] 79 
series, diagonal 42, 81 
series, formal 36 

- random formal 160 
sets of n elements (axiomatic) 123r 
shepherds princip!e 9 
sieve formulas 176 
sieve of Eratosthenes 17X 
sign of a permutation 233 
size (of a set) 5 
specification 18, 265 
Sperner 272, 273t, 292 
spheres in space 73 
squares in relations 288, 291t 
stabilizer 248 
stackings 226 
stamps 124 

- folding strip of - 267i 
standard tableau 125 

- deviation 160 
Steiner, triple-system 303, 304r 
step in a minimal path 210 
Stirling expansion of gamma function 

267 

Stirling formula 292 
- matrices 146 
-numbers 50,135, 144,229,271,291, 
293, 3101 
- of the first kind 212 
- associated of the first kind 256t, 295 
- of the second kind 204 
- associated of the second kind 2221, 
295 

subgraph 62 
subset 2 

-, series 40, 137 
summable family 38 
summand in a partition of integer 94 
summation, double 31 

- formula 153, 168, 169 
-7 multiple 31 
-set 31 
-1 simple 31, 172 
-, triple 31 

sums of powers of binomial coefficients 
90 

surjection 5 
surjective maps 5 
symmetric eulerian numbers 158, 214 

- function 158, 214 
- group 231 
- monoid 90 
- relation 58 

system 3 
- c,f diS:inct iepiejei,iaiiVes y(ji, 3~ 

-, Sperner 272, 273t, 292 

To-system 302 
tangent numbers 25X 
Taylor coefficient 130 

- series 130 
Taylor-Newton formula 221 
terminal node 61 

- edge 62 
terms in derivatives of implicit func- 

tions 175f 
Terquem problem 79 
topologies on [n] 229f 
total relation 5X 
tournament, 68 

-, knock-out 200 
-. , random 296 

transitive digraph 66 
- relation 58, 90 

transpositions 23 1 
transversals in Pascal triangle 76 
tree 62, 219 

-, binary 54 
-, rooted 63 

triangle, Pascal 11, 76 
triangles with integer sides 73 
triangulation 54, 74 
trinomial coefficients 78r, 163t 
triple Steiner system 303, 304r 
rn-tuple 4 
type of a partition of a set 205 
type of a permutation 233 
typewriting monkey 297 

unimodal sequence 269 
unequal summands, partition with 101, 

115r 
unitary series 146 
upperbounds, set of 59 

Vandermonde convolution 44,154,227 
variable, bound or dummy 30 

- in formal series 36 
-, random 160 

variance 160 
variegated words 198 
vector space 201 
vertex of a graph 6i 
vertical recurrence relations 209, 215 

wall 125 
Wedderburn-Etherington problem 54, 

55t 
weighing problem 301 
weight 251 
Wilson congruence 218 
word 18 

- random 18, 297 
Wronski aleph 208 

Young 125 

Zarankiewicz 288, 29lt, 300 
zeta function 119, 202 


